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Welcome to Huggins and Scott Auctions, the Nation's fastest growing Sports & Americana Auction House. With this catalog, we are presenting another extensive list of sports cards and memorabilia, plus an array of historically significant Americana items. We hope you enjoy this.

VERY IMPORTANT: Due to size constraints and the cost factor in the print version of most catalogs, we are unable to include all pictures and elaborate descriptions on every single lot in the auction. However, our website has no limitations, so we have added many more photos and a much more elaborate description on virtually every item on our website. Well worth checking out if you are serious about a lot!

WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM

Here's how we are running our December 11, 2014 auction:

BIDDING BEGINS:
Monday December 1, 2014 at 12:00pm Eastern Time

Our auction was designed years ago and still remains geared toward affordable vintage items for the serious collector. We describe and photograph each item in the most clear and easy to understand way possible. However, WE LOVE QUESTIONS! Call us anytime at 301-608-0355. Always leave a message if you get our machine. It's always the first thing we check everyday.

REGISTRATION:
You must pre-register to bid. You can do this over the phone at 301-608-0355 or online at www.hugginsandscott.com. Should you choose the online method and have any problems, please call us for assistance. Our normal business hours are Monday-Friday 11-6pm EST. Weekends by appointment only.

Once registered you will need to confirm your email address by following the link in the confirmation email that is automatically sent to your email address that you register with. At the time of registration, you will create a User ID and Password, that you are responsible for; you will use that same User ID and Password every time you log into our site for this and all future auctions. Bidding is done online or by telephone.

ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN TIME

3-STEP BIDDING PROCESS:

STEP 1) Initial Bids

NOTE: our countdown clock on each lot is synchronized by Network Time Protocol to eastern time. The clock is set to reach 0d 0h 0m 0s at 11:30pm eastern time, which is when the lot would end if no additional bids are placed on the lot. If you have not bid on the lot, you will need to place your first bid by the time the countdown clock reaches 0d 1h 30m 0s. If you have any questions, please ask in advance!

You must place an acceptable, initial bid on an item by 10:00 pm on the night the item ends, in order to proceed to STEP 2. A way to check if your bid was accepted is to go to “My Bid List”. If the item you bid on is listed there, you are in. You can now sort your bid list by which lots you hold the current high bid for, and which lots you have been outbid on. IF YOU HAVE NOT PLACED A BID ON AN ITEM BEFORE 10:00 pm EST (on the night the item ends), YOU CANNOT BID ON THAT ITEM AFTER 10:00 pm EST, in the extended bidding session (STEP 2). However, at 10:00 pm on December 11th, if you are the only bidder on an item that ends that day, that item will close and you will be declared the winner. We cannot stress enough; you will want to get your bids in early. For example, once you get your catalog, if you were to place a bid (even if you get outbid by another bidder) on every item that you are interested in, you are good to go and will be allowed to bid at the end of the auction, without the possibility of being shutout.

STEP 2) Extended Bidding Session
Between 10:00 pm and 11:00 pm is our “extended bidding session”. This period of bidding is getting you ready for the end. You are welcome to continue placing bids on any item that you have previously bid on, but you may not jump in on a new item during this time.

STEP 3) Unique Auction Ending Style
Now adopted by most major auction houses; You're Welcome! Years ago, for some unknown reason, most other auction houses adopted the procedure to end entire auctions all at one time. Our way is much more bidder friendly. Here's how it works: Bidders have our catalog for roughly two weeks prior to the auction's end, giving them ample opportunity to place an initial bid before 10:00 pm on the item's end date. Lots will then begin closing at 11:00pm on their respective end date. If only one bid has been received and the clock strikes 10:00pm, the lot will officially close and the lone bidder will be declared the winner. If there have been two or more bids on a particular item, that item will remain open until 30 minutes have passed without any additional bids on that item. A 30-minute timer is provided for each lot and will be automatically reset every time a new bid is made on that lot. If you up your own high bid in the last 30-minutes, the 30-minute clock will NOT reset. This is now available in real time on our website. You will want to hit the "REFRESH" button on your computer as the clock counts down, as our system will not automatically show an increase in bids. Bids on items will continue to be accepted between 10:00 pm and 11:00 pm from any bidder that has bid on the item prior to 10:00 pm (Extended Bidding Session). Based on these rules, no lot with two or more bids prior to 10:00 pm can close prior to 11:30 pm ET.
Here are some examples:

a) Two bidders named A & B are the only two who have bid on Lot 420 prior to 10:00 pm on the day that the lot ends. Only Bidders A & B can bid on Lot 420 after 10:00 pm. At 11:00 pm, Bidder A was the high bidder on Lot 420. If no one else bids before 11:30 pm, Bidder A will win the auction. If, however, Bidder B bids again at 11:27pm, the new end time for Lot 420 is 11:57 pm, giving Bidder A another 30 minutes to raise his bid. No other auction lots are affected by A & B’s bidding on Lot 420.

b) If Bidder A was the only bidder on Lot 420 at 10:00 pm, he automatically wins the lot at 11:00pm. This format accomplishes two very bidder-friendly things: it prevents snipers, as once you bid the clock resets for 30 minutes even if you bid with 1 second left. Also, it allows people to know they have won an item without having to wait for every item in the auction to close.

We are sure that once you read and use this bidder-friendly Auction Ending style, you’ll appreciate, as we do, that it is just “a better mousetrap.” However should you have any questions about this procedure, PLEASE call us: 301-608-0355.

A few examples for those of you that may not understand:

a) If an item has an opening bid of $200 and does not have a bid, you can click on the drop box and you have the option at bidding $200, $210, $220, $230, $240, $250, $275, $300, $325, $350, $375, $400, $425, $450, $475, $500, $550, $600 and so on.

b) If an item’s bid currently stands at $1800, your options for bidding are $1900, $2000, $2100, $2200, $2300, $2400, $2500, $2750, $3000 and so on.

Let’s say an item currently stands at $750. You enter a max bid of $850 and the system comes back and says that you’ve been outbid and the current bid is now $850. Simply, this means that the other bidder’s max was also $850, that they placed BEFORE YOU PLACED YOUR BID, and one more bid will make you the current high bidder. You can enter the next acceptable bid of $900 and you will be the current high bid.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

We accept personal checks, business checks, money orders, bank checks, and cash. We WILL accept Paypal for auction items (if pre-authorized before the auction ends. Call for details). We DO NOT accept credit cards for auction winnings!

FOLLOWING THE AUCTION

We will send winning bidders an email as well as written invoices the week following the auction. Payment is requested within 15 days from the end of the auction. Extremely late or non-payments may result in the revocation of bidding privileges for future auctions. Please note: when you bid on an item, you are entering a legally binding contract, indicating that you will pay for your items, plus the buyers’ premium and any additional associated fees (sales tax, shipping, insurance, collection agency fees, etc.). You are responsible for any and all bids placed with your User ID and password. We WILL sell your debt to a collection agency if you fail to make payment.

MORE ABOUT OUR AUCTION

1) All items are sold AS IS to the highest bidder

2) Buyer’s Premium and Sales Tax - Please note our BUYERS PREMIUM is 19-1/2% of the hammer price. This means if an item sells for $1000, the winning bidder will pay ($1195.00 plus shipping, handling and insurance). This is added to the item before any sales tax (6%), which is applicable to all Maryland residents ONLY!

3) No one who is currently employed with Huggins and Scott or House of Cards may bid on any items in any Huggins and Scott Auctions. However, the auction house and its employees may consign items to the auction.

4) “Items With Reserves” feature slightly modified! We have expanded and modified the “items with reserves” feature for this auction. Now, the items with reserves are noted with a red outline around the lot and the words “ITEM WITH RESERVE” heading above the lot. They will also appear in the appropriate category section based on the item. The reason we have started this is to allow us to offer more unique and special items, while also giving our consignors the assurance that the items will at least reach a certain minimum. All items with reserves will have an opening bid and an estimated value range. The reserve bid on any item will never be greater than the low value in the estimated range. By starting the bidding below the reserve price it will allow our bidders to get their initial bids in prior to the 10:00pm cutoff time for “initial bids” on the final day of the auction and then all eligible bidders can decide what they want their final bid to be on that day. The items will have a statement in the bid box on our website saying either “Reserve Not Met” or “Reserve Met”. Those two phrases should be self-explanatory. If you are entering a ceiling bid on one of these items and your ceiling bid exceeds the reserve, the computer will only take you to the value that equals the reserve. The remaining amount of your ceiling bid will be kept hidden to everyone but you. If the item ends with the “reserve not met” the item will be deemed “passed” with a zero sale price. We are trying to make this a simple and easy-to-understand feature in our auction; should you have any questions, concerns or comments on this new venture, we welcome your feedback.

5) Shipping - Is the buyer’s responsibility. We will work with you on larger lots to find the best way. All items must be fully paid for, including shipping and insurance, before they will be sent out. We strongly encourage any local bidders to pick up their winnings at our Office or at the House of Cards. International bidders should contact us prior to sending payment to discuss specific shipping options.

6) Return Policy - ALL LEGITIMATE RETURNS OR CREDIT REQUESTS MUST BE BROUGHT TO OUR ATTENTION WITHIN 30 DAYS OF RECEIPT OF YOUR ITEMS! AFTER 30 DAYS, THERE ARE NO REFUNDS, EXCHANGES OR
CREDITS! ALSO, THE ENTIRE LOT MUST BE INTACT AND IN THE SAME FORM AS WHEN IT WAS SOLD IN ORDER TO RECEIVE ANY CREDIT OR REFUND CONSIDERATIONS - NO EXCEPTIONS!!

We have conservatively graded most items, however we strongly encourage you to ask specific questions or better yet, come view the items you are interested in. If you are unsure of anything, ask, then bid. We reserve the right to make any changes from the print catalog on our website. Any changes that are made, we will notify all who have placed bids on that item by email.

7) Bidding Privileges - Huggins and Scott LLC reserves the right to revoke any bidder privileges for what we deem as unethical behavior.

PLEASE NOTE: Once a bid is placed, we CANNOT retract it. We have two safeguards to make sure that you are aware of the bid that you are placing, and which lot you are bidding on. Bid retraction will result in cancellation of all bids in the auction and bidding privileges revoked. WE CANNOT COMPROMISE THE INTEGRITY OF THE AUCTION BY CANCELING BIDS.

8) Previewing Items Before the Auction - All items are available for viewing at our auction office: 2301 Broadbirch Dr. Ste 150, Silver Spring, MD 20904. Calling in advance for an appointment is strongly SUGGESTED. We ask that you provide a list of the items that you want to examine, so we may have them ready for you.

9) All bids are in US Dollars!

10) When we refer to a population report about graded cards, we only reference the population of that card's grading company. For example, if we say an SGC card has three equals and none better, we are only referring to that card's population among all SGC graded cards, unless otherwise stated. All population counts are valid as of the time of writing and are subject to change.

About Our Autographs:
All autographs thru Huggins & Scott Auctions come with either a JSA/James Spence Authentication (our most used), PSA/DNA, Upper Deck Authenticated (UDA), Stacks of Piaques, Kevin Keating or Steiner COA's. Some even have more than one. At Huggins & Scott, we take great pride in only offering "IRONCLAD", "LEAD PIPE", "NO QUESTIONS ASKED" autographs. In today's world of autopens, secretarial, clubhouse and ghost signers, you can rest assured that your autographed items from H&S have passed the most stringent examination.

Note: For those that do not know, a "clubhouse" signature was a common practice among teams where the key players would not actually sign the item, but a clubhouse attendant would sign for the player. We note any signature that is a clubhouse signature.

Multiple Autographed Item Lot LOA's:
For the more valuable autographs, we are obtaining full photography LOA's from one of the respected third party authentication companies. For the lesser valued items, we are having those items authenticated and noted with a unique sticker/certificate combination for each item. In the remaining cases, on lots with more than one autographed item, we will issue one blanket auction letter of authenticity for the entire lot (although we are trying to do away with this altogether, but sometimes it is the only cost effective method). This is the original letter that we receive from the authentication company describing the offered lot. You may use this “auction” LOA to obtain individual LOA’s should you chose to do that, however the auction LOA's are only valid for 45 days from the end of the auction. Please see the item's description for specific authentication on each individual lot. Please call if you have any questions regarding these auction lot LOA's.

Framed Items:
Frames included with lots: while we make every effort to protect the frames included in these lots during pre auction storage and post auction shipping, we are not responsible for any damage to the frames themselves, and no refunds will be given due to frame damage.

About Our Grading:
Many lots, throughout the auction have been Professionally graded and encapsulated by independent grading companies. Many other lots have been graded by our highly educated writers. For the most part, these are conservative grades, but we are human and sometimes we may miss something. We are not responsible for a third party grading company agreeing or disagreeing with our assessment and we cannot issue refunds or credits if cards do not receive a numerical grade or the exact grade that we describe. We strongly recommend that you come look at any items that you are bidding on, and make your own determination about it’s grade.

Becoming one of Our Field Representatives:
Huggins and Scott Auctions is a constantly growing company. Should you have an interest in joining our staff, we are always looking for part-time field representatives in new areas. Call our head of Field Representatives, Steve Dickler at 215-530-4365 to discuss an opportunity; its a no lose situation for you, as well as a chance to make some serious money.

Consignments For Our Next Auction:
We have already begun taking consignments for our February 12, 2015 auction. Consignment deadline: January 5, 2015 - by consigning your items early, you allow us the opportunity to advertise your items on our website, in trade publications and press releases, as well as at major shows across the country. This is an invaluable way to expose your items to thousands of current bidders and possible new bidders, who can then plan ahead to bid on your items. Believe me, it happens!

We are always looking for unique Americana items to try in our catalog. Even if you have something you don't see (primarily 1960s and older, though), feel free to call us and discuss it. You may have a pile of gold that's just hidden under a little dust, or needs the right exposure!

ALSO: We are the best major catalog auction company for newer modern insert, relic and autographed cards. Virtually every consignor has been pleased with the results for their "Shiny Cards" through our auction.

Contact one of our representatives to discuss the sale or consignments of your cards and other treasures.
THE DON SPARKS COLLECTION

Born in Cleveland, Ohio in 1942, Don has been a die-hard Cleveland Browns and Indians fan since the Fifties. He has been collecting for over 40 years and has decided now is the time to sell his collection in hopes that others can enjoy and own a piece of the history of the games, as he has for many years. Please enjoy this terrific collection.

1. “Denton T. (Cy) Young” incredibly rare full name signed cut autograph on album page—PSA/DNA 9

Incredibly rare (and possibly the only known) full name signature evaluated as Authentic and encapsulated by PSA/DNA with an autograph grade of Mint 9. The offered “Denton T. (Cy) Young” (d.1955) cut autograph, affixed to a 6 x 4-1/2” album page, spans a remarkable 4-1/4”. The flowing blue ink script is uninterrupted by any technical deficiency, save a few minor paper creases through “Denton” that do not affect that overall presentation. Beneath the autograph an unknown hand listed the career achievements of the prolific Hall of Famer in period pencil. Research has shown a variety of iterations of his signature, however we have never seen this exact format ever offered at public auction! Opening Bid $750.00

3. 1939 world champion New York Yankees Team-Signed Baseball With Gehrig, DiMaggio and Full JSA

Towering over their opponents as three-time defending World Series champions, the 1939 New York Yankees were devastated with the falling of their soft-spoken leader, Lou Gehrig, who benched himself on May 2 with an uncharacteristic .143 average. Inspired by Gehrig’s selfless heroics, the Bronx Bombers went on a 40-8 tear to distance themselves on their way to a (then) record fourth straight title. This OAL Harridge baseball is autographed by (28) members of that pinstriper roster. The lightly toned orb is minimally affected by scattered surface abrasions and showcases black-ink fountain pen scriptings that range from (“7”) to (“4”) in terms of potency. Includes: Sweet Spot: DiMaggio (“5” strength), and McCarthy (clubhouse); North Panel: Combs (coach, “5”), Gomez (“5-6”), Powell (d.1948, “5-6”), Donald, Jorgens, Heinrich and Rolfe; South Panel: unidentified, Pearson, Schreiber, Hildebrand, Knickeboker, Russo, Hadley and Gehrig (“5”); West Panel: Schulte (coach), Sandu, Crosetti and Keller; East Panel: Dickey (“5”), Selkirk, Rosar, Murphy, Dahlgren, Gordon (“5”) and Ruffing (“5-6”). Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $400.00

2. 1928 Philadelphia A’s/Chicago White Sox Multi-Signed Baseball With Cobb and Speaker - Full JSA

The ebb and flow of diamond fortunes simultaneously saw the Philadelphia Athletics on the ascent and the Chicago White Sox in the throes of decline as both tried (in vain) to unseat the almighty Yankees in 1928. Likely gathered during one of the 22 meetings between the A’s and ChiSox that year, (15) autographs decorate this vintage baseball. The darkly toned official orb has a uniform coat of period shellac and features black-ink fountain pen scriptings that range between (“7”) and (“2-3”) in terms of strength and clarity. Highlights include: Cobb (“7” strength), Lajoie (“3” strength), Schalk (“3” strength) and Speaker (“7” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $500.00

4. Thurman Munson and Catfish Hunter Dual-Signed Baseball - Full JSA

As the Yankees took on the front-running Baltimore Orioles on Saturday August 4, 1979 at Yankee Stadium, Catfish Hunter worked to battery mate Brad Gulden and blanked the Birds on three hits over six innings. But Gulden (who hit a paltry .163 that year) and the Yankee bullpen were not up to the task, not on this dark and somber night just two days after team captain Thurman Munson was killed in an airplane crash. Less than a month prior at Seattle’s Kingdome, Munson and Hunter were battery mates as the latter registered his 224th and final Major League victory. Together in the lineup for the last time on July 29 in Milwaukee, Hunter was felled, 5-3, despite a rare triple (his 32nd and final) by Munson. The offered New York Yankees team-issued souvenir baseball is autographed by the Bronx legends, both of whom left us far too soon. The creamy orb presents beautifully. Munson (d.1979) has signed a side panel in black ballpoint (“8” strength) and Hunter (d.1999) has signed an adjacent panel in blue ballpoint (“7” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $400.00
5. Jimmie Foxx
Single-Signed
Mini-Baseball
With Full
PSA/DNA and JSA
Symbolic of the “old school” and its revered heroes, this OAL mini baseball is autographed by the second-ever member of the esteemed “500 Home Run Club.” The creamy orb measures 7 1/4” in circumference and is signed on a side panel by Jimmie Foxx. Executed in green-ink, Foxx’ penning projects (“7”) strength and clarity with the upper-case “J” and “F” characters unmistakable traits of the first right-handed member and second Maryland native in the esteemed longball fraternity. The trademark stampings show the facsimile scriptings of both Harridge and Conlin and a notation on an adjacent panel (in an unknown hand) dates the souvenir to 1960. Full photo LOAs from PSA/DNA and JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

6. Dizzy Dean
Single-Signed
Baseball - Full
PSA/DNA
Distinctive in his abilities and personality, Hall of Fame Dizzy Dean enjoyed pitching and talking equally and was embraced by America throughout and well after his playing career. Dean’s autograph, too, had traits all its own. And here’s a stellar example! The medium is a creamy unofficial “Rawlings” sphere and Dean’s black-ink penning is unmistakable with quotation marks (a post-career trait on Dean signatures) within the upper-case “D’y.” As his autograph gradually grew in height, Dean resorted to a side panel rather than compromise his flamboyant compositions in the limited space allowed on the sweet spot. This signature and its location are true to form, showing (“7”) potency just above the trademark stampings, with surface abrasions minimally affecting the first name. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $250.00

7. Multi-Signed 1950s ONL Giles Baseball With Hornsby, Frisch and Irvin - Full JSA
A changing of the guard, so to speak, is represented on this baseball autographed by (3) Hall of Famers. The occasion is subject to speculation, but the date is likely narrowed to 1952 or 1953. The medium is an OAL Giles sphere that shows apparent diamond use. On a side panel, blue ballpoint signatures of Frankie Frisch (“4” strength) and Rogers Hornsby (“6-7” strength) were rendered in their respective capacities as a New York Giants broadcaster and manager of the St. Louis Browns (1952) or Cincinnati Reds (1952-1953). An adjacent panel is home to the scripting of Monte Irvin (“4” strength). There is evidence of signature removals on side panels. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

8. 1954 New York Yankees Team-Signed Baseball With Mantle and Letter From Team - Full PSA/DNA
So dominant were the New York Yankees during their remarkable 1949-1964 run of 14 pennants in 16 seasons, that even when they did not advance to the Fall Classic, they remained a well-oiled machine to which also-rans aspired to imitate. The 1954 campaign marked a brief interruption in the pinstripers’ championship run, despite the club’s impressive win total of 103. This baseball is autographed by (26) members of that vaunted runner-up roster. The medium-toned OAL Harridge orb has scattered surface abrasions and ballpoint penning averaging (“5-6”) quality. Keys include: Bauer, Bern, Ford, Mantle, Reynolds, Rizzuto, Skowron and Slaughter. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

9. 1957 Brooklyn Dodgers Team-Signed Baseball (Last Year in Brooklyn) With Koufax, Campanella and Full JSA
Not long for their Flatbush surroundings, the 1957 Dodgers played their final season before leaving their heartbroken Brooklyn following for sunny California. This OAL Giles ball is autographed by (22) members of that last-ever Ebbets Field installment. The creamy orb (grade “9”) is absolutely gorgeous and features blue ballpoint pennings averaging (“7-8”) potency. Includes: Sweet Spot: Alston (clubhouse); North Panel: Reese, Cimoli, Newcombe, Amoros, Bessent, Walker and Valo; South Panel: Hodges, Smathers, Herman (coach), Pitter (coach), Zimmer, Campanella and McDevitt; West Panel: Mullenax, Drysdale, Erskine, Jackson, Labine and Maglie; East Panel: Furillo and Koufax. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

10. Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris Dual-Signed Baseball - Full JSA
Seldom do we find an autograph coupling more appropriate in terms of teammates and presentation. The medium is a mildly toned OAL MacPhail sphere (grade “7”) and its endorsers are 1961 longball combatants Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris. The black ink signatures are reflective of the players’ respective personal traits and their standings in the eye of the public. Executed on the sweet spot, Mantle’s scripting is bold, indeed, projecting (“9”) strength and clarity. Relegated to the depths of the south panel, the self-effacing Maris has composed a much simpler autograph in terms of both size and strength. Vestiges of the complete scripting remain, though the penning resonates (“4”) quality. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
11. 1939 American League Stars Baseball Signed by (12) With Jimmie Foxx - Full JSA

Amid global unrest and political turmoil, Major League Baseball remained an escape for Americans in 1939. This multi-signed sphere symbolizes the spirit of a fan and his/her love for the National Pastime. The medium-toned Official International League (Shaughnessy) orb is decorated with (12) black ink fountain pen scriptings (average "7-8" strength) of 1939 diamond principals. In its rightful occupancy of the sweet spot, the bold autograph of Jimmie Foxx shows ("8") potency as the headliner. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

12. 1940 New York Giants Team-Signed Baseball With Hubbell, Ott, Terry and Full PSA/DNA

Arguably the Senior Circuit’s most productive team of the 1930s, the New York Giants sought to continue their pace in 1940, racing to a torrid 30-15 start before faltering throughout the summer and fall to finish below .500 for the first time in eight seasons. This baseball is autographed by (24) members of that Polo Grounds roster. The clean and creamy unofficial orb (grade “7”) features black ink pennings that average ("6") potency. Key include: Brown, Demaree, Hubbell, Ott and Terry. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00


Seven years removed from his first Major League tour of duty and five years before his return to the bigs, ageless wonder Satchel Paige autographed this baseball. The clean, off-white unofficial Rawlings® sphere is signed by Paige on a side panel in black ink. Graded 4.5 by PSA/DNA (Autograph Grade: 4; Baseball Grade: 6), the orb is inscribed “July 30/60 Salina, Kan.” In an unknown hand. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $250.00

14. 1951 Brooklyn Dodgers Team-Signed Baseball With Campanella, Reese and J. Robinson - Full JSA

For Brooklyn Dodger purists, the angst stillingers from the 1951 playoff loss in Harlem, but the memories live, as well, with this baseball autographed by (24) members of that Flatbush roster (with no clubhouse signatures). The mildly toned ONL Frick orb (grade “6”) has scattered surface abrasions, an almost indiscernible coat of period shellac and ballpoint pennings averaging ("5-6") strength. Keys include: Campanella ("3"), Hodges ("5"), Reese ("5-6"), J. Robinson ("6-7"), Snider ("6") and D. Williams ("5"). Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

15. 1968 National League Champion St. Louis Cardinals Team-Signed Baseball With Maris, Flood, Gibson and Full JSA

Primed to become the first National League team to win back-to-back World Series titles since the 1921-1922 Giants, the 1968 St. Louis Cardinals had a commanding three games-to-one advantage before bowing to the Detroit Tigers. This ONL Giles ball is signed by (28) members of that Redbird roster. The mildly toned orb (grade “7”) is home to black ballpoint pennings that, while somewhat faded, average ("5") strength. Keys include: Brock, Carlton, Cepeda, Flood, Gibson, Maris and Schoendienst. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

16. 1968 N.L. Champion St. Louis Cardinals Team-Signed Baseball With Maris, Flood and Gibson - SGC

With a commanding three games-to-one lead and just eight outs away from becoming the first N.L. team to secure back-to-back World Series titles since the 1921-1922 Giants, the 1968 St. Louis Cardinals succumbed to the Detroit Tigers, dropping the final three games of the Fall Classic. This lightly toned ONL Giles ball is signed by (25) members of that runaway Redbird squad. Under a thin coat of shellac, ballpoint pennings average ("7") potency. Keys include: Carlton, Cepeda, Flood, Gibson, Maris, Schoendienst and Willits. Cert/sticker from SGC. Opening Bid $200.00
17. Mickey Mantle
Single-Signed Baseball With “No. 7” Inscription - Full JSA
Numbers ring true when recalling the career of Mickey Mantle: 18 World Series home runs, 536 regular season circuit clouts and 12 Fall Classic appearances are among the most familiar. And, of course, who can forget the number “7” worn on his pinstriped Yankee jerseys? This OAL Brown baseball is autographed by the Bronx switch-hitting legend and inscribed “No. 7.” The mildly toned orb (grade “6-7”) presents nicely and Mantle’s black ballpoint penning projects (“7”) strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

18. Triple Crown Winners Multi-Signed Baseball With Williams and Mantle - UDA
Celebrating a hitting feat realized few and far between, this OAL Brown baseball is autographed by (4) Triple Crown winners. The mildly toned orb (grade “7”) is home to blue ballpoint pennings that average (“8-9”) potency. Includes: Sweet Spot: T Williams; North Panel: Mantle; South Panel: Yastrzemski; East Panel: F Robinson. Comes with a cert/hologram from UDA.
Opening Bid $200.00

19. 1999 World Champion
New York Yankees Team-Signed Baseball With Jeter, Rivera and Full JSA
En route to at least three successive World Series titles for the third time in franchise annals, the 1999 New York Yankees stymied the Atlanta hitters to a paltry .200 team batting average to sweep their second straight October showdown. This Official 1999 World Series ball is autographed by (20) of those “99 Bronx Bombers. The mildly toned orb (grade “8”) features blue ballpoint pennings (average “8-9” strength) with keys including: Girardi, Jeter, O’Neill, Posada, Rivera and Williams. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

20. J. DiMaggio, T. Williams and Mantle
Single-Signed Baseballs - All SGC
Contemporaries, rivals and Hall of Famers, these three American League legends have individually decorated these OAL baseballs with bold blue ballpoint signatures that are among the most coveted in the hobby. Includes: Joe DiMaggio: mildly toned OAL Budig ball (grade “7-8”) signed on the sweet spot (“9” strength); Mickey Mantle: lightly toned OAL Brown orb (grade “6-7”) signed on the sweet spot (“8-9” strength); Ted Williams: near-white OAL Brown sphere (grade “8-9”) signed on the sweet spot (“9” strength). Individual certs/stickers from SGC.
Opening Bid $200.00

21. Mantle, Mays, Aaron and T. Williams Single-Signed Baseballs - All Full JSA
Members of the esteemed 500 Home Run Club long before the wave of steroid-fed laboratory experiments, the (4) legends who individually autographed these baseballs combined for 2,472 round-trippers! The lightly toned orbs present well with sweet spot signatures of: Aaron: OAL, Coleman, signed in blue ballpoint (“8” strength); Mantle: OAL Brown, signed in blue ballpoint (“8-9” strength); Mays: ONL White, signed in blue ballpoint (“8-9” strength); Williams: OAL MacPhail, signed in black marker (“8” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

22. Multi-Signed “Theme” Baseballs Lot of (4) With Mantle/T. Williams on Triple Crown Ball - All Certed
These “Theme” baseballs are signed by Hall of Famers and superstars in rare company! The OAL and ONL orbs present nicely and showcase ballpoint pennings averaging (“9”) potency. Includes: Triple Crown Winners: (4) sigs with Mantle, Robinson, Williams and Yastrzemski; 50 HR Seasons: (6) sigs including Mantle and Mays; 300 Wins: (8) sigs including Ryan and Spahn; Perfect Game: (9) sigs including Hanner and Koufax. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

23. Single-Signed Stat Ball
Collection of (5) With Schmidt and Cepeda - All Certified
Hall of Famers and stars spanning the 1950s to 1990s have autographed these (5) baseballs and added inscribed legends of impressive career feats. The orbs present beautifully with ballpoint pennings averaging (“9”) potency. Includes: Carew: OAL Budig; PSA/DNA cert/sticker; Cepeda: OML; PSA/DNA cert/sticker; Richardson: OML; SGC cert/sticker; Schmidt: OML Coleman; PSA/DNA cert/sticker; O. Smith: OML; PSA/DNA cert/sticker. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

24. HOFer and Superstar Single-Signed Baseball Lot of (17) With Aaron, Mantle and T. Williams - All JSA
Headlined by the all-time king, the (legit) all-time home run champion, and the man who garnered the highest percentage of votes in Cooperstown, the icons who signed these (17) baseballs cover all the bases! The OAL, ONL and OML orbs range from snow-white (grade “10”) to lightly toned (grade “5”) and ballpoint pennings average (“8-9”) quality. Keys include: Aaron (full JSA), R. Jackson, Mantle (full JSA), Ripken, Rose, Ryan, Seaver and T. Williams (full JSA). Individual JSA certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00
25. HOFor
Single-Signed Baseball Lot of (23) With Aaron, Mantle and Spahn - All Certed
Cooperstown inductees are (23) strong in this lot of single-signed baseballs! Autographed by a virtual “Who’s Who” of diamond legends, these spheres range from snow-white (grade “10” to lightly toned (grade “6”) and showcase sweet spot penning averaging (“9”) quality. With tremendous “break” value, the signatures are headlined by: Aaron, Banks, Mantle (SGC 9), Mathews, Musial, Murray, Rizzuto, F. Robinson, Schmidt and Spahn. Individual certs/stickers from PSA/DNA or JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

26. HOFor and Superstars Single-Signed Baseball Lot of (36) With Aaron, Mays and Jeter - All Certed
Hall of Famers, future enshrines and heralded superstars have individually signed these (36) baseballs. The orbs range from snow-white (grade “10”) to mildly toned (grade “6”) and showcase sweet spot pennings that average (“8-9”) strength and clarity. Highlights include: Aaron (full JSA), Banks, Bench, Gehrig, R. Jackson, Jeter (full PSA/DNA), Killebrew, Musial, McCovey, Murray, Rivera, R. Roberts, B. Robinson, F. Robinson, Snider and E. Weaver. Individual certs and a complete listing on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

27. Triple Crown Winners Multi-Signed Baseball and Lithograph - Both Certed
Double up on your Triple Crown memorabilia with these (2) souvenirs each autographed by (4) Hall of Fame sluggers who realized the rare feat. Bold signatures average (“9”) potency and include: Lithograph: framed to 31-3/4 x 26-5/8”, this Ron Lewis color print is autographed by subjects: Mantle (inscribed “1956”); Robinson (inscribed “1966”); Williams (inscribed “42-47”); and Yastrzemski (inscribed “1967”); full JSA; Ball: a mildly toned OAL Brown orb (grade “8”) signed by Mantle, Robinson, Williams and Yastrzemski (full PSA/DNA).
Opening Bid $250.00

28. Mickey Mantle “The Mighty Mick of ‘56” Signed Ray Gallo 35th Anniversary Print - Full JSA
We all know the saying, “a picture is worth a thousand words.” For Hall of Famer Mickey Mantle, photographer Ray Gallo’s shot captured on September 16, 1956 at Cleveland’s Municipal Stadium meets that criteria. Smiling in the visitors’ dugout that day, the 24-year-old switch-hitter had ample reason to be content as he went 3- for-7 in a twinbill to up his Triple Crown totals to 49 home runs, 121 RBIs and a .350 batting average. The Yankees, too, were on cruise control, having clinched the A.L. flag with their triumph in Game 1. The image is eternal, and 35 years later, Mantle clung to the fond memory and signed this color print. Framed to 32-5/8 x 41-3/4”, the rendition showcases the timeless likeness and Mantle’s blue marker autograph, which projects (“10”) potency with his inscription of “No. 7.” Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

29. Mickey Mantle Signed Ray Gallo Photo Print With “1956” Inscription - Full JSA
En route to Triple Crown laurels, his fifth World Series and his first MVP award at the tender age of 24, Mickey Mantle relaxed in the Fenway Park visitors dugout as Rhode Island photographer Ray Gallo captured an iconic likeness that instantly became a favorite of Mantle and his admirers. This color print of that popular photo is autographed by its legendary subject. Framed to 17-1/2 x 20-1/2”, the 11x14 color rendition is signed by Mantle in gold metallic paint pen (“9” strength) and inscribed “1956.” Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

30. Mantle, J. DiMaggio and T. Williams Multi-Signed Photograph - Full PSA/DNA
Legends forever but big league contemporaries for only one season, Joe DiMaggio, Mickey Mantle and Ted Williams posed for and autographed this 1951 photograph. Framed to 21-3/4 x 18-3/4”, the 14x11 sepia-toned print is signed in blue marker by (from left to right): DiMaggio (“9” strength); Mantle (“9” strength); and Williams (“8” strength). Flanked by the established stars, a youthful Mantle is holding a bat with his original number “6” inscribed on the knob. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $250.00
31. Ty Cobb Cut Autograph on Album Page—PSA/DNA 9
Signature judged Authentic and encapsulated by PSA/DNA with an autograph grade of Mint 9. Majestic Ty Cobb (d.1961) cut signature affixed to the upper edge of a nearly 6 x 4-1/2” album page. The precisely placed pitch-black steel-tip fountain pen script is a remarkable specimen and one of the higher quality exemplars of the “Georgia Peach” extant. Beneath Cobb’s stately endorsement an unknown hand etched career notations in period pencil. Those seeking a quality Cobb specimen need to look no further than this museum quality piece!
Opening Bid $500.00

32. 1930s “Fisher Foods” Amateur Champion Baseball Shadowbox Display
From an era during which civic pride, loyalty to the workplace and amateur baseball combined to give rise to extracurricular activities, this autograph display fondly recalls and pays homage to the “World Champion” amateur baseball team from Cleveland’s Fisher Foods during the early-1930s. Measuring 25-3/4 x 21-3/4”, the shadowbox display features a 9-1/8 x 7-1/4” cream-colored placard autographs by (20) members of the Fisher Foods roster. Additionally, a team-signed baseball is displayed to show a side panel. Accenting the display are a black-and-white team photo and a 1933 published newspaper clipping. Accompanying is a 1933 “yearbook” with (24) single-sided thick stock pages with individual player photographs and biographical text.
Opening Bid $250.00

33. Mickey Mantle Signed Jersey Display - Full JSA
“The Commerce Comet” is the stately subject of this shadowbox display. With dimensions of 41-3/4 x 33-3/4”, the showcase is headlined by a gray knit New York Yankees size “42” road jersey with “NEW YORK” arched across the chest in blue-on-white twill. Just below the latter portion of the city name, Mantle has signed in blue marker (“8-9” strength) and inscribed “No. 7.” Flanking the centerpiece are color photo collage (at left) and a statue of Mantle batting in his Yankee pinstripes (at right). Comes with a full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

34. Joe DiMaggio Autographed Mitchell & Ness Yankees Jersey - Full JSA
Over more than a century of Hall of Famers, World Series champions, stadiums and countless other elements, baseball has endured drastic changes. By comparison, one unyielding tradition is that of the Yankee pinstripes, which have been a time-honored staple since 1915. Heroes who donned those pinstripes seem eternal, as well. This Mitchell & Ness Yankees home jersey is autographed by Bronx legend Joe DiMaggio. Framed to 33-3/4 x 41-3/4”, the flannel garment is signed by DiMaggio in blue marker (“4” strength) on the left front. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $300.00

35. Joe DiMaggio, Willie Mays & Ted Williams Autographed Items—All PSA/DNA or SGC Authentic
Marvelous trio of Joe DiMaggio, Willie Mays and Ted Williams autographed items. Included are 1.1) 1960 TCMA #25 DiMaggio (SGC Authentic, auto 9, no tab) and 3.) dated 1975 T. Williams FDC (PSA/DNA Authentic, “8”).
Opening Bid $150.00

36. Mickey Mantle/ Brooks Robinson Dual-Signed Photograph - Both PSA/DNA 10
Heroic fan favorites who spent their entire careers with their respective American League powerhouses, Mickey Mantle and Brooks Robinson “agree to disagree” on this dual-signed display. Framed to 25-5/8 x 21-5/8”, a 20x16 color photo shows Mantle sliding into Robinson at third base during an early-1960s game against the Orioles. Both have rendered blue marker signatures that have been Graded 10 by PSA/DNA, with Mantle inscribing “Safe!” and Robinson counter- ing with “Your (sic) out.” Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $200.00
37. Mickey Mantle Autographed Bat in Framed Display - Full JSA
Over a remarkable career defined by 536 tape-measure home runs and seven World Series titles, Mickey Mantle lived up to his “can’t-miss” billing as the heir to Joe DiMaggio’s center field spot. This display showcases a full-size bat autographed by the Bronx hero. Framed to 39-3/4 x 21-3/4, a Hillerich & Bradbys “K55” signature model has a painted likeness of Mantle and is autographed in blue marker (“6-7” strength). Accenting the display are (3) black-and-white photos of Mantle. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

38. Ted Williams Autographed Bat Display - Green Diamond
In his quest to be known as “The Greatest Hitter Who Ever Lived,” Ted Williams hit .406 and followed that feat by earning Triple Crown laurels both before (1942) and after (1947) a tour of duty with the U.S. Marines. This shadowbox display pays homage to “The Splendid Splinter” and those accomplishments. Measuring 39-3/4 x 21-3/4”, the display is headlined by a full-size Hillerich & Bradbys signature model bat signed by Williams in blue marker (“10” strength). Accenting the display are (3) black-and-white photos of Williams. Green Diamond hologram.
Opening Bid $200.00

39. Joe DiMaggio Signed LE (902/1941) Bat - Full PSA/DNA
More than 70 years later, we’re still amazed at Joe DiMaggio’s 56-game hitting streak. This gorgeous shadowbox display pays tribute to the Yankee Clipper’s incredible feat. Framed to 39-3/4 x 21-7/8” with blue suede-like matting, a Hillerich & Bradbys full-size signature model weapon is signed by DiMaggio in blue marker (“9-10” strength) between the center brand and barrel stampings. The limited edition (902/1941) keepsake is accompanied by symmetrically arranged photos of DiMaggio in action during the streak. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $300.00

40. Derek Jeter Autographed “World Series M.V.P.” Bat - Steiner
The all-time postseason leader in (among other categories) games (158), runs scored (111) and hits (200), Derek Jeter has also earned hardware and praise for individual series efforts. This Hillerich & Bradbys (34") commemorative bat with a “WORLD SERIES M.V.P.” barrel stamping has been autographed by Jeter, who won the esteemed award for his efforts in the 2000 Fall Classic against the cross-town rival Mets. Executed in blue marker between the center brand and barrel stampings, Jeter’s penning trumpets “perfect 10” quality. Steiner Sports COA/hologram.
Opening Bid $200.00

41. Mariano Rivera Signed “Exit Light, Enter Night” LE (1/1) Giclee on Canvas
While the lyrical content of Metallica’s “Enter Sandman” preceded Yankee Stadium legend Mariano Rivera by four years, its translation is spot-on in describing the finality of any game the iconic closer entered. Composed by artist Mike Kupka in 2014, this “Exit Light, Enter Night” giclee on canvas is autographed by its pinstriped subject. Framed to 38-3/8 x 14-3/8” (no glass), the limited edition (1/1) “ATLS” (“All-Time Saves Leader) print portrays Rivera in action and is signed in silver marker (“10” strength). Cert/hologram from Steiner Sports.
Opening Bid $200.00

42. 1971 Baltimore Orioles Four 20-Game Winners Signed 20x16 Photo - PSA/DNA
Stressing fundamentals, pitching and defense, the Baltimore Orioles supplanted the Yankees as baseball’s winniest team for a quarter-century. Students of “The Oriole Way,” four 20-game winners from the 1971 pitching staff autographed this color photo. Framed to 21-3/8 x 17-3/8”, the 20x16 print portrays the quartet at Memorial Stadium. Each has autographed his likeness in blue marker (all “10” strength) and inscribed his 1971 record. Includes (from left to right): Cuellar (d.2010), Dobson (d.2006), McNally (d.2002) and Palmer. PSA/DNA cert/sticker.
Opening Bid $150.00

43. Baseball Single Franchise Legends Autographed Display Lot of (4) With Koufax, Mantle, Ripken and Gwynn - All Certified
Touch ´em all! These (4) displays are individually autographed by one-franchise heroes. Includes: Gwynn: framed to 15-3/8 x 13-3/8”, an 8x10 photo is signed in black marker (“10” strength; MLB hologram); Koufax: framed to 13-5/8 x 17-5/8”, an 8x10 photo is signed in black marker (“10” strength; full PSA/DNA); Mantle: framed to 13-5/8 x 17-5/8”, an 8x10 photo is signed in blue marker (“8-9” strength; full PSA/DNA); Ripken: framed to 16-5/8 x 13-5/8”, a 10x8 photo is signed in black marker (“9” strength; PSA/DNA cert/sticker).
Opening Bid $200.00
4. Woody Hayes Cut Signature on 3x5 Index Card with Inscription—SGC Authentic
Determined and controversial, the Ohio State Buckeyes football squad under Woody Hayes (d.1987) mirrored the Hall of Fame coach’s fiery disposition. Signature judged as Authentic by SGC, the offered cut autograph is neatly affixed to a blank 3x5 index card. The blue ink autograph is preceded by a Ye Ohio/ inscription. Both the autograph and the notation present ("8-9") in both strength and clarity.
Opening Bid $200.00

46. Cleveland Browns HOFers Multi-Signed Helmet and Ball - Both Full PSA/DNA
Opening Bid $150.00

47. Cleveland Browns Multi-Signed Framed Display Lot of (2) With 1964 Championship Team - Both PSA/DNA
While recent history has been less than kind to the Cleveland Browns, the franchise was perhaps the most dominant in professional football history in its early years, winning all four titles in the short-lived All-America Football Conference and immediately making the jump to the NFL, where it played in the Championship game in each of its first six seasons (1950-1955). These (2) displays are autographed by revered Browns legends of yesteryear. Bold signatures show ("9") or better quality throughout and include: 1964 Championship Team: framed to 40-5/8 x 30-5/8", the James Fiorentino lithograph is signed by (42) with keys including: J. Brown, Hickerson, L. Kelly and Warfield; Legends of the Cleveland Browns: framed to 32-3/4 x 26-1/8" and signed (in graphite pencil) by Graham, Groza and Lavelli. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

48. Cleveland Browns Autographed Display Lot of (3) With J. Brown, P. Brown, Graham and Lavelli - All Certed
Lake Erie legends have signed their likenesses in this Cleveland Browns display lot of (4). Includes: P. Brown: framed to 27-3/4 x 23-3/4" an 8x10 photo is signed in black marker ("9" strength, PSA/DNA sticker). J. Brown: framed to 26x16, an 8x10 photo is signed in black marker ("10" strength) and inscribed "HOF 71" (PSA/DNA cert/sticker). Graham/Lavelli: framed to 34-1/2 x 19-3/8", 8x10 photos are signed in blue marker by Graham ("6" strength; PSA/DNA cert/sticker) and Lavelli ("9" strength, inscribed "HOF 1975"; Tristar cert/sticker).
Opening Bid $200.00

49. Cleveland Browns Legends Autographed Photo Lot of (14) With J. Brown, Graham and Warfield - All Certed
Ferocious barks and howls ring loudly from Cleveland’s “Dawg Pound” as you eye these (14) displays autographed by franchise legends! The 8x10 photos are displayed in orange-on-brown mattes and are decorated with fiber tip penning that average ("9") strength. Includes: J. Brown, Gatski, (2) Graham (1 framed), (2) Groza, Hickerson, Lavelli, Newsome, Ryan, Sipe and Warfield, Willis and a 1964 NFL Champions collage signed by (5) including J. Brown, Kelly and Warfield. Individual certs listed on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
50. Chicago Bears Autographed Display Lot of (2) With 1940-1942 Original Photo Signed by Halas - Both Certified
Bear down! Monsters of the Midway legends spanning the days of Wrigley Field and Soldier Field have autographed these (2) displays. Includes: George Halas: framed to 15-1/2 x 25-1/2”, an 8 x 5-5/8” original sepia-toned photograph portrays the revered mentor in his trademark fedora as he discusses strategy with Bob Nowaksey and George Musso. Halas has signed in black-ink fountain pen (“8-9” strength). Based on the uniform numbers, the photo was taken between 1940 and 1942. Full photo LOA from JSA; Bears Legends: framed to 32-3/8 x 20-3/8”, symmetrically arranged 8x10 photos are signed in fiber tip marker by their Windy City gridiron subjects. Includes: Butkus (“10” strength); Payton (“9” strength; inscribed “Sweetness – 16,726”); Sayers (“10” strength; inscribed “HOF 77”). Stacks of Plaques stickers.
Opening Bid $200.00

51. Johnny Unitas Signed Louisville Cardinals Football—PSA/DNA Sticker
Prior to dazzling “Charm City” with his high octane passing attack, Johnny Unitas honed his talents at the University of Louisville. Presented is a single-signed Unitas football penned on a special Rawlings NCAA Louisville pigskin. The lengthy 7-1/4” silver ink autograph presents a crisp (“9-10”) and is a premier display piece. The ball does not hold air! A PSA/DNA authentication sticker accompanies.
Opening Bid $150.00

52. Walter Payton Autographed Chicago Bears Home Jersey - Full PSA/DNA
With rigorous training and a punishing running style, Walter Payton saw to it that “The Second City” took a back seat to nobody, powering the Bears to Chicago’s first sports title in 23 years. This Payton Bears home jersey is autographed by its iconic subject. Framed to 41-3/8 x 33-3/4”, the blue mesh garment is displayed to show the back and white-on-orange twill identifiers. Payton (d.1999) has signed the angled portion of the “4” in black marker (“8-9” strength) and inscribed “34.” Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $200.00

53. Walter Payton Autographed Chicago Bears Helmet With Multiple Inscriptions - Full PSA/DNA
A rare breed on the shore of Lake Michigan, Hall of Famer running back Walter Payton administered the bulk of the punishment in his encounters with would-be tacklers. This Chicago Bears helmet is signed by the Soldier Field legend, with inscriptions detailing his impressive feats. The full-size replica helmet is signed in silver marker (“9” strength) and inscribed “Sweetness – 16,726.” On the opposite side, Payton (d.1999) has inscribed “Super Bowl XX Champs – 9 Pro Bowls – NFL MVP 1977 – HOF 1992.” Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $250.00

54. NFL Offensive Legends Autographed Display Lot of (5) With Unitas and Payton
Headlined by “The Golden Arm” and “Sweetness,” this lot of (5) displays includes the autographs unparalleled offensive stalwarts. Bold fiber tip penning show (“9”) or better quality throughout. Includes: Bo Jackson: framed to 25-1/2 x 29-1/2”; Tristar cet/hologram; Dan Marino: framed to 16 x 29-1/2”, two 10x8 photos are signed and inscribed “13”; individual UDA cet/cholograms; Walter Payton: framed to 16-1/2 x 18-3/4”; GAI sticker; Y.A. Tittle: framed to 17-5/8 x 23-5/8”; JSA sticker; Johnny Unitas: framed to 12-1/4 x 15; JSA sticker.
Opening Bid $250.00

55. University of Notre Dame Heisman Trophy Winners Display Signed by (7) With Hornung and Lattner - Full PSA/DNA
The glorious tradition from South Bend, Indiana echoes proudly in this shadowbox display showcasing the autographs of (7) University of Notre Dame Heisman Trophy winners. Measuring 27-3/4 x 23-3/4”, a full-size limited edition (4532/5000) pigskin displays a white panel autographed in black marker by: Bertelli, T. Brown, H., Hornung, Huarte, Lattner and Lujack. The signatures average (“8”) strength and clarity and come with a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $150.00
56. Jim Brown
Autographed Cleveland Browns Jersey - PSA/DNA
The lone running back in NFL annals to average over 100 yards per game over an entire career, Hall of Famer Jim Brown did so during an era of inferior equipment and archaic conditions. This Cleveland Browns jersey is autographed by the prolific rushing warrior many consider the game’s best ever. Framed to 41-3/4 x 33-3/4”, the brown knit “Mitchell & Ness” throwback garment is displayed to show the front and is signed by Brown on the twill “2” in black marker (“9” strength) and inscribed “HOF 71.” PSA/DNA cert/sticker.
Opening Bid $150.00

57. O.J. Simpson and Earl Campbell Signed College Football Jerseys - Both JSA
Setting precedents for Hall of Fame careers in the NFL, both O.J. Simpson and Earl Campbell go back to their Heisman days on these (2) signed jerseys. Includes: Simpson: a white knit USC jersey with maroon twill identifiers. The limited edition (16/32) relic is signed on the back “2” in gold marker (“8” strength) and inscribed “Rose Bowl M.V.P.” (full photo LOA from JSA); Campbell: a University of Texas size “52” white mesh pullover garment with twill identifiers. Signed on the back “2” in black marker (“9” strength) and inscribed “77 HT” (JSA cert/sticker).
Opening Bid $200.00

58. Jim Brown and Leroy Kelly Signed and Framed Cleveland Browns Jerseys - Both Certified
As the passing game emerged in the NFL, Cleveland was content with its unstoppable ground attack as from 1957 through 1968, Jim Brown and Leroy Kelly claimed 10 of 12 rushing titles. These (2) framed Browns jerseys are signed by the Hall of Famers. Includes: Brown: framed to 42 x 33-3/4”, a home jersey is signed on the white twill “2” in black marker (“8-9” strength; PSA/DNA cert/sticker); Kelly: framed to 33-1/2 x 33-1/2”, a road jersey is signed on the first brown twill “4” in silver marker (“9” strength; JSA cert/sticker). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

The Baltimore/Indianapolis Colts’ “tale of two cities” documents prolific passing careers of two of the game’s greatest quarterbacks. Each has decorated his likeness with a bold penning in this lot that includes: Peyton Manning: framed to 25-1/4 x 31-1/4”, a 16x20 LE (131/200) color photo is signed in silver marker (“8-9” strength; UDA); Johnny Unitas: framed to 24-5/8 x 30-5/8”, a Christopher Paluso 1990 LE (49/500) print is signed by Unitas in graphite pencil (“8” strength; full JSA).
Opening Bid $200.00

60. Autographed Framed Display Lot of (3): Mantle, Unitas and J. Brown - All Certified
Unrivaled at their respective crafts, (3) 1950s-1960s superstars have autographed their likenesses in this display lot. Includes: Jim Brown: framed to 25-5/8 x 21-5/8”, a black-and-white photo is signed in silver marker (“8-9” strength; JSA cert/sticker); Mickey Mantle: framed to 31-5/8 x 38-5/8”, an LE (250) lithograph is signed in black marker (“9” strength; PSA/DNA sticker); Johnny Unitas: framed to 30-7/8 x 26-3/4”, a Bob Peak LE (718/1500) “Living Legends” lithograph is signed in graphite pencil (“8-9” strength; PSA/DNA cert/sticker).
Opening Bid $200.00

61. Multi-Sport Autograph Display Lot of (5) With Mays, Russell and J. Brown
Champion performers from the diamond, gridiron, hardwood, links and dirt oval have endorsed their likenesses in this wondrous display lot of (5). Includes: Jim Brown: signed in blue marker (“10” strength); Willie Mays: signed in blue marker (“10” strength) and also signed by Al Barlick; Phil Mickelson: signed in black marker (“10” strength); Bill Russell: signed in blue marker (“10” strength); Ron Turcott: a LeRoy Neiman print signed in blue marker (“9-10” strength). Individual certs/stickers from PSA/DNA or JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
62. Michael Jordan Signed Chicago Bulls Jersey Framed Display - Full JSA
Dubbed “The Babe Ruth of Basketball,” Michael Jordan lived up to the lofty billing as he led the Chicago Bulls to six NBA titles, earning Finals MVP honors all six times. This framed display features a Bulls home jersey autographed by the Chicago Stadium icon. Framed to 33-3/4 x 41-3/4”, the white mesh pullover garment is displayed to show the back, with “23” in red-on-black twill and “JORDAN” arched just above in like fashion. On the angled portion of the “2,” Jordan has signed in black marker (“9-10” strength). Fall photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $250.00

63. Michael Jordan Autographed 1992 Team-USA Jersey - UDA
Having conquered the NBA for a second straight season, Michael Jordan set out to dominate the world, which he and his 1992 “Dream Team” easily accomplished at the 1992 Summer Olympics in Barcelona, Spain. This 1992 Team USA Jordan jersey is autographed by the Windy City legend. Framed to 33-3/4 x 41-3/4”, the white mesh garment features twill identifiers, including a red-on-blue “9.” Jordan has signed that unfamiliar number in black marker (“10” strength). UDA cert/hologram. Opening Bid $200.00

64. LeBron James Autographed Cleveland Cavaliers LE Rookie Year Stat Jersey - UDA
With 11 seasons, 23,170 career points, four NBA MVP honors and two NBA championship rings to his credit, all before his 30th birthday, LeBron James brings credence to his “King James” moniker. This LeBron James limited edition (9/23) Cleveland Cavaliers home jersey celebrates his 2003-04 rookie campaign and is autographed by the superstar power forward. Framed to 33-7/8 x 41-3/4”, the white mesh garment features twill identifiers and is signed by James in silver marker (“9-10” strength) on the black twill “2.” Cert/hologram from UDA. Opening Bid $250.00

65. Michael Jordan and LeBron James Single-Signed Basketballs - Both UDA
It's nothin' but net with these (2) full-size basketballs autographed by arguably the two greatest players of all-time! Includes: LeBron James: a Spalding Official NBA David Stern signature model signed in black marker (“8-9” strength); Michael Jordan: a microfiber composite indoor/outdoor ball with Jordan silhouette logos, signed in silver marker (“8” strength with minor ink migration). Individual UDA certs/holograms. Opening Bid $250.00

66. Multi-Sport/Multi-Signed Display Lot of (6) With HOFers - All Certified
Hall of Famers, superstars and even the principals in an unforgettable Fall classic gaffe are the subjects and endorsers of these (6) displays. Bold autographs average (“9”) quality. Highlights include: Hall of Famers: framed to 10-1/4 x 12-3/4”, (4) 1994 Nabisco All-Star Legends signed cards include: B. Gibson, Palmer, F. Robinson and Snider; 1986 World Series: framed to 23x19, a 20x16 color photo shows the Game 6 climax and is signed by Buckner and Wilson (inscribed “10/26/86”). Individual certs/stickers from PSA/DNA or JSA. Opening Bid $150.00

67. Multi-Sport Autographed & Encapsulated Flats Lot of (9) with Earnhardt & Payton
Solid grouping of (9) multi-sport autographed and encapsulated flats. Each signature presents (“8-9”) or better. Included are Baseball (2) cards with 1987 Leaf Candy City Team #10 Kaline (SGC Authentic, auto 8), 2012 Leaf Cut Signature Leonard certified; Football: (5 items) with 1957 Topps #46 Hirsch (PSA/DNA Authentic), 1984 P. Brown FDC (PSA/DNA Authentic), 1988 Chicagooland #28 Payton (SGC Authentic), 1988 Swell Greats #19 P. Browne (PSA/DNA 8, card only), Graham index card (PSA/DNA Authentic); Basketball: 2001 Fleer Greats of the Game Walton certified (SGC 82) and Racing: 1998 Press Pass #3 Earnhardt certified (SGC 88). Opening Bid $250.00

68. Multi-Sport Autographed 8x10 Photo Lot of (51) With Aaron, Baugh and Iverson - All Certified
As comprehensive as you can get, this collection of (51) autographed photographs features icons from various sporting arenas. Photos measure 8x10 or 10x8 and showcase potent fiber tip pennings that average (“9”) strength. Keys include: (28) Baseball: Aaron, W. Hoyt, A. Lopez and Ripken; (3) Basketball: Daniels, Goodrich and Iverson; (20) Football: Baugh, Graham, P. Manning and Sayers. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00
69. Jim Thorpe Cut Signature JSA/BVG Authentic
Signature judged Authentic by JSA and encapsulated by Beckett Vintage Grading. Jim Thorpe (d.1953) “The World’s Greatest Athlete” applied pencil to paper on the offered cut autograph. The centered etching spans 2-1/2” across the lined portion of the ephemeron. The endorsement presents a strong (“7”) and will be a quality addition to your sports themed autograph collection. Opening Bid $200.00

70. Muhammad Ali Autographed Photo of 1965 Knockout of Liston - Steiner
We’ll never know the severity (if any at all) of Muhammad Ali’s infamous “phantom punch” that floored Sonny Liston in the opening round of the May 25, 1965 Heavyweight Championship fight. The enduring image captured by photographer Neil Leifer, however, is unquestionably the most famous in boxing history. Framed to 25-5/8 x 21-5/8”, a 20x16 black-and-white print of an unforgettable scene is autographed by its victorious and taunting subject. Executed in blue marker, Ali’s penning projects (“8-9”) strength and clarity. Cert/hologram from Steiner Sports. Opening Bid $200.00

71. Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus Autographed Framed Displays - Both JSA
“The King” and “The Golden Bear” rule the links on these (2) autographed displays. Includes: Arnold Palmer: framed to 25-1/4 x 31-1/4”, a 1989 Senega Muway color sketch for Palmer’s “Sportsware at Sears” line is signed by Palmer in black marker (“8-9”) strength; full JSA; Jack Nicklaus: an original (18x24) oil-on-canvas Ed Billeter color painting entitled “Mr. Jack Nicklaus” is signed by its subject in black marker (“9-10”) strength; JSA cert/sticker). Opening Bid $200.00

72. Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods Single-Signed Framed Displays - Both UDA
The “Golden Bear” and an untamed “Tiger” are the victorious subjects of these (3) autographed displays. Bold fiber tip penning projected “perfect 10” strength and include: Jack Nicklaus: framed to 20-1/2 x 30”, a limited edition (114/150) color photo is signed in black marker; Tiger Woods: framed to 24-3/4 x 33-3/4”, a limited edition (7,500) color photo of Woods celebrating his 2001 Masters triumph is signed in blue marker. Individual UDA cert/holograms. Opening Bid $200.00

73. Tiger Woods 2002 PGA Player of the Year UDA Autographed Display
Having turned professional at age 20, Tiger Woods wasted little time in establishing himself as one of the sport’s most dominant performers. This Lucite display showcases Woods’ bold autograph in celebration of his 2002 “PGA Player of the Year” achievement (his fourth of a record 11 such honors). Standing 14-1/8”-tall, the display features a color likeness of Woods and a UDA card signed in black marker (“10” strength). Opening Bid $150.00

74. Eddie Rickenbacker 1947 Typewritten and Signed Letter - Full JSA
An American flyer ace with 26 World War I aerial triumphs, Eddie Rickenbacker was successful in his every endeavor, including race car driving and automotive design. This typewritten correspondence was composed and signed by the iconic pioneer. Dated “May 26, 1947” on a crisp 7-1/4 x 10-1/2” sheet of Rickenbacker’s personal stationery, the letter conveys gratitude for a donation to a foundation championed by Rickenbacker. At the conclusion, Rickenbacker has signed in blue-ink fountain pen (“9-10” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $100.00

75. Joe DiMaggio Single-Signed Baseball With “Yankee Clipper” Inscription - Full JSA
Opening Bid $150.00

76. 2010-11 Upper Deck North Carolina #171 Michael Jordan Certified Autograph #1/1—BGS 8.5/Auto 10
Opening Bid $200.00

77. 2000 Pebble Beach Pro-Am Flag Signed by (12) Celebrities With C. Eastwood, Elway and T. Woods - Full JSA
Opening Bid $150.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUDDINGSSANDSCOTT.COM
78. 1909-1965 Mostly Baseball Card Treasure Chest of (156) with (45) Hall of Famers Including (25) Graded
Enticing gallery of (156) 1909-1965 mostly baseball singles from an array of ACC designs including (45) Hall of Famers. A stellar group of (25) graded cards adds depth to this already strong group. Highlights include Baseball (151 cards) with 1910 T210-2: Larkins (EX); 1911 S74 Silks-Colored: Bresnahan (SGC 55, Mouth Opened); 1933 Goudey: (2) #207 Dit (both SGC 40); 1934-36 Diamond Stars: #39 Hubbell (BVG 3.5); 1937 Dixie Lids: Hubbell (SGC 50, Freshlings); 1939 Play Ball: #112 P. Winer (VG); 1940 Play Ball: #38 Doen (SGC 40), #46 Averill (SGC 50), #173 Lajoie (PSA 4.5); 1943 B320-1 M.P. & Co.: Feller (SGC 40); 1948-40 Leaf: #46 Mize (SGC 35), #70 Wagner (BVG 4), #106 Boudreau (VG), #117 Gordon (SGC 40); 1948 R346 Blue Tint: #16 DiMag (SGC 35); 1952 Num Num Indians—with Tab: #7 Garcia (VG); 1954 Wilson Franks: Feller (BVG 1.5); Boxing: (5 cards) with 1926 W12: #44 Tunney (PSA 2); 1938 Churchman Boxing Personalities: #3 Baer (PSA 5) and #12 Dempsey (PSA 5). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

Stacked 1960-1969 Topps Baseball collection of (860) cards headlined by (14) graded Hall of Famers and stars along with a whopping array of (27) Mickey Mantle singles. Featured among this profit packed gallery are 1960 Topps: #350 Mantle (SGC 30), (2) #377 Maris (SGC 60, SGC Authentic); 1961 Topps: (4) #300 Mantle (one BVG 4, one SGC 40, one SGC 30, one GD), #415 Aaron (VG-EX), #475 Mantle MVP (VG-EX); 1962 Topps: #18 Mantle/Mays (GD), #200 Mantle (GD), #320 Aaron (VG), (2) #471 Mantle AS (one EX, one trimmed); 1963 Topps: #200 Mantle (SGC 50), #390 Aaron (VG); 1964 Topps: (2) #50 Mantle (one FR with writing, one FR with staple marks), #300 Aaron (EX-MT); 1965 Topps: (2) #350 Mantle (both GD); 1966 Topps: #1 Mays (SGC 35), (3) #50 Mantle (2 VG, one FR, reverse writing); 1967 Topps: #150 Mantle (SGC 55); 1968 Topps: #247 Bench RC (SGC 82), (2) #280 Mantle (both GD), #490 Super Stars/Mantle, Mays (one SGC 30, one GD) and 1969 Topps: #500 Mantle (PR, reverse paper loss). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

81. 1917 E135 Collins-McCarthy #23 Bobbie Byrne SGC 50 (Blank Back)—None Better
Opening Bid $100.00

82. 1932 U.S. Caramel #14 Ty Cobb SGC Authentic
Opening Bid $250.00

83. 1948-49 Leaf Baseball #3 Babe Ruth SGC Authentic
Opening Bid $200.00

84. 1953 Topps Baseball #82 Mickey Mantle SGC Authentic
Opening Bid $200.00

85. 1954 Bowman Baseball #66 Ted Williams SGC 50
Opening Bid $200.00

86. 1965 Topps Football #122 Joe Namath Rookie PSA 2.5
Opening Bid $200.00

79. 1951-1960 Topps Baseball Singles Lot of (289)—Loaded with Stars Including (10) Graded & (14) Mantle
Extensive selection of (289) 1951-1960 Topps Baseball singles loaded with Hall of Famers and stars including (10) graded. Highlights include 1952 Topps: #11 Rizzuto (SGC 30), #88 Feller (SGC 40); 1953 Topps: (2) #207 Ford (SGC 30, SGC 20), #220 Paige (SGC 10); 1954 Topps: (2) #1 T. Williams (SGC 55, SGC 45); 1955 Topps: #123 Koufax RC (BVG Authentic), #124 Killebrew RC (trimmed); 1957 Topps: #95 Mantle (VG); 1958 Topps: #150 Mantle (SGC 35), (2) #18 Mantle/Aaron (both GD), (2) #487 Mantle AS (one SGC 70, one VG-EX); 1959 Topps: #411 Mantle HR (GD), #561 Aaron AS (VG), #564 Mantle AS (GD); 1960 Topps: (207 cards, average VG) with (2) #160 Mantle/Buyer (EX-MT, GD), #200 Mays (VG), #300 Aaron (EX), (2) #350 Mantle (GD, FR), (2) #563 Mantle AS (one VG, one trimmed) and (2) #566 Aaron AS (EX-MT, EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
87. 1951 Bowman Baseball #253 Mickey Mantle Rookie—SGC Authentic
Graded Authentic by SGC. Those discriminating hobbyists with an eye for value will want to track the offered 1951 Bowman Baseball #253 Mickey Mantle rookie. This high number is graded as such due to slight perimeter trimming. Despite the alterations, the crease-free obverse otherwise presents in the (GD to VG) range with moderate fraying along the lower edge. The biographical reverse is absent of the wax staining which so frequently plagues this popular issue.
Opening Bid $400.00

88. 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball Card Lot of (219) with (18) Graded Stars
Select gathering of (219) 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball cards featuring (18) graded stars. Highlights include 1948 Bowman: #5 Feller (SGC 55), 1949 Bowman: #27 Feller (PSA 4), 1951 Bowman: #1 Ford RC (SGC 30), 1952 Bowman: #80 Hodges (SGC 45), 1955 Bowman: #22 Campanella (VG), #23 Kaline (BVG 4), (2) #179 Aaron (VG, GD), #184 Mays (BVG 4), #242 Banks (BVG 2.5) and #292 Mantle (SGC 45). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

89. 1957 Topps Baseball Card Lot of (294) with (14) Graded Stars
Gallery of (294) 1957 Topps Baseball singles with (14) graded stars and (47) tougher fourth series cards. The ungraded portion generally presents (VG to VG-EX) with a small percentage displaying reverse writing. Keys include #1 T. Williams (SGC 60), #10 Mays (SGC 60), #18 Drysdale RC (BVG 5.5), #20 Aaron (SGC 30), (2) #35 E. Robinson RC (BVG 6, SGC 45), #55 Banks (SGC 55), (2) #76 Clemente (SGC 84, SGC 60), #95 Mantle (BVG 3.5), #210 Campanella (BVG 5.5) and #302 Koufax (SGC 80). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

90. 1958 & 1959 Topps Baseball Card Lot of (769) with (6) SGC Graded Stars
Carve into the 1958 and 1959 Topps Baseball editions with these (769) singles including six SGC graded stars. Highlights include 1958 Topps: (288 cards, average VG, 5% paper loss/writing) with (2) #3 T. Williams (one SGC 30, one VG), #5 Mays (SGC 50) (2) #86 Aaron (GD, PR), #47 Mays RC (SGC 80), #150 Mantle (SGC 30), #487 Mantle AS (SGC 60), (2) #488 Aaron AS (VG, GD), 1959 Topps: (481 cards, mainly VG, 5-10% tape residue/writing) with #10 Mantle (SGC 35) and #338 S. Anderson RC (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

91. 1969 Topps Baseball #500 Mickey Mantle Yellow & White Letter Variations—Both SGC 40-50
Topps Master Set Collectors! Pick up this pair of 1969 Topps Baseball #500 Mickey Mantle letter variations. Each graded by SGC. Included are appropriately judged copies of 1) Yellow Letters (SGC 50) and 2) White Letters (SGC 40).
Opening Bid $200.00

92. 1972-1989 Multi-Sport Graded Hall of Fame Rookie Card Lot of (10) with BVG 8 Erving RC
Heroes from the “big four” professional sports leagues are highlighted with these (10) 1972-1989 BVG, PSA and SGC graded cards. Included are Baseball: (6 cards) with 1975 Topps #228 Brett RC (SGC 55), 1979 Topps #116 O. Smith RC (SGC 55), 1982 Topps Traded #9T Ripken Jr. (PSA 8), 1983 Topps #498 Boggs RC (PSA 6), 1985 Fleer #155 Clemens RC (SGC 60), 1989 Topps Traded #41T Griffey Jr. RC (PSA 10); Football: (2 cards) with 1984 Topps #123 Marino RC (PSA 8), 1986 Topps #161 Rice RC (SGC 84); Basketball: 1972-73 Topps #195 Erving RC (BVG 6), Hickey 1986-87 Topps #53 Roy RC (SGC 92).
Opening Bid $200.00

Pigskin pioneers and other heroes of the NFL and AFL preside in the offered 1950-1969 football card collection of (620) cards featuring (14) graded Hall of Famers and stars along with a plethora of additional legends. Highlights include 1952 Bowman Large: #2 Graham (GD), (2) #14 P. Brown RC CO (PSA 5, SGC 40), #17 Title (GD); 1952 Bowman Small: #2 Graham (SGC 10), #14 P. Brown RC CO (GD); 1954 Bowman: #40 Graham (VG); 1957 Topps: (153) cards, median VG-EX) with #119 Starr RC (BVG 4.5); 1958 Topps: #22 Unitas (FR); 1960 Topps: #1 Unitas (VG); 1962 Topps: #36 E. Davis RC SP (VG-EX); 1967 Topps: #98 Namath (VG); 1968 Topps: #149 Kemp (VG); 1969 Topps: (2) #26 Piccolo RC (SGC 84, PSA 4) and #120 Csonka RC (PSA 3). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

94. 1984-85 Star Basketball BGS Graded Near Set of (283/288) Cards with All Keys

Before Fleer and Topps re-entered the basketball market, the sole source of official NBA trading cards belonged to the Star Company. Presented is an exceedingly scarce 1984-85 Star Basketball BGS graded near set of (283/288) cards. Included are: (3) BGS 9.5, (51) BGS 9: #235 Stockton RC; (91) BGS 8.5: #101 Jordan RC, #165 Drexler, #202 Barkley RC, #204 Erving; (44) BGS 8: #12 Bird MVP, #76 Wilkins, #172 M. Johnson, #237 Chamber VC; (44) BGS 7.5: #1 Bird, #173 Abdul-Jabbar; (19) BGS 7, (11) BGS 6.5, (9) BGS 6: #105 Jordan OLY, #288 Jordan ROY; (3) BGS 5.5, (2) BGS 5, (5) BGS 4.5 and (1) BGS 4. Missing only #163, 231, 233, 258 and 260 for completion. More on our website.

Opening Bid $500.00

95. Mostly 1980s-2000s Multi-Sport Warehouse Inventory of (150,000+) Cards

Start a sports card business or significantly expand your inventory with this massive mostly 1980s-2000s multi-sport warehouse inventory of (150,000+) cards. The vast majority of this lot is housed in three-ring binders and will undoubtedly include complete/near sets along with a mixture of modern inserts and star cards. With the overwhelming scale of this mound, our team was only able to quickly glance through each box. Based only on a cursory look some of the better items include Baseball Sets: 1980 Topps, 1982 Topps, 1987 Topps Traded, 1983 Topps and 1983 Topps Traded. Also present are (300+) mixed packs. Included are (110,000+) baseball and (40,000+) non-baseball. All calculations are rough and conservatively estimated. Due to size/weight, local pick-up at our Silver Spring, Maryland facility is required.

Opening Bid $400.00

96. 1950s Gibbs-Conner and Stanford Pottery Cleveland Indians Statue Lot of (8) With (5) “Gold-Tooth” Versions

As the Tribe contended and even “interrupted” the Bronx Bombers during the 1950s, civic pride was prevalent in Cleveland, where local manufacturers crafted these porcelain Cleveland Indians statues. Here are (8) rare survivors! Includes: (3) Gibbs-Conner: (3) different “Chief Wahoo” portrayals with (1) 7”-tall baseball bank (feather included); (1) 7”-tall standing on home plate (feather included); and (1) 6-1/2”-tall standing bank (minor crazing on letter souvenier); (5) Stanford Pottery: crafted by the Sebring, Ohio-based plant, each 8”-tall “Chief Wahoo” statue features a hollowed base and a shiny gold-colored tooth. Back in the day, this was baseball’s version of “bling.” These Stanford Pottery examples are pristine!

Opening Bid $400.00
97. 1961-1963
Mickey Mantle
and Roger Maris
White Base
Bobblehead Dolls
As Major League Baseball teams were represented in the 1961-1963 White Base bobblehead issue, individual stars Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris made the jump from the White Base “Miniature” set and are colorfully portrayed on these rare survivors! Includes: Mantle presents (VG) with (3) jaw line cracks; facsimile signature decal at 100% on edge of base; Maris presents (EX-MT) with smooth, crack-free jaw line and facsimile signature decal intact on side of base. Very minor chip on top of cap.
Opening Bid $200.00

98. 1948-1978 Ohio State University Football Game Program Collection of (30)
Opening Bid $200.00

99. 1957 Topps Football Near Set of (128/154) Cards with (3)
SGC Graded Stars
Prized 1957 Topps Football near set of (128/154) cards with (3) SGC graded stars. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Highlites include #1 LeBaron (EX-MT), #28 Grove (SGC 84), #30 Tittle (EX-MT), #31 Blanda (EX-MT), #32 Layne (VG), #46 Hirsch (VG), #49 Bednarik (VG-EX), #92 Stautner (VG-EX), #95 McElhenny (VG), #109 Conerly (VG), #119 Starr (SGC 70), #124 McDonald (VG) and #138 Unitas (SGC 80). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

100. 1963 Topps Football Complete Set of (170) Cards
Clean 1963 Topps Football complete set of (170) cards. With exception to nearly 75% of the corners displaying color addition this attractive series otherwise presents 30% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Keys include #1 Unitas (colored corner), #14 J. Brown (SP-EX), #19 Groza (SP), #44 DaJones RC (VG-EX), #82 Lilly RC SP (colored corner), #85 CL (EX-MT), #86 Starr (colored corner), #96 Nitschke RC (VG-EX), #98 Tarkenton (GD), #107 J. Marshall RC (EX-MT) and #170 CL (colored corner).
Opening Bid $200.00

Hit pay dirt with “Touchdown” Jim Brown by securing these (17) 1958-2001 singles. Included are Topps: (11) cards with (3) 1958 #62 RC (one BVG 4, one SGC 30, one VG), (2) 1959 #10 (VG, FR), 1960 #23 (VG), 1961 #71 (EX-MT), (3) 1962 #28 (one VG, one GD, one colored), 1963 #14 SP (VG), Philadelphia Gum: (4) cards with 1964 #10 (GD), 1965 #31 (VG), (2) 1966 #1 (both VG), Autographs: (2) cards with 2001 SP Authentic certified (SGC 88, auto 10) and 2008 UD Football Heroes #225 (JSA sticker on reverse).
Opening Bid $250.00

102. 1979-80 Topps Hockey & 1980-81 Topps Basketball Complete Sets with SGC Graded Bird/Magic & Gretzky Rookies
The “Great One” and “Larry Legend” are teamed with this pair of 1979-1981 Topps sets featuring their SGC graded rookies. Highlights include 1979-80 Topps Hockey set: (264/264, average NM) with #18 Gretzky RC (SGC 50), #175 Howe (EX-MT), #185 B. Hull (NM), #261 New Entries (EX-MT); 1980-81 Topps Basketball set: (176/176, average NM) with #34 Bird RC/164 Cartwright/23 (NM-MT), #34 Bird RC/174 Erving TL/#139 M. Johnson RC (SGC 84), #162/#174 Erving TL/#139 M. Johnson RC (NM) and #178/#18 M. Johnson RC/237 (NM).
Opening Bid $200.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
103. 1906 F.P. Burke Chicago White Sox Team Postcard SGC 20
Graded 20 Fair 1.5 by SGC. This 1906 F.P. Burke Chicago White Sox team postcard pictures 23 members of the championship squad including Altrock, President Comiskey, G. Davis, F. Jones Sullivan and Waldh. Postmarked just a day following their first World Series title on 10/15/06, this antique Pale Hose artifact showcases crisp black-and-white imagery along with a neatly postmarked, stamped and written correspondence section.
Opening Bid $150.00

105. 1910 D380 Clement Brothers Walter Blair SGC 10 Pre-War Type Collectors!
Add the offered 1910 D380 Clement Brothers Walter Blair to your turn-of-the-century baseball portfolio. Graded 10 Poor 1 by SGC, only three total samples of the backstop have been judged by the grading service. Despite a combination of obverse and reverse wear consistent with the grading level, the black-and-white image remains clear with all of the reverse advertising text present.
Opening Bid $250.00

106. 1911 D359 Rochester Baking Eddie Plank SGC Authentic
Graded Authentic by SGC. Eddie Plank, star pitcher for the 1911 World Champion Philadelphia Athletics is profiled on this exceeding scarce 1911 D359 Rochester Baking Sample. Only seven copies of this Hall of Fame Type card have been evaluated by the grading service proving it to be one of the more difficult playing era renditions of “Gettysburg Eddie” extant. With exception to slight trimming along the upper edge, this delicate “D” card otherwise displays lightly touched corners, lustrous edges and shimmering surface accents. The advertising back is bright with only faint erased pencil writing evident along the lower edge.
Opening Bid $500.00

107. 1911 T212 Obak Buck Weaver SGC 30 Eight Men Out! Graded 30 Good 2 by SGC. Star-crossed “Black Sox” alumn George (Buck) Weaver is portrayed during simpler times on the offered 1911 T212 Obak sample. The West Coast cigarette Type portrays the star during his brief tenure with the San Francisco Seals. This particular specimen displays general peripheral wear and horizontal creasing near and above his torso consistent with the technical grade. The gleaming batting pose offsets and surface imperfections and the biographical reverse is clean.
Opening Bid $750.00

108. 1911 S74-2 Colored Silks (Turkey Red) Christy Mathewson SGC 70
Graded 70 EX+ 5.5 by SGC. Delicate 1911 S74-2 Colored Silks (Turkey Red) featuring an exact reproduction of Christy Mathewson’s T205 Gold Border release. The satin finished material has endured the century in remarkable condition as attested by this fabric’s status as 1 of 2 of the player at the grading level with none better. Absent is any perimeter fraying or other significant wear associated with the condition sensitive designation. A premier turn-of-the-century heirloom that is worthy of considerable bidding interest.
Opening Bid $250.00
109. 1911 T205 Gold Border Christy Mathewson SGC 55
Graded 55 VG+ by SGC. With boyish looks which belied his prowess on the mound, Christy Mathewson commanded the offered 1911 T205 Gold Border with a bright Sweet Caporal advertising back. The lush portrait of the “Christian Gentleman” is framed minimally touched borders and precise centering. The pitching icon’s status as “idol of New York fan, and one of the greatest pitchers the game has ever known” is affirmed on the clean reverse.
Opening Bid $250.00

110. 1911 T205 Gold Borders Ty Cobb & Walter Johnson—Both SGC Graded
Each graded by SGC. “The Big Train” and “Georgia Peach” are teamed with this pairing of 1911 T205 Gold Borders. Included are 1.) Cobb (SGC Authentic, slightly trimmed) with Polar Bear back and 2.) Johnson (SGC 30) with Sweet Caporal back. This tandem is ideal for those seeking to piece together the underrated 1911 T205 Gold Border series without breaking the bank.
Opening Bid $250.00

111. 1909-11 T206 White Borders Ty Cobb (Bat Off Shoulder) SGC 20
Graded 20 Fair 1.5 by SGC. From a value standpoint it is difficult to match the quality found with the offered 1909-11 T206 White Borders Ty Cobb (Bat Off Shoulder) pose. The obverse of this century-old treasure presents (EX) with a perfectly contrasted image of the Hall of Famer tightly gripping his bat against a tri-color dusk background setting. Despite two microscopic spots of reverse paper loss, the Piedmont 350 Subjects advertising back is problem-free. This relic is a prime example of the hobby adage “buy the card and not the holder.”
Opening Bid $400.00

112. 1909 E92 Dockman & Sons Gum Boss Smith (Schmidt) SGC 80—None Better
None Better!
Graded 80 EX/MT 6 by SGC. Exceedingly bright and attractive 1909 E92 Dockman & Sons Gum Boss Smith (Schmidt) candy card. The rugged Arkansasan and former Ty Cobb nemesis casts a more genteel demeanor on this 105 year-old card which exhibits four evenly touched corners, creamy edges and blazing surface hues. The clean advertising back displays strong black typeface. One of only two appraised at the grading level with none better.
Opening Bid $250.00

113. 1915 E106 American Caramel Eddie Plank (SGC 20) & Johnny Evers (SGC 10)
A renegade Hall of Famer from the short-lived Federal League and another catalyst for the “Miracle Braves” are front-and-center with this pair of 1915 E106 American Caramel samples featuring Eddie Plank and Johnny Evers. Each graded by SGC. Despite a combination of wear associated with their technical assessments, this prolific tandem still presents nicely. Included are 1.) Plank (SGC 20) and 2.) Evers (SGC 10).
Opening Bid $250.00

114. Pre-War SGC Graded Grab Bag of (3) with 1935 Goudey Ruth
Sampling of three 1910-1935 pre-war baseball SGC graded cards. Included are appropriate judged copies of 1.) 1909-11 T206 White Borders Durham (SGC 70) with Piedmont 350 Subjects advertising back; 2.) 1912 T207 Brown Background Wills (SGC 60) with Recruit Little Cigars advertising back and 3.) 1935 Goudey Four-in-One Ruth/McManus/Brandt/Maranville (SGC 10) due to spots of reverse paper loss (obverse presents VG-EX).
Opening Bid $250.00

115. 1910 T211 Red Sun Ted Vinson (Nashville) PSA 2.5—Only Graded
Opening Bid $100.00

116. 1910 T211 Red Sun Tom Fisher (Atlanta) PSA 2
Opening Bid $100.00

117. 1934-1936 Diamond Stars #44 Rogers Hornsby SGC 84
Opening Bid $200.00
118. 1937 R326 Goudey Flip Books #12B
Jimmy Foxx BVG 8—Highest Graded in Set!
Graded 8 NM-MT by BVG. Unleash this 1937 R326 Goudey Flip Books #12B Jimmy Foxx into your advanced pre-war gathering. The “big league baseball movie” pictures the Maryland native displaying his Hall of Fame exploits in a fast-paced action sequence. Presents as if recently pulled from a depression-era wax pack and shares the spotlight with another Foxx version as the highest graded example at the tier with none better.
Opening Bid $400.00

119. 1937 R326 Goudey Flip Books #4B
Joe DiMaggio BVG 5—Only Graded!
Graded 5 Excellent by BVG. Those with an eye for the esoteric will enjoy the offered 1937 R326 Goudey Flip Books #4B Joe DiMaggio. Entitled “Joe DiMaggio Socks a Sizzling Long Drive,” this book was issued as part of a series of “big league baseball movies” during the flip book craze. Displays only mild perimeter wear and is the only such DiMaggio to have been evaluated by the third-party appraiser.
Opening Bid $250.00

Only Known! Graded 55 VG-EX 4.5+ by SGC. Of the multiple 1950s television designed trading card releases, the offered circa 1950 Sylvan Sweet Co. Jackie Robinson Flip-O-Vision Books order card is undoubtedly the most unique. Similar in size to the 1950 Bowman Baseball issue, this collectible features Robinson advertising a series of flipbooks from various “pocket theatre” personalities. The slip presents at the peak of the assigned technical grade. The reverse form is unmarked.
Opening Bid $250.00

121. 1948 Leaf Baseball #1
Joe DiMaggio PSA 1.5
Opening Bid $150.00

122. 1953 Bowman Color #32
Stan Musial PSA 6
Opening Bid $150.00

123. 1954 Topps Baseball
#128
Henry Aaron Rookie GAI 3
Opening Bid $200.00

124. 1955 Topps Baseball #210 Duke Snider PSA 7
Opening Bid $150.00

125. 1960 Topps Baseball #148 Carl Yastrzemski Rookie PSA 7
Opening Bid $100.00

126. 1974 Topps Baseball #1 Hank Aaron PSA 9
Opening Bid $250.00
127. 1948-49 Leaf Gum #32 Warren Spahn Rookie (SGC 70) & #70 Honus Wagner (SGC 60)
A fresh-faced future Hall of Fame southpaw and a grizzled legend are teamed with this pair of 1948-49 Leaf Gum cornerstones. Each judged by SGC. Included are worthy representations of 1.) #32 Spahn RC (SGC 70) and #70 Wagner (SGC 60).
Opening Bid $250.00

128. 1950-56 Callahan Hall of Fame Singles Lot of (49) Different Plus (16) Dupes with (37) Graded
Offered are (49) different 1950-56 Callahan Hall of Fame singles plus sixteen dupes with (37) total graded by either PSA or SGC. Highlights include PSA 9: (2 cards) with Comiskey, Traynor; PSA 8: (14 cards) with Bresnahan, Brouthers, Burkett, Collins (Bio—Eddie Had Every), Comiskey, Griffith, Hubbell, Johnson, W. Johnson, Klein, Maranville, Pennock, Terry, Wagner; PSA 7.5: (2 cards) with Barrow; PSA 7: (10 cards) with Dean; SGC 84: (3 cards) with Gehrig. PSA 6: Cobb and Ungraded: (28 cards, average NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

129. 1952 Topps Baseball New York Yankees Stars Lot of (3)—All Graded “7-8”
Three main cogs of the 1950s New York Yankees dynamo are portrayed with this trio of 1952 Topps Baseball high-grade singles. Included are razor-sharp renditions of 1.) #67 Reynolds (PSA 8, Black Back); 2.) #122 Lemon (PSA 7) and 3.) #129 Mizy (BVG 7).
Opening Bid $250.00

130. 1952 Topps Baseball Higher Grade Group of (19)
PSA 6-8 Graded Cards
Each graded from NM-MT 8 to EX-MT 6 by PSA with no qualifiers. Fill the gaps in your 1952 Topps Baseball collection with these (19) crisp and clean singles. Included are upper tier copies of the following: PSA 8: #105; PSA 7: (7 cards) with #51 (bb), 132, 135, 201, 205, 238, 244; PSA 6: (11 cards) with #34 (bb), 146, 147, 155, 162, 164, 167, 210, 214, 234 and #246 Kell.
Opening Bid $200.00

131. 1952 Topps Baseball PSA Graded Group of (37) with Spahn
Consistently attractive gallery of (37) 1952 Topps Baseball PSA graded cards with the majority featuring sharp corners, creamy edges and stunning surfaces. Included are PSA 8: #157 (oa); PSA 7: (6 cards, all qualifiers) with #140 (mc), 180 (mc), 187 (oc), 190 (mc), 192 (oc), 241 (oc); PSA 6.5: 96; PSA 6: (9 cards, all qualifiers) with #138 (mc), 139 (oc), 141 (mc), 142 (both oc), 144 (mc), 147 (oc), 153 (oc), 221 (mc); PSA 5.5: (3 cards) with #31 (bb), #33 Spahn (bb), 159; PSA 5: (11 cards) with #91 Schoendienst, 136, 137, 143, 145-147, 161, 168, 200, 235; PSA 4.5: #49 Sain (bb); PSA 4: (5 cards) with #141, 152, 168 and (2) 237.
Opening Bid $250.00

132. 1952-1954 Baseball SGC Graded Star Card Lot of (3) with Aaron, Mantle & Pakfo
Each graded by SGC. Established Hall of Famers and the first card of the legendary Topps regular issue run are offered with this trio of 1952-1954 singles. Included are 1.) 1952 Topps #14 Aaron (SGC 30); 2.) 1953 Topps #82 Mantle (SGC 10, reverse writing) and 3.) 1954 Johnston Cookies Braves #5 Aaron (SGC Authentic, blank back).
Opening Bid $200.00
133. 1953 Topps Baseball
#82 Mickey Mantle SGC
80
Graded 80 EX/NM 6 by SGC. Prime time 1953 Topps Baseball
#82 Mickey Mantle second-year card. This cornerstone showcases
four razor-sharp corners, virtually untouched edges and a clean
reverse. Moderately errant top-to-bottom centering along with slight
fading to the original gloss leads to the technical judgment.
Opening Bid $400.00

134. 1953 Topps &
Bowman Color Baseball
SGC Graded Hall of
Famer Lot of (4) with
Campanella & Musial
Each graded by SGC. Three New
York stalwarts and Stan “The Man”
Musial are joined with this four-
some of 1953 Topps and Bowman
Color Baseball singles. Included are
1953 Topps: (2 cards) with #76
Reese (SGC 70), #114 Rizzuto
(SGC 84); 1953 Bowman Color: (2
cards) with #32 Musial (SGC 70)
and #46 Campanella (SGC 60).
Opening Bid $250.00

135. 1953
Bowman Color
#33 Pee Wee
Reese & 1955
Topps #50
Jackie
Robinson—
Both PSA 7
Each graded NM 7
by PSA. The prolific
Brooklyn double play
combination of Pee
Wee Reese and
Jackie Robinson turn
another twin killing
with this pair of clas-
sic Topps and
Bowman cards.
Included are fresh
reprint versions of 1.)
1953 Bowman Color #33
Reese and 2.) 1955
Topps #50 # Robinson
Opening Bid $300.00

136. 1954
Topps
Baseball: #128
Hank
Aaron
RC (PSA
5.5) &
#201 Al
Kaline
RC (PSA
5)
With a com-
bined 45
years of big
league expe-
rience, Hall
of Famers
Henry Aaron and Al Kaline are proudly pictured during their freshman campaigns on
this pair of 1954 Topps Baseball rookie cards. Each graded by PSA. Included are shimm-
ering versions of (1.) #128 Aaron RC (PSA 5.5) and (2.) #201 Kaline RC (PSA 5).
Opening Bid $400.00

137. 1954 Topps Baseball
#128 Hank Aaron Rookie
SGC 50
Graded 50 VG-EX 4 by SGC.
Classic 1954 Topps Baseball #128
Henry (Hank) Aaron rookie card.
The oversized canvas displays only
general corner and edge wear
along with slightly errant left-to-
right centering. The obverse is
crease-free with a perfectly con-
trolled dual-action/portrait image
and a bright orange background
setting.
Opening Bid $200.00

138. 1954 Bowman
Baseball PSA & SGC
Graded Card Collection
of (58) with Stars
Presented are (58) 1954 Bowman
Baseball PSA and SGC graded
cards with stars. Highlights include
PSA 8: (2 cards) with #109, 189;
SGC 88: #173; SGC 86: #171;
PSA 7: (6 cards) with #99, 51, 60,
121, 126, 164; SGC 84: (7 cards)
with #95 Roberts; PSA 6: (6 cards)
with #58 Reese; SGC 60: (26
cards) with #62 Slaughter; SGC 40:
(3 cards) with #1 Rizzuto, #45
Kiner and #58 Reese. More on our
website.
Opening Bid $250.00
139. 1954 Bowman Baseball PSA & SGC Graded Card Lot of (174) with Starter Set of (109) Different

Begin construction on the foundation of your 1954 Bowman Baseball project with these (174) PSA and SGC graded cards, including a starter set of (109) different. Highlights include PSA Graded: (161 cards) with (9) PSA 8 (all qualifiers), (17) PSA 7 (seven qualifiers) with #15 Ashburn (oc), #45 Kiner (oc); (3) PSA 6.5, (67) PSA 6 (seven qualifiers) with #101 Larsen RC; (40) PSA 5 with #101 Larsen RC; (1) PSA 4.5, (21) PSA 4 with #1 Rizzuto; (3) PSA 3; SGC Graded: (13 cards) with (1) SGC 88, (5) SGC 86, (6) SGC 84 with #90 Campanella and (1) SGC 80; #80 Kell. More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

140. 1955 Topps Baseball #164 Roberto Clemente Rookie SGC 60

Graded 60 EX 5 by SGC. This 1955 Topps Baseball #164 Roberto Clemente rookie will serve as an integral piece for any set builder. Exhibits even corner and edge wear that is consistent with the assigned technical grade and is an ideal “value pick” for those pursuing the classic edition.

Opening Bid $200.00

141. 1954-1956 Topps Baseball SGC Graded Hall of Famer Lot of (7) with Koufax, Mantle & Mays

Sterling arrangement of (7) 1954-1956 Topps Baseball SGC graded Hall of Famers including Koufax, Mantle and Mays. Included are 1954 Topps: (3 cards) with #17 Rizzuto (SGC 80), #32 Snider (SGC 70), #90 Mays (SGC 80); 1955 Topps: #4 Kaline (SGC 50); 1956 Topps: (3 cards) with #30 J. Robinson (SGC 80), #79 Koufax (SGC 70) and #135 Mantle (SGC 40, gray back).

Opening Bid $250.00

142. 1956-1959 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers & Stars SGC Graded Lot of (8) with Mantle & Williams

Focus your bidding on these (8) 1956-1959 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers and stars. Included among these “golden age” treasures are 1956 Topps: (3 cards) with #135 Mantle (SGC 50, gray back), #164 Killebrew (SGC 60), #292 Aparicio RC (SGC 50); 1957 Topps: (4 cards) with #1 J. Williams (SGC 40), #7 Aparicio (SGC 55), #35 F. Robinson RC (SGC 70), #76 Clemente (SGC 80) and 1959 Topps: #380 Aaron (SGC 60).

Opening Bid $500.00

143. 1958 Topps Baseball #5 Willie Mays PSA 8

“Say Hey” Blazer! Graded NM-MT 8 by PSA. Pictured during his inaugural season on the “city by the bay”, the offered 1958 Topps Baseball #5 Willie Mays is perfect for the discriminating collector. With four razor-sharp corners, creamy edges and accurate centering, this particular jewel presides in the upper fourth percentile of all similar copies judged by the third-party authenticator.

Opening Bid $400.00

144. 1952-1960 Topps & Bowman Baseball PSA Graded Stars Lot of (5) with Koufax & Mays

Historic players from historic franchises are the subjects of these (5) 1952-1960 Topps and Bowman Baseball PSA graded stars. Included are appropriately appraised copies of PSA 8: 1955 Topps #198 Berra (oc); PSA 7: 1960 Topps #343 Koufax, PSA 6: (3 cards) with 1952 Bowman #116 Snider, 1954 Topps #32 Snider and 1957 Topps #10 Mays.

Opening Bid $150.00
145. 1958 Topps Baseball SGC Graded Stars Lot of (6) with Mantle & Maris RC
Each graded by SGC. Offered are (6) 1958 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers and stars featuring the “M&M Boys”. Included are #474 Mantle (SGC 55), #150 Maris (SGC 55), #178 Koufax (SGC 84), (2) #476 Musial AS (SGC 86, SGC 80) and #487 Mantle AS (SGC 82).
Opening Bid $250.00

146. 1959 Topps #478 Roberto Clemente (PSA 8) & 1961 Topps #388 Roberto Clemente (PSA 9)
Investment quality tandem of razor-sharp 1959 and 1961 Topps Baseball Roberto Clemente singles. Each graded by PSA. These “golden age” relics each exhibit well-constructed corners, crisp edges and shimmering surfaces. Included are 1) 1959 Topps #478 Clemente (PSA 8, upper fourteenth percentile) and 2) 1961 Topps #388 Clemente (PSA 9, upper third percentile).
Opening Bid $400.00

147. 1959-1962 Topps Baseball SGC Graded Hall of Famers Lot of (9) with (4) Mantle & (2) Clemente
Elite group of (9) 1959-1962 Topps Baseball SGC graded Hall of Famers presenting at the peak of their technical assessments. Included are 1959 Topps: (2 cards) with #307 Drysdale (SGC 82), #478 Clemente (SGC 80); 1960 Topps: (3 cards) with #560 Banks AS (SGC 88), #563 Mantle (SGC 60), #561 Kaline AS (SGC 84); 1961 Topps: (2 cards) with #300 Mantle (SGC 82), #578 Mantle AS (SGC 70); 1962 Topps: (2 cards) with #10 Clemente (SGC 80) and #200 Mantle (SGC 80).
Opening Bid $200.00

148. 1960 Topps Baseball Group of (28) Different SGC 84-88 Graded Cards
Each judged from 88 NM-MT 8 to 84 NM 7 by SGC. Razor-sharp assortment of (28) different 1960 Topps Baseball singles. Included are SGC 88: (5 cards) with #151 Giants Team, 213, 219, 289, 363; SGC 86: (7 cards) with #185, 236, 244, 367, 459, 527; SGC 84: (16 cards) with #60, 64, 107, 113, 138, 234, 257, #264 Roberts, 268, 272, 366, 403, 428, 448, 461 and 538.
Opening Bid $400.00

149. (10) 1955-1964 Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris & Yogi Berra Graded Cards
Pictured are (10) 1955-1964 Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris and Yogi Berra graded cards. Included are Mickey Mantle: (5 cards) with 1958 Topps #487 AS (SGC 45), 1960 Topps #160 w/Boyer (SGC 60), 1961 Post #4 (PSA 6, company, mislabeled as hand cut), 1961 Topps Stamps Panel w/Jensen (SGC 84), 1964 Topps A.L. Bombers (SGC 60); Roger Maris: (3 cards) with 1961 Post #7 (PSA 6, company), 1961 Topps #2 (SGC 40), 1962 Topps #1 (SGC 60); Yogi Berra: (2 cards) with 1955 Bowman #168 (SGC 50) and 1961 Topps #425 (SGC 35).
Opening Bid $150.00

150. 1957-1969 Topps Baseball Mickey Mantle SGC Graded Card Lot of (14)
Opening Bid $250.00
151. 1961 Topps #475 Mickey Mantle MVP (PSA 8) & 1961 Topps #576 Roger Maris (PSA 9)

From the season in which the “M&M Boys” rewrote the home run record books arrives this high-graded tandem of 1961 Topps Baseball cards. Each graded by PSA. Included are 1) 1961 Topps #475 Mantle MVP (PSA 8, upper fourteen percent) and 2) 1961 Topps #576 Maris (PSA 9, upper sixth percentile). Opening Bid $250.00

152. 1961 Topps Baseball SGC 84-92 Graded Hall of Fame/Star Lot of (13) with (2) Mantle

Each graded from 92 NM-MT+ to 84 NM 7 by SGC. Invest in these (13) 1961 Topps Baseball SGC graded Hall of Famers and stars that are each justly evaluated by the third-party service. Included are SGC 92: #517 McCovey (1 of 9, five better), SGC 88: (7 cards) with #360 F. Robinson, #371 Skowron SP, #430 Mazeroski SP, #460 Hodges, #570 Fox AS, #572 B. Robinson AS, #581 F. Robinson AS; SGC 86: (3 cards) with #160 Ford, #472 Berra MVP, #475 Mantle MVP, SGC 84: (2 cards) with #344 Koufax and #406 Mantle HR. Opening Bid $200.00

153. 1964 Topps Giants #49 Hank Aaron PSA 10

For those who demand only the finest. Presented is a 1964 Topps Giants card #49 Hank Aaron encapsulated and graded Gem Mint 10 by grading service PSA. One of just ten at this level, this perfect example radiates just out of the pack freshness with even clean white borders, absolutely gorgeous original gloss and crystal clear photography. Simply put, it does not get any better than this. Opening Bid $550.00

154. 1967 Topps Baseball High-Grade PSA Hall of Fame Trio with Banks, Palmer & B. Robinson

Strong corners, creamy edges, accurate centering and dazzling surface hues are the fare for this investment grade trio of 1967 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers. Included are stunning renditions of 1) #215 Banks (PSA 9); 2) #475 Palmer (PSA 9) and 3) #600 B. Robinson (PSA 7). Opening Bid $400.00

155. 1968 Topps Baseball #280 Mickey Mantle PSA 9

Graded Mint 9 by PSA. Stunning 1968 Topps Baseball #280 Mickey Mantle cornerstone. This high-grade treasure exhibits four virtually untouched corners, clean burlap edges, pinpoint centering and a perfectly contrasted batting pose displaying its original luster. Of the over 6,000 copies submitted to PSA, this particular specimen survives in the upper second percentile of all similar copies appraised by the third-party service. Worthy of prominent placement in any advanced cardboard gathering. This item has a reserve. Estimated value ($1000-$1500). Opening Bid $500.00

156. (13) 1954-1975 Al Kaline Graded/Ungraded Cards Plus (2) Signed Items

Mr. Tiger! Featured are (13) 1954-1975 Al Kaline graded/ungraded cards and pair of signed items. Highlights include Al Kaline Graded: (8 cards) with 1954 Topps #201 RC (SGC 45), 1958 Topps #70 (SGC 82), 1961 Topps #429 (SGC 82), 1962 Topps #470 AS (SGC 86), 1972 Topps Bucks (SGC 84), 1963 Topps #25 (SGC 84), 1970 Kellogg’s #52 (SGC 90); Al Kaline Signed: (2 items) with signed OML ball “8”, ball “9”, PSA/DNA and Steiner sticker) and signed 34-1/2” Louisville Slugger signature model (“9”, JSA sticker and cert card). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
157. 1969 Topps Baseball Group of (164) SGC 84 Graded Cards with Ryan—All Different
Opening Bid $400.00

158. 1962-2001 Baseball Hall of Famers, Stars & Rookie Graded Lot of (66) Cards with Jeter
Opening Bid $250.00

159. Ultimate 1981-2000s Cal Ripken Jr. PSA & BGS Graded Collection of (1450+) Cards—#2 on PSA Registry
Ultimate 1981-2000s Cal Ripken Jr. PSA and BGS graded collection of (1450+) cards with nearly all achieving the grade of Gem Mint 10 or Pristine. This impressive “Iron Man” gathering is currently ranked #2 on the PSA Registry with a GPA of 9.986 and 36.4% completion. Incredibly, (74) population 1 cards reside in this groundbreaking collection. Included are certified autographed cards, game-used swatches, minor league/rookie cards along with a plethora of scarce inserts and parallels. Highlights include:

• Rookie and Minor League Cards: 1981 TCMA Rochester (PSA 10), 1982 Donruss #405 (PSA 10), 1982 Fleer #176 (PSA 10), 1982 Topps #21 (PSA 10), 1982 Topps Traded #98T (PSA 10), Regular Issue Cards: 1983 Donruss #279 (PSA 10), (2) 1983 Topps #163 (BGS 10 Pristine, PSA 10), 1984 Donruss #106 (PSA 10);

Opening Bid $10000.00

HUGGINS & SCOTT AUCTION: DECEMBER 11, 2014
160. 1911
T201 Mecca Double Folders Complete Set of (50) Cards
One of the more intriguing issues of the tobacco card era belongs to the offered 1911 T201 Mecca Double Folders series of (50) cards. These oversized cards feature a full-size player action pose on the obverse with a smaller player image on the back. The design sequences are positioned so that the representations of each teammate could be arranged seamlessly. Highlights include: Bender/Oldring (VG), M. Brown/Hofman (VG-EX), Chase/Sweeney (VG), Cicotte/Thomas (VG), Clarke/Byrne (GD), E. Collins/Baker (VG), Crawford/Cobb (VG), Evers/Chance (GD), Huggins/Bresnahan (FR, surface pen mark), W. Johnson Street (VG), LaJoie/Falkenberg (VG-EX), Lake/Wallace (VG), Mathewson/Bedwell (VG), McGinnity/McCarty (VG), Speaker/Gardner (FR, reverse pencil mark), Summers/Jennings (VG-EX), Walsh/Payne (EX) and Wheat/Bergen (GD). This condition sensitive series presents much better than technical grades would indicate with well concealed surface imperfections. The remaining folders generally present in the (VG) range.
Opening Bid $900.00

161. 1945-46
Caramelo Deportivo Complete Set of (100) Cards in Album
Fascinating 1945-46 Caramelo Deportivo complete set of (100) cards. Each Cuban winter league baseball player, including several Negro Leaguers and Hall of Famers are neatly affixed into designated player slots in the album. Of particular note, the near impossible #73 Nap Reyez card is present (complete with factory stampings). Other greats include #8 Marsans, #25 Dandridge, #27 Minoso, #30 R. Brown, #32 M. Gonzalez, #43 M. Garcia, #65 Dihigo, #66 Tiant and #73 Reyez. Despite a separated front cover, records page and team page comprising cards numbered #1-14, the remaining team pages are staple bound with a tape reinforced back cover. The glue affixed cards display only general obverse wear.
Opening Bid $250.00

162. 1951 Bowman Baseball Complete Set (324/324) with (4) PSA Graded Stars Including PSA 3 Mantle & Mays Rookies
Seize the opportunity to place the winning bid on this carefully pieced together and consistently attractive 1951 Bowman Baseball complete set of (324) cards including (4) PSA graded Hall of Famers. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX or better), 30% (VG-EX), 30% (VG) and 15% (GD or lesser) with the difficult high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Moderate instances of reverse wax staining common to the issue is present. Highlights include #1 Ford RC (VG), #2 Berra (VG), #26 Rizzuto (VG), #31 Campanella (PSA 6), #32 Snider (VG), #58 Slaughter (EX), #78 Wynn (EX), #80 Reese (VG), #165 T. Williams (PSA 5), #181 Stengel (VG), #232 Fox RC (VG-EX), #233 Mantle RC (PSA 3), #260 Erskine (EX-MT), #290 Dickey (VG-EX), #305 Maris RC (PSA 3) and #306 Piersall (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $1500.00

163. 1952
Topps Baseball #1-251 Run Plus (11) Additional Cards Including (6) High Numbers
Prominent 1952 Topps Baseball #1-251 run plus (11) additional cards including six tough high numbers. The #1-80 series is comprised of (77) red and (3) black backs. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 30% (VG or better), 35% (GD), 20% (FR) and 15% (PR) with nearly 20% displaying a combination of wear including paper loss, pinholes, tape residue, trimming or writing. Highlights include #1 Patek (FR, reverse writing), #11 Rizzuto (GD), #26 Irvin (VG), #33 Spahn (VG), #36 Hodges (VG), #37 Snider (GD), #59 Roberts (VG), #91 Schoendienst (GD), #175 B. Martin RC (VG), #191 Berra (PR, reverse paper loss), #215 Bauer (VG), #246 Kell (VG). Signed Cards: (4 cards, average VG, median “7-8”, auction LOA from JSA) with #27 Jethroe, #106 Vernon, #243 Doby, #295 Cavarretta. Other Cards: (10 cards, average VG) with #327 Wilson (GD), #340 Hooper (VG-EX), #342 Labine (VG), #348 Crotetti (PR, writing), #388 Chipman (GD) and #398 Rice (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
164. 1951 Topps Baseball Red & Blue Back Near Sets
An early pairing of Topps Baseball game issues is available with the offered 1951 Red and Blue Back near sets. Highlights include 1951 Topps Red Backs near: (49/52, average EX) with #5 Rizzuto (EX), #6 Wynn (EX-MT), #15 Kiner (EX-MT), #30 Spahn (VG-EX), #31 Hodges (EX), #38 Snider (EX-MT), #50 Irvin RC (EX-MT). 1951 Topps Blue Backs near: (39/52, average VG-EX, 15% paper loss, staple holes or writing) with #3 Ashburn (EX) and #30 Slaughter (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

165. 1951 Bowman Baseball Near Set of (322/324) with (4) PSA Graded
The offered 1951 Bowman Baseball near set of (322/324) cards with (4) PSA graded is absent only the rookies of Mantle and Mays for completion. This mid-grade edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 15% (EX or better), 30% (VG-EX), 35% (VG) and 20% (GD or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Highlights include #1 Ford RC (PSA 4), #2 Berra (PSA 3), #3 Roberts (EX-MT), #10 Schoendienst (EX-MT), #26 Rizzuto (GD), #30 Feller (EX-MT), #31 Campanella (GD), #32 Snider (VG-EX), #165 T Williams (PSA 4), #186 Ashburn (VG-EX), #224 Cox (PSA 7.5), #232 Fox RC (EX) and #290 Dickey (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

166. 1952 Red Man Tobacco Complete Set (52/52) with (51) No Tabs
Smoke shop heroes star in this 1952 Red Man Tobacco complete set of (52/52) cards, (51) of which have no tabs. This “golden age” collection is loaded with Hall of Famers and generally presents in the (GD to VG) range. Highlights include American League: (26/26) with #3 Berra (EX), #8 Feller (EX-MT), #23 T Williams (VG), National League: (26/26) with #15 Mays (VG), #16 Musial (GD), #21 Snider (EX) and #22 Spahn (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

167. 1955 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (206) Cards with (3) SGC Graded Stars
Sterling 1955 Topps Baseball complete set of (206) cards hallmarked by (3) SGC graded stars. This vibrant and immensely attractive gathering has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 30% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or better). Highlights include #2 T Williams (VG-EX), #4 Kaline (EX), #28 Banks (VG), #31 Spahn (SCG 70), #47 Aaron (VG), #50 J Robinson (VG), #123 Koufax RC (EX-MT), #124 Killebrew RC (SCG 70), #152 Agganis RC (EX-MT), #155 Mathews (EX-MT), #164 Clemente RC (GD), #187 Hodges (EX-MT), #189 Rizzuto (GD), #194 Mays (SCG 70), #198 Berra (VG-EX) and #210 Snider (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

168. 1956 Topps Baseball Complete Set (340/340) with (8) SGC Graded Stars—Sharp!
Exceptionally sharp 1956 Topps Baseball complete set of (340) cards including (8) SGC graded stars. Several viable candidates for third-party professional grading are included in this fresh gallery. The overall approximate condition breakdown for this high-caliber edition is as follows: 25% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 20% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser). Highlights include #5 T Williams (SGC 82), #10 Spahn (NM), #15 Banks (SGC 86), #20 Kaline (EX-MT), #30 J Robinson (EX-MT), #31 Aaron (SCG 84), #33 Clemente (SGC 84), #79 Koufax (SGC 50), #101 Campanella (VG-EX), #107 Mathews (EX-MT), #110 Berra (VG), #120 Ashburn (NM), #130 Mays (SGC 82), #135 Mantle (FR, white back), #150 Snider (EX-MT), #165 Schoendienst (NM), #166 Dodgers Team (EX-MT), #181 B Martin (EX-MT), #187 Wynn (NM), #208 E Howard (NM), #240 Ford (SGC 84), #251 Yankees Team (EX), #260 Reese (EX-MT), #292 Argentina RC (SGC 84), #307 Wilhelm (NM) and #332 Larsen (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

169. 1957 Topps Baseball Near Set of (384/407) Cards
Claim nearly 95% of the acclaimed 1957 Topps Baseball series by placing the winning bid for the offered near set of (384/407) cards. This inaugural standard-sized issue has an approximate condition breakdown of 15% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser) with the tough fourth series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Highlights include #18 Drysdale RC (VG), #24 Mazeroski RC (GD), #25 Ford (VG), #30 Reese (VG-EX), #35 J Robinson RC (VG-EX), #35 Banks (GD), #76 Clemente (EX-MT), #170 Snider (EX), #210 Campanella (VG), #212 Colavito RC (EX-MT), #250 Mathews (EX-MT), #338 Bunning RC (VG), #400 Dodgers Sluggers (VG) and #407 Mantle/Berra (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00
170. 1956 Topps Baseball Complete PSA Graded Set (340/340) Plus (2) Checklists—#46 on Registry

Stunning 1956 Topps Baseball complete PSA graded set of (340) cards plus two checklists. This carefully constructed “golden age” classic has both a Set Rating and Weighted GPA of 7.04, good for #46 on the registry. Long preferred by early Topps specialists, this powerful edition features an unparalleled lineup of Hall of Fame legends and young superstars. Included are eye-popping horizontal action/portrait poses of the following:

PSA 9: #339 (oc); PSA 8: (17 cards) with #13, 21, 38, 41, 58, 104, 106, #120 Ashburn, #131, 175, 182, #194 Irvin, #238, 290, 313, 319, 333; PSA 7.5: (8 cards) with #16, 47, 49, 223, 265, 272, 330, 335; PSA 7: (316 cards) with #1 Harridge, #2 Giles, #5 T. Williams, #8 Alston, #10 Spann, #15 Banks, #20 Kaline, #25 Kluszewski, #30 L. Robinson, #31 Aaron, #33 Clemente, #79 Koufax, #101 Campanella, #107 Mathews, #109 Slaughter, #110 Berra, #113 Rizzuto, #118 Fox, #130 Mays, #135 Mantle (gray back), #140Score RC, #145 Hodges, #150 Snider, #164 Killebrew, #165 Schoendienst, #166 Dodgers Team, #180 Roberts, #181 B. Martin, #187 Wynns, #189 Kel, #200 Feller, #208 E. Howard, #226 Giants Team, #240 Ford, #250 Doby, #251 Yankees Team, #255 Lemon, #260 Reese, #292 Anastro RC (PSA 7), #307 Wilhelm, #332 Larsen, #340 McDermott, NNO CL 1/3 and NNO CL 2/4. More on our website.

Opening Bid $4000.00

171. 1959 Topps Baseball Complete PSA Graded Set of (572) Cards with (5) Presentation Boxes—#35 on Registry

Comprehensive 1959 Topps Baseball complete PSA graded set of (572) cards. With both a Set Rating and Weighted GPA of 7.20, this meticulously pieced together edition is currently ranked #35 on the highly regarded registry. Also present are five handsome presentation boxes which were given to employees and special associates for the 1959 edition. These glossy containers are well constructed and exhibit only superficial surface imperfections. Included are:

PSA 8.5: #52; PSA 8: (132 cards) with #15, 19, 21, 31, 36, 39, 42, 44, 46, 48, 54, 65, 66, 70, 73, 75, 84, 86, 89, 99, 101, 105, 107, 108, 111, 117, 123, 125, 128, 129, 134, 143, 145, 148, 151, 154, 157, 160, 172, 191, 194, 203, 206, 209, 217, 219, 228, 230, 232, 233, 234, 236, 244, 246, 252, 259, 261, 267, 268, 269, 272, 273, 276, 278, 288, #292 D. Williams, 304, 306, 320, 324, 337, 339, 340, 348, #350 Banks, 354, 368, 369, 375, 377, 378, 381, 384, 385, 388, 389, 392, 393, 396-399, 401-403, 406, 407, 409, 410-412, 414, #415 Mazeroski, #41, #47, #21, #22, #24, #32, #36, #42, #49, #41, #43, #43, #43-44, #44-45, #45, #46-48 Snider, 1A, 475, 483, 501, 508, 513, 540, 545, #553 Cepeda AS, 566; PSA 7.5: (9 cards) with #9, 78, 158, 277, 376, 405, 425, #478 Clemente, #520; PSA 7: (430 cards) with #1 Frick, #8 Phillips Team, #10 Mantle, #20 Snider, #30 Fox, #40 Spahn (Born 1921), #50 Mays, #149 Bunning, #150 Musial, #155 Slaughter, #163 Koufax, #180 Berra, #202 Maris, #212 Aaron/Mathews, #260 Wynns, #300 Ashburn, #310 Aparicio, #317 Ashburn/Mays, #338 S. Anderson RC, #349 Wilhelm, #353 Roberts, #360 Kaline, #360 Aaron, #387 Drysdale, #390 Cepeda, #408 N. Fox/Aparicio, #430 Ford, #435 F. Robinson, #439 B. Robinson, #450 Mathews, #455 Doby, #461 Mantle HR, #464 Mays Catch, #467 Aaron HR, #480 Schoendienst, #509 Cash RC, #510 Yankees Team, #514 Gibson RC, #515 Killebrew, #528 Pirates Team, #545 Corsair Trio/Clemente, #550 Campanella, #559 Banks AS, #561 Aaron AS, #562 Kaline AS, #563 Mays AS, #564 Mantle AS, #571 Spahn AS and #572 Pierce AS. More on our website.

Opening Bid $4000.00
172. 1958 Topps Baseball Complete Set (494/494)
Catch the offered 1958 Topps Baseball complete set of (494) cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 15% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser). Keys include #1 T. Williams (GD), #5 Maxes (VG), #30 Aaron (VG), #87 Mantle (RC) (VG), #82 Clemente (VG), #70 Kaline (VG-EX), #150 Mantle (PR), #117 Koufax (GD), #285 F. Robinson (EX), #310 Banks (VG), #321 Kluszewski/Williams (VG-EX), #343 Cepeda (VG), #3700 Berra (EX), #418 Mantle/Aaron (VG-EX), #436 Mays/Snyder (VG), #476 Musial (VG), #485 T. Williams (AS, EX), #487 Mantle (AS, EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

174. 1959 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (572) Cards
Prime 1959 Topps Baseball complete set of (572) cards plus (8) gray back variations. This series has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting only slightly lesser than the more available numbers. Highlights include #10 Mantle (VG), #50 Mays (VG-EX), #150 Musial (VG-EX), #163 Koufax (EX-MT), #202 Maris (VG-EX), #338 S. Anderson (VG), #380 Aaron (VG), #435 F. Robinson (EX-MT), #461 Mantle HR (VG), #464 Mays Catch (EX-MT), #467 Aaron HR (EX-MT), #78 Clemente (VG-EX), #514 Gibson RC (VG-EX), #543 Corias Tris/Clemente (VG), #561 Aaron AS (VG), #563 Mays AS (VG-EX) and #564 Mantle AS (VG-EX). Also present are gray back variations for #210, 214, 225, 235, 257, 273, 278 and 280 (averaging VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

175. 1959 Topps Baseball Near Set of (525/572) Cards with Mantle
Presented is a 1959 Topps Baseball near set of (525/572) cards featuring the majority of checked-listed stars. The approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 20% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 15% (VG-EX or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the remaining numbers. Keys include #10 Mantle (EX), #50 Mays (VG-EX), #150 Musial (EX-MT), #163 Koufax (VG), #202 Maris (NM), #338 S. Anderson (RC-EX-MT), #380 Aaron (VG), #461 Mantle HR (EX-MT), #464 Mays Catch (NM), #550 Campanella (EX), #559 Banks (AS-EX-MT), #561 Aaron AS (VG) and #563 Mays AS (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

176. 1960 Topps Baseball Near Set of (498/572) with (21) SGC Graded & (10) Signed Cards
Ready-to-complete 1960 Topps Baseball near set of (498/572) cards including (21) SGC graded and (10) signed cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 15% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 30% (VG or lesser). Highlights include #10 Banks (VG), #160 Mantle/Brother (SGC 45), #200 Mays (SGC 60), #300 Aaron (VG), #316 McGraw RC (SGC 60), #326 Clemente (EX), #343 Koufax (VG), #493 Snider (SGC 70); SGC Graded Commons: (17 cards) with (5) SGC 82, (6) SGC 80, (4) SGC 70, (2) SGC 60; Signed Cards: (10 cards, average EX, no cents) with #150, 154, 205, 218, 231, 234, #370 Skouman, #378, #432 and #471. More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

177. 1954-1961 Baseball Oddball Group of (342) Cards with (2) Near Sets
Featured is a 1954-1961 baseball oddball group of (342) cards heralded by a pair of near sets. Highlights include 1959 Fleer Ted Williams near: (68/80, average NM, 33% edge pen marks when viewed as stack) with #2 w/ Babe Ruth (NM); 1960 Fleer Greats near: (75/79, average NM) with #3 Ruth (GD), #28 Gehrig (NM), #72 T. Williams (NM); 1960 Leaf: #27 B. Robinson (NM), #37 Snider (NM-MT); 1961 Nu-Card Scoops: (98 cards, average NM) with #422 Mantle Longest (NM), #447 Ruth HR (NM) and #450 Mantle HR (NM-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
178. 1960 Topps Baseball Near Set of (506/572) Cards
Secure nearly 90% of the 1960 Topps Baseball edition with the offered near set of (506/572) cards. This horizontal edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 25% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 20% (EX) and 15% (VG-EX or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Highlights include #28 B. Robinson (EX), #73 Gibson (EX-MT), #148 Yastrzemski RC (EX-MT), #160 Mantle/Boyer (NM), #200 Mays (VG), #250 Musial (VG), #320 Clemente (VG-EX), #560 Banks AS (NM), #565 Maris AS (EX-MT) and #566 Aaron AS (VG-EX).

Opening Bid $250.00

179. 1961 Topps Baseball Near Set of (518/587) Cards—Sharp!
Razor-sharp corners, crisp edges and crystal clear surfaces come standard with the offered 1961 Topps Baseball near set of (518/587) cards. This consistently attractive edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 30% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 20% (EX) and 15% (VG-EX or lesser) with the tough high series generally presenting similarly, if not slightly better than the more available numbers. Highlights include #2 Maris (EX), #150 Mays (VG-EX), #287 Yastrzemski (NM), #290 Musial (EX-MT), #307 Mantle WS (NM), #406 Mantle HR (EX-MT), #417 Marichal RC (EX-MT), #429 Kaline (NM), #443 Snider (NM), #475 Mantle MVP (NM), #478 Maris MVP (NM), #482 Mays MVP (NM), #484 Aaron MVP (EX), #517 McCovey (NM), #559 Gentile RC (EX-MT), #570 Fox AS (NM), #572 B. Robinson AS (NM), #578 Mantle AS (FR) and #579 Mays AS (EX-MT). Also present are both #361 checklist variations. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

180. 1961 Golden Press Baseball Unpunched Complete Album of (33) Cards
Featured is a complete, unpunched 1961 Golden Press Baseball album featuring (33) cards of various all-time greats. Third-party grading possibilities are assured with this set featuring (3) cards on the cover, (4) six-card inner pages and a six-card back cover. With exception to the back cover, the staple-bound pages are entirely crease-free with fresh surfaces and clean backs. Legends include #3 Ruth, #9 DiMaggio, #16 Gehrig, #24 Mathewson, #25 Cobb, #29 W. Johnson, #32 Wagner and #33 C. Young.

Opening Bid $200.00

181. 1961 Fleer Greats Complete Set of (154) Cards
The offered 1961 Fleer Greats complete set of (154) cards reviewed Hall of Famers, stars and personalities of a bygone age. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 15% (VG or lesser). Highlights include #1 Baker, Cobb, Wheat (marked), #14 Cobb (EX-MT), #31 Gehrig (EX-MT), #40 W. Johnson (VG), #59 Mathewson (NM), #75 Ruth (VG-EX), #89 Sisler/Traylor CL (EX), #150 Wagner (EX-MT) and #152 T. Williams (EX-MT).

Opening Bid $150.00

182. (3) 1954-1969 Topps Baseball Near/ Starter Sets
Classic trio of 1954-1969 Topps Baseball near/starter sets. Highlights include 1954 Topps near: (203/252), average VG-EX to EX with #17 Rizzuto (VG), #36 Wilhelm (EX), #90 Mays (EX), #132 Langerman RC (VG); 1962 Topps starter: (227/598), average VG to VG-EX, all low numbers) with #30 Mathews (VG), #360 Berra (VG), #505 Marichal (VG-EX); 1969 Topps near: (616/646, average EX-MT to NM, three white letter variations, 10 dupes) with #190 Mays (NM), #250 F. Robinson (NM) and #440 McCovey (VG, white Letters). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

183. 1964 Challenge the Yankees Board Game with (50) Card Complete Set
Step up to the “Bronx Bombers” with the offered 1964 Challenge the Yankees board game. Distributed by Hasbro, this complete package includes the game field and cards, dice, sheets and all accompanying pieces. Most important, the complete (50) “player performance” card set is also present averaging (VG-EX to EX). Featured are Aaron (EX-MT), Berra (EX-MT), Ford (EX-MT), Kaline (NM), Mantle (GD), moderate paper loss to right edge, Marichal (EX-MT), Maris (VG-EX), Mathews (VG), Mazeroski (EX-MT), McCovey (EX-MT), Santo (VG-EX), Snider (EX-MT) and Yastrzemski (VG-EX) with 26% displaying uneven perforations or cuts that exceed the perforations. All grades are based on how the cards present. The remainder of the set averages in excellent condition with moderate wear on the playing field and a small percentage of the game cards. Despite a combination of wear to packaging price stickers, staining and tape repair, the overall presentation is not seriously affected.

Opening Bid $250.00
184. 1964-66 Requena/Pan-American New York Yankees 8x10 Photo Near Set of (17/21) Pictures

Full color 1964-1966 Requena/Pan-American New York Yankees 8x10 photo near set of (17/21) pictures. These luscious depictions are placed against a towering Yankee Stadium backdrop with the portrayals averaging (EX-MT). The creamy blank reverses display a Pan-American Photo stamp. Keys include Berra (VG-EX), Ford (EX-MT), Mantle/Maris (EX-MT), and Maris (EX-MT, Facsimile auto). Missing only Downing, Houk, Mantle and Maris (No Facsimile) for completion. Opening Bid $200.00

185. 1965 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (598) Cards

Collector’s grade 1965 Topps Baseball complete set of (598) cards. This Hall of Fame rookie stacked edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX or better), 25% (VG-EX), 30% (VG) and 25% (GD or less) with less than 5% display paper loss or writing. Highlights include #143 Mantle WS (VG), #160 Clemente (VG-EX), #170 Aaron (VG), #207 Rose (GD), #250 Mays (GD), #300 Koufax (PR, reverse writing), #350 Mantle (VG), #477 Carlton RC (PR, reverse writing), #526 Hunter RC (VG) and #581 Perez RC (GD). More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00

186. 1965 Topps Baseball Partial Set of (397/598) Cards with Mantle

Crisp and clean 1965 Topps Baseball partial set of (397/598) cards featuring the majority of stars including Mantle. This series has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 15% (VG-EX or lesser). The majority of missing numbers are from #446-522. Highlights include #16 Morgan RC (NM), #134 Mantle WS (EX-MT), #160 Clemente (EX-MT), #170 Aaron (EX-MT), #250 Mays (EX-MT), #300 Koufax (EX), #350 Mantle (EX-MT), #526 Hunter RC (trimmed) and #581 Perez RC (EX-MT). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

187. 1965 Topps Baseball Near Set of (597/598) Cards

Upper-tier 1965 Topps Baseball near set of (597/598) cards. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 25% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser). Highlights include #16 Morgan RC (EX), #134 Mantle WS (EX-MT), #155 Maris (EX-MT), #160 Clemente (EX-MT), #170 Aaron (EX-MT), #207 Rose (EX-MT), #250 Mays (EX), #300 Koufax (VG-EX), #477 Carlton RC (VG-EX), #510 Banks (VG), #526 Hunter RC (EX) and #581 Perez RC (EX-MT). Missing only #350 Mantle for completion. More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00

188. 1966 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (598) Cards

Challenging 1966 Topps Baseball complete set of (598) cards. This difficult-to-complete edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 15% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 25% (VG-EX or lesser) with the difficult high series generally preservin similarly to the more available numbers. Highlights include #1 Mays (EX), #30 Rose (NM), #50 Mantle (VG-EX), #100 Koufax (VG), #126 Palmer RC (VG), #160 Ford (NM), #254 Jenkins RC (VG-EX), #288 Sutton RC (VG-EX), #300 Clemente (EX-MT), #365 Maris (EX-MT), #500 Aaron (EX-MT), #526 Twins Team (EX-MT), #535 W. Davis (NM), #550 McCovey (VG-EX), #583 Tigers Team (VG-EX), #591 G. Jackson RC (VG) and #598 Perry SP (VG-EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

189. 1967 Coke Baseball Caps Complete Set of All (19) Teams

Plus (3) All-Stars & (4) 1968 Coke Team Sets with Tips

Coke is It! This challenging 1967 Coke Baseball Caps complete set features all nineteen teams (plus an additional Dodgers variation set), three different All-Star sets plus (3) 1968 Coke team sets and the scarce 1968 Baseball Game “Tip” set. A total of (489) different caps comprise this proposition which marks the first known instance a complete 1967 set has been offered for public sale. Since these soda pop stars were issued regionally, it is nearly impossible to piece together a complete edition. This assortment generally presents from (VG-EX to EX-MT) with mild scratching throughout. Also present are (67) tougher caps from the following brands: (31) Tab (includes 18/18) 1967 Dodgers Mint and unused Series D team set), (24) Fresca and (12) Sprite. Numerous Hall of Fame legends such as Aaron, Clemente, Mantle and Mays preside in this comprehensive gathering. More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00
190. 1967 Topps Baseball Complete Set (609/609) with (5) Graded Plus Variation

This 1967 Topps Baseball complete set of (609) cards and with (5) graded is a challenging proposition for the classic cardboard enthusiast. The difficult-to-complete edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser) with the tough high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Highlights include #45 Maris (EX-MT), #150 Mantle (GD, slight stain), #200 Mays (VG-EX), #250 Aaron (EX-MT), #800 Clemente (EX), #830 Rose (VG-EX), #430 J. Niekro RC (GAI 7.5), #558 Belanger RC (EX), #560 Bunning (PSA 6), #590 Carew RC (VG-EX), #581 Seaver RC (PSA 6), #600 R. Robinson (SGC 80), #604 Red Sox Team (VG-EX), #605 Shannon (EX-MT), #607 Stanley (EX-MT) and #609 John (VG-EX). Also present are both variations for #191 Mays CL (both EX-MT). More on our website.

Opening Bid $550.00

191. 1968 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (598) Cards with (2) PSA 6-7 Graded Stars Including Ryan Rookie Plus Variation

Showcased is a 1968 Topps Baseball complete set of (598) cards with (2) PSA graded stars and a text variation. This striking burlap bordered series has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser). Highlights include #45 Seaver (EX-MT), #50 Mays (EX), #900 Carew (EX), #110 Aaron (EX), #150 Clemente (PSA 6), #177 Ryan RC (PSA 7), #230 Rose (VG), #247 Bench RC (VG), #280 Mantle (EX), #300 Maris (VG-EX), #48000 Managers’ Dream/Clemente (VG), #490 Super Stars/Mantle, Mays (EX-MT) and #528 Tigers Team (EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

192. 1968 Topps Baseball Complete Set (598/598) Formidable 1968 Topps Baseball complete set of (598) cards: This Hall of Fame rookie-packed edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 30% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Keys include #45 Seaver (EX), #50 Mays (VG-EX), #110 Aaron (EX-MT), #150 Clemente (VG-EX), #177 Ryan RC (VG-EX), #230 Rose (EX), #247 Bench RC (EX), #280 Mantle (VG), #300 Maris (VG-EX), #48000 Managers’ Dream/Clemente (VG), #490 Super Stars/Mantle, Mays (EX-MT) and #528 Tigers Team (EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00


Master Set Specialists! Set your sights on this solid 1969 Topps Baseball complete set of (664) cards plus (14) white letter and (7) player/text variations. This Hall of Fame packed edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM or better), 25% (EX-MT), 30% (EX) and 25% (VG-EX) or lesser. Highlights include #20 Banks (NM), #50 Clemente (NM), #95 Bench (NM), #100 Aaron (VG-EX), #120 Rose (VG-EX), #190 Mays (VG), #260 R. Jackson RC (VG), #480 Seaver (EX-MT), #500 Mantle (EX), #533 Ryan (EX-MT), #573 Palmer (PSA 7), #597 Fingers RC (EX-MT); White Letter Variations: (14 cards, average VG-EX) with #440 McCovey (EX), #441, 444, 447, 452, 461, 464, 471, 473, 476, 486, 493, 501, 505; Player/Text Variations: (7 cards, average EX) with #47 Popovich, #49 E. Rodriguez RC, #77 Pernakoski, #151 Dalrymple, #208 Clendenon and #582 Oliva CL. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

194. 1969 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (664/664) Cards

The debut of “Mr. October” and the swan song of “The Mick” headline the offered 1969 Topps Baseball complete set of (664) cards. This sterling edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM or better), 30% (EX-MT), 20% (EX) and 30% (VG-EX or lesser). Highlights include #50 Clemente (VG), #95 Bench (VG-EX), #100 Aaron (EX), #120 Rose (VG-EX), #190 Mays (VG-EX), #260 R. Jackson RC (VG-EX), #500 Mantle (VG), #510 Carew (EX), #516 Weaver RC (EX), #533 Ryan (EX) and #640 Jenkins (PSA 7). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

195. 1964 & 1971 Topps Baseball Coins Near and Partial Sets

Offered is a pair of 1964 and 1971 Topps Baseball Coins near and partial sets. Highlights include 1964 Topps Coins partial: (116/164, average VG) with #55 Clemente (VG), #59 Rose (VG), #98 Aaron (GD), #100 Kaline (VG), #106 Koufax (GD), #120 Mantle (GD), #125 Clemente AS (VG), #151 Mays AS (GD), #159 Koufax AS (VG); 1971 Topps Coins near: (133/153, average EX-MT) with #62 Kaline (EX-MT), #71 Clemente (VG), #101 Rose (EX), #137 Aaron (NM-MT) and #153 Mays (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00
196. 1969 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (664/664) with (10) PSA 7 Graded Keys
Celebrate the “Summer of ’69” with the offered 1969 Topps Baseball complete set of (664) cards featuring (10) PSA 7 graded keys. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 35% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 20% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Highlights include #20 Banks (PSA 7), #50 Clemente (EX), #95 Bench (PSA 7), #100 Aaron (EX-MT), #120 Rose (PSA 7), #140 Mays (PSA 7), #250 F. Robinson (PSA 7), #260 R. Jackson RC (PSA 7), #500 Mantle (PSA 7), #533 Ryan (PSA 7) and #907 Fingers RC (PSA 7). More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

197. 1967-70 SCFC New York Yankees 4x5 Complete Set of (99) with Mantle Plus Original Price List
Comprehensive 1967-1970 SCFC New York Yankees 4x5 complete set of (99) black-and-white photographs. These clear portraits generally present in the (NM) range with only moderate instances of peripheral chipping. The creamy reverses are individually numbered as part of the checklist. High-grade keys include #16 E. Howard, #23 Mantle, #27 Munson, #63 Colavito, #84 Dickey, #88 Team Picture and #99 Yankee Stadium. An original 8-1/2 x 11” order form (presents NM) is also present.
Opening Bid $200.00

198. 1971 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (752/752) Cards
Eye-catching 1971 Topps Baseball complete set of (752) cards. This black bordered edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 15% (EX or better), 25% (VG-EX), 30% (VG) and 30% (GD or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting similarly to the more available numbers. Less than 5% display extra edge coloring. Highlights include #20 R. Jackson (VG), #26 Blyleven RC (VG), #100 Rose (GD), #250 Bench (VG), #341 Garvey RC (VG), #400 Aaron (VG), #513 Ryan (VG), #600 Mays (GD) and #630 Clemente (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

199. 1971 Topps Baseball Complete Set (752/752)
Pitch-black 1971 Topps Baseball complete set of (752) cards. This condition sensitive series has an approximate condition breakdown of 20% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser) with the challenging high series generally presenting on par with the more available numbers. Highlights include #250 Bench (EX-MT), #341 Garvey RC (EX-MT), #400 Aaron (VG-EX), #513 Ryan (EX-MT), #570 Palmer (NM), #600 Mays (VG-EX), #625 Brock (NM), #630 Clemente (EX-MT) and #709 Baylor RC (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

200. 1972 Topps Baseball Complete Set (787/787)
Electric 1972 Topps Baseball complete set of (787) cards. This psychedelic edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 25% (NM or better), 30% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX) or lesser with nearly 15% of the cards displaying varying degrees of water staining (mostly higher numbers). Highlights include #100 Mays (EX-MT), #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (EX-MT), #299 Aaron (EX-MT), #309 Clemente (NM), #595 Ryan (NM), #605 Carew (NM), #751 Carlton TRD (EX-MT), #752 Morgan TRD (EX-MT) and #754 F. Robinson TRD (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

201. 1973 & 1974 Topps Baseball Complete Sets
Powerful pair of 1973 and 1974 Topps Baseball complete sets. Highlights include 1973 Topps set: (660/660, average EX-MT) with #1 Aaron/Roth/Mays (VG), #50 Clemente (NM), #100 Aaron (NM), #220 Ryan (VG), #305 Mays (NM), #605 Schmidt RC/Cey (EX-MT); 1974 Topps set: (660/660, average EX-MT) with #1 Aaron, #20 Ryan (EX-MT) and #456 Winfield RC (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
202. 1975 Topps Baseball Regular & Mini Complete Sets
Superb tandem of 1975 Topps Baseball regular and mini complete sets. Highlighted in these 660-card editions are

- **Regular:** (average EX to EX-MT) with #1 Aaron Hill (EX-MT), #223 Yount RC (VG-EX), #228 Brett RC (EX-MT), #320 Rose (EX), #500 Ryan (VG-EX), #616 Rice RC (EX-MT), #620 Carter RC (VG), #628 Yount RC (VG-EX), #726 Card (VG), #800 Ryan (VG-EX), #861 Rice RC (GD), #862 Carter RC (EX) and #660 Aaron (EX).

Opening Bid $200.00

204. 1975-1978 Topps Baseball Complete Run
Showcased is a run of (4) 1975-1978 Topps Baseball complete sets. Highlights include

- **1975 Topps set:** (660/660, average EX-MT) with #223 Yount RC (EX-MT), #228 Brett RC (EX).
- **1976 Topps set:** (660/660, average EX-MT to NM, 44/44 Traded) with #98 Eckersley RC (NM), #660 Aaron (EX-MT), #707 Molitor/Trammell RC (NM).
- **1977 Topps set:** (660/660, average NM) with #473 Dawson RC (NM), #650 Ryan (NM).
- **1978 Topps set:** (726/726, average NM) with #36 Murray RC (EX-MT) and #707 Molitor/Trammell RC (NM).

More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

206. 1983-1986 Baseball Card Treasure Chest with (55) Sets & (2) Vending Cases
Build inventory with the offered 1983-1986 baseball card treasure chest featuring (55) sets, two vending cases and more. Highlights include

- **2) 1986 Topps Vending Cases:** (24 boxes, 500 cards per, both sealed); **Sets:** (55 sets, all hand collated, unless noted) with 1983 OPC, (5) 1983 Topps Traded (all factory), (2) 1984 OPC (one no Murphy), (3) 1985 Topps, 1985 Donruss, (3) 1985 Leaf, (19) 1986 Topps and **Singles:** (11,600+), average NM-MT. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge will apply. More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

207. 1981-1992 Baseball Complete Set
Lot of (76)
Stock your inventory with these (76) 1981-1992 baseball complete sets. Unless noted, each set is hand collated and grades (NM-MT) with the keys presenting similarly.

Highlights include **Topps OPC:** (17 sets), **Donruss:** (19 sets) with (3) 1985 Leaf, (2) 1986, (2) 1987 Leaf; **Fleer:** (35 sets) with 1981, (2) 1983 (one PSA 9 Rose & PSA 9 Sandberg RC), (2) 1984, (6) 1985 (one PSA 9 Clemens RC), (3) 1986, (5) 1987 (four factory) and **Score:** (5 sets, all factory). Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge will apply. More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

Assembled is a trio of Topps Baseball complete sets: 1975, 1976 and 1978. These 660-card editions average (NM) condition. Highlights include **1975 Topps set:** #1 Aaron Hill (VG), #223 Yount RC (NM), #228 Brett RC (SGC 88), #320 Rose (EX-MT), #500 Ryan (VG-EX), #616 Rice RC (VG), #620 Carter RC (VG-EX), #660 Aaron (VG), **1976 Topps set:** #1 Aaron RB (VG-EX), #19 Brett (EX), #98 Eckersley RC (NM), #240 Rose (VG-EX), #330 Ryan (NM), #550 Aaron (EX-MT) and **1978 Topps set:** #36 Murray RC (EX-MT), #400 Ryan (NM) and #707 Molitor/Trammell RC (SGC 92).

Opening Bid $250.00

205. 1978 Topps Baseball Complete Set
Lot of (20) from Vending
Fresh assembly of (20) 1978 Topps Baseball complete sets that were assembled from carefully assembled from vending cases. Several high-grade copies suitable for professional grading are undoubtedly tucked within. The 726-card sets average (NM to Mint) with the keys #36 Murray RC, #400 Ryan and #707 Molitor/Trammell RC generally presenting similarly.

Opening Bid $400.00
208. 1888 Allen & Ginter A16 Album of Worlds Champions

Nineteenth Century specialists come to attention for this spectacular Allen & Ginter A16 Album of Worlds Champions. Belying its considerable age this 1888 issue reports in remarkable condition with handsome color images, excellent gloss and original gray twine binding. Notable signs of wear include a horizontal crease across the lower region of the front cover, small tears at the binding holes of the front cover, minor corner wear and a corner crease at top right of the fifth page which does not affect any of the images, otherwise this highly desirable album displays in a well-preserved state. Front cover subjects are boxer J. Dempsey and baseball HOFer J. Ward. Twelve absolutely gorgeous interior pages feature a total of forty-eight multi-sport champions including baseball HOFers C. Anson, J. Clarkson, C. Comiskey, T. Keefe and M. Kelly; western stars “Buffalo Bill” Cody and Annie Oakley; and boxing great J.J. Sullivan.

Opening Bid $400.00

209. 1909-11 T206 White Borders Ty Cobb (Red Portrait) with Piedmont 350 Back

Those seeking a quality ungraded Hall of Famer from the 1909-11 T206 White Borders series will want to place a strong bid for the offered Ty Cobb (Red Portrait) pose. This century-old tobacco card technically grades (FR) with an obverse crease near the upper right corner along with slight paper pulling between the “3” and “0” on the Piedmont 350 Subjects back. Despite the imperfections, this survivor is immensely attractive and ready to join any prospective gathering of the iconic ACC designation.

Opening Bid $250.00

210. Circa 1924-1925 Walter Johnson Postcard

This diamond-themed correspondence piece holds infinite appeal on several fronts. At first glance, we behold a 3-3/8 x 5-3/8” thick stock postcard with a black-and-white likeness of Hall of Famer Walter Johnson. Based on the authoritative National Baseball Hall of Fame “Dressed to the Nines” database, a closer examination narrows the likeness to the 1924 World Series (which resulted in the franchise’s lone title), as Johnson’s solid white uniform is without pinstripes. An unknown hand inscribed the pitcher’s name on the obverse in black ink as a way to identify the subject. The crystal clear image presents in (VG) condition with scattered creasing and a blank reverse.

Opening Bid $250.00

211. 1920s Philadelphia Phillies Exhibit Card Lot of (17) with O’Doul Postcard Back

Combining scarcity, sharp photography and better grade quality this group of early Exhibits is a vintage card enthusiast’s dream. Offered are (17) 1920s Philadelphia Phillies Exhibit cards including several tough postcard-type backs. Highlights are: (2) 1925-1931 postcard-back: L. O’Doul blue tint (EX); (3) 1921 first year of issue: J. Rapp (VG-EX), J. Ring (EX), C. Williams (VG), 1925-1931 Four-In-One: B. Frick/D. Hurst/F. O’Doul/P. Thompson postcard back with coupon (VG-EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

212. 1941 Play Ball & Double Play Singles Collection of (34) with Reese RC

Celebrate the Summer of ’41 with these (34) 1941 Play Ball & Double Play singles. Highlights include 1941 Double Play: (3 cards, average VG) with #67 Gordon/#68 Ruffing (VG), #83 Gordon/#84 Keller (VG); 1941 Play Ball: (31 cards, average GD) with #48/1 Miller (VG, wrong back), 51/80 Dickey (VG, wrong back), #54 Reese RC (GD), #56 Vander Meer (VG), #63 D. DiMaggio (GD), #63 D. DiMaggio/58 (GD, wrong back), (2) #64 Dyer (VG, GD) and #65/54 Reese RC (VG, wrong back). More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

213. 1949 Bowman Baseball Collection (78) with Hall of Famers & Variations

Sampling of (78) 1949 Bowman Baseball singles including Hall of Famers, a dozen high numbers and variations. This assortment generally averages (VG) quality throughout with minimal variance. Highlights include #36 Reese (GD), #85 Mize (VG, Name on Front), (2) #88 Salkeld (one VG, Name on Front), #98 Rizzuto (VG, No Name on Front), #109 Fitzgerald (VG, Script), #110 Wynn RC (PR, writing on front), #126 Berra (VG-EX, Script), #132 Evans (VG-EX, Printed Name on Back) and (2) #143 Dillinger (one VG, Script).

Opening Bid $200.00
214. 1954 Topps Baseball Singles Lot of (130) with #250 T. Williams (PSA 4.5)—Sharp!

Extremely sharp gathering of (130) 1954 Topps Baseball singles averaging (NM) condition. Included are #126, (3) 127, (3) 129, 131, (3) 133, 134, (2) 135, 136, (2) 137, (2) 138, (3) 140, (2) 141, 145, 146, (2) 147, 148-150, (3) 176, (2) 177, (2) 178, 179, (2) 180, (2) 181, (2) 182, (3) 183, 185, 186, (2) 187, (2) 188, (2) 189, 191, (2) 193, 194, 195, 196, (2) 197, 198, (3) 199, 204, (2) 206, 207, 208, (3) 209, (3) 210, 211, (2) 213, 215, 216, (2) 217, (2) 218, (3) 219, (3) 220, 222, 223, 225, (3) 226, (2) 227, 236, (2) 232, (2) 233, (3) 235, (2) 238, (2) #239 Skowron RC (NM, EX-MT), 240, (3) 242, 243, (2) 244, 245, (2) 246, (3) 248, 249 and #250 T. Williams (PSA 4.5).

Opening Bid $200.00

215. 1948-1953 Bowman Baseball Singles Group of (107) Cards with Musial

Fine assortment of (107) 1948-1953 Bowman Baseball singles including stars. Highlights include 1948 Bowman: (10 cards, average VG) with #2 Blackwell (VG-EX), #19 Henrich (VG), 1950 Bowman: (28 cards, average VG-EX), 1951 Bowman: (26 cards, average VG-EX) with #127 Maglie (VG), #147 (signed, no cert), #198 Irvin (VG), #231 Aloma (signed, no cert); 1952 Bowman: (32 cards, majority VG-EX); 1953 Bowman Color: (11 cards, average VG) with #32 Musial (FR, stamped) and #57 Boudreau (VG). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

216. (470) 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball Cards

Cross several commons off of your wantlists with these (470) 1948-1955 Bowman Baseball cards. This gathering from the more available series displays minimal duplication throughout. The 1948-1950 issues average (FR to GD) while the singles from the 1951-1955 editions generally present in the (VG) range. Included are (8) 1948, (11) 1949, (74) 1950, (59) 1951, (47) 1952, (41) 1953 Black & White, (151) 1954 and (79) 1955. Better names include Avila, Branca, Cox, Gordon, Konstanty, Maglie, Raschi, Sievers, Trucks and Vernon.

Opening Bid $200.00

217. 1953 Bowman Color Baseball Singles Collection of (251) Cards

Make significant headway to your 1953 Bowman Color Baseball project with the offered collection of (251) cards. Moderate duplication is uncovered in this assortment which generally averages in the (VG) range with some better or lesser. Although absent of major stars, a fine selection of semi-stars and regional favorites including Boone, Cavarretta, Evers, Gordon, Hamner, Lollar, Pierce, Raschi, Sauer, Shantz and Zernial are dispersed throughout. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

218. 1953 Topps Baseball Starter Set of (139/274) Cards with Mantle & Paige

Jump-start your 1953 Topps Baseball project with the offered starter set of (139/274) cards featuring Mantle and Paige. Included is a pair of high numbers. This edition has an approximate condition breakdown of 50% (VG or better) and 50% (GD) with only a handful lesser. Highlights include #1 1/2 Robinson (GD), #37 Mathews (VG), #54 Feller (VG), #61 Wynn (VG), #62 Irvin (GD), #76 Reese (GD), #77 Mize (GD), #78 Schoendienst (VG), #81 Black (VG), #82 Mantle (FR), #151 Wilhelm (VG), #191 Kiner (VG) and #220 Paige (GD).

Opening Bid $400.00

219. 1950-1955 Bowman Baseball Singles Group of (570) Cards

Presented are (570) 1950-1955 Bowman Baseball singles. This mid-grade grouping with moderate duplication throughout comes from the more available series and contains commons and minor stars such as Adcock, Boone, S. Gordon, Jensen, Labine, Piersall, Raschi, Shantz, Simmons, Vernon and many more. Included are (44) 1950 (average VG), (53) 1952 (average GD to VG), (103) 1953 Color (average VG), (311) 1954 (average GD to VG) and (257) 1955 (average GD).

Opening Bid $250.00
220. 1951-1955 Topps & Bowman Baseball Singles Lot of (142) with (2) Mays Including 1951 Bowman #305 Rookie
Childhood collection of (142) 1951-1955 Topps and Bowman Baseball singles featuring a slew of Hall of Famers, stars and a smattering of tough high numbers. Highlights include 1951 Bowman: (70 cards, median FR, 12 high numbers) with #165 T. Williams (PR, writing), #305 Mays RC (PR, writing), 1953 Topps: #1 L. Robinson (GD), #37 Mathews (VG); 1955 Bowman: #22 Campanella (GD), #23 Kaline (VG), #168 Berra (GD), #184 Mays (GD) and #242 Banks (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

222. Pair of 1954 Bowman Baseball Sample Four-Card Panels
This pair of 1954 Bowman four-card panels were used by company salesmen to convince shopkeepers to stock the popular bubble gum card product. The offered tandem presents in (VG-EX to EX) condition each with the identifying stickers placed on the reverses. Included are 1) #69 Courtney/#70 Marshall/#77 Rush/#78 Yars and 2) #85 Dyck/#86 Dorish/#93 Serena/#94 Hemus.
Opening Bid $200.00

223. 1955 Bowman Baseball Collection (365) Including (16) Hall of Famers
Prime assortment of (365) 1955 Bowman Baseball singles including (16) Hall of Famers. This mid-grade gallery averages (VG-EX to EX) condition throughout with moderate duplication. A smattering of (8) tougher high numbers averaging (VG) are also present. Highlights include #10 Rizzuto (VG), #23 Kaline (VG), (3) #29 Schoendienst (all VG-EX), #37 Reese (FR, tape), #60 Slaughter (VG), (2) #89 Boudreau (both VG), #103 Mathews (VG-EX), #191 Lemon (VG), (2) #197 Kiner (both VG), (2) #213 Kell (EX, VG-EX), #265 Barlick (GD) and #320 Susce RC (GD).
Opening Bid $200.00

224. 1956 Topps Baseball Starter Set of (109) Different Cards with Koufax & T. Williams
Exceptionally clean 1956 Topps Baseball starter set of (109) different cards featuring Hall of Fame royalty in Koufax and Williams. This series overwhelmingly presents (EX-MT) with several better and only a handful lesser. Keys include #5 L. Williams (EX-MT), #15 Banks (EX-MT), #79 Koufax (EX-MT), #101 Campanella (EX-MT), #118 Fox (EX-MT), #180 Roberts (NM), #226 Giants Team (EX), #292 Aparicio RC (EX) and #307 Wilhelm (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

225. 1948-1959 Topps & Bowman Baseball Shoebox Collection of (932) with Many Stars
This 1948-1959 Topps and Bowman Baseball shoebox collection of (932) cards originates from “across the pond” in Scotland. Featured among this carefully pieced together assembly are 1948 Bowman: #8 Rizzuto RC (VG), #36 Musial RC (GD); 1949 Leaf: #106 Boudreau (EX); 1952 Topps: #36 Hodges (VG, bb), #37 Snider (VG, bb), #91 Schoendienst (GD), #216 Ashburn (GD); 1953 Bowman Color: #10 Ashburn (VG-EX), #18 Fox (EX-MT); 1953 Topps: #27 Campanella (VG-EX); 1954 Bowman: #58 Reese (EX); 1955 Bowman: #22 Campanella (VG-EX); 1955 Topps: (2) #47 Aaron (VG, GD), #50 J. Robinson (GD); 1958 Topps: (319 cards, mostly VG-EX) with (8) #476 Musial AS (average VG-EX), (2) #486 Mays AS (EX, VG-EX), (10) #487 Mantle AS (average VG-EX), (4) #488 Aaron AS (average EX) and 1959 Topps: (447 cards, aggregate EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
226. 1945-1994 Cuban Baseball Card Collection with 1945-46 Caramelo Deportivo Near Set (91/100) in Album

Intriguing 1945-1994 Cuban Baseball card collection including several Negro League legends and a pre-Castro Hall of Famer from the island nation. Highlights include:

1945-46 Caramelo Deportivo Near Set in Album: (91/100 cards, pasted cards present VG to EX, album presents EX) with #8 Marsans, #25 Dandridge, #27 Minoso, #30 R. Brown, #32 M. Gonzalez, #43 C. Garcia, #55 Luque, #64 Maglie, #65 Dihigo (loose page); 1945-46 Caramelo Deportivo: #30 R. Brown (SGC 10) and #65 Dihigo (SGC 10). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

227. 1952-1956 Topps Baseball Singles Collection of (728)

Fill multiple sets with this “collector’s grade” group of (728) 1952-1956 Topps Baseball singles. Moderate duplication is uncovered in this gathering which comes from the more available series. Several minor and regional stars are dispersed throughout including Adcock, Black, Boone, Fain, Great, Herman, Konstanty, Lopat, Newhouser, Rosen, Sauer, Shantz, Sievers, Thomson and Zernial. Included are (25) 1952 (average VG-EX), (8) 1953 (average GD), (77) 1954 (average GD), (333) 1955 (average GD) and (285) 1956 (average GD to VG). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

228. 1954-1956 Topps Baseball Starter Set Run with (3) Williams

Presented is a 1954-1956 Topps Baseball starter set run featuring several key cards. Highlights include

1954 Topps starter: (153/250, average VG, 5-10% paper loss) with #1 T. Williams (GD), #10 L. Robinson (VG), #13 B. Martin (GD), #17 Rizzuto (VG), #30 Mathews (GD), #32 Snider (GD), #37 Ford (VG); 1955 Topps starter: (53/206, majority VG) with #2 T. Williams (GD), 1956 Topps starter: (113/340, median VG) with #5 T. Williams (GD), #79 Koufax (FR, reverse writing), #101 Campanella (VG) and #164 Killebrew (VG-EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00


Classic 1956 Topps Baseball partial set of (223/340) cards plus (255) duplicates. This popular horizontal edition generally presents in the (GD to VG) range. Highlights include #25 Kluszewski (FR), #101 Mathews (EX), #109 Slaughter (GD), #110 Berra (GD), #113 Rizzuto (VG), (2) #118 Fox (VG, GD), (3) #120 Ashburn (VG-EX), (2) VG), #145 Hodges (GD), #150 Snider (GD), #164 Killebrew (VG), (2) #165 Schoendienst (EX, VG), #332 Larsen (GD) and #340 McDermott (GD).

Opening Bid $250.00

230. 1956 & 1957 Topps Baseball Starter Sets

Score this pair of mid-grade 1956 and 1957 Topps Baseball starter sets. Highlights include

1956 Topps starter: (157/340, average VG to VG-EX) with #5 T. Williams (VG), #20 Kaline (VG-EX), #101 Campanella (VG), #110 Berra (EX), #130 Mays (VG), #150 Snider (VG), #180 Roberts (EX-MT); 1957 Topps starter: (178/407, average VG-EX to EX, three fourth series) with #18 Drysdale RC (VG), #24 Mazeroski RC (VG), #30 Reese (VG-EX), #35 F. Robinson RC (VG), #76 Clemente (VG-EX) and #125 Kaline (VG). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

231. 1953-1958 Topps & Bowman Baseball Collection of (444) Cards

For the team or complete set specialist is the offered 1953-1958 Topps and Bowman Baseball collection of (444) cards displaying minimal duplication throughout the more available series. Included are Topps: (356 cards, averages VG to VG-EX, unless noted) with (88) 1953 (average GD), (5) 1954, (21) 1955, (18) 1956, (72) 1957, (152) 1958 and 1955 Bowman: (88 different, average VG). Semi-stars and regional favorites include Boyer, Coleman, Dark, Rhodes, Runnels, Sauer, Seminick, Sievers, Vernon, Woodling and Zernial.

Opening Bid $250.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM


Opening Bid $200.00

---


Sizable 1952-1961 Topps and Bowman Baseball shoebox collection of (418) cards with an abundant selection of (214) examples from the inaugural 1952 edition. Highlighted in this gathering with moderate duplication in 1952 Topps: (214 cards, average FR to GD, two graded, 15% residue/writing) with #1 Parks (FR), #18 Gehringer (GD), #29 Kuhlman (GD, bb), #37 Snider (GD), #59 Roberts (VG), #88 Feller (FR), #175 B. Martin RC (GD), 1958 Topps: (116 cards, median GD) and 1961 Topps: #10 B. Robinson (VG-EX).

More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

---

234. **1949-1962 Topps & Bowman Baseball Hall of Famer Group of (6) Including Mantle & J. Robinson Rookie**

Superb sextet of 1949-1962 Topps and Bowman Baseball Hall of Famers. Included are 1949 Bowman: #50 J. Robinson RC (trimmed); 1954 Bowman: #65 Mantle (VG); 1958 Topps: #418 Mantle/Aaron (GD); 1960 Topps: #200 Mays (EX); 1961 Topps: #41 Mays/Clemente LL (VG) and 1962 Topps: #318 Mantle IA (VG).

Opening Bid $150.00

---

235. **1948-1960 Topps & Bowman Baseball Singles Collection of (685) Cards with (23) Graded Cards**

“Golden age” gathering of (685) 1948-1960 Topps and Bowman Baseball singles including (23) graded cards along with stars such as Killebrew and J. Robinson. Highlights include 1950 Bowman: #257 Campanella (VG), 1952 Topps: (62 cards, mostly VG) with #88 Feller (VG), 1953 Topps: #258 Gilliam RC (VG-EX), 1955 Topps: #80 J. Robinson (GD), #124 Killebrew RC (VG), #189 Rizzuto (VG); 1956 Topps: (153 cards, mainly VG); 1958 Topps: #307 B. Robinson (EX-MT) and 1959 Topps: #387 Drysdale (EX-MT).

More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

---

236. **1954-1961 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers & Stars Lot of (16) with (3) Williams and (2) Mantle**

“Golden Age” greats are the standard for these (16) 1954-1961 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers and stars. Included are 1954 Topps: (3 cards) with #1 T. Williams (FR), #90 Mays (GD); 1956 Topps: (3 cards) with #138 Mantle (GD, gray back), (2) #181 B. Martin (EX-MT, EX); 1957 Topps: (4 cards) with #1 T. Williams (EX), #10 Mays (EX), (2) #62 B. Martin (EX-VG-EX), 1958 Topps: (4 cards) with (2) #30 Aaron (VG-EX, VG), #52 Clemente (EX), #159 Mantle (VG); 1959 Topps: #381 Mays (FR) and 1961 Topps: #2 Maris (EX).

Opening Bid $300.00

---

237. **1957-1963 Topps Baseball Singles Collection of (1647) Cards**

Plug multiple holes in your set projects with the offered 1957-1963 Topps Baseball singles collection of (1647) cards. Moderate duplication is uncovered in this gathering which comes from the more available series. Multiple minor and regional stars such as Alston, Cash, Gilliam, Herzog, F. Howard, Kaat, Larsen, Minoso, Skowron, Thomson, D. Williams along with numerous team and specialty cards are dispersed throughout. Included are (125) 1957 (average VG), (724) 1958 (average VG), (45) 1959 (average VG), (206) 1962 (average FR) and (140) 1963 (average FR).

Opening Bid $250.00

Few superlatives can accurately describe the magnitude of this absolutely loaded 1953-1980 baseball shoebox collection of (2225) cards. This cardboard feast is a dealer’s paradise as it is stacked with hundreds of Hall of Famers and stars from mainstream and oddball issues. Quite simply, it is one of the strongest of these popular collections we have offered. Highlights include 1956 Topps: #31 Aaron (EX-MT); 1962 Topps: (109 cards, aggregate VG-EX, 54 high numbers); 1964 Topps: #150 Mays (EX); 1967 Topps: (256 cards, average VG-EX), 1967 Topps Posters set: (32/32, average EX-MT, 25% tape residue/writing); 1968 Topps: (133 cards, mostly stars, average EX); 1969 Topps: #50 Clemente (VG-EX), #100 Aaron (VG-EX), (2) #440 McCovey (both GD, one white letters); 1971 Topps: (274 cards, average VG-EX, loaded with stars) with (8) #250 Bench (average VG), (2) #600 Mays (VG-EX, GD); 1972 Topps: (4) #49 Mays (average VG), (3) #299 Aaron (all VG); 1972 Topps Photo Tattoos: (3 sheets) with #1 B. Robinson/Marichal (NM), #9 Aaron (NM), #11 Bench/F. Robinson (NM); 1973 Topps: (3) #50 Clemente (EX-MT, VG, GD), (6) #100 Aaron (average VG-EX), (3) #305 Mays (EX, VG, GD); 1975 Hostess Twinkies: (34 cards, average NM) with #80 Yount RC (NM) and #130 Aaron (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

239. 1959-1963 Topps Baseball Singles Collection of (914) Cards—Sharp!

Sharp 1959-1963 Topps Baseball singles collection of (914) cards with the majority featuring well-constructed corners, crisp edges and accurate centering. Highlights include 1959 Topps: (24 stars) with (4) #338 S. Anderson RC (average EX-MT), (5) #387 Drysdale (average EX-MT), (5) #464 Mays WS (average EX); 1960 Topps: (310 cards, average EX-MT to NM, 28 high numbers) with (2) #554 McCovey AS (NM, EX-MT); 1961 Topps: (361 cards, median EX-MT to NM) with #307 Mantle WS (VG-EX), #417 Marichal RC (VG-EX), (3) #429 Kaline (NM, EX-MT, VG-EX), #443 Snider (NM), (2) #482 Mays MVP (both NM); 1962 Topps: (207 cards, average NM) with (3) #150 Kaline (all EX-MT) and #50 Musial (EX-MT). More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

240. 1939-1969 Baseball Shoebox Collection of (1412) Cards

Profit from this interesting gathering of (1412) 1939-1969 baseball singles from a variety of mainstream and oddball editions. Highlighted among this star-packed gallery are 1955 Bowman: #22 Campanella (VG-EX), (2) #23 Kaline (one VG-EX, one trimmed), #202 Mantle (trimmed); 1959 Topps: (195 cards, median VG-EX) with #202 Maris (EX), #333 S. Anderson RC (VG-EX); 1960 Topps: (173 cards, mainly VG-EX); 1961 Topps: (140 cards, aggregate VG-EX) with #406 Mantle HR (VG), #577 Aaron AS (EX-MT); 1963 Topps: #173 Fresh/Mantle/Richardson (EX-MT); 1965 Topps Embossed: #11 Mantle (VG) and 1967 Topps: #250 Aaron (VG). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

241. 1948-1980 Baseball Shoebox Collection of (2404) Cards—Loaded with Hall of Famers Including Killebrew & Koufax Rookies

Fuel your inventory with this stacked 1948-1980 baseball shoebox collection of (2404) cards that is absolutely loaded with Hall of Famers, key stars, (38) graded cards and a smattering of mixed high numbers. Highlights include 1948 Bowman: (20 graded) with #4 Mize RC (GA1 5), #17 Slaughter (BVG 4.5), #38 Schoendienst RC (BVG 2); 1955 Bowman: #37 Reese (PSA 5); 1955 Topps: #123 Koulax RC (GD), #124 Killebrew RC (GD); 1956 Topps: #30 J. Robinson (GD), #130 Mays (FR, reverse glue residue); 1959 Topps: #10 Mantle (FR, pin hole), #50 Mays (FR), #163 Koufax (GD), #478 Clemente (GD); 1963 Topps: #32 Mantle/Ruennells LL (PSA 8, VG), #173 Fresh/Mantle/Richardson (VG-EX); 1964 Topps: #200 Koufax (FR); 1965 OPC: #160 Clemente (VG); 1965 Topps: #250 Mays (GD), #300 Koufax (VG), #526 Hunter RC (VG-EX); #581 Perez RC (VG-EX); 1966 Topps: #1 Mays (VG), #100 Koufax (VG), #288 Sutton (PSA 4), #500 Aaron (VG), 1967 Topps: #150 Mantle (GD); 1971 Topps: #513 Ryan (VG) and 1980 Topps: (2) #482 Henderson RC (EX-MT, GD). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00
242. 1957-1964 Topps Baseball Starter Sets Lot of (4)
Formidable quartet of 1957-1964 Topps Baseball starter sets. Highlights include 1957 Topps starter: #407, average VG-EX) with #30 Reese (VG); 1958 Topps starter: (164/494, average GD to VG, 9/10) writing) with #5 Mays (GD), #30 Aaron (GD), #52 Clemente (VG), #343 Cepeda RC (VG-EX), #348 Mantle AS (VG-EX); 1963 Topps starter: (101/76, average EX-MT, no high numbers) with #18 Buck Blasters/Clemente (EX-MT), #120 Maris (EX), #138 Mays/Musial (EX), #173 Tresh/Mantle/Richardson (EX), #210 Koufax (EX); 1964 Topps starter: (153/587, average EX-MT) with #331 A.L. Bombers (EX) and #440 Clemente (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

Memorable ball players are pictured in their prime with these (66) 1956-1964 Topps Baseball Hall of Famers and stars. Featured are 1956 Topps: #5 T Williams (EX); 1957 Topps: #35 F Robinson RC (VG); 1959 Topps: #10 Mantle (GD), #163 Koufax (GD); 1960 Topps: #200 Mays (EX), #343 Koufax (VG); 1961 Topps: (2) #300 Mantle (EX-MT, VG), #344 Koufax (VG-EX); 1962 Topps: #300 Mays (EX-MT); 1963 Topps: (4) #300 Mays (average EX) and 1964 Topps: #150 Mays (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

244. 1951-1969 Topps & Bowman Baseball Singles Lot of (3103)
Opening Bid $500.00

245. 1959-1964 Topps Baseball Semi-High & High Number Group of (1134) Cards
Presented is a 1959-1964 Topps Baseball semi-high and high number group of (1134) cards. Highlights include 1959 Topps: (176 high numbers, average GD) with #550 Campanella (VG); 1960 Topps: (228 cards, average GD to VG, (168 high, (60) semi-high) with #565 Maris AS (GD), #570 Drysdale AS (VG, GD), 1961 Topps: (100 cards, average GD, (53) semi-high, (44) high) with #545 Wilhelm (GD), #576 Maris AS (VG); 1962 Topps: (431 cards, average GD, (219) semi-high, (112) high) with #584 Twins Team (GD); 1963 Topps: (103 cards, average GD, (47) semi-high, (54) high) and 1964 Topps: (96 cards, average GD, (81) semi-high, (15) high). More on our website.
Opening Bid $220.00

246. 1950-1971 Baseball Shoebox Collection of (1885) Cards with Stars
Assembled is a 1950-1971 baseball shoebox collection of (1885) cards including stars and mixed high numbers. This gathering has the potential for strong “break” value. Highlights include 1954 Topps: #7 Kozuchowski (VG); 1955 Topps: #47 Aaron (FR, reverse writing); 1958 Topps: #5 Mays (GD); 1960 Topps: (121 cards, mostly GD to VG); 1961 Fleer Greats: #31 Gehrig (VG); 1965 Topps: (386 cards, average VG, 10% writing) and 1966 Topps: (240 cards, mostly GD to VG) with #254 Jenkins RC (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

247. 1954-1972 Topps Baseball Collection of (4900+) Cards—Loaded with Hall of Famers & Stars
Abundant 1954-1972 Topps Baseball collection of (4900+) cards loaded with Hall of Famers, stars and a sprinkling of high numbers. Highlights include 1958 Topps: #47 Maris RC (trimmed); 1960 Topps: #148 Yastrzemski RC (SGC 40), signed #208 Yeo White Sox Team (7” auction LOA from JSA, card GD); 1965 Topps: (2) #47 Carlton RC (SGC 60, SGC 50); 1966 Topps: #1 Mays (EX-MT); 1968 Topps: (244 cards, composite VG) with #247 Bench RC (GD), #280 Mantle (PR); 1969 Topps: (481 cards, average VG); 1970 Topps: (700+, average VG) with (2) #189 Munson RC (VG, GD), #13 Ryan (both GD), 1971 Topps: (1100+, average VG); 1972 Topps: (1800+, average VG-EX) with (4) #894 Mays (average VG-EX), (6) #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (average EX) and (2) #595 Ryan (VG-EX, GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
248. 1954-1973 Topps Baseball Complete/ Starter Set Lot of (6) Assembled are (6) 1954-1973 Topps Baseball complete and starter sets. Highlights include 1954 Topps starter: (130/250, average GD, 10% paper loss or writing, three dupes) with #90 Maris (FR); 1958 Topps starter: (249/494, average GD, 5% writing) with #110 Mantle (VG-EX); #485 T. Williams AS (VG), #8487 Mantle AS (VG-EX); 1960 Topps starter: (229/572, average VG to VG-EX, 19 high numbers) with #316 McCovey RC (GD); 1961 Topps starter: (228/587, average VG to VG-EX, no high numbers); 1972 Topps starter: (326/787, average VG to VG-EX, 8 high numbers) with #595 Ryan (VG-EX) and 1973 Topps set: (660/660, average VG-EX) with #615 Schmidt RC/Ceg (VG-EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

250. 1947-1971 Baseball Oddball Singles Collection of (180) Hall of Famers Never mind the mainstream and place the high bid for the offered 1947-1971 baseball oddball singles collection of (180) Hall of Famers. Highlights include 1954 Johnston Cookies Braves: #21 Spahn (GD); 1963 Salada Coins: Koufax (VG); 1964 Topps Coins: #106 Koufax (VG-EX), (4) #150 Clemente AS (average VG-EX), (5) #159 Koufax AS (average VG-EX); 1964 Topps Giants: (2) #11 Clemente (EX-MT, EX); 1966 East Hills Pirates: Clemente (VG) and 1967 Dexter Press Premiums: Mays (VG-EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

252. (4) 1964-1968 Topps Baseball Starter Sets with Hall of Famers, Stars & Tough High Numbers Prospective set collectors will want to fuel their projects with these four 1964-1968 Topps Baseball starter sets packed with Hall of Famers, stars, rookie cards, leaders and a selection of tough high numbers. Highlights include 1964 Topps starter: (100 different, aggregate EX to EX-MT) with #210 Yastrzemski (EX), #541 Niekro RC (VG); 1965 Topps starter: #3 Mantle/Thibeau HR LL (EX); 1967 Topps starter: (#107 different, mainly EX-MT to NM) with #400 Clemente (EX); 1968 Topps starter: (201 cards, average EX-MT) with #45 Seaver (EX-MT) and #490 Super Stars/Mantle, Mays (VG). More on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

249. 1958-1973 Topps Baseball Shoebox Collection of (1278) Cards Including Stars Substantial 1958-1973 Topps Baseball shoebox collection of (1278) cards including stars and a sprinkling of tough high numbers. Highlights include 1962 Topps: #53 Mantle/Maris/Killer HR LL (GD); 1964 Topps: #55 Banks (GD); 1966 Topps: (76 cards, majority GD, 17 high numbers); 1967 Topps: (127 cards, composite VG, 16 high numbers); 1969 Topps: #100 Mays (VG); 1971 Topps: (164 cards, aggregate VG) with #250 Bench (VG) and 1973 Topps: (247 cards, median VG to VG-EX) with #100 Aaron (VG). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

251. 1960-1979 Topps Baseball Shoebox Collection of (4500+) Cards with Yastrzemski RC Select this extensive 1960-1979 Topps Baseball shoebox collection of (4500+) cards featuring the debuts of Schmidt and Yastrzemski. Highlights include 1960 Topps: #148 Yastrzemski RC (VG), 1961 Topps: (225 cards, mostly VG-EX) with #478 Maris MVP (VG), #586 Ford AS (VG-EX); 1962 Topps: #10 Clemente (NM); 1963 Topps: (542 cards, majority VG to VG-EX) with #242 Banks/Aaron (EX); 1965 Topps: #16 Morgan RC (VG); 1968 Topps: (457 cards, aggregate EX); 1971 Topps: (550+, average VG to VG-EX) with #513 Ryan (EX-MT); 1972 Topps: (800+, median VG-EX); 1973 Topps: (425+, mostly VG-EX to EX) with #220 Ryan (EX-MT), #615 Schmidt/Ceg RC (GD), 1974 Topps: #1 Aaron (EX-MT) and #456 Winfield RC (EX-MT). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

253. 1964-1969 Topps Baseball Card Collection of (280) with (80) High Numbers Including (3) Carew Rookies Inviting 1964-1969 Topps Baseball collection of (280) cards featuring 80 high numbers including a trio of Carew rookies. Highlights include 1966 Topps: (94 cards, composite VG-EX, 34 high numbers) with #500 Aaron (VG), (2) #535 W. Davis (EX, VG-EX), 1967 Topps: (148 cards, mostly VG-EX, 46 high numbers) with (2) #535 Yastrzemski (both VG), #558 Belanger RC (EX-MT), (2) #560 Bunning (VG, FR), (3) #569 Carew RC (EX-MT, 2 EX), #604 Red Sox Team (VG-EX), #609 John (VG) and 1969 Topps: #100 Aaron (VG-EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
254. 1963 Jell-O Unopened Complete Box with #2 Bernie Allen Shortprint
Superior 1963 Jell-O unopened complete box featuring the #2 Bernie Allen SP on the reverse. Because some flavors sold better than others, certain common players are quite elusive. Such is the case with #2 Bernie Allen as he was paired with the black raspberry flavor. The packaging is incredibly well preserved with only a trace of the now expired contents seeping through the tightly sealed cardboard confines. With exception to a spider crease tracing through the right side of Allen’s card, the remainder of this advertising piece is crease-free.
Opening Bid $250.00

255. 1964 Topps Baseball Giants Uncut Sheet of (72) Cards with (3) Mantle
This 1964 Topps Baseball Giants full uncut sheet is a near-impossible printing press survivor. Based on the (8) nine-card row configuration, included is a complete set of (60) cards featuring (49) regular prints, (10) double-prints and a triple-printed Mantle. Despite moderate perimeter wear along with scattered peripheral and interior creasing throughout (affecting most of the stars), this half-century old relic has withstood the decades in fine condition. The reverse displays only mild water staining primarily affecting Mantle on the upper left corner.
Opening Bid $250.00

256. 1964 Auravision Records Collection of (41) with Mantle
Produced by Columbia Records, the 1964 Auravision set features 16 subjects in 5-minute interviews with sportscaster Marty Glickman. This 41-record offering contains a near set of 13, missing only Banks, Ford and Mays. Condition averages NM overall. Includes Bob Allison (4), Ken Boyer (3), Rocky Colavito (10), Don Drysdale, Jim Gentile (2), Al Kaline (3), Sandy Koufax (EX/MT w/slight on reverse), Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris (8), Bill Mazeroski (4), Frank Robinson, Warren Spahn (2 – one EX) and Pete Ward.
Opening Bid $100.00

257. High-Grade 1966-1968 Dexter Press Baseball Group of (127) with Many Stars
High-grade 1966-1968 Dexter Press Baseball group of (127) with many stars. Highlights include 1966-67 Dexter Press Angels: (14 cards, average NM-MT); 1967 Dexter Press Premiums Teams sets: (36/36, average NM-MT) with Athletics, Giants (Mays, McCovey), White Sox; 1968 Dexter Press Postcards: (77 cards, average NM-MT, minor duplication) with Carew (NM-MT), Killebrew (NM-MT, NM), Mays (NM), Morgan (NM-MT), (2) B. Robinson (NM-MT, NM), (2) F. Robinson (both NM-MT) including (4) team sets of the Astros, Giants, Orioles and Twins.
Opening Bid $200.00

258. 1967 Topps Baseball High Number Collection of (266) Cards with (5) Seaver & (3) Carew Rookies
Fantastic assortment of (266) 1967 Topps Baseball high numbers featuring significant duplication of Hall of Fame rookies and stars. This gallery has an approximate condition breakdown of 35% (VG) and 65% (GD). Highlights include (3) #540 Cash (all GD), (2) #560 Bunning (VG, GD), #569 Carew RC (all GD), #570 Wills (VG), (4) #580 Colavito (average VG), (5) #581 Seaver RC (average GD to VG), (4) #593 Westrum (average VG), #600 B. Robinson (VG), (4) #605 Shannon (average GD), (2) #607 Stanley (both GD) and #609 John (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

259. 1965-1969 Topps Baseball Semi-High & High Number Collection of (1246) Cards with Stars
Profit from this 1965-1969 Topps Baseball semi-high and high number collection of (1246) cards with stars. Highlights include 1965 Topps: (177 cards, average VG, (99) semi-high, (78) high numbers) with #540 Brock (VG), #551 Mets Team (VG); 1966 Topps: (187 cards, mainly VG, (148) semi-high, (39) high numbers) with #526 Tracy (GD); 1967 Topps: (266 cards, median VG, (237) semi-high, 29 high numbers); 1968 Topps: (472 high numbers, average VG) with (3) #575 Palmer (VG, (2) GD) and 1969 Topps: (144 cards, majority VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
260. 1968-1979 Topps Baseball Shoebox Collection of (4074) Cards with Numerous Stars

Enormous profit potential awaits the victim of this immense 1968-1979 Topps Baseball shoebox collection of (4074) cards featuring numerous Hall of Fame rookies and stars. Moderate duplication is uncovered throughout this stacked gathering with mixed high numbers adding additional value. Highlights include 1968 Topps: (793 cards, average EX to EX-MT); 1969 Topps: (753 cards, average VG-EX); 1970 Topps: (388 cards, median VG-EX); 1971 Topps: (596 cards, aggregate EX-MT) with #400 Aaron (VG-EX); 1972 Topps: (852 cards, majority EX-MT) with (2) #79 Fisk/Cooper RC (VG, GD); 1973 Topps: (2) #220 Ryan (both VG), #615 Schmidt/Cey RC (EX-MT); 1974 Topps: (2) #20 Ryan (EX-MT, VG); 1978 Topps: (3) #36 Murray RC (VG, EX), (7) #400 Ryan (average EX) and #707 Molitor/Trammell RC (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00


Plug the gaps in multiple classic Topps Baseball sets with the offered (2060) 1970-1973 semi-high and high number collection. Highlighted among this primarily mid-grade assortment are 1970 Topps: (169 cards, average VG, (91) semi-high, (78) high numbers); 1971 Topps: (732 cards, median GD to VG, (466) semi-high, (266) high numbers) with (2) #640 F. Robinson (VG, GD), #709 Baker/Baylor RC (VG); 1972 Topps: (833 cards, average VG-EX, (674) semi-high, (159) high numbers) and 1973 Topps: (326 high numbers, average VG-EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

262. 1973 Topps Baseball Group of (1203) Cards with Stars & (185) High Numbers

Formidable gathering of (1203) 1973 Topps Baseball cards featuring an array of stars along with (185) high numbers. This group averages (EX-MT) quality throughout with minimal variance. Highlights include (2) #1 Aaron/Ruth/Mays (VG, GD), (6) #67 Carlton/Ryan LL (average EX-MT), (2) #193 Fisk (EX-MT), #220 Ryan (EX) and #245 Yastrzemski (VG-EX). Numerous additional Hall of Famers and specialty cards including Aparicio, Fingers, Jenkins, Killebrew, B. Robinson and Sutton are dispersed throughout.

Opening Bid $250.00

264. 1970-1979 Topps Baseball Card Hoard of (23,000+)

Huge dealer stock of (23,000+) 1970-1979 Topps Baseball cards. Varying degrees of duplication from the more available series is available in this gathering. Included are (1800+) 1970 (average VG), (2800+) 1971 (average VG), (1400+) 1972 (average GD to VG), (4000+) 1973 (average VG), (3600+) 1974 (average VG), (3300+) 1975 (average GD to VG), (1800+) 1976 (average VG to VG-EX), (1600+) 1977 (average VG), (800+) 1978 (average GD to VG) and (1900+) 1979 (average VG). Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge will apply.

Opening Bid $400.00

265. 1973-1979 Topps Baseball Singles Hoard of (14,600+) Cards with Many Stars

Sizable 1973-1979 Topps Baseball singles hoard of (14,600+) cards features several stars. Highlights include 1973 Topps: (1700+, average GD) with (2) #50 Clemente (both GD), (2) #100 Aaron (VG-EX, FR), (5) #220 Ryan (average GD), (2) #305 Mays (both GD); 1975 Topps: (2100+, average VG to EX) with (4) #223 Yount RC (average VG), (3) #228 Brett RC (one SGC 80, one VG-EX, one VG), 1976 Topps: (3300+, average VG-EX to EX) with (5) #330 Ryan (average VG-EX), (4) #550 Aaron (average EX), 1977 Topps: (2300+, average VG) with (2) #476 Murphy RC (NM-MT, EX-MT), 1978 Topps: (3200+, average EX-MT to NM) with (8) #36 Murray RC (average EX-MT), (6) #707 Molitor/Trammell RC (average EX, one SGC 70) and 1979 Topps: (1700+, average EX-MT to NM) with #116 O. Smith RC (EX-MT). Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00


Significant “break” potential is delivered with the offered 1973 Johnny Pro Baltimore Orioles die-cut hoard of (787) cards from five different players. These oversized pieces of cardboard average (NM) quality throughout. Included are (170) #11 Crowley, (262) #19 McNally, (191) #21 L. Brown, (25) #27 Pena SP (unpunched) and (139) #39 Watt.

Opening Bid $100.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
266. 1970-1985 Baseball Singles Collection of (8900+) Plus (4) 1979 Topps Sets
Extensive (8900+) 1970-1985 Topps Baseball singles collection plus (4) 1979 Topps sets. Highlights include Baseball Singles: (4 sets, 8900+ cards) with 1971 Topps: (517 cards, median EX-MT) with #600 Mays (VG); 1973 Topps: (2) #50 Clemente (EX-MT, EX); 1978 Topps: (672 cards, average NM) with #707 Molitor/Trammell RC (NM); (4) 1979 Topps sets: (726/726, average NM-MT) with (4) #116 O. Smith RC, 1979 Topps: (2500+, average NM) with (178) #100 Seaver, (126) #200 Bench, (148) #700 R. Jackson; 1982 Topps: (5) #21 Ripken RC (average NM-MT) and 1982 Topps Traded: #98T Ripken RC (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

267. 1978-1983 Topps & OPC Baseball Uncut Sheets Collection of (8) with Many Hall of Famers
Presented are (8) 1978-1983 Topps & OPC Baseball uncut sheets featuring several Hall of Famers and stars. Unless noted, these back room survivors display nicely with only minimal perimeter wear or creasing. Included are 1978 Topps, 1979 Topps (moderate interior creasing and tape repaired tear with Welch RC), (3) 1981 Topps (Brett, Gibson RC, Henderson (creased), R. Jackson, Rose, (2) Schmidt, Yastrzemski), (2) 1982 Topps (Brett, R. Jackson, Rose (creased), Schmidt, O. Smith, Winfield) and 1983 OPC (Rose).
Opening Bid $200.00

268. 1980s-2000s Baseball Star Collection of (17,000+)
Cards with Rookies
Extensive 1980s-2000s baseball star collection of (17,000+) cards including several rookies. Better names among this mixed gathering include (813) Ryan ((554) 1991 Pacific), (590) Maddux, (500) Ripken Jr., (375) F. Thomas along with other legends including M. Cabrera, Jeter, Piazza, Pujols and M. Rivera. Also present are (1683) insert/parallel and (552) rookie cards (Gwynn, Henderson, Ripken Jr.). Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

269. 2003-2007 Bowman Baseball Uncut Sheet Lot of (13) with Inserts
Enticing assortment of (13) 2003-2007 Bowman Baseball uncut sheets including base and parallel sheets from various product lines. These printing press survivors display only mild perimeter wear. Included are 2003 Bowman: (1) Chrome refractor; 2004 Bowman: (6 sheets) with (1) base, (1) Chrome, (3) Heritage, (1) Sterling; 2005 Bowman: (3 sheets) with (1) First Year parallel with Verlander RC; Heritage; 2007 Bowman: (3 sheets) with (2) Heritage #251 Chamberlain (one black, one red is blank backed) and (1) Heritage silver parallel.
Opening Bid $200.00

270. 2005 Topps Baseball Uncut Sheet Group of (15) with Inserts
From the printing presses of Topps arrive these (15) 2005 Topps Baseball uncut sheets from a variety of issues including parallels. Included are (5) Updates & Highlights, (3) Opening Day, (2) Chrome, (2) Series 1, (1) Series 1 black parallel (unstamped), (1) Series 1 gold parallel (unstamped) and (1) Washington Nationals Gift set. Aside from mild peripheral wear, the sheets present in (NM) condition.
Opening Bid $200.00

271. 2004-2008 Topps Baseball Uncut Sheet Lot of (17) with Inserts
Presented are (17) 2004-2008 Topps Baseball uncut sheets including parallel issues from a variety of product lines. With exception to slight perimeter wear, these full-size sheets generally present in (NM) condition or better. Included are 2004 Topps: (5 sheets) with (3) Pristine (one gold refractor), Traded Chrome, XXL (with football); 2005 Topps: (11 sheets) with All-Time Fan Favorites autographs (unsigned), (2) Bazooka, T205 Mini/Heritage Preview, (2) Finest, Pristine, (4) Total and 2008 Topps: Yankees All-Star Retail.
Opening Bid $200.00
272. (4) 1933-1936 Goudey & Batter-Up Baseball Wrappers
Pre-war sampling of four 1933-1936 Goudey and Batter-Up Baseball wrappers. Included are 1-2) (2) 1933 Goudey wrappers with moderate perimeter wear presenting (VG) and (GD) with one displaying a slight surface contusion resulting in a small hole, 3) 1934 Goudey wrapper presenting in (EX-MT) condition with bright surface colors and minimal discoloration along the upper edge and 4) 1934-36 Batter-Up penny wrapper presenting (VG) with a portion of the left edge missing.
Opening Bid $150.00

274. 1984-1990 Baseball Case, Factory Set & Wax Box Treasure Chest of (205) Items with (12) 1989 Upper Deck Low Number Boxes
Explosive profit potential awaits the victor of this massive 1984-1990 baseball case, factory set and wax box treasure chest of (205) items. Highlights include Complete/Near Baseball Cases: (15 cases, all complete cases are sealed) with 1988 Fleer Update set, 1989 Bowman set, (2) 1989 Donruss wax (10 boxes per), 1989 Donruss set, (3) 1989 Fleer set, 1989 Topps set, 1989 Topps wax, 1990 Donruss set, 1990 Fleer set, 1990 Topps set; Baseball Factory Sets: (81 sets) with (5) 1984 Topps; Other Baseball Sets: (91 sets) with (40) 1985 Burger King Huntsville Stars (Canseco), (11) 1985 Topps USA team (McGwire), (40) 1986 Donn Jennings Southern League All-Stars (Glabine, McGwire) and Baseball Wax Boxes: (18 boxes) with (12) 1989 Upper Deck Low. Local pick-up at our representative’s location in the greater Los Angeles area is strongly encouraged. Otherwise, due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge will apply. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

Opening Bid $150.00

278. (20) 1968 Topps Unopened Fun Packs
Opening Bid $200.00

279. (3) 1985-1987 Donruss Baseball Wax & Rack Cases
Opening Bid $400.00

275. 1978-1987 O-Pee-Chee Unopened Wax Box & Set Collection (9)
Visit our northern neighbors with these (9) 1978-1987 O-Pee-Chee Baseball wax boxes and complete sets. All wax material displays moderate handling to the display boxes with the inner contents having not been compromised. Included are O-Pee-Chee Wax Boxes: (4 boxes, 36 packs per) with 1979, 1984, (2) 1987 (one partially separated lid); O-Pee-Chee sets: (5 sets, average NM-MT) with 1978: #105 Ryan (NM), #154 Murray RC (NM-MT) and (4) 1988.
Opening Bid $150.00

Dig into this 1980-1990 mostly baseball wax collection! Highlights include (4) 1987 Topps Rack Cases: (3 boxes, 72 packs per, two sealed); Wax Boxes: (13 boxes) with 1982 Donruss, (2) 1984 Topps (one “X” out); Packs: (634 packs, some have price stickers affixed) with (436) 1980 Burger King Hit, Pitch & Run, (18) 1981 Donruss, (33) 1981 Topps Raiders of the Lost Ark, (27) 1982 Donruss, (9) 1983 Topps and (26) 1987 Fleer. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

273. 1957 Topps Baseball Series 2 Unopened Cello Pack
GAI 10
Graded Perfect 10 by GAI! Magnificent 1957 Topps Baseball Series 2 unopened cello pack which has inexplicably survived the past 57 years in a virtually untouched state of preservation. This jewel is absent of any fold stress, tearing or other imperfections that so frequently plagues such packs when infrequently encountered. Peeking through the front is the #171 Red Sox Team card while #152 Jack Harshman is confirmed on the reverse. These cards originate from the #89-176 second series which features an extraordinary checklist of legends including #90 Spahn, #95 Mantle, #97 Yankees Team, #120 Lemon, #125 Kaline, #154 Schoendienst, #165 Klasewski and #170 Snider. Pristine example for the ultimate gambler or the vintage unopened material specialist.
Opening Bid $500.00
280. 1998 Donruss Fantasy Team & 1998 Pinnacle Epix Hoard of (4186) Cards—Loaded!

Stockpile the offered 1998 Donruss Fantasy Team and 1998 Pinnacle Epix modern insert hoard of (4186) cards. Several thousand dollars of book value is delivered. Highlights include: 1998 Donruss Fantasy Team: (1178 cards, all #/2000 to #/4000) with (90) #/1 F. Thomas, (39) #/2 Griffey Jr., (33) #/3 Ripken Jr., (144) #/6 Maddux, (72) #7 A. Rodriguez, (66) #/8 McGwire, (4) #/12 Gwynn, (3) #/18 Jeter; 1998 Pinnacle Epix: (3008 cards) with Purple: (746 cards) with (10) #/6 Sandberg, (23) #/7 F. Thomas, (126) #/8 Jeter, (106) #/9 Gwynn; Orange: (2262 cards) with (187) #/6 Sandberg, (112) #/7 F. Thomas, (148) #/8 Jeter and (200) #/9 Gwynn. More on our website.

Opening Bid: $500.00

282. Modern Baseball Certified Autograph, Game-Used & Singles/Insert Collection of (1287) Cards with Hall of Famers

Current prospects and established legends are teamed with the offered modern base- ball certified autograph, game-used and singles/insert collection of (1287) cards. Highlights include Certified Auto: (54 cards) with 2001 Fleer Greats of the Game Mattingly, 2007 SP Legendary Cuts: Mize cut (#/45), Molitor; 2008 UD Premier Schmidt (#/50), 2013 Topps Tier One Sutton (#/25), 2013 Topps Heritage J. Walker (#/64, red ink), 2014 Topps Tier One Kaline and Game-Used: (25 cards) with 2014 Topps Allen & Ginter Trout. More on our website.

Opening Bid: $200.00

284. 2012-13 Panini Immaculate LeBron James/Chris Bosh/Tim Duncan/Manu Ginobili #1/1 Laundry Tags

The key combatants in the Miami Heat and San Antonio Spurs battle for supremacy are profiled with the offered 2012-13 Panini Immaculate LeBron James, Chris Bosh, Tim Duncan and Manu Ginobili modern insert from the high-end 2012-13 Panini Immaculate Basketball product. Serially numbered #1/1, this masterful rendition features pieces of laundry tags from game-used jerseys embedded in four slots designated for each player. Three of the tags are two-color while the watch for “King James” displays writing.

Opening Bid: $400.00

286. Modern Basketball Certified Autograph/Game-Used Insert Collection of (374) Cards Plus (44) Signed Cards with JSA

Sharp shooters and big men who rule the paint are uncovered with the offered modern basketball certified autograph/game-used insert collection of (374) cards plus (44) signed cards. Several cards are numbered and come from various tiered subsets. Highlights include Auto/Jersey: (18 cards) with 2006-07 Topps TT L. Thomas (#/36); Certified Autographs: (294 cards) with 1994 Sig. Rookies: Cousy, (3) 1995 Sig. Rookies Garnett, 1996 Scoreboard Bryant, 1996-97 Topps Reprints: Gervin, (2) Hayes, Walton; 1997-98 Topps: Drexler, O’neal; 2004-05 Topps C. Anthony; Signed Cards: (4 cards, auction LOA from JSA, average “8-9”) with 1972-73 Topps: #30 Hawkins, #44 Barry and Game-Used: (62 cards) with 2006-07 Topps Bynum/Bryant/Worthy. More on our website.

Opening Bid: $250.00

287. 1998 Topps Stars Walter Payton Rookie Reprints Certified Autograph PSA 10

Opening Bid: $200.00

283. 1997-98 SPX #6 Michael Jordan Silver Buyback UDA Auto—BGS 9/Auto 10

Graded Mint 9 by BGS with the autograph assessed as (“10”) by JSA. Modern basketball card inserts from the 1990s are “white hot” with such material from Michael Jordan leading the charge. This 1997-98 SPX #6 Michael Jordan silver parallel was purchased from Upper Deck on the secondary market and then signed by the iconic athlete. The flowing blue Sharpie “on card” autograph contrasts perfectly with the shimmering die-cut surface. This solid piece of Jordan memorabilia displays a reverse UDA hologram certifying authenticity.

Opening Bid: $400.00

285. 2013-14 Panini Flawless Oscar Robertson Certified Autograph #1/1—Jersey Number

“The Big O” is the king of the court with the offered 2013-14 Panini Flawless Oscar Robertson certified autograph. Serially numbered #1/1, this “on card” blue Sharpie signature was the only seed-ed in the ultra high-end basketball product. Additionally, the luster of this modern insert is made even more desirable in that it matches the Hall of Famer’s jersey number.

Opening Bid: $300.00
288. “Tally One For Me” 1877 Baseball Sheet Music
From the rustic origins of baseball and the days of wholesome lyrical compositions, this 1877 “Tally One For Me” sheet music is one of the earliest diamond-themed artifacts we’ve seen. The 10-3/4 x 14” six-page publication features bass and treble clef scores, as well as printed lyrics for three verses and a resounding chorus. Published by Cincinnati’s F.W. Helmick, the item presents nicely with age-induced toning and minor separation about the spine. Opening Bid $250.00

289. 1889 Oakland Colonels Base Ball Club (California League) Glass Negative
Unique 1889 Oakland Colonels glass negative used in production for the Abell & Priest cabinet. This murky approximately 4x5 glass artifact showcases vignettes of the key players for the California League squad including a young George Stallings (1914 Miracle Braves manager) and Tip O’Neill. Identifying notations are placed vertically along the left edge while period fountain pen writing is noticeable on the reverse. The perimeter is absent of obtrusive wear or contusions while expected and limited surface imperfections are consistent with period handling. Opening Bid $150.00

290. 1910s Ty Cobb W.B. Jarvis First Baseman’s Mitt
At the top of the list detailing Ty Cobb’s incredible feats, his record .366 lifetime batting average speaks volumes about his hitting prowess. Equally impressive and indicative of his unyielding competitive fire, Cobb’s fielding and well-documented financial endeavors are combined in this vintage baseball mitt. Crafted during the 1910s by the Michigan-based W.B. Jarvis Co., this right-handed first baseman’s mitt bears Cobb’s facsimile signature on the well-preserved cloth label. The retail diamond artifact shows solid use, though its original laces, leather strap and metal buckle remain intact. Jarvis equipment was to Cobb’s liking, as evidenced by his sizable purchase of company stock. This was one of several fruitful investments by Cobb, who reaped dividends from General Motors and Coca-Cola, as well. Opening Bid $400.00

291. 1915 Louisville Slugger Bat Decals Folio Page With Baker, Gowdy and Kauff
As Kentucky’s Hillerich & Bradsby plant supplied white ash weapons to the lion’s share of professional players, decals paying homage to the game’s most prominent hitters was a successful marketing tool. This Louisville Slugger folio page showcases three of those decorative identifiers. The thick stock page measures 7x11 and features colorful crest and scroll style designs respectively listing Frank Baker, Harry Gowdy, and Bennie Kauff. These gorgeous survivors present magnificently, with very minor flaking on the Kauff example. The relic likely dates to 1915, as all (3) had authored impressive feats during the prior season. (Baker led the Majors with nine home runs; Gowdy hit .451 in the Braves’ World Series triumph; and Kauff paced the Federal league with a .370 batting average). Opening Bid $150.00

292. 1917-1921 Hillerich & Bradsby Ty Cobb Decal Bat - Sharp!
While Ty Cobb’s demeanor certainly wasn’t a trait to which youngsters wanted to aspire, his hitting prowess most definitely was. Turned by Kentucky’s famed Hillerich & Bradsby plant during the 1917-1921 labeling period, this Ty Cobb decal bat is a rare and well-preserved survivor. The 31” white ash weapon features a “dashed-dot-dash” center brand, a “YOUTH’S” identifier and “40 T.J.C.” stamping denoting retail status. On the barrel, a “Georgia Peach” decal with Cobb’s likeness and facsimile signature remains at approximately 80%. The uncracked relic maintains a smooth furniture-like finish and minor chipping along the Hornsby-style knob. Opening Bid $250.00

293. 1930s Lou Gehrig Type I Photograph by George Burke with Full PSA/DNA
Highly regarded sports photographer George Burke captured New York Yankees captain Lou Gehrig in his prime in this striking 1930s Type I photograph. Measuring 4x6 this vintage original photo features a smiling Gehrig attired in his Yankees uniform in a well composed image. Moderate peripheral wear and a blemish in the upper left field region relegate this important photo to a technical grade of (VG-EX), however a sharp image, abundant gloss and crisp paper add up to a highly desirable example. Reverse side provenance takes the form of several stampings: with the catalog number “268-A5” at upper left; subject name “Lou Gehrig” at top center; and photographer’s credit “Geo. Burke 847 Belmont Ave. Chicago” at lower right. This item is accompanied by a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA attesting to its Type I status. Opening Bid $100.00
294. Rare 1910s Boston Red Sox American League Champions Mini-Pennant & World’s Champions Mini-Bat

Winners of the 1912, 1915, 1916 and 1918 World Series, the Boston Red Sox 1910s dynasty led by HOFers Ruth and Speaker certainly earned a place among baseball royalty. Celebrate this heralded team with this extremely rare 1910s Red Sox mini-pennant bat combo. Measuring 8-1/2 x 3-1/4” the gorgeous gold on maroon pennant (EX+) sports bold “American League Champions” appliqué and “Red Sox” sock logo. This unique pennant is attached by two staples to a 9-1/2” knob-less mini-bat (EX-MT) with a “World’s Champions” stamped label.
Opening Bid $150.00

295. 1950s Collection of (37) Baseball and Pennant Charms with J. DiMaggio & J. Robinson

Nostalgia hums its sweet tune with this vintage 1950s collection of (37) baseball and pennant charms (brass colored unless noted). Featured are: (14) player name baseballs average (VG-EX to EX-MT) with: Appling, Boudreau, DiMaggio, Doby, Ennis, Feller, Henri, Kiner, Mize, Musial, Newhouser, Patlko, Robinson; (6) team name baseballs with: Cubs (EX), Tip Top Bread-Dodgers (VG-EX), Phillies (EX), (2) white Reds (VG, GD), White Sox (VG-EX); (17) team name pennants average (VG to EX-MT). More on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

296. 1937-1970 Collection of Washington Senators Memorabilia

No need to debate the merits of this capital collection of 1937-1970 Washington Senators memorabilia, it’s loaded! Featured are: mini-pennants: (7) average (VG-EX to EX-MT) with several tough issues; photos: (16) 8x10 premium/wire average (VG-EX to EX-MT); 8x10 T. Williams (EX-MT); (7) 8-1/2 x 11” premiums average (VG); 1969 photo pack set (NM) with envelope (VG); (24) loose photo pack types average (GD to VG); (6) assorted average (GD to VG); pins: “Good Luck, Ted” (EX); “The Senators” (VG). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

297. 1950s-1960s Cuban Baseball Treasure Chest of (30) Items

Capture the passion of Cuban amateur and professional baseball with these (30) 1950s-1960s pieces. Highlights include Pennants: (3 pennants) with circa 1950s Cienfuegos (VG, pin holes, 13” with tassels), circa 1950s Havana (VG, missing piece, 17”); Other: (16 items) with circa 1950s Parchis Deportivo 15x15, playing board (VG), (6) circa 1951 Cuban baseball snapshots (average VG) and (2) dated 1957 Havana Sugar Kings letters with TLS by general manager (one carbon copy). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

298. Baseball Flats & Bat Collection of (21) with Presidential 1st Pitch Photos and Yankees Greats

The “National Pastime” gets a celebration send-in this collection of (21) baseball flats and a bat. Featured are: (6) Presidential 1st pitch photos all pristine and matted to 11x14 with: Wilson, Hoover, FDR, Eisenhower, JFK, Nixon; (6) 8x10 average (EX to NM) with: “Murderer’s Row”, “Ruth’s 60th HR”, Gehrig/McCarty/Ruth, Ruth, Gehrig/Marx Brothers, Mantle; (2) displays both like-new with: 1983 Ruth FDC stamps, “1928 World Series”; 1995 Ruth “100th Birthday” commemorative bat (NM-MT); and (6) posters. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

300. Baseball Photograph Hoard of (500+) With Many 1930s-1950s Type I News Service Photos

Unmistakable images abound in this massive lot of (500+) baseball photographs! With team-issued and original Type I news service examples, the black-and-white or color depictions range in size from wallet-size headshots to 8x10 action shots. Ideal for autographs and/or framed display, the subjects are headlined by: Aaron, Campanella, Clemente, Cobb, Hornsby, W. Johnson, Koufax, Mantle, Mathews, Moses, McGraw, Munson, Robinson, Ruth, H. Wagner and Weaver. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00
301. 1958-1963 Hartland Plastics Baseball Complete Set of (20)
Figurines with Mays in Original Box/Tag
Striking 1958-1963 Hartland Plastics Baseball complete set of (20) figurines that is the first of its kind we have offered. This gorgeous assembly features vivid and intricately crafted likenesses of its acclaimed subjects in full action poses. While expected and moderate surface wear is discernable throughout, the overall presentation of these pieces overwhelms any technical deficiencies. All of the accompanying equipment is present. Included are: Aaron, Aparicio (moderate spotting throughout), Banks (chipped chin, moderate soiling and pen marks), Bierra, Colavito SP (moderate uniform soiling, 10,000 produced), Drysdale, Fox, Grost, Killebrew (moderate soiling on reverse), Mantle (moderate soiling and scuffing throughout), Maris (glue repaired arms, slight separation from base), Mathews (moderate spotting), Mays (mint in moderately worn original box, with uncreased tag and string), Musial, Ruff, Snider (moderate residue), Spahn, T. Williams (limited soiling and surface imperfections), bat box SP (5000 produced) and minor leaguer (white base).
Opening Bid $400.00

302. 1961-1963 Roberto Clemente Bobble Head Doll
Give a big nod yes to this stunning 1961-1963 white base Roberto Clemente bobble head doll. The scarcest of four player issues from the white base series, this prime 6-1/2” tall example shows abundant original details including full decals, handsome gloss, bold colors and sharp features all around, meriting a highly desirable (NM) grade. Particularly impressive are the chest (Pirates) and base (facsimile signature) decals which are squared up very nicely and as complete as can be expected. Equally as impressive are the nearly perfect facial details highlighted by like-new gloss. The lone flaw preventing a higher designation is a small bit of color loss of the left eyebrow which has minimal impact on this truly tremendous specimen. While close inspection reveals slight wear along the interior of the neckline this condition is not visible at eye level as does not detract from shelf appeal in any way. The underside base stamp appears as “Exclusive License Rights, © 1962 Japan”. While portions of this stamp are faded it remains clearly discernable. Bring your A-game for this one as competition for ownership will be fierce.
Opening Bid $750.00

303. Mickey Mantle 1962 White Base Bobblehead Doll
While the bobblehead craze produced colorful tributes to Major League teams, four standout individual performers were portrayed, as well. The most popular of those stars, Mickey Mantle, is the subject of this 1962 white base collectible. Standing 7” tall, the square-shouldered switch-hitter presents at the (NM) plateau, save for a tiny section of paint loss on the brim of the cap. Of note is Mantle’s facsimile signature decal, which is complete and impeccably centered along the front of the base.
Opening Bid $200.00

Opening Bid $400.00

305. 1960-1961 Baltimore Colts “Jumbo” Promotional Bobblehead Doll - Rare!
Peering to his left, this 1960-1961 Baltimore Colts “Jumbo” promotional bobblehead doll casts a quizzical glance as if to ask, “Are there any of us left?” Well, to answer that question, not many!” Standing nearly 14” tall (anywhere from 13-1/2” to 15” as the cranium nods with approval), the papier mâché keepsake is ball-toting figure clad in his blue home jersey and horseshoe-themed helmet, reminders of that since-moved franchise whose glorious years were marked by the NFL’s first marching band and cheerleaders, the immortal Johnny Unitas and 2:00 kickoff times mandated by the Waverly neighborhood’s blue laws. As rare as the team’s attributes, “Jumbo” examples were displayed as point-of-sale advertisements and were not available for retail sale. This rare survivor presents nicely. More on our website.
Opening Bid $900.00

306. 1964 Car Mascots Inc. “The Beatles Bobb’n Head” Set in Original Box—Very Nice!
Belt out a chorus of yeah, yeah, yeah for this stunning 1964 “The Beatles Bobb’n Head” set issued by Car Mascots Inc. of California. Housed in their original box, these “Fab Four” figures display in absolutely gorgeous condition with minimal traces of wear. All (4) pieces exhibit vivid paint and incredible original gloss. Generally this visually commanding quarter presents (NM-MT) with deference to the following condition notes: John: unobtrusive minor paint absence on the underside of the head opening at rear, punctured base sticker, slight paint wear on the back and side of the base; Paul: small chip on neck line behind the left ear, detached base sticker (included), slight paint wear on sections of the base; Ringo: right hand drum stick appears to have been reattached by a dab of clear adhesive, small chip on nose, minor paint wear on back of base; George: base sticker punctured, slight paint wear on back of base. On an artisanal level these blue-suited ceramic icons feature realistic facial renderings and handsome facsimile signatures. The original factory box presents in decent condition with moderately compromised cellophane display windows.
Opening Bid $400.00
307. 1915 World Series
Game 5 Baker Bowl
PSA 1 Ticket Stub -
Ruth's First W.S.
The Fall Classic has long been
defined by images of Babe Ruth
setting the standard with three
home runs in a single game,
repeating that incredible feat
two years later, then delivering what
legend reports to have been a
“called” shot in 1932. But
the Sultan of Swat had begun his
October resolve in 1915, long
before his tenure that established
the Bronx Bombers as a well-oiled
machine. Encapsulated and
Graded PR 1 by PSA, this
Baker Bowl ticket stub was
issued in Philadelphia for Game
5 of the 1915 World Series,
Ruth’s first of 10 October show-
downs. One of two at its tier with
only one graded higher, the
“LOWER GRAND STAND”
voucher features printed seating
and event dates and ornate fin-
nery in the background. The
bright-red game “3” indicator denotes the third game at that particular site, which
was the fifth and final game of the series. Hall of Famer Harry Hooper homered in the top
of the ninth to give the Boston Red Sox their fourth straight win and the series title.
Limited to a pinch-hitting appearance in Game 1, Ruth was happy, nonetheless. For
that World Series had copped off a year during which he turned 21 and was suddenly
free of the restraints of the St. Mary’s institution in Baltimore. For his efforts, Ruth
received a winners’ share check for $3,780.25, which was more than his annual salary
at the time. He took the financial windfall and his wife, Helen to Baltimore, where he
used the money to buy his father a new saloon on the corner of Lombard and Eutaw
streets. The offered ticket is a priceless and rare keepsake from the start of the most
prolific career in both sports history and American culture.
Opening Bid $750.00

308. April 17, 1951
Yankee Stadium
SGC “Authentic”
Ticket Stub - Mickey Mantle Debut
As the Yankees soared to a
record five successive World
Series titles from 1949
through 1953, the dominant
run was not without ample
preparation and foresight.
Stacked with Hall of Famers
and perennial All-Stars, the
Yankee roster was solid at
the Major League level, as
well as rich with up-and-
coming players groomed in
the farm system. Billed as a
“can’t miss” prospect,
Mickey Mantle lived up to
the scouting reports as he hit .383 for the 1950 Joplin
Miners. And while the stage
at Yankee Stadium is far
more glamorous and daunt-
ing than any Western Association venue, Mantle
got the call and debuted at
the tender age of 19.
Encapsulated and assessed
“Authentic” by SGC, this ticket stub was issued on April 17, 1951 at Yankee Stadium
for the New York Yankees’ season opener and the first-ever appearance by Mantle.
The colorful “Grandstand Admission” voucher features printed seating/event details,
as well as the club’s stars-and-stripes themed “top hat” logo. An “APR 17 1951”
stamping was rendered by the box office. Having failed in his first two at-bats that
afternoon, Mantle reached Boston Red Sox pitcher Bill Wight for a 6th-inning single
that scored teammate Jackie Jensen. This is a scarce survivor from the opening chap-
ter of one of the most spectacular careers in baseball history.
Opening Bid $900.00

309. 1955
World Series
Yankee Stadium
Printer’s Proof Uncut
Ticket Block
Of historical sig-
nificance on two
fronts, the 1955
World Series
marked the New
York Yankees’
sixth appearance in
seven seasons and
eventually, the end of
the seemingly annu-
lar torrent suf-
f ered by the
Brooklyn
Dodgers, who
managed to
overcome their Bronx rivals in seven games for the franchise’s first-ever title. In the
circles of Fall Classic tickets, enthusiasts are hard-pressed to find a more scarce and
captivating momento than this 1955 World Series uncut ticket sheet. Framed to 17 x
20-1/2” under a cream-colored matte, an 8 x 11-1/2” printer’s proof ticket block fea-
tures Yankee Stadium full vouchers for Games 1, 2, 6, 7 and X, the latter issued in the
event of make-up game. The uncut sheet appears pristine with printed seating/event
details. A glassine layer features color text and numerals, as well as the club’s stars-
and-stripes themed “Top Hat” logo. This is the lone specimen we have encountered.
Unlike most “proof” tickets or blocks that have surfaced, this October heirloom
includes the elements to facilitate sequential step design and printing of the numbered
edition.
Opening Bid $750.00

310. April 8, 1974 Hank Aaron HR #715 Record Breaker
Ticket Stub Hoard of (12)
Consignor Carl, an usher-ticket taker present at Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium when
Hank Aaron hit his record breaking HR #715, had a feeling souvenirs from this his-
toric event would be important. Forty years later he finally got around to offering this
lot of (129) 4/8/74 Atlanta Stadium ticket stubs, wisely gathered that day. Amid a
tidal wave of media coverage and an avalanche of fan mail (including many death
threats) Aaron overcame a perfect storm of hype, pressure and racial prejudice to
claim baseball’s most hallowed record, surpassing the great “Babe” Ruth with a 4th
inning homer off Dodgers pitcher Al Downing. Adorned with Atlanta Braves and
Delta Airlines logos this spectacular group ranges in grades of (EX to NM-MT) with a
few lesser. Featured are: (68) 3-3/4 x 1-1/2” stubs with: (38) blue three section
Field Level, (7) green two section Club Level and (23) pink three-section Upper
Level; and (124) 2-3/4 x 1-1/2” stubs with: (48) blue two-section Field Level, (22)
green one-section Club Level and (54) pink two-section Upper Level. Dodgers
broadcaster Vin Scully summed up the moment with this quote “A black man is get-
ting a standing ovation in the Deep South for breaking a record of an all-time base-
ball idol and it is a great moment for all of us, particularly for Henry Aaron.”
Opening Bid $2500.00
311. 1920 World Series Game 6 Ticket Stub—SGC Authentic
Dedicated ticket seekers get in line for this tough vintage ticket stub. Offered is a 1920 World Series Game 6 ticket stub. Certified Authentic by the prestigious SGC grading service, this rare stub displays well despite an uneven tear at one corner. Obverse printing remains sharp, while the reverse shows moderate surface paper absence and two unobtrusive pen notations. Flip notations are “10/11/1920 W.S. Ticket Stub Game 6, Indians 1-Robins 0”. The Cleveland Indians took this best of nine Series besting the Brooklyn Robins (Dodgers) five games to two.
Opening Bid $200.00

312. 1921 World Series Game 2 Ticket Stub “Hoyt CG Win”—SGC Authentic
Mark the post-season initiation of baseball’s greatest dynasty with this 1921 World Series Game 2 ticket stub. Making their first of a record forty W.S. appearances in 1921, the New York Yankees fell to the mighty crosstown-rival New York Giants 5 games to 3, however they would alone in a 1923 rematch. Certified Authentic by SGC this tough Polo Grounds stub presents in desirable condition with vivid coloring, unobtrusive pencil notations and moderate creasing. Flip notations are “10/6/1921 W.S. Ticket Stub Gm. 2, Yankees 2-Giants 0, Waite Hoyt CG Win”.
Opening Bid $150.00

313. 1924 World Series Game 7 Ticket Stub “Washington Senators Clincher”—SGC Authentic
How do you make Game 7 of the World Series more exciting? Add extra innings, which is precisely what the 1924 WS participants did. Featured is a 1924 W.S. Game 7 ticket stub from the Griffith Stadium deciding game between the New York Giants and the Washington Senators. Ace hurler Walter Johnson earned his first post-season victory with four innings of relief in this taut Senators clincher. Certified Authentic by SGC this prized relic reports in well-loved condition with bold obverse graphics and traces of album residue on the reverse. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

314. 1925 World Series Ticket Stub Senators vs. Pirates - SGC Authentic
Playing under imposing weather conditions the Washington Senators flailed and failed in their bid to capture a second straight title in the 1925 World Series. Commemorate this soggy affair with this 1925 W.S. ticket stub which has been certified Authentic by SGC. Marked as game “X”, this olive green stub was issued for Grandstand Admission at Forbes Field, home of the victorious Pittsburgh Pirates. This sturdy survivor bears reverse side pen notations which recount the results of the series deciding Game 7. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

315. 1926 World Series Game 4 Ticket Stub “Ruth 3 Home Runs”—SGC Authentic
The newspaper business enjoyed a bonanza during the 1926 World Series when “Babe” Ruth delivered big time on a promise to a sick boy. Offered is an SGC certified Authentic 1926 WS Game 4 ticket stub. Renowned for his kindness to children, Ruth belted 3 home runs in this game after responding to telegrams from the family of Johnny Sylvester who was critically ill. In one of the most famous anecdotes in baseball history the Babe sent young Johnny two autographed balls and a telegram that read “I’ll knock a homer for you on Wednesday”. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

316. 1928 World Series Game 1 Ticket Stub—SGC Authentic
The New York Yankees “Murderer’s Row” line up put their second consecutive post-season hit on the NL, mauling the St. Louis Cardinals with a four game sweep in the 1928 World Series. Ticket speculators add this 1928 W.S. Game 1 ticket stub to your most wanted list. Adorned on the obverse with a rainbow of vivid colors this striking Yankee Stadium stub is certified Authentic by SGC. Both sides of this better grade example show a nice state of preservation. Flip notations are “10/4/1928 W.S. Ticket Stub Gm. 1, Yankees 4-Cards 1, Waite Hoyt CG win”.
Opening Bid $150.00

317. 1928 World Series Game 3 Ticket Stub “Gehrig 2 Home Runs”—SGC Authentic
The World Series as the stage, the New York Yankees as the star performers and Lou Gehrig earning a curtain call, this is baseball theater at its finest. Presented is a 1928 W.S. Game 3 ticket stub which has been certified Authentic by top grading service SGC. Entitling the bearer to Grand Stand admission at Sportsman’s Park in St. Louis this attractive duckat displays an overall well-kept quality marked by sharp printing. Flip notations are “10/7/1928 W.S. Ticket Stub Gm. 3 Yankees 7-Cards 3, Lou Gehrig 2 Home Runs”.
Opening Bid $200.00

318. 1929-1931 Philadelphia Athletics World Series Ticket Stub Lot of (6)
Recall a great American League dynasty with this lot of (6) 1929-1931 Philadelphia Athletics World Series ticket stubs. Blessed with a herd of talented players such as Foxe, Cochrane, Simmons and Grove, the Athletics made three straight trips to the WS winning in 1929 and 1930. Featured stubs are: 1929: Game 2 at Wrigley Field (FR-GD), Game 3 at Shibe Park (VG-EX); 1930: Game 1 at Shibe presents (VG) with deference to paper/residue on reverse, Game 5 at Sportsman’s Park (EX); 1931: Game 5 at Shibe (VG-EX), Game 6 at Sportsman’s (VG).
Opening Bid $200.00
319. 1932 World Series Ticket Stub “Ruth’s Called Shot”—SGC Authentic
Bestowed with a talent for crushing baseballs and a penchant for larger than life gestures, “Babe” Ruth attained idol status by working pitchers and crowds. In an unparalleled act of showmanship Ruth called his shot by pointing his bat at the Wrigley Stadium bleachers in the 5th inning of Game 3 of the 1932 World Series and then launching baseball’s most famous home run. Presented is an absolutely must-have ticket stub from this momentous occasion. Certified SGC Authentic this gorgeous stub astounds with brilliant colors and graphics front and back. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

321. 1936-1964 New York Yankees World Series Ticket Stub “Home & Away” Complete Run of (44)
Document the New York Yankees post-season dominance with this exciting “Home & Away” complete run of (44) 1936-1964 World Series ticket stubs. Featured are one Yankee Stadium home game stub and one opponent away game stub for each of the twenty-two years the Yankees appeared in the WS during this twenty-nine year span. Highlights are: 1936: J. DiMaggio’s 1st WS with Polo Grounds Gm 2 (EX-MT) with uneven torn edge; and Yankees Stadium Gm 3 (VG); 1947: J. Robinson’s 1st WS with Yankee Stadium Gm 2 (VG) with minor reverse album residue; and Ebbets Field Gm 3 (EX); 1951: with Yankee Stadium Gm 1, Mantle’s and W. Mays’ 1st WS game (VG-EX); and Polo Grounds Gm 4 (VG-EX) with reverse album residue; 1955: Dodgers 1st WS championship with Ebbets Field Gm 3 (GD); and Yankee Stadium Gm 6 (VG-EX); 1961: “M&M Boys” all-time great team with Yankee Stadium Gm 1 (VG-EX) with admission stamp; and Crolley Field Gm 5 (VG); 1964: with Yankee Stadium Gm 4 (EX); and Busch Stadium Gm 7 Cardinals series clincher/Mantle’s last WS game (GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

322. 1968-1972 World Series Full Ticket Lot of (3) with 1968 Game 7
World Series glory lives on in this lot of (3) 1968-1972 “Fall Classic” full tickets. Featured are: 1968 Game 7 Detroit Tigers clincher over the St. Louis Cardinals at Busch Memorial Stadium (VG-EX) with good gloss and nice stadium photo, winning pitcher: series MVP Lolich; 1970 Game 1 Baltimore Orioles vs. Cincinnati Reds at Riverfront Stadium (VG) due to a crease, otherwise very solid with great gloss and graphics, O’s win 4-3 behind ace Palmer, 1972 Game 6 Oakland Athletics vs. Cincinnati Reds at Riverfront Stadium (VG-EX) with small pen mark, Reds win 8-1.
Opening Bid $200.00

A generation of post-season history beckons in this representative 1969-1991 ALCS/NLCS ticket stub near run. This twenty-three year period encompasses a total of ninety-two participating teams with one team each from the AL East, AL West, NL East and NL West for each year. Present are (77) different ticket stubs/full tickets representing all but (15) of the possible participants, including a 1971-1986 complete run with (4) different team stubs for each year of the period. Notable participants are the 1969 New York “Amazin’ Mets”, the 1970-1976 Cincinnati Reds “Big Red Machine” and the 1972-1974 Oakland Athletics “Dynasty”. Displaying in average (VG-EX to EX-MT) condition with several better, several lesser, this important collection is a must for dedicated ticket seekers. Highlights are: 1969: Mets Gm 3 “series clincher, Aaron HR in final post-season game, WP: Ryan” (VG-EX) with deference to reverse heavy album residue; Braves Gm 1 full ticket with written “VOID” notation on reverse, no printed seat location “Aaron HR” (EX-MT); Orioles Gm 2 “McNally 11-inning, 3-bitter, complete game 1-0 shutout” (EX). Complete list on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
325. 1940-1959 World Series Ticket Stub Lot of (14) with 1954 Game 1 “The Catch” & (2) Clinchers

The Fall Classic draws the spotlight in this collection of (14) 1940-1959 World Series ticket stubs. Highlights are: 1954 Game 1 “The Catch” Mays’ play at the Polo Grounds (GD-VG); 1948 Game 6 Indians clincher at Comiskey Park (VG). Also present are: 1940: Gm 1 (FR), Gm 4 (VG); 1944: Gm 2 (VG-EX), Gm 4 (GD); 1945: Gm 3 (VG-EX), Gm 6 (GD); 1946: Gm 3 (VG), Gm 6 (EX); 1948: Gm 3 (GD); 1954: Gm 3 (VG); 1959: Gm 5 (VG). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

326. “Moments in Time” Ticket Stub Lot of (15) with Larsen’s Perfect World Series Game & (8) Rose Milestones

Big names and big games shine in this lot of (15) “moments in time” ticket stubs. Featured are: 1956 WS Gm 5 Larsen’s perfect game (GD); (8) P. Rose milestones: 8/17/75 hit #2,500 (VG-EX), 5/5/78 hit #3,000 (VG), (2) 7/28/78 hitting streak games 40/41 (EX, VG-EX), 7/31/78 streak game 44 (EX), 8/1/78 streak ends (NM), 8/10/81 NL hit record (GD), 4/13/84 hit #4,000 (EX), 7/27/84 MLB singles record; 9/28/75 Athletics combined no-hitter (EX-MT); 6/30/78 McCovey’s 500th HR (EX-MT); 9/12/79 Yastrzemski’s 3,000th hit (GD); 9/26/81 Ryan’s 5th no-hitter (VG); 6/1/86 Brett HR #200 hit #1,000 (EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

327. 1952 World Series Game 1 Ebbets Field Ticket Stub and Scorecard - Jackie Robinson’s First WS Home Run (Est $600-$1,200)

World Series ticket enthusiasts will appreciate this 1952 Ebbets Field voucher. Issued in Flatbush for the opener of the 1952 Fall Classic, the “Upper Stand” admission ticket features printed seating and event details, as well as the Dodgers’ script-style logo. With gorgeous colors, rounded corners and sharp edges, the item presents nicely, though it technically lesser because of (3) pinholes. In an auspicious start, Jackie Robinson launched his first-ever World Series home run that day. Accompanying is a souvenir scorecard. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

328. Hank Aaron “I Was There” 500/600/700/715 Home Run Collection of (18) with (2) HR #715 Tickets Stubs

From the collection of a longtime Atlanta Stadium usher, a collection of (18) 1968-1974 “I Was There” Hank Aaron milestone home run souvenirs. Highlights are: (2) 4/8/74 tickets with HR #715 at Atlanta Stadium (both EX). Also present are: (8) “I Was There” cards average (EX) with: (3) HR #500 dated 7/14/68, (5) HR #600 with (1) dated 4/27/71 and (4) blank; (2) “I Was There” HR #700 certificates dated 7/21/73 (EX, VG-EX); (4) 8x10s average (VG-EX); (2) HR 1974 Braves vs. Dodgers programs HR #715 (both EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

329. 1896 Pittsburgh Pirates Printers Proof Scorecard - Very Rare!

Nestled in Exposition Park just north of the Allegheny River, the 1896 Pittsburgh Pirates were led by player/manager Connie Mack. This printer’s proof features the cover designs for 1896 Pirates scorecards. Measuring 14-1/2 x 11”, the thick stock heirloom features a baseball-themed front cover with “Official Score Card” and “Season 1896” identifiers, as well as blank spaces to facilitate date, opponent and venue listings. The back cover features an ad for the Harry Williams Academy of music. The piece presents beautifully, with editorial crop marks and minor separation along the folded center.

Opening Bid $200.00

330. 1938-1978 Annual Baseball Publication Lot of (60)

Issued annually with calculated predictions, previews and schedules, these (60) baseball guides hail from various sponsors and time-honored publications. With nice presentation qualities, the items are headlined by: Early Times Schedule Booklets: 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962, Vintage Schedule Booklets: 1948 BF Goodrich; 1950 Richfield; 1952 Eveready; 1953 (PM Whiskey); 1953 (General Motors); 1955 (Schrack’s), 1956 (Nationwide Insurance). More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

331. 1958-1961 World Series Stadium-Issued Program Lot of (4)

Issued at historic and since-razed venues for baseball’s biggest spectacle, these (4) World Series programs show outstanding preservation with unmarked scoring grids and covers/crisp pages completely intact! Includes: 1958 Yankee Stadium, 48 pages; 1959: Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum, 40 pages (center/scorecard page detached but present); 1961: Crosley Field, 128 pages (minimally EX-MT); 1961: Yankee Stadium, 52 pages.

Opening Bid $150.00

332. 1950-1995 Baseball Program-Yearbook Lot of (115)

“Get your scorecard! Can’t tell the players without a scorecard!” You can hear the vendors bellowing in this lot of (115) team- or stadium-issued programs and scorecards. With covers/pages intact throughout, the guides present wonderfully with highlights including:

Yearbooks: 1953 Philadelphia Athletics (EX); 1961 Pirates (VG-EX); 1971 Orioles (EX-MT); 1971 Yankees (EX-MT); World Series Programs: (2) 1971 Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum version (EX-MT) and Shea Stadium version (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
333. 1895 Princeton vs. Harvard Rare Football Program
Football collectors score big with this rare 11/2/1895 Princeton vs. Harvard football program with faux pigskin cover. Measuring 10 x 7-1/4" this elliptical Princeton Stadium souvenir presents handsomely with sturdy covers, mostly intact twine binding and appealing interior photos. Moderate wear in the form of light cover soiling, partial compromising of the pages due to water staining and a resultant 1" section of paper chew on the cover’s edge do little to suppress the overall desirability of this antique collectible. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

334. Rare 10/12/30 Green Bay Packers vs. Frankford Yellow Jackets Program
Team founder/player/coach Curly Lambeau established his Green Bay Packers as an early NFL powerhouse with three consecutive championships from 1929-1931. Presented is an excellent souvenir from this glorious period, a rare 10/12/30 City Field program featuring the Green Bay Packers vs. Frankford Yellow Jackets. This exciting publication displays handsomely with clean covers, a solid spine and bold graphics, however due to compacting folds it is relegated to a (VG) designation. Photos include HOFers Lambeau, McNally (Blood) and Michalske.
Opening Bid $250.00

335. Incredible Notre Dame 1930-1992 “Dome” Yearbook Near-Run (59/60) with Rockne, Leahy & Montana
(13) NCAA football national championships, (7) Heisman trophy winners, (10) Pro Football HOFers, (33) college bowl game appearances, the list goes on and on. This tradition of excellence is chronicled in this incredible near-run of 1930-1992 Notre Dame “Dome” yearbooks. Present are (59/60) possible editions for the period, absent only 1984. These stately volumes display as better to excellent with light to moderate cover wear and feature a vast array of inspiring photographs and text, forming a comprehensive six decade history of Notre Dame’s athletic and academic endeavors. Highlights are: (3) with Knute Rockne: 1930 with 1929 national championship team, 1931 with 1930 national championship team/Rockne’s last season, 1932 Rockne memorial tribute; (3) coach Frank Leahy national championship seasons with 1946, 1947 and 1949 covered respectively by volumes 1947, 1948 and 1950; (2) coach Ara Parseghian national championship seasons with 1966 and 1973 covered by the 1967 and 1974 volumes; 1979 with Joe Montana’s “Cotton Bowl comeback”; 1984 100-year Anniversary; and of course 1976 with “Rudy”. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

336. Pair of Cleveland Rams Football Programs: 1937 1st NFL Season & 1941 Leemans Cover
Following a one-year stint in the defunct 1930s AFL, the Rams franchise joined the NFL in 1937 representing the city of Cleveland. Advanced football publication seekers are certain to enjoy this quality lot of (2) Cleveland Rams programs. Featured are: 9/26/37 in 1st NFL season vs. the Brooklyn Dodgers at Ebbets Field with Dick Crayne cover photo (EX-) with nice flat cover and crisp pages; and 11/16/41 vs. the New York Giants at the Polo Grounds with Giants HOFer “Tuffy” Leemans cover photo (VG-EX) with deference to a light vertical compacting fold.
Opening Bid $200.00

337. 1967 “Ice Bowl” NFL Championship Game Program & Ticket Stub
Brutal sub-zero temperatures and the ice coated “frozen tundra of Lambeau Field” set the stage for one of the greatest games in football history. Offered are (2) 1967 NFL Championship Game souvenirs with a program and a ticket stub. Dubbed the “Ice Bowl” this hard fought contest saw the invincible Green Bay Packers capture their third straight NFL title, defeating a great Dallas Cowboys team 21-17 with a dramatic come from behind final drive. Dated 12/31/67 the program displays in appealing (VG-EX) condition, while the stub rates a solid (VG) grade.
Opening Bid $200.00
338. 1890s-1930s Harvard Football Home Game Ticket Stubs (14) Different
Opening Bid $100.00

339. 1900s-1920s College Football Ticket Lot of (21)
Opening Bid $150.00

340. 1920s-1940s University of Michigan Football Ticket Stubs (8) Different
Opening Bid $100.00

341. 1930s College Football Ticket Stubs (32)
Opening Bid $150.00

342. 1920s-1950s College Football Full Tickets (20)
Opening Bid $150.00

343. 1920s-1960s Army or Navy Football Game Tickets Collection of (32) Different
Opening Bid $150.00

344. 1920s-1970s University of California Football Home Game Tickets (29) Different
Opening Bid $150.00

345. 1970 Baltimore Colts Regular Season/Playoffs Home Game Program Lot of (8) Plus 1960s Bobble Head & Ticket Stub
Opening Bid $100.00

346. Super Bowl II & Super Bowl VI Media Guides
Opening Bid $150.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
347. 1900s-1950s University of Pennsylvania Football Home Game Tickets & Franklin Field—(56)
Different Condition averages EX overall except for the occasional heavier wear of uneven perforated edges. Highlights include: 1907 (Cornell), 1924 (Cornell), 1926 (PSU), 1928 (PSU), 1929 (Navy), 1930 (Cornell), 1934 (Columbia, Navy), 1936 (Cornell), 1937 (Navy), 1938 (Columbia) and 1939 (Navy). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

348. 1940s-1960s College Football Tickets Lot of (69)
Condition averages VG/EX overall. Mainly dating to the 1940s, this sizable array features an intriguing ticket from the 1941 Yankee All-Stars vs. Colored All-Stars—the second-ever black vs. white AS Game, which took place before a crowd of 22,787. It featured Syracuse’s African-American star Wilmeth Sidat-Singh (whom Grantland Rice said had a “howitzer” for an arm and who tragically died in a plane crash) plus Archie Harris, Bernard Jefferson, Dolly King and Joe Lillard. More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

349. 1920s-1970s Stanford Football Home Game Tickets (46)
Different Many “Big Game” tickets are featured here, along with a wonderful 1930 season ticket packet. Condition averages EX overall. Highlights include: 1927 (USC), 1929 (Cal, Army), 1930 (Dartmouth, Washington, USC), 1930 season-ticket packet (2-1/4 x 4-1/2”, EX/MT with 4 games removed, leaving the cover ticket, 11/15 Cal Tech ticket and back cover), 1931 (Cal, Minn.) and 1932 (Olympic). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

350. 1910s-1940s Multi-Sport Reach, Spalding & Other Guides Collection of (34)
Condition averages GD to VG overall. Includes 1910s-20s Reach Baseball (4), 1910s-40s Spalding Baseball (21), 1920s Baseball Little Red Book (2), 1945 Sporting News (1), 1920s Spalding Basketball (2) and 1940s-50s Football Digest (4). More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

351. 1953-1987 Baltimore Orioles & Colts Publication/Ephemera Hoard of (154) with Yearbooks/Programs/Guides
“Charm City” delights await the winner of this 1953-1987 Baltimore Orioles/Colts hoard of (154) publications/ephemera (70% VG/EX to NM, 30% GD to VG). Present are: Orioles: (49) 1954-1983 yearbooks; (15) 1966-1971 World Series programs; (9) 1969-1973 ALCS programs; (12) 1974-1983 regular season programs; (22) 1965-1987 media guides; Colts: (10) 1957-1980 yearbooks; (9) 1953-1960 regular season programs; (8) 1953-1966 media guides. Also present are (20) 1940s-1970s Orioles/Colts assorted publications/ephemera. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

352. 1930s-2000s Sports Ticket Lot of (200+) With Mantle World Series HR Stub and Clemente Last Game in Pittsburgh Tickets! Tickets! Get your tickets! Professional sports and their revered franchises were the attractions for these (200+) stadium-issued vouchers. Spanning the 1930s through 2000s, these admission souvenirs present beautifully and hail from since-razed venues and monumental events. Highlights include: World Series Stubs: 1960 Game 3 (Yankee Stadium, Mantle HR); Game 4 (Yankee Stadium); Game 5 (Yankee Stadium); Game 6 (Forbes Field); 1971 (2) Game 3 (Three Rivers Stadium, first-ever WS night game). More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00
355. 1931 U.S. Tour of Japan Team-Signed Baseball With Gehrig, Cochrane and Grove - Full JSA

On an international mission to promote baseball across the Pacific Ocean, Major League Baseball’s cream of the crop had a simultaneous (and unofficial) task to strut their diamond prowess and dominate their Asian opponents during a 1931 tour. With unwavering confidence, the big league stars swept 17 straight games. And while the American heroes rolled to triumphs as lopsided as 20-3, 22-4 and 19-1, they saw fit to autograph this baseball. Symbolic of Western dominance and the unsuppressed popularity of a sport that thrilled in spite of the Great Depression, the medium-toned sphere is quite breathtaking in that it has visible evidence of diamond use (with high probability, in Asia). A metallic appendage remains, having long-since facilitated proud display. A series of small indentations and a weighted insert cannot impinge upon the majestic nature of the autographs. All told, (13) black-ink fountain pen inscriptions that read like a roll call for the daily victories. Covered by a uniform layer of period shellac, the autographs range from (“8”) to (“4”) in terms of strength and clarity. Occupying a side panel, the humble signature of Lou Gehrig projects (“5”) quality with very minor surface abrasions preventing higher assessment. Gehrig personalized the signature and added a “Sincerely” salutation and an inscription reading “Japan Tour 1931.” On the next panel are the bold signatures of: Rabbit Maranville (“7” strength); Mickey Cochrane (“6” strength); Muddy Ruel (“7” strength); and George Kelly (“4” strength). The next panel is home to: Lefty Grove (“6-7” strength); Larry French (“5” strength); Tom Oliver (“8” strength) and Al Simmons (“7-8” strength); the final panel features: Frank Frisch (“6” strength); Willie Kamm (“7” strength); Frank O’Doul (“5-6” strength); and Billy Cunningham (“5-6” strength). This precious keepsake is a scarce survivor from that memorable journey and its iconic participants. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $2500.00

356. Multi-Signed Baseball With Foxx, Cronin, Frisch and Full JSA - Gorgeous!

Oh, the incredible heritage linked to this multi-signed souvenir! At a glance, we have a clean and creamy unofficial orb manufactured by the erstwhile “Harwood” plant in Natick, Massachusetts.

The ball itself flaunts an absolutely gorgeous clean and creamy surface with prominent trademark stampings and vibrant alternating green-and-red laces. But as you begin to marvel at the magnificent penning, the mind wanders to recall three Hall of Fame icons and a lesser-known mentor whom, at separate times, they all sought in honing their skills. Just to the right of the sweet spot, Jimmie Foxx has signed in black-ink steel tip fountain pen. The flowing penmanship projects (“6-7”) strength and clarity and can easily display as a single-signed souvenir. On the north panel, Frankie Frisch has signed in black-ink fountain pen, his scripting showing every bit of (“8”) potency. On the west panel, Joe Cronin has signed in black-ink fountain pen (“5-6” strength), with an unknown printed name accompanying. Finally, the south panel is home to a black-ink signature of Jack Onslow (“6” strength). A .169 hitter in his brief Major League career, Onslow toiled for 12 minor league seasons, including a 1914 stint with the Providence Grays during which he was Babe Ruth’s battery mate. He then coached for five separate Major League teams that led to direct encounters with the above-mentioned stars. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $2500.00
357. Babe Ruth Signed Baseball - Full PSA/DNA
As his vigorous swing diminished and his home run trots became less frequent, Bronx legend Babe Ruth set his sights on a managerial position that never came to fruition. This baseball is signed by Ruth and eight of his contemporaries, including Joe McCarthy, the man who took the helm as Ruth was certain the post was his. The OAL Harridge orb has surface abrasions, while trademark stampings date to 1934-1939, a period that began with Ruth’s final season as a Yankee and ended with McCarthy guiding the club to an unprecedented fourth straight title. On a side panel, Ruth and McCarthy have signed in black-ink fountain pen. The ball has an overall grade of “1” from PSA/DNA (Autographs Grade:1; Baseball Grade: 1). PSA/DNA reports an additional (7) signatures. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

359. 1924 Dazzy Vance/Stephen McKeever Dual-Signed Baseball - Full JSA
Pre-dating the beloved “Bums” and their National League supremacy, this ONL Heydler baseball celebrates one of the franchise’s most prolific pitchers and an executive who built Ebbets Field. The darkly toned orb shows game use and is signed on a side panel in black-ink fountain pen by Dazzy Vance (signed “A.C. “Dazzy” Vance”); “6” strength) and inscribed “1924.” The significance here is that 1924 was the year Vance won the MVP award with a 28.6 mark a 2.16 ERA and 30 complete games. On an adjacent panel, Stephen McKeever has signed “S. W. McKeever” in black-ink fountain pen (“4” strength) and inscribed “Good Health Good Luck.” McKeever, a Brooklyn-born construction contractor, purchased the Dodgers in 1912 and was the club’s primary owner until 1938. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

361. 1955-1956 American League Champion New York Yankees Team-Signed Ball With Mantle, DiCkey, Rizzuto and Full JSA
With back-to-back American League pennants extending their Fall Classic run to seven appearances in eight years, (28) members of the 1955 and 1956 New York Yankees autographed this OAL Harridge ball. The sphere shows apparent diamond use, though its blue ballpoint pennings emerge prominently to average (“7-8”) strength. Highlights include: Berra, Collins, DiCkey (coach), Ford, Howard, Hunter, Larsen, Mantle, Martin, Rizzuto, Turley and Turner (coach). Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

358. Babe Ruth and Ty Cobb Dual-Signed Baseball - Full JSA
Contemporaries with stellar hitting abilities but far different approaches to baseball and life, Babe Ruth and Ty Cobb endorsed this baseball during their Hall of Fame careers. The sphere is affected by toning and surface abrasions, and any trademark stampings have long-since faded, but what are visible are the black-ink steel tip fountain pen signatures of two of the game’s most legendary performers! In its usual occupancy of the sweet spot, Ruth’s penning maintains (“3”) strength with the upper-case “B” and “R” the definitive traits. On the west panel, Cobb’s signature is decidedly more potent, projecting (“6”) quality with a personalization (in Cobb’s hand) accompanying. Additional notations on adjacent panels have been executed in an unknown hand. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $750.00

360. Jackie Robinson Single-Signed Baseball - Full JSA
Driven by his God-given talents and a desire for equality, Jackie Robinson paved roads in both American sports and business. While his endeavor as the first-ever black player at the Major League level is well documented, Robinson’s tenure as the first black to be named Vice President of a major U.S. corporation often goes overlooked. This baseball was signed by the iconic hero likely as he made the transition from the diamond to the desk. The unofficial orb is signed by Robinson on a side panel in blue ballpoint (“7-8” strength). An accompanying letter of provenance dates the signature to 1956 at a Manhattan sporting goods store. This marks the period during which Robinson left baseball for an executive position with New York-based Chock Full O’Nuts Coffee. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $900.00

362. Roger Maris Signed “1962 World Series Game 7 BP HR” Baseball with Full JSA
Setting the stage for a tumult Game 7 finale, Yankees slugger Roger Maris sent the offered baseball into the bleachers during batting practice on 10/16/62 at Candlestick Park. Caught by our consignor who was in attendance at the ’62 World Series deciding game, this batting practice home run souvenir has remained in his possession for fifty-two years. Flash forward ten years from this fortuitous event to an Old-Timers game held at Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium with Maris as a participant. Our opportunistic souvenir hunter, working as a ticket taker tracks down Maris’ hotel location with the aid of the Braves front office and procures Roger’s signature. After five decades in seclusion this new to the market treasure is ready to grace the collection of a new owner. Maris’ fine (“8”) quality signature appears to the right of the branded label on an ONL/Giles baseball which shows obvious signs of game use. Penned in the hand of the consignor on the panel opposite the signature is “7th game of the 1962 World Series October 16, 1962; Hit by Roger Maris to right field bleachers.” The signature and statements are covered with a thin coating of shellac. Accompanying this collectible treasure is a notarized letter from the consignor. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00
363. 1956 World Champion New York Yankees Team-Signed Ball With Mantle, Rizzuto and Full JSA

Logging their 22nd American League pennant and 17th World Series title, the 1956 New York Yankees reached championship totals that, to this day, far and away exceed totals for the histories of all other franchises! This unoffical baseball is autographed by (29) members of that indomitable installment. The lightly toned sphere (grade “5-6”) showcases blue ballpoint pennings that range from (“8-9”) to (“5”) in terms of strength and clarity. Keys include: Berra, Ford, E. Howard, Mantle, Martin and Rizzuto. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

364. 1957 Brooklyn Dodgers Team-Signed Ball With Campanella, Reese, Furillo and Full JSA

For Dodger purists, this ONL Giles sphere autographed by (29) members of the 1957 installment represents the last season of the “true” Brooklyn version that was embraced by New York’s most populous borough despite repeated near-misses and heartbreak. The creamy orb (grade “7”) is home to blue ballpoint pennings that average (“7”) quality with no clubhouse signatures and keys including: Alston, Campanella, Furillo, Herman, Hodges, Reese and Snider. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

365. 1965 World Champion Los Angeles Dodgers Team-Signed Baseball With Koufax, Drysdale and Full JSA - Gorgeous!

Not known for their prowess at the plate, the 1965 Los Angeles Dodgers did it with blazing speed and blazing fastballs, pacing the circuit in stolen bases (172), complete games (58), shutouts (17) and team ERA (2.81). This ONL Gileis ball is autographed by (24) members of that Chavez Ravine installment. The creamy orb (grade “9-10”) showcases blue ballpoint scriptings averaging (“8”) quality with highlights including: Alston, T. Davis, Drysdale, Fairly, Koufax, Moon, Parker, Podres and Sutton. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

366. “500 Home Run Club” Multi-Signed Baseball With (11) Including Mantle, Mays and Williams - Full JSA

Before expansion and performance-enhancing drugs, membership in the esteemed 500 Home Run Club was an impressive feat that warranted automatic enshrinement in Cooperstown. Gathered during those simpler times, these (11) autographs were executed by “legitimate” members of the revered longball fraternity. The medium is a clean white OAL Brown orb (grade “8”). Blue ballpoint pennings average (“9”) quality and include: Sweet Spot: Williams and Mantle; North Panel: McCovery, Banks and Schmidt; South Panel: Mays; Killebrew and Jackson; West Panel: Robinson and Mathews; East Panel: Aaron. Full photo LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $400.00

367. 1965 Team-Signed Baseball Lot of (7) With Many HOFers - Clean!

As the almighty Yankees endured a losing season for the first time in 40 years, the playing field leveled in 1965 as the first of four different teams claimed the American League pennant. These (7) OML Cronin baseballs are signed by Junior Circuit installments from that season. The clean and creamy orbs are absolutely gorgeous and the ballpoint pennings average (“8”) strength. Includes: Orioles; (32 sigs) with Aparicio, Palmer and B. Robinson; Red Sox; (29 sigs) with Conigliaro, Lonborg and Runnels; Angels; (28 sigs) with Adcock, Egan and Piersall; White Sox; (31 sigs) with Burgess, Lopez and Wilhelm; Indians; (27 sigs) with Howser, Tebbetts and Wynn; Tigers; (26 sigs) with Kaat, Northrup and Swift; Athletics; (28 sigs) with Appling, Hartnett and Hunter. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

368. Single-Signed Baseball Lot of (86) With HOFers and Many Inscriptions - Loaded!

Fence-clearing sluggers, fireballing hurlers and fiery mentors are among the Hall of Famers, award-winning superstars and current “can’t-miss” prospects who have rendered bold endorsemens in this lot of (86) single-signed baseballs. The gorgeous OML orbs are mostly snow-white examples with sweet spot ballpoint pennings averaging (“9”) potency, with inscriptions detailing impressive career feats on many. Highlights include: Cepeda, Dawson, Doer, Feller, Fingers, Jenkins, Kell, Palmer, J. Rice, Snider, Weaver and D. Williams. Individual Tristar Hidden Treasures certs/stickers. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
369. Joe McCarthy Single-Signed Baseball - Full JSA
Ultimately the successor to the legendary Miller Huggins (much to the chagrin of managerial ascendant Babe Ruth), Joe McCarthy made a seamless transition and guided the Bronx Bombers to six World Series crowns. This baseball is autographed by the Hall of Fame mentor. The medium is a lightly toned 1950s OAL Harridge orb with a thin layer of period shellac. On the sweet spot, McCarthy’s blue-ink penning projects (“5-6”) strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

370. Bucky Walters Single-Signed Baseball - Full JSA
Signed as a third baseman in 1929, Bucky Walters hit a cumulative .307 over five minor league seasons before finding his niche on the mound, posting 198 wins over a 16-year big league career that saw him garner 1939 National League MVP laurels. This OAL Finney baseball is autographed by the former hurler. The lightly toned orb (grade “6”) is signed on the sweet spot in black ballpoint (“7-8” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

“Here comes that man!” lamented an Ebbets Field patron as Stan Musial strode to the plate one afternoon … and an iconic moniker was born. Here’s an OAL Giles baseball that was spared by Musial’s lethal bat and autographed by the Gateway City Hall of Famer. The creamy orb (grade “7-8”) dates to 1952-1957 and is signed on the sweet spot in black ink (“7-8” strength).
Accompanying is the ball’s original Spalding box. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

372. 1931 “Rube” Walberg Single-Signed/Inscribed Game Ball with Full JSA & Family Provenance LOAs
Game-use and extensive notations distinguish this vintage certified souvenir from typical autographed fare. Presented is a 1931 “Rube” Walberg single-signed/inscribed game ball. Manufactured by “Reach”, this OAL/Barnard ball displays attractively with undeniable signs of authentic use. Two of the balls panels are covered with detailed results of Walberg’s 1950th career win, penned in his hand (“7-8”) with a surname only signature. This item is accompanied by an LOA from Walberg’s daughter and a full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

373. Bill Klem Signed Baseball - Full JSA
Hall of Fame arbiter Bill Klem called ’em as he saw ’em for 37 years (1905-1941), working a record 18 Fall Classics along the way. This baseball is autographed by Klem (d.1951) and is a tough addition to any Cooperstown-themed collection. The creamy unofficial orb is signed by Klem on a side panel in black ink fountain pen (“7-8” strength). On an adjacent panel, we find the black-ink fountain pen scriptings of Peter Angell, Eddie Popowski, Walt Dropo and Fred Hatfield (average “8” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

374. 1955 Baltimore Orioles Team-Signed Ball With B. Robinson, Richards and Full JSA
Making quick strides toward a winning tradition, the 1955 Baltimore Orioles parted ways with no fewer than 23 members of their previous year’s inaugural roster, improved 12 games in the standings and were already just one season away from their first-ever 500 campaign. This OAL Harridge baseball is signed by (23) members of that ’55 Birds roster. The mildly toned orb (grade “6-7”) is home to blue ballpoint pennings averaging (“6-7”) strength. Keys include: Dagres, Richards, B. Robinson and Triandos. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

375. 1950-1960s Yankees Multi-Signed Ball With E. Howard - Full PSA/DNA
Vital cogs in the indomitable Yankee machine, (3) 1950s-1960s pinstripers have autographed this baseball. The off-white unofficial orb (grade “6”) is signed on side panels by Elston Howard (“7” strength; d.1980); Jerry Coleman (“6” strength; d.2014); and Al Downing (“4” strength). The souvenir could easily display as an Elston Howard single-signed and comes with a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.
Opening Bid $250.00

376. 1961 World Champion New York Yankees Reunion Team-Signed Ball With Mantle, Ford, Berra and Full JSA
This OAL (Brown) ball rates EX to EX/MT (except for darker toning on sweet spot) with signatures averaging “9-10” overall. From an early reunion, it includes: Mickey Mantle, Yogi Berra, Art Ditmar, Ralph Houk, Tex Clevenger, Bill Gardner, Clete Boyer, Ryne Duren, Bob Hale, Al Downing, Rollie Sheldon, Joe DeMaestri, Jess Gonder, Danny McDevitt, Whitey Ford, Hal Reniff, John Sain, Earl Torgeson, Hector Lopez, Doc Blanchard, Tom Tresh, Bud Daley, Jack Reed, Ralph Terry, Bob Turley, Deron Johnson, Jim Coates, Bob Cerv, John James, Luis Arroyo, Bill Stafford and Bobby Richardson. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00
377. Nolan Ryan Signed Seven No-Hitters Stat OML Baseball with (8) Inscriptions—Steiner
Get on board for “The Express” with the offered Nolan Ryan signed seven no-hitters stat OML baseball with eight inscriptions. The blue ink signature presents (“9”) while the OML sphere presents (“8”) with scattered spots of toning near the sweet spot and south panel. Along with the sweet spot endorsement, included are West Panel: #2 7/17/73, #3 9/28/74; East Panel: #4 6/1/73, #5 9/26/81; North Panel: 7 No-Hitters, #1 5/15/73; South Panel: #6 6/11/90 and #7 5/1/91. Authentication hologram and cert card from Steiner Sport Memorabilia.
Opening Bid $150.00

Hail to the Wheeze Kids! Carlton and McGraw were pushing 40, and Perez and Rose were already there, as the ’83 Phills soared all the way to the World Series. Offered is an exceptional creamy-white ONL (Feeney) ball with consistent blue-ink “9-10” signatures including Carlton, Schmidt, Rose, Perez, Hayes, Dernier, Hudson, Diaz, Virgil, Garcia, Holland, Reed, Bystrom, K. Gross, G. Gross, Hernandez, McGraw, Farmer, Altamirano, Denny, Matthews, Owens (us) and two others. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $200.00

379. 2004 World Champion Boston Red Sox Team-Signed Ball - Steiner
Having endured 85 years of near-misses, improbable losses and a mythical “curse” that saw them lose all four World Series attempts in the decisive seventh game, the Boston Red Sox finally got it right in 2004. This Official 2004 World Series ball is autographed by (25) members of that long-awaited championship roster. The snow-white orb (“grade “10”) features blue ballpoint penning averaging (“9-10”) strength with keys including: Damon, Martinez, Ortiz, Ramirez and Schilling. Steiner Sports cert/hologram. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

Enduring widespread scrutiny and the white-hot spotlight inherent to the Big Apple, Yankee skippers have autographed these (2) baseballs. Spanning the “Murderers Row” era to the days of a meddling owner and the club’s resurgence, the orbs include: Casey Stengel: a creamy unofficial sphere signed in blue ballpoint (“7-8” strength), Billy Martin: lightly toned OAL MacPhail sphere signed in black marker (“8” strength) and also signed by Bob Shawkey and Chris Chambliss. Individual JSA certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

381. Yankee Hall of Famers Signed Ball - Pair: Dickey and Mantle/Berra - Both Full JSA
Pinstriper heroes spanning the days of “Murderers Row” to the club’s unprecedented run of success in the 1950s-1960s have autographed these (2) OAL Brown spheres. Includes: Bill Dickey: mildly toned orb (“grade “7”) signed on the sweet spot in blue ballpoint (“6-7” strength); Mickey Mantle/Yogi Berra: mildly toned orb (“grade “7”) signed on the sweet spot by both Hall of Famers in blue ballpoint (Mantle sig “8” strength; Berra sig “7” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

382. 1996 AL & NL All-Star Team-Signed Baseballs—Full JSA
Though a bevy of Braves populated the roster it was Dodger catcher Mike Piazza who played hero, leading the National League to victory in the 1996 MLB All-Star Game. Commemorating the 67th mid-summer classic with these 1996 AL and NL All-Star team-signed baseballs (NM-MT, NM). These OASG balls sport (65) total autographs with (30) AL (average “8-9”) and (33) NL (60% “8-8”, 40% “4-5”). Key signers are: Boggs, Bonds, Cox, Glavine, C. Jones, Larkin, Maddux, McGwire, Piazza, Ripken, A. Rodriguez, Thomas, Weaver. Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

383. 1976-1985 National League Team-Signed Baseballs Lot of (5)
There are 9 HOFers among the 123 signatures in this quintet from the 1976 Phillips (Schmidt, Carlton), 1980-81 Dodgers (Lasorda), 1981 Padres (O. Smith), 1983 Phillips (Schmidt, Morgan, Carlton, Perez) and 1985 Phillips (Schmidt). Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

With installments including 1950s Senators and their “Damn Yankee” rivals all the way to an early-1980s Bay Area “Billy Ball” roster, these (10) team-signed baseballs run the gamut in terms of seasons and stars! Highlights include: 1958 Yankees: (28 sigs) with Berra and Ford; 1958 Cardinals: (25 sigs) with Boyer and Szabal; 1958 Giants: (23 sigs) with Brandt and Mays; 1974 Dodgers: (20 sigs) with Alston and Buckner. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00
385. Single-Signed Hall of Famers & Superstar Baseball Lot of (11) with Jeter & Rivera

Starling arrangement of (11) single-signed Baseball Hall of Fame and superstar balls. Unless noted, each autograph and ball presents (“8”) or better. Included are OAL: (3 balls) with Killebrew (573 HRs), Ripken (commemorative, toned), Yastrzemski; OML: Snider (slightly toned); OML: (6 balls) with Bobo (5X Batting Champ), Fingers (81 AL CY MVP), Jenkins (3,192 Ks), Jeter (“6”, toned and used), M. Rivera, Ryan and Other: Sabathia (“7”, south panel, Official League). Various levels of authentication are detailed on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

386. Single-Signed Baseball Collection of (14) With J. DiMaggio, Mantle and T. Williams

Official AL and NL balls in EX/EX-MT condition with sweet-sport signatures averaging “8-10” in strength. Includes Mantle (“8-9”), T. Williams (“8”), J. DiMaggio (“6” due to shadowing effect), Musial (faired stampings), Seaver, Killebrew, Mays, Schmidt, Mathews, Carlton, Aaron, Rose (side panel Phillies Centennial ball) and Perry. Also includes a dual-signed Winfield/R. Jackson (Reggie on side panel dated 1983).
Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

387. (46) Single-Signed Baseballs with (23) Hall of Famers—All JSA

Showcased are (46) single-signed baseballs featuring (23) Hall of Famers. The primarily sweet spot autographs average (“8-9”) potency while nearly 50% of the canvases display varying levels of toning. Highlights include OAL: (4 balls) with (2) Killebrew; OML: (23 balls) with (6) Sandberg, (3) Snider (two south panel) and OML: (18 balls) with (6) C. Jones (69 W.S. Champs). With exception to Sandberg (JSA stickers only), the remaining spheres come with Individual JSA cert cards. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

388. Baseball Hall of Fame Pitchers Single-Signed Baseball Collection of (25) with JSA

Prominent moundsmen have autographed these (25) Baseball Hall of Fame single-signed balls. Unless noted, the autographs each grade (“8”) or better with nearly 65% displaying varying degrees of surface toning. Included are OAL: (6 balls) with Ford, Palmer (“7”, HOF 1990), (4) Wilhelm (3) 235 Saves, (1) 227 Saves), OML: (13 balls) with (2) Carlton (1) HOF 94, (1) Lefty), (3) Roberts (one “7”, (2) HOF 76), (8) Spanh (6) HOF 73); OML: (2) Ford (HOF 74, balls very clean) and 1980 OWS: (4) Carlton. Individual JSA cert cards accompany.
Opening Bid $200.00


Lightly toned to creamy-white official AL or NL balls with “8-10” sweet-spot signatures unless noted. Highlights include Hall of Famers Ashburn, Bunning (“7”), Carlton, Schmidt and Roberts (2 - one unoffi

390. Autographed Baseball Collection of (46) - Loaded With Hall of Famers!

Hall of Famers, milestone icons and superstars comprise the cast in this lot of (46) single-signed baseballs. The orbs range from snow-white (grade “10”) to lightly toned (grade “6”) examples. Sweet spot pennings average (“8-9”) strength. Keys include: Aaron (full JSA), Banks, Drysdale (full JSA), Durocher, (2) Ferrer, R. Ferrell, (2) Irvin, Kell, Reese, (3) F. Robinson, Rose, Ryan, (2) Snider and Spanh. Certs and a complete list...
Opening Bid $250.00


Pinstripes pride soars high in this lot of (47) baseballs autographed by Yankee principals spanning the 1940s through 2000s. The orbs range from snow-white (grade “10”) to lightly toned (grade “6”) and showcase sweet spot pennings that average (“8-9”) potency. Headlining the lot are (16) Official 1996 World Series orbs individually signed by members of a squad that broke the franchise’s 18-year title drought. Other signatures include; (2) Berra, Boggs, R. Jackson, Martin (full JSA), Mattingly (full JSA), Rizzuto, Torre and Winfield.
More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00


Official AL and NL balls in EX to NM condition with sweet-spot signatures averaging “8-10.” Highlights include a quartet of graded Whitey Ford singles (PSA/DNA 99/9 CDAs) and ungraded singles each with a full JSA LOA of Mantle (2), T. Williams, Jeter, Martin, Berra, Dickey and Mays. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

393. Baseball HOFer and Superstars Single-Signed Ball Lot of (67) With Mantle, J. DiMaggio and T. Williams

Lightly toned to creamy-white official AL or NL balls with “8-10” sweet-spot signatures unless noted. Highlights include: Mantle (full JSA LOA), DiMaggio (unofficial ball, full JSA LOA), T. Williams (full JSA LOA), Kourfax (2), Musial, Ryan, Ripken, Gwynn and Puckett. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00
394. Zack Wheat
1912 Handwritten Signed Letter to His Fiancée - Full JSA
Throughout the Deadball Era and the 1920s, Brooklyn’s diamond installments endured an identity crisis of sorts, going by “Superbas,” “Robins” and ultimately, “Dodgers.” There was no mistaking fleet-footed left fielder, Zack Wheat, however. As he eclipsed the .300 plateau during the 1912 season, Wheat composed and signed this correspondence to Daisy Kerr Forsman, a love interest whom Wheat would marry later that year. Written at Pittsburgh’s Colonial-Annex Hotel on a day the Dodgers and Pirates were rained out, the five-page letter has amazing and heartfelt content. Daisy Kerr Forsman, incidentally, annually encouraged Wheat to hold out for more money before signing his yearly contracts. This practice worked quite well for Wheat. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

395. Sam Jones 1953 Cleveland Indians Contract Signed by Jones, Greenberg and Harridge
The pitching half of the first all-black battery in big league history, former Negro League stalwart Sam Jones went on to become the first black pitcher to author a no-hitter. As integration spread throughout the majors, Jones was plucked by Hall of Famer Hank Greenberg, who signed more black players than any other executive in his capacity as General Manager for the Cleveland Indians. This Uniform Player’s Contract secured Jones’ service for the 1953 season. Signed by Jones, Greenberg and American League President William Harridge, the document is a significant covenant from the era of Major League segregation. The four-page contract features printed legal details and typewritten specifics, including Jones’ $1000 monthly stipend. The signatures are all executed in black-ink fountain pen (all “9” strength).
Opening Bid $400.00

396. Mickey Mantle
Signed Personal Check - SGC
Authentic
More than a decade had passed since the bumps and bruises of 18 seasons forced Mickey Mantle into retirement. So while his talents were no longer accessible, his autograph was still a main attraction. This check was signed by Mantle as he enjoyed life off the diamond. Drawn from his personal account in Rossville, Georgia, the voucher features the address of Mantle’s Texas residence and is dated “June 6, 1979” (ironically, the day that Baltimore took over first place for good and would go on to end the Yankees’ run of three straight American League pennants). On the appropriate line, Mantle has signed in blue ballpoint. While the check is encapsulated with the autograph assessed “Authentic” by SGC, Mantle’s penning projects (“8-9”) potency.
Opening Bid $1200.00

397. Jackie Robinson Signed Check - Full JSA
Having endured the rigor of public opposition before and throughout his brave endeavor as the first black player in the Major Leagues, Hall of Famer Jackie Robinson (d.1972) signed this personal check during his retirement years. Dated “1-27-1968,” the voucher was drawn from Robinson’s personal account at New York’s Freedom National Bank. In blue ballpoint, Robinson has signed “Jackie Robinson” (“10” strength) on the appropriate line. Normal bank cancelation stampings do not affect this bold signature. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

398. Mickey Mantle Signed Flats Collection of (6)
These (6) Mickey Mantle signed items were penned on a variety of mediums in blue Sharpie. Included are 1.) dated 9/12/65 New York News cover (“9-10”), moderate perimeter fraying (detached from rest of magazine); 2) 1984 Mickey Mantle 14x17 print (“9-10”), print exhibits moderate foxing; 3.) Mantle Yellow Hall of Fame Plaque postcard (“6”), moderate smearing and 4-6.) (3) Mantle signed snapshots (all “9” or better). Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

399. (3) Mickey Mantle Signed 8x10 Photographs & Single-Signed Hank Aaron ONL Feeney Ball with Full JSA
“The Hammerin’ Hank” and “The Mick” are teamed with these (4) autographed items. Included are 1.) single-signed Aaron ONL Feeney baseball on sweet spot in blue ink (“8”, period signature, moderately toned ball “5-6”) and 2-4.) (3) single-signed Mantle 8x10 photographs (all “9-10”). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
400. Thurman Munson Autographed 1969 New York Yankees Pennant - Full JSA
As the 1960s came to a close, pennants (in their literal sense) were a thing of the past at Yankee Stadium. But soon thereafter, a gritty backstop named Thurman Munson was named the club’s first captain since Lou Gehrig, and the return to championship form was underway. This 1969 Yankees full-size pennant is symbolic of the uprising as it is autographed by Munson. The white felt banner is signed by Munson in black ballpoint (“6-7” strength). Teammates Mel Stottlemyre and Roy White have also signed (both “6-7” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $250.00

401. New York Yankees Legends Signed Flats Lot of (5) With Mantle, Ford and Berra - All JSA
“Strong up the middle,” the New York Yankees were seemingly annual October participants with Mantle in center, Ford on the hill and Berra behind the plate. These (5) flats are autographed by that Bronx trio! Bold blue marker signatures average (“9”) strength and include: Mantle 10x8 color photo of 1951 Bowman Baseball #253 (full JSA); Berra Yellow Hall of Fame Plaque postcard (JSA cert/sticker); Ford Yellow Hall of Fame Plaque postcard (JSA cert/sticker); Mantle/Berra 8x10 photo (full JSA); Mantle/Ford 10x8 photo (full JSA). Opening Bid $250.00

402. New York Yankees Autograph Flats Collection of (7) With Maris and Stengel - All JSA
Bronx Bomber legends immortalized in Monument Park are ideal for your pin-striped collection with these (7) single-signed flats! Includes: Berra Perez-Steele postcard (“9” strength); Dickey Perez-Steele postcard (“8” strength); Ford Perez-Steele postcard (“8-9” strength); Gorup Perez-Steele postcard (“9” strength); Mantle 8-1/2 x 11” photo (“9-10” strength; full JSA); McCarthy 5x3 index card (“7-8” strength); Stengel cut signature (“9” strength; full JSA). Basic certs/stickers from JSA. Opening Bid $250.00

403. New York Yankees Signed and/or Game-Used Memorabilia Lot of (18) With (8) Single-Signed Bats
The Yanks are comin’! This pinstriper memorabilia lot of (18) is headlined by bold autographs on framed displays and bats ideal for any Bronx-themed barroom or den. Highlights include: (8) Single-Signed Bats: with Berra, Cano, N. Johnson, Mattingly, Nettles, O’Neill, Soriano and Winfield; (3) Signed Framed Displays: with Gudey, T. Martinez and O’Neill (individual certs/holograms from JSA, Steiner Sports or MLB Authentication). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

404. Willie, Mickey and The Duke Single-Signed LE Salvino Statues
Gotham’s 1950s centerfield triumvirate of “Willie,” Mickey and The Duke” was glorified in song and by the Hall of Fame for their exploits on the diamond. These (3) limited edition Salvino Statues are individually autographed by their heroic subjects. Each is displayed in a lifelike action pose and attached to a felt-lined base with a nameplate signed in black marker. Includes: Mantle: 11”-tall (549/1732) signature (“8-9” strength); Mays: 9-7/8”-tall (197/1500) signature (“8-9” strength); Snider: 9”-tall (886/1000) signature (“9” strength). Opening Bid $250.00

405. Hank Aaron Autographed Lot of (4) with (2) Commemorative Bats—All JSA
Go the distance for these (4) Hank Aaron autographed items. Included are 1-2) (2) 33-3/4” Louisville Slugger Magnavox model commemorative placard bats in gold ink (both “9-10”); individual full photo LOAs from JSA); 3) single-signed 1972-1981 replica Atlanta Braves Cooperstown Collection size 7-1/4” cap near team logo in blue Sharpie (“9”, JSA cert card) and 4) single-signed 8x10 photograph in black Sharpie (“9-10”, JSA cert card). Opening Bid $200.00
406. (5) Multi/Single-Signed Baseball Items with Ted Williams 8x10 Photo

Presented are (5) multi/single-signed baseball items. Unless noted, each autograph presents (“8”) or better. Highlights include 1949 Multi-Signed Cardinals/Yankees Spring Training Scorecard: (24 signatures, average “7”), pencil-signed auction LOA from JSA) with Dickey, Dyer (d.1964), Musial, Slaughter. Signed Photos: T. Williams 8x10 (full photo LOA from JSA); Signed Others: (2 items) with signed Dickey newspaper cut collage framed to 8-3/4 x 10-1/2” and single-signed Scaver ONL (JSA cert card). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

407. Baseball HOFer Autograph Grab Bag Lot of (60) With T. Williams, J. DiMaggio and Koufax

Condition averages EX to NM overall with “8-10” signature strength unless noted. Highlights include 3x5 index cards of DiMaggio and T. Williams, a Perfect Game multi-signed ball with Koufax; yellow Hall of Fame plaques of DiMaggio, T. Williams and Koufax; and a striking original George Burke photo of Frankie Frisch. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

408. Baseball Autograph Grab Bag of (95) With Munson, G. Halas and T. Williams

Condition averages EX to NM overall with bold “8-10” signature strength. Highlights include a real-photo postcard of T. Williams, and reprint cards of Thurman Munson and George Halas. There are 19 Hall of Famers in all. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

409. 2007 World Series Champion Boston Red Sox Multi-Signed Bat, Hat & Baseball


Opening Bid $200.00

410. Chris Carter Signed/ Game-Used Lot of (6) With Bat, Batting Gloves and First-Baseman’s Mitt

One of seven professional baseball players plucked from the Sierra Vista High School Mountain Lions in Las Vegas, Nevada, Houston Astros slugger Chris Carter is quickly becoming a household name for both his frequent strikeouts and tape measure home runs. These (6) items were autographed by the 2005 draftee. Includes: signed game-used bat; signed game-used batting gloves, signed ball; signed photo; signed game-used first baseman’s mitt. Individual Global Authentics certs/stickers. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

411. Baseball “Rising Stars” Autographed Lot of (6) With Tyler Anderson and Jake Hager

As heroes bow out to end amazing careers, an up-and-coming bumper crop brings promising phenoms to the big league scene. These (6) items have been autographed by two Nevada-born “can’t miss” prospects. Showcasing bold signatures, these keepsakes should be considered a wise investment in the future! Includes: (4) Tyler Anderson: bat, ball and (2) batting gloves; (2) Jake Hager: bat and ball. Individual Global Authentics certs/stickers. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
412. Historic Stadiums Multi-Signed Gateway Silk Cachet Lot of (3) With J. DiMaggio, Mantle and Mays - All JSA
As much a part of baseball folklore as the game’s heroic performers, since-razed stadiums are the theme on these (3) Gateway Silk Cachets, each of which is autographed by franchise greats. Ballpoint pennings average (“9-10”) potency with: Busch Stadium: Brock, Cepeda, B. Gibson, Schoendienst and O. Smith; Shea Stadium: Berra, Koosman, Mays, Ryan, Seaver and Spahn; Yankee Stadium: Berra, J. DiMaggio, Ford, Mantle and Rizzuto (full JSA). Individual JSA certs/stickers. Opening Bid $300.00

413. Baseball HOF Gateway Silk Cachet Lot of (3) Signed by (12) 500 HR Club Members With Mantle and Williams - Full JSA
These guys could hit! Without benefit of steroids, expansion and watered-down pitching, these (12) sluggers reached the 500 Home Run plateau and have autographed these (3) June 12, 1989 Gateway Silk Cachets. Blue ink signatures average (“9-10”) potency and include: 1) Aaron/Jackson/Mays/Williams; 2) Mantle/Murray/Robinson/Schmidt; 3) Banks/Killebrew/Mathews/McCovey. Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $300.00

414. Baseball HOF Gateway Silk Cachet Lot of (3) Signed by (8) 300 Win Club Members - All JSA
A dying breed thanks to the five-man rotation and countless relief “specialists,” 300 Win Club members are fondly remembered on these (3) 1989 Gateway Silk Cachets autographed by a combined (8) mound workhorses. Blue ink pennings average (“9”) strength with: 1) Ryan/Spahn; 2) Carlton/Perry; 3) Niekro/Sever/Sutton/Wynn. Individual certs/stickers from JSA. Opening Bid $150.00

415. Gateway Silk Cachets Lot of (3) With (12) Negro League Autographs Including Aaron and Campanella - All JSA
Obscured in less-than-glamorous venues and conditions, Negro League legends (some of which graduated to Hall of Fame careers in the big leagues) endured their plight and have autographed these (3) Gateway Silk Cachets. Ballpoint pennings average (“9-10”) strength and include: 1) Campanella (full JSA); 2) Aaron/Dandridge/Doby/Irvin/Leonard; 3) Bell/Dandridge/Day/Doby/Irvin/Leonard. Individual JSA certs/stickers. Opening Bid $250.00

416. 1989 Baseball HOF Gateway Silk Cachet Lot of (5) Signed by (15) 3000 Hit Club Members - All JSA
Commemorating the 50th anniversary of the Baseball Hall of Fame, these (5) June 12, 1989 Gateway Silk cachets are autographed by (15) heralded members of the 3000 career hits club. Blue ballpoint pennings average (“9-10”) quality and include: 1) Aaron/Brett/Yount; 2) Kaline/Murray/Yastrzemski; 3) Carew/Musial/Winfield; 4) Brock/Mays/Molitor/Rose; 5) Boggs/Gwynn. Individual certs/stickers from JSA. Opening Bid $200.00

Issued by the esteemed institution in upstate New York, these (29) metallic Hall of Fame Plaque mementos are autographed by their subjects. Measuring 2-1/2 x 3-1/2”, the made-to-scale keepsakes feature fiber tip pennings averaging (“8-9”) strength with: Aparicio, Appling, Barlick, Bench, Berra, Boudreau, Chandler, Dandridge, Dickey, Drysdale, Feller, Ferrell, G. Gibson, Hunter, Irvin, Kaline, Kell, Killebrew, Leonard, Maris, Reese, B. Robinson, Schoendienst, Sewell, Snider, Stargell, B. Williams, T. Williams and Yastrzemski. Auction LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $200.00
418. 2000 World Champion New York Yankees LE Team-Signed Jersey - Full JSA and Steiner
The Yankees’ 2000 Fall Classic conquest marked their first postseason encounter against the cross-town rival Mets and the franchise’s unprecedented 26th World Series title. This Yankees home jersey is autographed by (29) members of that championship squad. Framed to 42-1/9 x 34-1/4”, the garment features a 2000 World Series logo patch and black marker signatures (average “8-9” strength) with keys including: Clemens, Cone, Jeter, Pettitte, Rivera and Torre. Full photo LOA from JSA and Steiner Sports cert. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

419. Mike Lowell Autographed Lot of (5) — (3) Photos and (2) Red Sox Jerseys - All Certed
After the Boston Red Sox had ended an 85-year drought rife with improbable setbacks, third baseman Mike Lowell joined the club in 2006 and made certain that their next “wait” was decidedly shorter. These (3) photos and (2) Red Sox jerseys are autographed by the Puerto Rican-born third baseman and MVP of the 2007 Fall Classic. On the photos, Lowell’s silver marker pen-nings average (“9-10”) quality (individual Hollywood Collectibles certs/stickers). The jersey autographs, meanwhile, show (“9”) strength (individual JSA certs/stickers). Opening Bid $250.00

420. Adrian Beltre Autograph Lot of (5) With Bat and Texas Rangers Jersey
With distinct possibilities of 3000 hits, 500 home runs and induction in Cooperstown, Adrian Beltre warrants consideration for your collection with these (5) autographed items. Bold signatures average (“9”) potency and have been rendered on: Texas Rangers home jersey; full-size bat; OML baseball, Texas Rangers mini-helmet; 8x10 photograph. Individual certs/stickers from Global Authentics. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

421. Derek Jeter Signed and Framed Jersey With “3000th Hit” Inscription - Steiner and MLB Authentication
Opening Bid $200.00

422. Mariano Rivera Signed & Framed Jersey With “602” Saves Inscription - Steiner
Opening Bid $200.00

Opening Bid $150.00

424. Sandy Koufax Single-Signed Bat and Ball - Both Full JSA
Opening Bid $100.00

Opening Bid $100.00

426. Baseball HOFer and Superstars Autographed Flats Lot of (17) With J. DiMaggio and Mays
Opening Bid $150.00
427. Ted Williams and Mickey Mantle Dual-Signed Photo - UDA
Contemporary American League rivals with common feats including Triple Crown laurels, MVP honors and admission in both the 500 Home Run Club and Hall of Fame, Ted Williams and Mickey Mantle are the smiling subjects of this 1959 photograph signed by both icons. Framed to 23-1/2 x 28-7/8” under blue matting with the club logos of the Red Sox and Yankees, a limited edition (57/1000) 16x20 black-and-white print shows the pair in a pose at Fenway Park. Each has executed a blue marker autograph that trumpets “perfect 10” strength and clarity. Accompanying is a cert and hologram from UDA. Opening Bid $900.00

429. Mickey Mantle Signed 1951 Photo With “No. 6” and “1951” Inscriptions - Full JSA
Dubbed a “can’t-miss” prospect and heir to Joe DiMaggio’s throne, 19-year-old Mickey Mantle struggled to a .260 mark with 7 home runs and 45 RBI in his 1951 rookie campaign. After fanning three times in a July 13 loss to Cleveland, the young phenomenon traded his Yankee pinstripes for the Class AAA Kansas City Blues flannels, often doubting his own future. While we all remember the magnificent career that followed, Mantle remembers his rookie “roots” on this impressive display autographed by the Bronx idol. Framed to 26x30, a 16x20 black-and-white photo depicts the slugger in his 1951 home uniform. In blue marker, Mantle has signed (8-9” strength) and inscribed “No. 6 – 1951.” This is a rarely seen Mantle inscription, as he obviously has fonder recollections in his days as number 7! Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $750.00

430. Roger Maris 61st Home Run Display Signed by (6) Including Maris and Stallard - Full JSA
Against the odds (and against public sentiment), Roger Maris eclipsed Babe Ruth’s single-season standard with his 61st home run on October 1, 1961. Framed to 29-5/8 x 28-1/2”, this hard-hitting display is autographed by (6) participants from that historic contest. In the upper left corner, a page from a 1965 publication is signed by Maris in blue ballpoint (“8-9” strength). At the lower right, a black-and-white photo of Maris launching the record-breaking clout is signed in blue or black ink by (5) of that day’s Red Sox opponents, including Geiger (“8” strength), Green (“8-9” strength), Nixon (“10” strength), Schilling (“9” strength) and Stallard (“9” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $200.00

431. Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris Dual-Signed Photograph - Full JSA
Alliterative surnames were not the only thing Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris had going, as they combined for a record 115 round-trippers in 1961! Portrayed during a spring training session by the watchful eye of Detroit-based shutterbug J.D. McCarthy, New York Yankees slugger is the handsomely clad and indelible this 8x10 color photo. Executed in blue marker, Maris’ flowing signature (“8-9” strength) emerges prominently against the white backdrop of his pinstriped pants. Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $400.00

432. Roger Maris Autographed J. D. McCarthy Photograph - Full JSA
Captured during a spring training session by the watchful eye of Detroit-based shutterbug J.D. McCarthy, New York Yankees slugger is the handsome subject and endorser of this 8x10 color photo. Executed in blue marker, Maris’ flowing signature (“8-9” strength) emerges prominently against the white backdrop of his pinstriped pants. Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $200.00
433. (2) 1939 World Champion New York Yankees Multi-Signed Real Photo Postcards - Both Full PSA/DNA
In a year marked by tragedy and triumph, members of the 1939 New York Yankees signed these (2) real postcards. Each measures 5-1/8 x 3-3/8” and is encapsulated with autographs (on the reverse) assessed “Authentic” by PSA/DNA. Most of the (21) total signatures are rendered in graphite pencil (average “8-9” strength). Includes: Combs, (2) Dahlgren, Dickey, J. DiMaggio, Donald, Gordon, Hadley, Heinrich, Jorgens, Keller, Knickerbocker, Rolfé, Rosar, Russo, Schreiber, Selkirk, Sunda and (3) unidentified. Individual PSA/DNA full photo LOAs.
Opening Bid $150.00

434. Mantle, Mays and Killebrew Signed Photograph - Full JSA
Assembled at a neutral site to pose for the 1968 Topps Baseball #490 “Super Stars” cardboard collectible, Harmon Killebrew, Willie Mays and Mickey Mantle are the smiling subjects of this 10x8 color photograph autographed by each of the fence-clearing Hall of Famers. The likeness was captured just before or after the famous pose for the aforementioned card, as all remain in the same order from left to right. Each has rendered a blue marker signature showing (“9”) or better quality. These guys combined for 1,769 career home runs! Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

435. Thurman Munson Signed 1970s New York Yankees Team-Issued Photo - Full JSA
Embodying the Yankee captaincy with a no-non-sense demeanor, Thurman Munson helped the Bronx Bombers end a rare franchise lull as his 1976 American League MVP efforts coincided with the club’s first World Series appearance in a (then) record 12 years. This 1970s team-issued photograph is autographed by the tragically felled star. The 9-7/8 x 8” black-and-white photo is signed by Munson (d.1979) in black marker (“9” strength). A few nearly indiscernible creases do not affect Munson’s bold autograph. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

436. (2) Ted Williams Signed Oversized Photographs—Both Certified
Beantown legend Ted Williams is the endorser of this pair of oversized photographs. Included are 1) signed 15x19 black-and-white photograph matted to 20x24 picturing Williams as a member of the Minneapolis Millers #1000 (“10”, blue Sharpie, full photo LOA from JSA) and 2) signed 19x24 photograph framed and matted to 30-1/2” x 25 with moderate wear to the wood perimeter. Famous picture of Williams and Ruth at the 1942 All-Star game (“8”, Green Diamond hologram and COA). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

437. Joe DiMaggio and Mickey Mantle Autographed Framed Display Lot of (5) - All Full JSA
Apparent NM condition with “9-10” signatures unless noted. Joe DiMaggio: 1) 8x10 swinging photo (“7” sig), 2) 16x20 “1941” Limited Edition #1280/1941 swinging photo (“8-9” sig) with notarized 1990 COA and picture of DiMaggio at signing session. Mickey Mantle: 1) 8x10 “Safe at Home!” movie still photo. 2) 11x14 seated photo. 3) 16x20 1987 “The Mick” art print (also framed with “500 Home Run Club / Hall of Fame 1974” Number 7 jersey back display). Full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

438. New York Yankees HOFers Single-Signed 8x10 Lot of (6) With DiMaggio, Mantle and Stengel - All JSA
From a “Murders Row” backstop to the more flamboyant half of the “M&M” tandem, the New York Yankees are well represented in this lot of (6) single-signed 8x10 photographs. Bold fiber tip pennings average (“8-9”) potency and include: Berra (JSA cert/sticker); Dickey (JSA cert/sticker); DiMaggio (full JSA); Ford (JSA cert/sticker); Mantle (full JSA); and Stengel (full JSA).
Opening Bid $250.00
439. New York Yankees Autographed Flats Collection of (42) With E. Howard and B. Martin
Bronx Bomber greats display wonderfully in this lot of (42) flats signed by their subjects. The bold scriptings average ("9") strength, with most having been rendered on 8x10 photos. Highlights include (10) with JSA authentication. These include: (2) Berra, Ford, R. Howard (signed 1957 Topps Baseball #82; full JSA), (2) P. Jackson, B. Martin (full JSA) and (3) Rizzuto. Individual certs/stickers from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

440. Single-Signed Baseball Flats Lot of (49) With T. Williams, Drysdale and Medwick
From Luis Aparicio to Ted Williams, this lot of (49) single-sighned flats covers the baseball alphabet, not to mention decades of Hall of Famers and superstars! With most executed on 8x10 photos, bold scriptings show ("9") or better potency. Highlights include: Aparicio, Apple, Ashburn, Banks, Drysdale, (2) Feller, Gehrig, Giles, Medwick, Reese, Ryan, Stargell, Veeck, B. Williams and T. Williams. Certs and a complete listing on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

441. Baseball Signed 8x10 Photograph Lot of (60) with Hall of Famers, Stars & Many Inscriptions
Capture the essence of the "grand old game" with these (60) baseball signed 8x10 photographs including Hall of Famers, stars and featuring several inscriptions. Highlighted among the ("9-10") autographs are (4) Boyer (13) #8 W.S. Champs 1961, one W.S. Champs 1961, 1962), (4) Feller, (4) Pepitone, (4) Roberts, (4) Skowron, (4) Thomson (3) Oct. 3. 1953) and (4) Vander Meer (6/11/38, 6/15/38). Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

442. Multi/Dual-Signed Baseball 8x10 Photograph Lot of (63) with New York Theme
The "Big Apple" stalwarts that shined under the brightest lights are represented with these (63) multi/dual-signed 8x10 photographs. The autographs overwhelmingly average ("9") or better. Highlights include Individual JSA Cert Cards: (15 pictures) with (12) Bauer/Woodling; Individual PSA/DNA Cert Cards: Boyer/Kubek/Pepitone/Richardson, Boyer/Kubek/Richardson/Skowron, Kubek/Rizzuto and Auction LOA from JSA: (45 pictures) with (26) Bauer/Woodling (Ron Lewis print). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

443. Baseball HOFers and Superstars Signed 8x10 Photograph Lot of (65) With T. Williams, Mantle and Paige
Condition of these 8x10 color and black and white photos averages NM with "8-10" signature strength. Highlights include: Mantle, Paige, Koufax, T. Williams, Aaron, Mays, Musial, Ruffing, Drysdale (2), Cronin and Marquard. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

444. Boston Red Sox Autograph Collection of (85) with Multi-Signed 75th Anniversary of Fenway Park Program
Citizens of the "Red Sox Nation" embrace this loaded Boston Red Sox collection of (85) autographed flats/cards. Headliner is a "75th Anniversary of Fenway Park" 1987 program signed by (30) average ("9-10") with full photo LOA from JSA, key signers are: Buckner, Clemens, Doerr, Eckersley, Fisk, Lynn, Pettitelli, Piersall, Rice and Tiant. Also present are: 8-1/2 x 14" Doerr poster ("9") with JSA basic cert/sticker, (83) c. 1980 trading cards average ("8") to ("10") with auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Opening Bid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>445</td>
<td>Mickey Mantle Signed LE Lithograph - Full JSA</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446</td>
<td>Stan Musial Signed LE “Living Legends” Lithograph - JSA</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>447</td>
<td>Willie, Mickey and The Duke Signed Framed Display and Mantle/Snider Signed Photo - Both Full JSA</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>448</td>
<td>1968 Sports Illustrated Signed Frank Robinson 24x36 Posters</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>449</td>
<td>(13) Baseball Hall of Fame/Star Signed 8x10 Photographs with Hunter &amp; Rose—All JSA Certs</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>Signed 1933 Goudey Baseball #64 Burleigh Grimes &amp; Business Card—Both JSA Certs</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td>Signed 1969 Topps Baseball #564 Gil Hodges with Full JSA—Personalized to former Washington Post Sportswriter George Minot Jr.</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td>Scarce Nino Espinosa 1978 Topps #197 Signed Card</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453</td>
<td>1991 East Coast National Mickey Mantle 1952 Topps Reprint Autograph—PSA/DNA Authentic</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More images and detailed descriptions available on our website: www.hugginsandscott.com
### 454. 1921-1960s Baseball Signed Card Lot of (14) Including Ted Williams

“Teddy Ballgame” leads the way for these (14) 1921-1960s baseball signed cards. Unless noted, each autograph presents (“8”) or better. Highlights include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit</th>
<th>Card Details</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>#21 Keller (card EX)</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947-66</td>
<td>#214 Spahn (average VG)</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>#10 Vander Meer (card GD)</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ashburn (card VG)</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1961 Furillo &amp; Hutchinson</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Opening Bid $210.00

### 455. Ted Williams Autographed 1950 Bowman Baseball #98 – JSA/SGC Authentic

In the realm of collectibles, Ted Williams autographs and vintage cardboard examples are among the most sought-after. The two come together on this 1950 Bowman Baseball #98 keepsake!

Encapsulated with an autograph deemed “Authentic” by JSA/SGC, this crisp example showcases a blue ballpoint penning that resonates (“8-9”) potency. The card, meanwhile, presents beautifully with vibrant colors, sharp edges/corners, pinpoint centering and a clean reverse.

Opening Bid $200.00

### 456. 1950-1954 Bowman Baseball Signed Deceased Player Card Collection of (37) with Furillo & Hutchinson

Sterling assortment of (37) 1950-1954 Bowman Baseball deceased player signed cards featuring several tough examples and key stars. The endorsements average (“8”) strengths while the cards present in the VG to VG-EX range. Keys include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit</th>
<th>Card Details</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>#238 N. Jones, 1951 Bowman</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(30 cards) with #81 Furillo, #141 Hutchinson (d.1964), #176 Wertz, #218 Lopat, #223 Vander Meer (reverse writing)</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d.1978), #226 Dykes (d.1976) and #315 Z. Taylor (d.1974).</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Opening Bid $220.00

### 457. 1955 Bowman Baseball Deceased Player Signed Card Lot of (39) Including Hoak & (3) Umpires

Clean and attractive assortment of (39) 1955 Bowman Baseball deceased player signed cards including several tough examples. The signatures average (“8”) while the condition sensitive surfaces generally present (VG-EX). Highlights include #21 Hoak (d.1969), #95 Maglie, #114 Janowicz, #163 S. Gordon (reverse writing), #195 Palica, #291 Dascoli (umpire), #307 Pinelli (umpire, reverse writing) and #316 Fricano (d.1975).

Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $220.00

### 458. 1964 Topps Giants Signed Card Lot of (12) Including Mickey Mantle, Elston Howard & Ken Boyer

Larger than life gallery of (12) 1964 Topps Giants signed cards including (9) Hall of Famers and other tough exemplars. The blue ink autographs overwhelmingly present (“9”) or better while the cardboard surfaces average (EX-MT). Included are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit</th>
<th>Card Details</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>#12 Kaline, #21 E. Howard (d.1980), #25 Mantle, #31 Spahn, #38 Killebrew, #49 Aaron, #50 B. Robinson, (2) #55 Cepeda, #56 Pinson and #57 K. Boyer (d.1982).</td>
<td>VG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Auction LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $150.00

### 459. 1980s--2000s Minor League Signed Card Hoard (873 Signatures, 1,700 Cards) With Josh Hamilton

All sets and signatures were obtained at the time by a devoted team official of the Single-A Charleston Rainbows/RiverDogs. Condition averages (NM) with “8-10” signatures. Highlights of the (873) signed cards include future major leaguers Josh Hamilton, Brian McCann, Jayson Werth, Phil Coke (5), Elvis Andrus (5), Brien Taylor (6), Jordan Schaefe (6), Jeremy Hellickson (2), Jose Tabata (6) and Eduardo Nunez (4). Over 800 additional unsigned minor league cards round out this lot. More on our website.

Opening Bid $1800.00
460. 1959-1988 Baseball Signed Cards Lot of (79)—All Deceased with Several Tough Examples

Deceased baseball players, many of whom passed under tragic circumstances have endorsed these (79) 1959-1988 cards. The autographs present (“7-8”) or better while the cards range from (VG) for earlier issues toward the (NM) plateau for later editions. Highlights include 1965 Topps: #297 DeBusschere; 1966 Topps: #81 Oyler; 1970 Topps: #228 T. Aaron, #313 M. Smith (d.1977), #360 Flood, #532 Mantovah (d.1976), #611 Cash; 1972 Topps: #20 D. Wilson (d.1976); 1976 Topps: #111 D. Thompson (d.1976); 1978 Topps: #598 Solomon (d.1986); 1979 Topps: #386 Barrios (d.1982); 1981 Topps: #695 McGlothen (d.1988); 1983 Donrus: #590 Howser; 1984 Topps: #693 Wiggins; 1985 Topps Traded: #781 B. Martin (d.1989) and 1986 Fleer: #164 D. Moore. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

461. Mickey Mantle Autographed Gerry Dvorak 1952 and 1953 Topps Card Renditions - Both Full JSA

It was Mickey Mantle, of course, who took the baseball world by storm and was annually the subject of the most sought-after Topps cards. It was renowned artist Gerry Dvorak, however, who composed the likenesses (for a mere $25 a pop) of those cardboard collectibles. These (2) framed displays respectively showcase Dvorak limited edition renditions of Mantle’s 1952 Topps #311 (171/250) and 1953 Topps #82 (171/450), each of which is autographed by its switch-hitting subject. Each is framed to 19-1/2 x 25” and signed by Mantle in blue marker (both “9” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA. Opening Bid $250.00

462. Mantle, T. Williams, F. Robinson and Yastrzemski Signed Triple Crown Display - Full JSA

The authors of Triple Crown seasons appropriately combine hitting and art in this display autographed by (5). Framed to 21-3/4 x 35-7/8”, the centerpiece is a 1966 Robert Stephen Simon “Triple Crown” print signed by subjects Mantle, Robinson, Williams and Yastrzemski. The blue marker penning average (“9”) quality. Surrounding are (4) symmetrically arranged prints (one of each player) composed by LeRoy Neiman, with the Yastrzemski piece signed by the prolific artist. Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $750.00

463. Baseball HOtfer Single-Signed Display Lot of (11) With Mantle and (2) DiMaggio - All JSA

Individually glorified in imagery and impressive statistical legends, Baseball Hall of Famers have decorated these (11) displays with bold signatures ideal for proud display. Includes: (4) 10x8 HOF Placards: signatures (“9-10”) strength with: Berra; DiMaggio (full JSA); Mantle (inscribed “No. 7”; full JSA); and Rizzuto; Framed Displays: framed to 12-1/4 x 15-1/4”; signatures average (“8”) strength with: Berra, DiMaggio (full JSA), Feller (framed to 9-1/4 x 11-1/4”), Ford, Gomez, Snider and Spahn. Individual JSA certs/stickers. Opening Bid $250.00

464. Derek Jeter Autographed “3000th Hit” LE (13/27) Bill Lopa 30x40” Lithograph - Steiner

Rendering precise strokes in impressionist style, renowned artist Bill Lopa had ample opportunities to capture Derek Jeter as the Yankee icon entered the record books on July 9, 2011 at Yankee Stadium. In a fruitful pursuit of his 3000th career hit, Jeter went 5-for-5 with a home run accounting for the mythical No. 3000. This AROC (artist recreation on canvas) portrays Jeter on that historic day and is autographed by the Bronx hero. Firmly secured to measure 30-1/4 x 39-3/8”, the textured canvas shows Jeter watching the flight of one of his hits. While a wide spectrum of colors is featured, Yankee pinstripes are prevalent and accented by “3000” in block-style numerals. Jeter has signed in black marker (“9” strength) and the breathtaking piece has an artist’s proof identifier of “13/27” Cert/hologram from Steiner Sports. Opening Bid $750.00

465. Autographed Baseball Flats Lot of (5) with Mantle—All JSA Certified

Great careers and memorable moments are recalled in this lot of (5) autographed baseball flats. Well suited for display, this attractive group includes: (4) 14x11 sketch type art prints by artist S. Rockstad average (EX-MT) with signers: M. Mantle (“8”) also signed and LE numbered 190/400 by the artist, W. Ford (“9-10”), D. Larsen (“9-10”) and E. Mathews (“8-9”). 20x16 photo with caption of Game 7 of the 1946 World Series (VG) signed by E. Slaughter (“8-9”). Mantle item comes with full photo LOA from JSA, balance have JSA basic certs/stickers. Opening Bid $200.00
466. Baseball Hall of Fame/Star Large Signed Flats Collection of (23)
Decorate your den or office with these (23) Baseball Hall of Fame/star large signed flats. Each autograph presents (“8-9”) or better. Highlights include
Signed Large Photographs: (11 pictures, all 11x14, unless noted) with Musial (16x20), Snider (1952 WS HR, 16x20); Signed Large Prints: (10 items) with Ashburn 11x17 print (#1 HOF ’95), (2) B. Bonds/B. Bonds “Like Father, Like Son” 24x20 prints (both #/300, artist-signed); Sain/Spahn 22x17 Ron Lewis print (#/1000, artist-signed). With exception to a Jackson print (JSA sticker only), the remaining signed material is accompanied by JSA certs/cards. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

467. Mike Schmidt Signed Lithograph Lot of (31) with JSA Certs
A potential windfall awaits the victor of these (31) Mike Schmidt signed lithographs. These dated 1994 pieces of art are penned by both Schmidt (average “9-10”, blue Sharpie) and the original artist in pencil. Each collectible is limited including (16) #/548 (Schmidt’s career home run total), (10) unsigned and (5) artist’s proofs (#/54). Although nearly one-third display varying degrees of creasing, soiling or staining, the overall presentation of these display pieces are not compromised. Individual JSA cert cards accompany.
Opening Bid $200.00

468. Dick Perez and Player Signed Lithographs With Thome and R. Howard - Both JSA
Depicted by renowned artist Dick Perez, Phillies sluggers have autographed their likenesses on these (2) limited edition prints. Includes: Ryan Howard: a color print (297/900) on 36 x 25-7/8” foam board with Howard’s likeness flanked by portrayals of Mike Schmidt and Jimmie Foxx; Howard has signed in black marker (“6” strength); Jim Thome: a 36x24 color print (287/800) signed by Thome in black marker (“8-9” strength). Perez has also signed each item. Individual JSA certs/stickers.
Opening Bid $150.00

469. Multi-Signed 500 Home Run Club Bat with (11) Autographs Including Mantle & Williams
Bomb’s Away! Those lethal “original eleven” sluggers who attained the 500 career home run benchmark have applied their weighty autographs to the offered 34-1/2” Rawlings Big Stick (blue band) bat. The blue Sharpie endorsements are spread across the barrel displaying (“8-9”) penmanship with only one (Schmidt) lesser. Included are: Aaron, Banks, R. Jackson, Killebrew, Mantle, Mathews, Mays, McCovey, F. Robinson, Schmidt and F. Williams. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

470. 2005 World Champion Chicago White Sox Team-Signed Bat
As “Don’t Stop Believing” was the familiar refrain on Chicago’s South Side, the 2005 White Sox claimed their first World Series title in 88 long years. This 34” Rawlings-Adirondack bat is autographed by (25) members of that Pale Hose roster. Black ink signatures average (“8-9”) strength with highlights including: Buehrle, Crede, Dye (inscribed “WS MVP”), Garland, Guillen (manager), Jenks, Konerko, Iguuchi, Pierzynski, Podsadiuk, Rowand and Thomas. MLB Authentication and Mounted Memories holograms. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

471. 300-Game Winners Signed Bat Lot of (2) with Ryan and Spahn - Both Full JSA
Quickly a dying breed thanks to five-man rotations and pitch counts, the 300 Game Winner is alive and well on these (2) Adirondack full-size bats each autographed by (9) members of the esteemed fraternity. Each bat is turned to the specifications of 1951-1957 models and is signed in black marker (average “8” strength) by: Carlton (inscribed “329”), Clemens, Niekro (inscribed “318”), Perry (inscribed “314”), Ryan (inscribed “311”), Spahn (inscribed “36”), Sutton (inscribed “324”) and Wynn (inscribed “300”). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

472. Single- and Dual-Signed HOF Bat Lot of (8) With F. Robinson and Snider - All JSA
Opening Bid $150.00

473. Single-Signed Bat Lot of (19) with (13) HOFers Including Ashburn & Ryan
Autograph chasers swing for the fences with this mighty collection of (19) single-signed bats including (13) HOFers. Autographs range in (“8” to “10”) strength on like-new bats. Key items are (9) HOFer signed with JSA basic certs/stickers: Ashburn (“HOF ’95” inscription), Ford, Kell, Killebrew, Mazerowski, Ryan, Slaughter, Spahn, Weaver (“HOF ’96” inscription). Balance have auction LOA from JSA with: (4) HOFers: Barlick, Feller, Kiner, Wynn (“HOF ’72” inscription); and (6) Stars: Branca, McDougald, Newcombe, Pesky, Sievers, Yost.
Opening Bid $200.00
474. Babe Ruth Cut Signature Framed Display - Full JSA
A nice and more affordable alternative to a Ruth single-signed ball, this cut measures 2-5/8 x 1" and rates apparent EX-MT condition. Aside from a smudged “B”, the fountain-pen script otherwise displays “8” strength. It is matted and framed, along with a classic 8x10 image of Ruth smoking a cigar, to overall dimensions of 18 x 13-1/4". Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $300.00

475. Miller Huggins Cut Signature - Full JSA
Six inches shorter, 100 pounds lighter and 15 years older than his star slugger, Miller Huggins ruled over Babe Ruth and the Bronx Bombers with unyielding conviction and unparalleled success. Tragically felled by Pyemia at the peak of “Murderers Row,” Huggins (d.1929) has one of the most coveted autographs in both Yankees and Hall of Fame circles. This Huggins cut signature is among the boldest we’ve encountered. Executed on an untrimmed sheet of approximately 4-1/2”-long and adhered to a 5x3 index card, Huggins’ blue-ink fountain pen scripting (signed “Miller J. Huggins”) projects (“8-9”) potency. Just below, the signature of “Lewy W. Witt” was composed by Whitey Witt, who played for Huggins and was the last surviving member of the Yankees’ first-ever World Champion team (1923). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

476. 1961 World Champion New York Yankees Display Signed by (36) With Mantle, Maris and Full JSA
Ranked at or near the top the list of baseball’s most dominant teams ever, the 1961 New York Yankees breezed to 109 regular season wins and the franchise’s 19th World Series title. As Bronx Bomber autographs go, this display evokes sentiments similar to the ones of purists citing the ‘61 club’s prowess. Framed to 34-1/2 x 42-1/2”, (36) bold scriptings are symmetrically arranged to surround a 1961 World Series program and a black-and-white photo of Mantle and Maris. Headlining the piece is an 8x10 color Mantle photo signed by its switch-hitting subject in blue marker (“8” strength). The remaining scriptings are cut signatures averaging (“8-9”) potency. Keys include: Berra, Boyer, Ford, Howard, Houk, Maris and Richardson. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

The teaming of Dick Perez’s artistic expertise and autographs from Baseball Hall of Fame legends is the impetus for the offered 1980-2001 Perez-Steele signed collection of (67) cards from three issues (with different serial numbers). These immensely attractive pieces average (“8-9”) penmanship throughout. Highlights include 1980-1991 Perez-Steele Hall of Fame Postcards: (46 cards) with #104 T. Williams, #114 Musial, (2) #129 Gomez, #186 Drysdale, (3) #198 Hunter; 1988 Perez-Steele Great Moments: #36 Doerr; 1989 Perez-Steele Celebration: (21 cards) with (2) #18 Hunter, #30 Matthews and (5) #33 Musial. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
Contemporaries who paced their respective circuits in strikeouts a combined 18 times during a 15-year span from 1910-1924, Walter Johnson and Grover Cleveland Alexander are cornerstones to any high-end autograph collection. These cut signatures are a definite boon to the winning bidder’s arsenal! Includes: Johnson: executed on a 4-1/4 x 1-1/4" scrap, Johnson’s graphite pencil endorsement projects (“8-9”) strength; Alexander: on a 5-1/8"-long scrap, Alexander’s fountain pen scripting shows (“8”) potency. Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.

Opening Bid $250.00

479. Willie Mays Signed “William Mays” 1951 Government Postcard Extremely Rare! - Full JSA

Peaks and valleys of Willie Mays’ well-documented freshman campaign began with a 0-for-12 drought and ended with Rookie of the Year honors. This government postcard was issued that summer and autographed by the coast to coast Giant. Postmarked “AUG 15, 1951 NEW YORK, NY,” the card features a period head shot of Mays, which is adhered just above one of the earliest Mays penning we’ve seen. Preceded by a “Best Wishes” salutation and personalization, Mays has signed “William Mays” in black ink (“8-9” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $250.00

480. Roberto Clemente Signed Index Card - Full PSA/DNA

A legendary performer on the diamond and a selfless hero off of it, Roberto Clemente authored his coveted autograph on this 5x3 index card. The keepsake features a type-written identifier and is signed by Clemente (d.1972) in graphite pencil. Rendered in his traditional two-tier style, Clemente’s curvaceous scripting projects every bit of (“8”) strength and clarity though, for the sake of accuracy, we note that a small portion of the “R” has been enhanced. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.

Opening Bid $200.00

481. Mantle, J. DiMaggio, T. Williams Autographed Postcard Lot of (3) - All Full JSA

The revered subects of commemorative collectibles need no introduction in this autographed trio that includes: Joe DiMaggio: Yellow Hall of Fame Plaque Postcard signed in blue marker (“8-9” strength); Mickey Mantle: Yellow Hall of Fame Plaque Postcard signed in blue marker (“9-10” strength); Ted Williams: Perez-Steele Postcard signed in blue marker (“8-9” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.

Opening Bid $250.00

482. 1980s-2000s EPSCC Signed Show Postcards (228 Cards, 427 Signatures) With 42 HOFers

Hailing from those classic card shows run by the Eastern Pennsylvania Sports Collectors Club (EPSCC), these hobby relics were all signed during in-person autograph sessions. Condition of the 4x6 postcards is NM/NM-MT with “9-10” ink signatures. Highlights include Kiner, Spahn, Blyeleven, Jenkins, Doerr, Newhouse, Santo, Gossage, Feller, Lemon, Maz, Cepeda and B. Robinson. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

483. Baseball Hall of Famer Signed Index Cards Lot of (116) Including Greenberg, Mantle & Paige

Substantial Baseball Hall of Famer signed index card collection of (116) pieces including several deceased and numerous top-shelf inductees. These scripts each grade (“8”) or better. Highlights include Aaron, (2) CAREY (d.1976), (2) Combs (d.1976), (2) Frick (d.1978), (2) Greenberg, Grove (d.1975), (2) Haines (d.1978, one, St Louis Cardinals 1920-1937), B. Harris (d.1977), (2) T. Jackson (one cut 1955 GPC with middle initial), Koufax, Mantle, Mays, (2) McCarthy (d.1978), (2) Mudrick (d.1975), Paige and Sisler (d.1973). Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.

Opening Bid $300.00
484. Yellow Baseball Hall of Fame Signed Plaque Postcard Lot of (66) with McCarthy
Cooperstown’s finest have applied pen to canvas for these (66) Yellow Baseball Hall of Fame signed plaque postcards. Unless noted, each script presents (“8”) or better. Highlights include Full Photo LOA from JSA:
McCarthy (d.1978); Auction LOA from JSA: (65 cards) with Ashburn, Banks, Berra, Boggs, Carter, Gwynn, R. Jackson, Killebrew, Mathews, Murray, Musial, F. Robinson, Sandberg (HOF 05), Schmidt, O. Smith, Snider, Stargell, Winfield and Yount. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

485. Signed Yellow Baseball Hall of Fame Plaque Postcard Lot of (74) with Koufax
Catch this stellar gathering of (74) signed Yellow Baseball Hall of Fame Plaque postcards including Koufax. Unless noted, the crisp penned autographs average (“8-9”) or better. Highlights include Ashburn, Banks, Bell, Berra, Dickey, Drysdale, Hunter, R. Jackson, Killebrew, Koufax, (2) Mathews, Musial, Reese, F. Robinson, Ryan, Schmidt, Snider, Stargell and Winfield. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

486. Yellow Baseball Hall of Fame Plaque Postcard Signed Collection of (91) Including Koufax & Williams
Instant Yellow Baseball Hall of Fame Plaque postcard signed collection of (91) including several deceased and prominent legends. Unless noted, each autograph presents (“8”) or better. Highlights include Appling, Averill, (2) Berra (one “7”), (6) Doerr (5) Bobby, two personalized), (6) Herman (one “7”), (7) Hubbell (one “7”), Hunter, (2) Koufax, Marquard, (2) Musial, (2) Roush, Terry (“7”), L. Waner (“7”) and T. Williams. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

487. Autographed FDC Collection of (68) with (55) HOFers
Resale potential recommends this autographed FDC collection of (68). Signatures range (“8” to “10”) on generally clean envelopes. Highlights are (16) with JSA basic cert/stickers; Rose and (15) HOFers: Ashburn, Bunning, Jenkins, (3) Killebrew, (3) Musial, (2) Roberts, (3) Ryan, Yastrzemski. Balance have auction LOA from JSA with: (40) HOFers: (6) Aparicio, Barlick, (2) Berra, Brock, (2) Doerr, (3) Feller, Harwell (torn envelope), (7) Perry, Rizzuto, (6) B. Robinson, (7) F. Robinson, (2) Wilhelm, B. Williams; and (12) stars. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

488. Baseball Signed FDC Collection of (116) with Drysdale, Hubbell & Martin
An incredible line-up of HOFers and stars are assembled in this quality collection of (116) baseball signed FDCs/cachets. Signatures rate in the (“8” to “10”) range, cachets/covers generally present in excellent condition. Highlights are: B. Martin with full photo LOA from JSA; and (16) with JSA basic cert/stickers: H. Aaron, B. Dickey, D. Drysdale, L. Gomez, H. Greenberg, C. Hubbell, E. Mathews, W. Mays, S. Musial, (7) N. Ryan. Also present are: (96) single-signed and (3) dual-signed with auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

489. Philadelphia Phillies Autographed FDC/Flat Hoard of (400+)
Philly Phanatics cover some serious collecting ground with this incredible hoard of (400+) Philadelphia Phillies autographed FDCs/flats. Featured signers served with the Phils from the 1930s-2000s, including heroes of the celebrated 1950, 1964, 1980, 1983, 1993 and 2008 teams and a nice variety of others. Demonstrating average (“8-9”) signature strength throughout this enormous collection of well-matched examples appears primarily on 1983 “Phillies Centennial” postmarked FDCs. No authentication due to time/costs. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
490. Bob Turley 1954 All-Star Game Bat Signed by (20) With Mantle and T. Williams with Full PSA/DNA and JSA - Impeccable Provenance!

Just one day removed from his East St. Louis Central High School graduation in downstate Illinois, 17-year-old Bob Turley inked a deal with the St. Louis Browns. What ensued was a journey defined by extensive travel, hard work and ultimately, championship prominence and recognition as one of the game’s most accomplished pitchers. Issued to Turley for use in the 1954 All-Star Game, this Hillerich & Bradsby bat was signed by (20) members of that year’s roster and is symbolic of the trials and tribulations of Turley and a transplanted franchise that went on to become baseball’s prototype.

Following tours of duty with the Bellville Stags, Aberdeen Pheasants, Wichita Indians and San Antonio Missions, Turley was promoted to the parent club in September, 1951. In his September 29 debut for the moribund Browns, Turley yielded six runs in 7-1/3 innings to take the loss before a scant gathering of 1,014 spectators. He proceeded to enlist in the U.S. Army for two years and, following 10 appearances for the 1953 Browns, was tabbed as the Baltimore Orioles starter in that franchise’s first-ever home game following their 1954 migration. Turley fanned nine en route to a complete game triumph that day and set the precedent for a campaign in which he paced the circuit with 185 strikeouts. For his efforts, Turley was named to the American League All-Star squad and was the Birds’ lone representative. As Turley and his teammates shagged fly balls during batting practice before the ’54 Mid-Summer Classic, the Oriole right-hander chased down a Ted Williams clout and crashed into the chain link fence at Cleveland’s cavernous Municipal Stadium. Suffering from a contusion, Turley was removed from the field, becoming the only American League hurler not to see action in an 11-9 slugfest won by the host Junior Circuit. Both Turley’s arm and this bat were rendered idle that day. But as a “get well” token for the promising fireballer, (20) members of that day’s A.L. All-Star roster autographed the weapon and presented it to Turley.

The Hillerich & Bradsby (35.2-oz/35-3/4”) “$100” white ash lumber features block-letter barrel stampings with “ALL STAR GAME,” “TURLEY” and “CLEVELAND 1954” identifiers. While there are bat-rack streaks, the uncracked war club shows no game use but, as mentioned, is decorated with the signatures of Turley’s appreciative teammates. Executed in steel-tip fountain pen, the autographs vary in terms of strength and clarity and include: Avila (“3”), Bauer (“5”), Berra (“6”), Boone (“6”), Carrasquel (“3”), Finigan (“4-5”), Ford (“5-6”), Hutchinson (coach, “8”), Kuenn (“9”), Lemon (“5”), Lollars (“5”), Mantle (“5-6”), Marion (coach, “5”), Piersall (“7-8”), Porterfield (“5”), Stengel (manager, “4”), Stone (“4”), Swift (coach, “7”), Vernon (“4-5”) and T. Williams (“5”).

Obtained directly from the Bob Turley Estate following his 2013 passing, this is simultaneously a Mid-Summer Classic, Baltimore Orioles, New York Yankees and Hall of Fame treasure and comes with a letter of provenance, a full photo LOA from John Taube, PSA/DNA, as well as a full photo LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $200.00

491. Michael Jordan 1996-97 “Taxi XII Air Jordan” Game-Worn Shoes

While the speculation was widespread regarding the reasons for Michael Jordan’s first “retirement” from the NBA, there was never a question pertaining to his abilities, leadership and presence upon his return that powered the Chicago Bulls to a second “three-peat.” These Nike “Air Jordan Taxi XII” shoes were worn by the United Center icon during the 1996-97 season. Named for their yellow carbon spring plates, the white and black leather accessories feature gold-colored metallic loops, rubberized red “23” numerals on the heel of each and “TWO 3” embroidered to each tongue with Jordan’s familiar silhouette likeness. The size “13” shoes exhibit evidence of moderate wear with minor scuffing about the heel portions. The underside of the left tongue reads “Made in China” while the underside of the right tongue reads “Made in Taiwan.” This is a matching trait of confirmed Jordan gamers. The sizing tag on the right shoe reads “960810 FT4,” while the left shoe’s tag reads “960709 LN2.” The cloth panel on the back of each reads “JOR-DAN” with fine print that says it all: “Quality Inspired by the Greatest Player Ever.”

Opening Bid $500.00


Warranting more hype and smothering media coverage than any prep athlete before or since, Ohio native and St. Vincent-St. Mary’s hoops standout LeBron James had a Hummer H2, designer clothes and dollar signs in his immediate future. The main attraction at the Northern Ohio AAU “Shooting Stars” Tournament, James was issued this ensemble and performed to rave reviews by everyone from NBA scouts to popcorn vendors. Graded A5 by MEARS, the items include: Jersey: a white double-mesh pullover garment with “Shooting Stars” across the chest in black-on-red appliqué, with “23” and “Adidas” logos on the front and back in like fashion. Black stretch ribbed knit lines the collar and arm yokes, while the left front tail is home to an “OnSports” size “XXL” label; Shorts: white double-mesh leg wear with a drawstring and interior “OnSports” size “XXL” tag. The tagging dates to 2001-2003 and appropriate single-event wear is evident. In tribute to their favorite son, the Northern Ohio Basketball Association directors have re-named the tournament “The King James Shooting Stars Classic.” Full photo LOA from MEARS.

Opening Bid $100.00
493. Wayne Gretzky Signed/Game-Worn New York Rangers Practice Sweater - Full JSA
While there is room for debate regarding the greatest-ever players in baseball, football and basketball, very few will cite anyone but Wayne Gretzky as the all-time greatest hockey player. Issued to “The Great One” during his tenure at Madison Square Garden, this New York Rangers practice sweater was worn and autographed by Gretzky. The white mesh size “46” pullover garment features tackle twill identifiers that include “RANGERS” angled down the front, the since-retired (league-wide) number “99” on the back and sleeves and “GRETZKY” arched atop the back number. On the left breast, Gretzky has signed in black marker (“8-9” strength) and added a personalization, a “Your Friend” salutation and an inscription of “99.” Moderate wear is evident and the interior fit strap remains intact. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

Synonymous with the postseason, Hall of Famer Mark Messier was an integral component of six different Stanley Cup champion installments and is the only player to have captured two different teams to the title. As glorious as Messier’s resume, this New York Rangers road sweater was worn and signed by the Canadian-born centre during the 1992-1993 season. The blue mesh pullover garment features red-on-white twill identifiers including “C” (denoting Messier’s captaincy) and his since-retired number “11.” Executed vertically on the front back “1,” Messier’s black marker autograph projects (“6”) strength. Within the collar, a “Cosby” distributor’s label is accompanied by “Maska” and size “52” tags.
The all-original gamer shows moderate wear. LOAs from Joseph Tomon, Jr. (for game use) and JSA (for autograph).
Opening Bid $500.00

495. September 6, 1995 Game-Used Baseball From Cal Ripken, Jr.’s 2,131st Consecutive Game - Signed by Ripken and All (4) Umpires - Full JSA and Umpire LOA
Through 14 seasons of bumps, bruises and baseball, Cal Ripken, Jr. arrived every day, clinging to a family-instilled work ethic that wouldn’t allow him to do otherwise. As he surpassed Lou Gehrig’s unmatchable standard of 2,130 consecutive games on September 6, 1995, Ripken warranted appearances by President Bill Clinton, Yankee legend Joe DiMaggio and scores of other celebrities at a sold-out Camden Yards. The league even commissioned special commemorative baseballs for the event, including this one that was used on that historic night and subsequently signed by Ripken and the four American League umpires who worked the contest. The OAL Budig orb shows soiling inherent to diamond use. Just below the event logo, Ripken has signed in blue ballpoint (“8-9” strength). On an adjacent panel, black ballpoint penning of Larry Barnett (inscribed “A.L. #2”) and Greg Kose (inscribed “A.L. #18”) show (“9”) strength. On the opposite panel, the signatures of Al Clark (inscribed “924”) and Dan Morrison (inscribed “A.L. Umpire #34”) both show (“8-9”) strength. Impressive provenance accompanies in the form of an LOA composed on American League letterhead and signed by Morrison (citing the ball’s authenticity); as well as a full photo LOA from JSA (attesting to the authenticity of the autographs).
Opening Bid $500.00

496. Giancarlo Stanton 2014 Game-Used Bat, Batting Gloves and Sleeve Attachment
While fans have known him as “Mike,” “Mikey” and, more recently, “Giancarlo,” Miami Marlins star Giancarlo Stanton is referred to as “deadly” by opposing pitchers. These (3) items were used by the budding superstar during the 2014 season. Includes: Bat: a Louisville Slugger (35.6-oz/34”) “U47” block-letter model; uncracked with moderate use; Batting Gloves: white leather Nike accessories (heavy use); Sleeve Attachment: an orange nylon garment with “27” in heat-pressed numerals. Individual Hollywood Collectibles cert/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
497. 1983 National League Champion Philadelphia Phillies Game-Worn Lot of (4)
Affectionately dubbed the “Wheeze Kids,” the 1983 Philadelphia Phillies were, indeed, a group of older statesmen and wise enough to secure the franchise’s second pennant in four seasons. These (4) uniform items were worn by 1983 Phillies’ staples. Includes: Von Hayes: game-worn cap; (2) Sixto Lezcano: game-worn road jersey and undershirt; Bat Boy: game-worn road pants. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

498. 1990s-2000s New York Mets Memorabilia Lot of (8) With (4) Game-Used Bats
Opening Bid $150.00

499. Hanley Ramirez 2013 Signed Game-Used Bat and Batting Gloves
Injured during the 2013 World Baseball Classic and again after his return to the Dodgers, Hanley Ramirez made the most of a season limited to 86 games by hitting .345 and leading the club to the National League West crown. These items were employed and autographed by the Dominican-born slugger that year. Includes: Bat: Louisville Slugger (31.8-oz/34-1/4”) “P72” signature model; uncracked, shows heavy use; Batting Gloves: blue “Franklin” leather accessories (heavy use). Individual Hollywood Collectibles cert/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

Marked by summer schedules and sparse crowds, the ill-fated USFL offered an alternative to the established NFL and gave Baltimore temporary solace after the Colts disappeared. These (3) jerseys were worn by Philadelphia/Baltimore Stars players. The mesh pullover garments show appropriate gridiron wear and include: Chuck Fusina: 1983-1985 home; Sean Landetta: 1983-1985 home; David Trout: 1985 road (autographed and worn in the championship game at the Meadowlands). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

501. 2011 University of Maryland Game-Worn Football Helmet
The only U.S. state flag based on English heraldry, the Maryland banner is also the lone design to be showcased on its state’s college football helmets. This Riddell size “L” accessory was worn during battle during the 2011 season. With the outer shell designed in halves to show the Calvert (right side) and Crossland (left side) coats of arms, the colorful helmet has a five-bar face mask, a black snub and a warning decal on the back. The original chin strap and interior pad cells accompany. Light use is evident.
Opening Bid $150.00
502. Extremely Scarce 1926 Shotwell Candy Red Grange Wrapper
Along with the mighty "Bambino" another heralded sports moniker of the 1920s belonged to the "Galloping Ghost", Harold (Red) Grange. These standard bearers for their respective sports were among the most highly sought after pitchers of the 1920s. On the heels of his 1926 starring role in the motion picture One Minute to Play, the Shotwell Company capitalized on Grange's success by printing 24 scenes from the film and issuing them as cards in specially marked candy bars. While 1926 Shotwell Red Grange trading cards are difficult to locate in any condition, other packaging such as the offered wrapper is almost impossible to find. The thin 9x6 glassine cover pictures Grange toting the pigskin while staving off tacklers. The bright red illustrations and advertising text are clearly printed. Despite expected and superficial interior creasing, the fragile memento is entirely absent of perimeter notchling, tearing or other significant wear. High-grade and ready to join any advanced wrapper collection.

Opening Bid $400.00

504. 1956 & 1958 Topps Football Complete Sets
Early pair of 1956 and 1958 Topps Football complete sets. Highlights include 1956 Topps set: (120/120, 15% VG-EX or better, 20% VG, 45% GD, 20% FR or lesser) with #31 Blanda (VG-EX), #22 Cardinals Team SP (EX), #42 Fears (MT), 60 L. Moore RC SP (GD), #61 Redskins Team SP (FR), #77 Conely (EX-MT), #78 Hirsch (VG-EX), 1958 Topps set: (132/132, 20% EX-MT or better, 45% EX, 35% VG-EX or lesser) with #22 Unitas (VG-EX), #176/176 Brown RC (VG-EX), #66 Starr (EX), #90 Jurgenssen RC (EX) and #129 Blanda (EX).

More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

505. 1957 Topps Football Complete Set (154/154) with (6) PSA Graded Including “Big Three” Rookies
“The Big Three” Hall of Fame rookie quarterbacks headline the offered 1957 Topps Football complete set of (154) cards featuring (6) PSA graded examples. This crisp horizontal series has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 15% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 30% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX or lesser). Highlights include #22 Van Brocklin (VG-EX), #31 Blanda (VG-EX), #32 Layne (VG-EX), #46 Hirsch (NM), #88 Gifford (MT), #92 Stautner (NM), #94 Berry RC (EX), #119 Starr RC (PSA 5), #124 McDonald RC (VG-EX), #128 L. Moore (NM), #138 Unitas RC (PSA 6), #151 Hornung RC Set: SGC 4.5, PSA & Commons: (3 cards) with #21, 44 and 145.
More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

506. 1958 Topps Football Complete Set of (132) Cards with (4) SGC Graded Keys
The debut of (Touchdown) Jim Brown along with second-year wonders Starr and Unitas pave the way for the offered 1958 Topps Football complete set of (132) cards with (4) SGC graded keys. The overall approximate condition breakdown is as follows: 15% (EX-MT or better), 35% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser). Keys include #2 Layne (EX), #10 L. Moore (GD), #22 Unitas (SGC 35), #62 L. Brown RC (SGC 60), #66 Starr (SGC 70), #83 Gifford (VG-EX), #86 Tittle (EX-MT), #90 Jurgenssen RC (SGC 60), #120 Berry (EX-MT) and #129 Blanda (VG).

Opening Bid $250.00

507. 1959 & 1960 Topps Football Complete Sets
Offered are a pair of 1959 and 1960 Topps Football complete sets. Highlights include 1959 Topps set: (176/176, average VG-EX) with #1 Unitas (VG), #10 J. Brown (GD), #20 Gifford (VG), #23 Starr (VG), #51 Huff RC (VG-EX), #82 Hornung (VG-EX), #140 B. Mitchell RC (VG), 1960 Topps set: (132/132, average VG-EX of EX) with #1 Unitas (VG), #23 J. Brown (EX-MT), #51 Starr (EX-MT), #54 Hornung (EX-MT), #56 Gregg RC (VG), #74 Gifford (VG-EX) and #83 Layne (EX-MT).

More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
508. 1960 Fleer Football Complete Mostly PSA Graded Set (132/132)—#9 on Registry
Sizzling 1960 Fleer Football complete mostly PSA graded set of 132 cards. With a lone exception, each card is judged by the third-party authenticator. With both a Set Rating and Weighted GPA of 7.286, this assembly is currently good for #9 on the competitive registry. Fleer’s initial foray into the football market in 1960 began a successful run of four sets which depicted upstart AFL players. The first edition is noteworthy as having wild swings in centering and size. This particular gathering was carefully pieced together with an eye for quality with the majority of cards having escaped those factory imperfections. Included are: PSA 8: (3 cards, all 0c), PSA R: (48 cards) with #20 Baugh RC CO, #81 Burford (tough common), PSA 7: (76 cards) with #1 H. White RC, #58 Blanda, #66 Cannon RC, #73 Haynes RC, #76 Lowe RC, #118 Mix RC, #124 Kern RC, #128 Maguire RC, SGC 84: #116 Stram RC CO; PSA 6: (3 cards) with #2 Tharp (tough common), #7 Gillman RC CO, #84 Woodward (tough common) and PSA 5: #75 Leатур (tough common). More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

509. 1958-1961 Topps Football SGC Graded Hall of Famers Lot of (7) with Jim Brown RC
Pigskin legends run rough shot over the competition with these (7) 1958-1961 Topps Football Hall of Famers. Each appropriately judged by SGC. Included are 1958 Topps: (2 cards) with #1 Unitas (SGC 80), #23 Starr (SGC 84); 1961 Topps: (3 cards, all SGC 84) with #1 Unitas, #39 Starr and #71 J. Brown.
Opening Bid $250.00

510. 1957 Topps Football #138 Johnny Unitas Rookie PSA 7 & 2001 Topps Archives Johnny Unitas Rookie Reprint Certified Autograph PSA 9
Baltimore’s finest “golden arm” is the focus of this tandem of Johnny Unitas rookie portrayals. Included are (1) 1957 Topps Football #138 Unitas RC (PSA 7) and (2) 2001 Topps Archives #138 Unitas Rookie Reprint certified autograph (PSA 9).
Opening Bid $400.00

511. 1960 Fleer Football Uncut Strip Group of (70) Totaling (438) Cards with Many Final & Partial Prints
From the printing press and into your collection, these (70) 1960 Fleer Football uncut strips are bound to please. This gathering ranges from two-card to eleven-card strips totaling (438) cards with few displaying extensive creasing. Several of these market fresh artifacts display final and partial prints along with multiple ghost images. Multiple complete/near sets are probable. Highlights include (2) #20 Baugh RC CO, (2) #58 Blanda, (2) #116 Stram RC CO and (2) #118 Mix RC.
Opening Bid $200.00

512. 1961 Fleer Football Wallet Pictures Group of (116) with (44) PSA Graded
Originally issued as a fold-out insert in the 1961 Complete Sports Pro-Football Illustrated annual, this collection of (116) 1961 Fleer Football Wallet Pictures with (44) PSA graded is a seldom encountered proposition. These neatly pared black-and-white pictures overwhelmingly present high-grade. Each PSA graded example has a total population in the single digits with many being the highest graded with none better. Highlights include (20) PSA 9: J.J. Johnson, K. Rote, (10) PSA 8: B. Mitchell, Mix, (2) PSA 7, (8) PSA 6, (3) PSA 5, (1) PSA 4 and Ungraded: (72 pictures, average NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

513. (7) 1950-1969 Football PSA Graded 7-9 Graded Hall of Famers & Stars with Graham and Starr
Each graded from Mint 9 to NM 7 by PSA with no qualifiers. Registry combatsants will be pleased with these (7) 1950-1969 Football graded Hall of Famers and stars. Included are: 1950 Bowman #8 Speedie (PSA 8), 1954 Bowman #40 Graham (PSA 8), 1955 Bowman #119 Gatski RC (PSA 8), 1957 Topps #147 Ford RC (PSA 7), 1965 Philadelphia Gum #189 Krause (PSA 8), 1968 Topps #164 L. Wilson (PSA 9) and 1969 Topps #215 Starr (PSA 8).
Opening Bid $250.00
514. (1730) 1948-1984 Football Card Shoebox Collection—Loaded with Stars!
Massive 1948-1984 football card shoebox collection of (1730) cards that is absolutely loaded with Hall of Famers and stars. Featured among this prolific gridiron gang are 1952 Bowman Small: #1 Van Brocklin (GD); 1955 Bowman: (124 cards, median VG, 15% resin, tape or writing) with #1 D. Walker (VG); 1956 Topps: (163 cards, mostly VG); 1964 Topps: #30 Kemp SP (EX); 1968 Topps: (148 cards, mostly EX-MT) with #65 Csonka (VG), (3) #149 Kemp (all VG); 1969 Topps: (217 cards, majority VG-EX) with (3) #100 Namath (2 VG, one PR, writing), #120 Csonka RC (VG); 1970 Topps: #150 Namath (EX-MT); 1971 Topps: (299 cards, median VG) with #156 Bradshaw RC (GD); 1972 Topps: (3) #100 Namath (2 EX, GD); 1975 Topps: (2) #367 Fouts RC (EX-MT, VG); 1977 Topps: (2) #177 Largent RC (one EX-MT, one PR, writing), (3) #360 Payton (all EX-MT) and 1978 Topps: (3) #315 Dorsett RC (NM, EX, GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

515. 1960-1985 Football Hall of Fame & Star Card Collection of (116) with (5) SGC Graded
This stacked 1960-1985 Football Hall of Fame and star collection of (116) cards with five SGC graded spans a quarter century of gridiron legends. Highlights include 1960 Fleer: #5 Blanda (EX-MT); 1967 Topps: (2) #98 Namath (SGC 88, SGC 86); 1968 Topps: (4 stars) with #1 Starr (SGC 86); 1969 Topps: #100 Namath (SGC 88); 1970 Topps: #150 Namath (EX); 1971 Topps: (3) #1 Unites (SGC 86, NM, EX-MT); 1972 Topps: (3) #100 Namath (NM, (2) EX-MT); 1973 Topps: #89 F. Harris RC (NM), #400 Namath (NM); 1978 Topps: (3) #315 Dorsett RC (NM, (2) EX-MT); 1979 Topps: #390 E. Campbell RC (NM-MT, NM, EX-MT) and 1984 Topps: #63 Elway RC (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

An “orange crush” of University of Syracuse football legends is found with these (47) 1955-1981 cards. Keys Jim Brown: (19 cards) with 1958 Topps #62 RC (FR, reverse paper loss), (2) 1959 Topps #10 (VG-EX, VG), 1960 Topps #23 (VG), 1961 Fleer #11 (VG-EX), 1961 Topps: (4 cards) with (2) #71 J. Brown (VG-EX, VG), (2) #77 IA (both VG), 1962 Topps #28 J. Brown (GD), 1962 Topps Bucks (VG), 1963 Topps #14 SP (VG), (2) 1964 Philadelphia #30 (both VG), (2) 1965 Philadelphia #31 (both PR, reverse paper loss), (3) 1965 Philadelphia: #41 (one VG, one PR, one PR, clipped corners), Larry Csonka: (7 cards) with (3) 1969 Topps #20 RC (EX-MT, EX, VG-EX); Ernie Davie: (2 cards) with 1961 Nu-Card #143 RC (VG-EX) and 1962 Topps RC SP (VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

517. 1968 & 1971 Topps Football Complete Sets with (8) SGC Graded Stars
Powerhouse pairing of 1968 & 1971 Topps Football complete sets including (8) SGC graded stars. Highlights include 1968 Topps set: (219/219, average EX-MT) with #1 Starr (EX), #25 Meredith (EX-MT), #65 Namath (SGC 80), #75 Sayers (SGC 78), #100 Unites (EX-MT), #127 Butkus (VG), #149 Kemp (SGC 84), #162 Ditka (EX-MT), #196 Greene RC (SGC 82); 1971 Topps set: (263/263, average EX-MT to NM) with #1 Unites (SGC 84), #25 Butkus (VG-EX), #150 Sayers (NM), #156 Bradshaw RC (SGC 82), #260 Starr (EX-MT), #245 Greene RC (SGC 84), #250 Namath (SGC 82) and #260 Simpson (EX-MT).
Opening Bid $250.00

518. 1956-1976 Football Singles Collection of (871) Cards
Opening Bid $250.00

519. 1989-2013 Goal Line Art Pro Football Hall of Fame Art Series Complete Set Run—All #673 or #674/5000
As football’s answer to the Perez-Steele set, Gary Thomas crafted true masterpieces when he released the offered 1989-2013 Goal Line Art Pro Football Hall of Fame Art Series complete set run. Each Series 1-6 postcard sized treasure presents (NM-MT) and is housed in its original storage box. With exception to Series 1 (all #673/5000), the remaining Series 2-6 postcard sets are serially numbered #674/5000. The “extended” 1995-2013 sets come from the same subscriber but are not individually numbered with only the 1995 issue not being factory sealed.
Opening Bid $400.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
520. 1973-1974 Topps Football Collection (532) with (46) Hall of Famers
Acclaimed field generals, smash mouth running backs and sack masters are in abundance with these (532) 1973-1974 Topps Football cards heralded by (46) Hall of Famers. Included are 1973 Topps: (371 cards, average EX-MT to NM) with #15 Bradshaw (VG-EX), (2) #322 Dierdorf RC (NM, VG), #400 Namath (EX-MT), (2) #475 Staubach (VG-EX, VG), #481 Spurrier (EX-MT), #500 O. Simpson (NM); 1974 Topps: (161 cards, average EX-MT) with #1 O. Simpson (VG-EX), #215 Spurrier (NM) and #470 Bradshaw (VG). Opening Bid $150.00

521. 1974-1976 Topps Football Complete Set Run Plus (2) Checklist Sets
Stellar run of 1974-1976 Topps Football complete sets plus a pair of tougher team checklist sets. Highlighted among these 528-card editions are 1974 Topps set: (average EX-MT to NM) with #150 Unitas (EX-MT), #470 Bradshaw (EX-MT), #475 Staubach (VG-EX); 1975 Topps set: (average NM, 2727 Checklists average VG) with #282 Swann RC (NM), #367 Fouts RC (EX-MT), #416 Theismann RC (EX-MT); 1976 Topps set: (average EX-MT to NM, 30/30 Checklists average VG-EX) with #148 Payton RC (trimmed) and #220 Lambert RC (NM). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

522. Pair of 1984 Topps Football Unopened Wax Boxes
Demand definitely exceeds supply for this top-notch tandem of 1984 Topps Football unopened wax boxes. Each container yields (36) tightly wrapped packs with (15) cards and a stick of bubble gum per. Although the display boxes are “X” out, the inner contents are not compromised. Potential gradable pulls include #63 Elway RC, #111 Long RC, #123 Marino RC, #280 Dickerson RC and #380 D. Green RC. Opening Bid $300.00

523. 1985-1987 Topps Football Unopened Wax & Cello Box Lot of (5)
Take a chance on these (5) 1985-1987 Topps Football unopened wax and cello boxes. Several gradable rookies along with complete sets are possible in this entirely unsearched gathering. Included are (2) 1985 Topps Football cello boxes: (24 packs, 28 cards per, box “X” out) with Lambert (front), Dickerson (back), Moon RC (front), Payton (front); 1986 Topps cello box: (24 packs, 31 cards per) and (2) 1987 Topps Football wax boxes: (36 packs, 15 cards per, both “X” out). Opening Bid $200.00

524. 1989 Score Football Unopened Box Lot of (3)
Inaugural trio of 1989 Score Football unopened boxes. These unsearched containers will yield (36) 15-card packs per with high-grade sets and investment caliber rookies probable. Keynote rookies include #18 Irvin, #72 C. Carter, #86 T. Brown, #246 D. Sanders, #257 B. Sanders and #270 Aikman. Although two of the display boxes have original box stickers, the inner contents are not affected in the least. Opening Bid $200.00

525. 1980s-2000s Football Star Collection of (16,000+) Cards
Fantasy favorites headline this massive 1980s-2000s football star collection of (16,000+) cards. This mixed gathering includes (342) J. Rice, (325) E. Smith, (312) S. Young, (257) Aikman, (199) Warner, (189) Brees, (177) Montana, (122) Marino, (120) Rivers, (111) Favre and (101) P. Manning along with a sampling of other greats such as Brady, Elway, Newton, Payton and Rodgers. A group of (1436) inserts/parallels and (436) rookie cards (Lott, Simms, Taylor) adds additional value to this high-grade gathering. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. Opening Bid $150.00
526. 1950 & 1951 Bowman Football Marion Motley Pair—BVG 8 and 7.5
Opening Bid $200.00

527. 1952 Bowman Large Football #14
Paul Brown Rookie BVG 8—Highest Graded
Opening Bid $300.00

528. 1958-1966 Jim Brown PSA Graded Trio with PSA 8 (oc) Rookie
Opening Bid $200.00

529. 1961 Topps Football Unopened One-Cent Wax Pack PSA 8
Opening Bid $100.00

530. 1962 Post Football Collection (50)
Including Many Hall of Famers
Opening Bid $100.00

531. 1978 Topps Football Vending Box
Opening Bid $250.00

532. Football HOFer Signed Personal Check Lot of (3) with W. Brown, Turner & Waterfield
Opening Bid $100.00

533. 1955-1956 Jim Brown News Service Photo and Wire Photo Lot of (3)
Opening Bid $100.00

534. 1960s Green Bay Packers Postcards (14) with Hornung/Taylor Signed
Opening Bid $150.00
FOOTBALL

535. 1890s-1900s College Football Players Photos Collection (5)
Opening Bid $150.00

536. 1890s-1910s Collegiate & High School Football Team Photographs (7)
Opening Bid $150.00

537. 1900s-1910s Football Game Action Photographic Postcards (12)
Opening Bid $100.00

538. 1910s Football Multi/Single-Player Real Photo Postcards (12)
Opening Bid $100.00

539. 1910s-1960s Professional and College Football Postcards (14) with Green Bay and Notre Dame
Opening Bid $100.00

540. 1900s-1910s College & High School Football Real Photo Team Postcards (19)
Opening Bid $100.00

541. 1923-1937 Notre Dame “Four Horsemen” Original News Service Photo Lot of (4)
Opening Bid $100.00

542. 1930s-1960s Army and Navy Football Type I and Vintage Wire Photograph Lot of (36)
Opening Bid $150.00

543. 1930s-1970s East vs. West Shrine All-Star Game Ticket and Original Photograph Lot of (36)
Opening Bid $150.00
544. (2) Early Ivy League Football Souvenirs with 1903 Princeton Champions Team Photo & 1919 Harvard vs. Yale Program
From the hallowed halls of higher education comes this stimulating lot of (2) early Ivy League football souvenirs. Featured are: 1903 Princeton Tigers team photo, this splendid 9-3/8 x 7-3/8” cabinet photo presents in like-new condition and is adhered to a black backer measuring 12 x 10”, penned at bottom center is “1903, Princeton 11 Yale 6” indicating the score of the final game of the Tigers National Championship season: 11/22/19 Harvard vs. Yale program presents (EX) with deference to a 3/4” edge tear and partial spine split. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

545. 1930s-1940s Perry Schwartz University of California Football Photograph Archive of (45)
All-American Perry Schwartz was a hero of Cal’s 1938 Rose Bowl win and went on to play for the NFL’s Brooklyn Dodgers and the AAFC’s New York Yankees. Offered is a trove of Schwartz’s portraits, team photos and action shots in all sizes but mostly 7 x 9” to 8 x 10”. They are news-service original photos rather than wire photos with image-embedded captions, and the reverses are either blank or carry news-service stampings/editorial notations. Condition averages EX overall. Cameos by Elmer Layden, Bruiser Kinard (2—one with Perry’s notes on reverse), Bing Crosby and Christy Walsh. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

546. 1910s-1960s College Stadium Photo Postcard Lot of (53)
Opening Bid $200.00

547. 1890s-1960s Collegiate Football Schedule Lot (98) Different
With Otto Graham Signature
This comprehensive assembly consists mainly of the card-sized variety (also some matchbooks, ticket packs, etc.) unless otherwise noted. There are also advertising pamphlet schedules ranging from about 2 x 4 to 4 x 9. Condition averages EX overall. Highlights include card-sized schedules from 1899 (MIT), 1899 (Chicago), 1909 (New Hampshire), 1923 (Ivy League), 1927 (Penn) and 1930 (Notre Dame), along with a 1947 NY Journal American ad pamphlet featuring Otto Graham’s blue-marker “10” signature. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

548. 1994 NFL 75th Anniversary Pure Silver LE “Game Coin Collection” of (29) Mounted on Original Plaque
No one can deny the NFL knows how to party. As part of its 1994 season-long 75th Anniversary celebration the league sanctioned this prestigious “Game Coin Collection”. Present are (29) 1-troy ounce pure silver coins struck with dazzling proof style surfaces. These gorgeous 1-1/2” diameter rounds are engraved with the LE set number “57/7500” and are mounted in a handsome hardwood plaque numbered “57/500”. Reportedly these special plaque sets were presented to NFL team owners/officials in a reduced quantity of just 100. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

549. Sammy Baugh Memorabilia Lot of (4) with (2) Signed Items
Heaped with awards, honors, selections, bowl game victories and NFL championships, “Slingin’ Sammy” Baugh certainly merited inclusion in the Pro Football HOF charter class. Pay homage to this gridiron great with this memorabilia lot of (4) with: “leatherhead replica helmet” like-new with (“9-10”) signature and “H.O.F 1963” inscription; 16 x 20 photo signed (“9-10”) with “Slingin/H.O.F. 63” inscriptions; 1937 TCU yearbook unsigned (EX-MT); 1938 Dixie 8x10 premium unsigned (EX). Signed items have auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

“America’s Team” rose to prominence with a 1966-1971 string of first place finishes punctuated by Super Bowls V & VI appearances. Autograph enthusiasts score big with this Dallas Cowboys team-signed 1st edition 1970 book “Dallas Cowboys Pro or Con?” by Sam Blair. Located inside the front cover and the opposite page are the autographs of (34) Cowboys who played on the 1970 and 1971 teams. Signatures average (“9-10”) with 20% lesser. Key signers are HOFers: Staubach, Ditka, Hayes, Lilly, Renfro, Wright. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

551. 1972 Miami Dolphins Team-Signed Riddell Helmet with (39) Autographs—Full JSA
17-0! Perfection is available with the offered 1972 Miami Dolphins team-signed Riddell helmet with (39) autographs. This full-sized Pro Line equipment is penned on each side and throughout the helmet in blue Sharpie with the autographs overwhelmingly presenting (“8-9”) or better. Highlights include D. Anderson, Buoniconti, Csonka, Greise, Kiick, Langer, L. Little, Morrall, Morris, Schnellenberger, Shula and Warfield. Full photo LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

552. New York Football Giants Autograph Lot of (3) With L. Taylor and (2) Multi-Signed - All Full JSA
The “G-men” rule the gridiron in this lot of (3) autographed mementos. Includes: Lawrence Taylor: framed to 24 x 1/8 x 20 x 1/8”, a 20 x 16 color photo of Taylor in pursuit of Jim Kelly is signed by Taylor in blue marker (“10” strength); 1990 Team-Signed Football: signed in ballpoint (average “8-9” strength) by (28) with Bavaro, Simms and Taylor; 1986 Team-Signed Jacket: signed in black marker (average “9” strength) by (30) with Reeves, Schon and Strahan. Individual full photo LOAs from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00
FOOTBALL

553. 1937 NFL Champion Washington Redskins Team-Signed Famous "Dee Cee Diner" Menu—Full JSA

Land a whale with this incredible 1937 Washington Redskins team-signed menu from the famous "Dee Cee Diner". Having relocated from Boston due to poor attendance the 1937 Redskins drafted TCU quarterback "Slingin' Sam" Barber to complement fellow HOFers Cliff Battles, "Turk" Edwards and Wayne Millner. This move and strategy paid off big time as the Skins won their first NFL Championship under the direction of HOF coach Ray Flaherty. Signed by a total of (26) this must-have collectible features (23/26) players listed on the roster plus (2) coaches and the trainer. Compounding interest in this potentially one-of-a-kind souvenir is the fact that (19) signers included inscriptions of their college alma mater. Signatures range ("7" to "9") and appear on the back of the menu (EX) with: R. Baker (asst. coach), J. Barber, C. Battles, S. Baugh, C. Bond, E. Britt, V. Carroll, T. Edwards, R. Flaherty (head coach), B. Howell, D. Irwin, E. Justice, E. Kahn, J. Karcher, E. Kawul, B. Koretsky (trainer), H. Krause, M. Krause, M. McClesney, E. Michaels, W. Milner, S. Olsson, E. Pinckert, B. Smith, R. Smith, B. Young. Full photo LOA from JSA. This item has a reserve. Estimated at ($750-$2,000). More on our website. Opening Bid $400.00

554. 1957 World Champion Detroit Lions & Michigan State Spartans Team-Signed Footballs with Letter of Provenance & Full JSA

A collegiate powerhouse and winning professional squad from the “Great Lakes State” comprise this pair of 1957 Detroit Lions and Michigan State Spartans team-signed footballs. This tandem was given to our consignor by the gridiron squots at age 10 following a playground accident. Highlights include 1957 World Champion Detroit Lions: (average "7-8", Rawlings Bobby Layne BL10 with moderate crazing and does not inflate, full photo LOA from JSA) with Creekmur, Gatski, J.H. Johnson, Layne (personalized), Schmidt and 1957 Michigan State Spartans Team-Signed: (68 signatures, average “8”, Rawlings, does not fully inflate, no authentication due to lack of exemplars) with Daugherty (head coach, personalized with salutation). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

555. 1962 Cleveland Browns Team-Signed Football With Ernie Davis - Full JSA

While their four straight championships in the upstart All-America Football Conference (1946-1949) may not have impressed the NFL, the Cleveland Browns immediately made a lasting impression upon their merger into the established circuit, winning the NFL title in their inaugural season and winning steadily until the mid-1970s. Under the tutelage of Paul Brown, the franchise authored an impressive ledger of seven championship game appearances, three titles and 12 winning seasons in the Hall of Fame mentor’s 13-year tenure. This “Wilson” football is autographed by (30) members of the 1962 installation, the club’s last under Brown’s Guidance. The vintage Paul Hornung signature model showcases black ballpoint penmanship that take well to the dimpled surface, averaging (“8”) strength and clarity. Headlining the scriptings is that of Ernie Davis the first-ever black player to win the Heisman Trophy. Dealt to the Browns in December 1959, Davis (d.1963) was diagnosed with leukemia in 1962 and would never play a professional game. Additional signatures include: Brewer, Jo. Brown, P. Brown (coach), Clarke, Collins, Costello, Foss, Fleming, Franklin, Gain, Glass, Green, Groza, Hickerson, Kreitzling, Lucci, McCormack, Morrow, Parrish, Peters, R. Renfro, Scales, Schafra, Shofner, Shorter, Tidmore, Wiggins, Wilson and Wooten. Full photo LOA from JSA. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $3000-$6000) Opening Bid $750.00

556. Florida St. Seminoles Player Tony Benford 2000 ACC Champions Ring

Upon joining the ACC in 1992 the Florida St. Seminoles rang up an incredible 70-2 conference record while winning nine consecutive ACC championships from 1992-2000. Recognize this dominant dynasty with this stunning 2000 ACC Champions ring. This hefty piece of jewelry weighs in at 42.7 grams and is stamped with “10K” in reference to its gold content. Embossed on one side are an FSU helmet and the player’s name, number and position “Benford, 97, DL”, while the opposite is embossed with “9 Straight Dynasty, ACC Emblem, 70-2”, indicating their nine straight titles and conference record for the period 1992-2000. Decorated the forward facing section are a number of emerald cut CZ stones surrounding a Seminole mascot with an outer ring of brilliant round stones which appear to be diamond chips or possibly more CZs. Completing the face design is the perimeter embossed title “ACC Champions” across the top and bottom and the recurring date 2000 on both the left and right sides. Overall this dazzling, approximate size “12” ring displays in fantastic condition, worthy of a prime display location. This item is housed in its original wood presentation box which features an engraved brass plate. Opening Bid $400.00
557. Walter Payton Signed Chicago Bears Replica Away Jersey with (5) Inscriptions—Full JSA
The agile and extraordinarily talented Walter Payton penned the offered Chicago Bears replica away jersey prior to his untimely death in 1999. The garment is inscribed on the back numbers in silver ink with his autograph and five extremely scarce inscriptions including "Sweetness, MVP 1977, Super Bowl XX, 16,726 and HOF 1993. The legible endorsement and annotations are executed with crisp ("9-10") precision. Full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. A hologram authentication sticker form Celebrity Appearances Inc. also accompanies.
Opening Bid $550.00

558. Walter Payton Signed Flats Lot of (3) – All PSA/DNA
Elusive and punishing to would-be tacklers, Hall of Fame running back Walter Payton (d.1999) is pure “Sweetness” on these (3) signed flats. Includes: 1989 Sega Sports: framed to 10-3/4 x 12-3/4”, an ad for the Payton-themed video game is signed in black marker (“9-9” strength; PSA/DNA cert/sticker); A Legend Among Us: a limited edition (217/234) 16x20 print signed in blue marker (“10” strength) and inscribed “34” (PSA/DNA cert/sticker); Photo: an 8x10 color print signed in blue marker (“10” strength) and inscribed “34” (PSA/DNA sticker).
Opening Bid $200.00

559. Walter Payton Signed Index Card Lot of (10)—Each PSA/DNA Authentic
Each autograph evaluated as Authentic and encapsulated by PSA/DNA. Get a taste of “Sweetness” with these (10) Walter Payton signed 3x5 index cards. Tremendous “break” potential is realized in this grouping which features bold black ink signatures placed on the blank surfaces. The endorsements overwhelmingly present in the (“9”) range and are proceeded by Payton’s “34” uniform inscription.
Opening Bid $400.00

560. 1990s NFL Legends Single-Signed Football Lot of (5) With Aikman and Elway – All Certed
Gridiron stars of the 1990s have individually decorated these (5) pigskins with their bold autographs. The Wilson Official NFL Player Tailgate signature model keepsakes showcase silver marker penning that take well to the dimpled surfaces and average (“8-9”) potency. Includes: Troy Aikman: (PSA/DNA cert/sticker); Marcus Allen: (PSA/DNA cert/sticker); Drew Bledsoe: (JSA cert/sticker); John Elway: (PSA/DNA sticker); Marshall Faulk: PSA/DNA cert/sticker). Note: these balls do not fully inflate, but present beautifully.
Opening Bid $200.00

561. Brett Favre Signed & Framed Jersey Plus Football – Both With Stat Inscriptions
“The Gunslinger” hits pay dirt in this lot of (2) autographed keepsakes. Includes: Signed Football: a Wilson official NFL Roger Goodell signature model limited edition (19/1444) pigskin signed in silver marker (“9” strength) and inscribed “508 tds – 186 wins – 71,838 yds – 3x MVP”; Signed Jersey: framed to 40-1/2 x 32-3/4”, a Brett Favre Green Bay Packers jersey is displayed to show the back and is signed on the white twill “4” in black marker (“9” strength) and inscribed “4 – SB XXXI Champs ’95, ’96, ’97 MVP” Individual Brett Favre COAs/stickers.
Opening Bid $200.00

562. Peyton Manning Signed & Framed Indianapolis Colts Jersey (Steiner) Plus Signed Football (JSA)
Arguably the greatest quarterback of all-time, Peyton Manning is the subject and endorser of these (2) keepsakes. Includes: Jersey: Framed to 42x34, an Indianapolis Colts Peyton Manning home jersey is signed on the twill “1” in black marker (“9” strength), while the “8” has inscriptions (in Manning’s hand) of “SB XL1 – NFL MVP ’03, ’04, ’08, ’09.” Cert/hologram from Steiner Sports; Football: a Wilson NFL Roger Goodell signature model pigskin signed by Manning in silver marker (“9” strength; JSA cert/sticker).
Opening Bid $200.00
563. 1973-74 to 1978-79 Topps Hockey Card Collection of (826) with Several Hall of Famers & Stars—Sharp!

Forbidable arrangement of (826) 1973-74 to 1978-79 Topps Hockey cards featuring several ice kings. Highlighted among this “pack fresh” gathering are 1973-74 Topps: #150 Orr (EX-MT); 1974-75 Topps: (338 cards, average NM-MT) with (2) #100 Orr (EX-MT, VG), (2) #261 Bowman RC CO (NM, EX-MT); 1976-77 Topps: (148 cards, average NM-MT) with #115 Trottier RC (NM-MT), #213 Orr (NM); 1977-78 Topps: (166 cards, average NM-MT) with #251 Orr (NM) and 1978-79 Topps: #115 Bossy RC (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

564. 1984-85 & 1987-88 O-Pee-Chee Hockey Unopened Wax Boxes

Extremely limited tandem of 1984-85 and 1987-88 O-Pee-Chee Hockey unopened wax boxes. Each 48-pack box is guaranteed unsearched. The display boxes exhibit moderate handling and general wear consistent with prolonged storage with the 1987-88 O-Pee-Chee box bottom presenting similarly. Included are 1984-85 O-Pee-Chee Unopened Box: (sealed by Steve Hart/BBCE with certificate) including possible Chelios RC, Gilmour RC, Gretzky, Neely RC, Yzerman RC; 1987-88 O-Pee-Chee Unopened Box: (detached lid, packs display moisture residue) with possible Gretzky, Lemieux, Robitaille RC and Roy. Several additional razor-sharp Hall of Famers and stars are undoubtedly concealed within.

Opening Bid $250.00

565. 1985-86 Topps Hockey Unopened Wax Box of (36) Packs

Supply has definitely dwindled for the offered 1985-86 Topps Hockey unopened wax box of (36) packs! This unsearched container yields (36) twelve-card packs with a sticker and a slab of bubble gum per. The display box has sustained moderate, but not obtrusive shelf/storage wear while the four-card box bottom portraying Lemieux RC (creased) Ogrondnick/Perreault/Resch (creased) as an added bonus is slightly creased. Possible high-grade rookies and stars include #9 Lemieux RC, #29 Yzerman, #110 Lindbergh SP and #120 Gretzky.

Opening Bid $250.00

566. 1980s-2000s Hockey Star Hoard of (16,000+) Cards

Find the net with the offered 1980s-2000s hockey star card hoard of (16,000+) cards. Loaded with profit potential, this gathering includes (1065) Gretzky, (443) Roy, (218) Lemieux, (167) R. Miller, (125) Andre Fleury, (119) Lundqvist, (108) Brodeur along with smaller quantities of other ice kings including Crosby, Kane, Malkin, Ovechkin and Stamkos. Also present are (1694) insert/parallel and (430) rookie cards (Bourque, Br. Hull, Kurri). Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply.

Opening Bid $150.00

567. 1948 Leaf Boxing Complete Set (49/49) with (15) PSA Graded

Hard-hitting 1948 Leaf Boxing complete set of (49) cards with (15) PSA graded cards. The ungraded portion of this consistently attractive assembly averages (VG to VG-EX) with some variance. Highlights include #1 Dempsey (PSA 2), #9 Jeffries (PSA 5), #17 J. Johnson (VG), #32 Schmeling (VG), #42 Cerdan (PSA 4), #48 Louis (PSA 3), #64 R. Robinson (FR, reverse residue), #67 Carpentier (PSA 7), #73 Tunney (PSA 3), #93 Baer (PSA 4.5), #102 LaMotta (GD), PSA 6: #2, 69, 90, PSA 5: #8, 57, 71, 77 and PSA 2: #20. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

568. Muhammad Ali & Ken Norton Single-Signed Everlast Gloves with JSA

Lace ‘em up with this pair of Muhammad Ali and Ken Norton single-signed Everlast gloves. The ring equipment displays scattered surface abrasions that don’t adversely impact the overall presentation of the black ink autographs. Included are 1) Ali (“9”, left-handed, full photo LOA from JSA) and 2) Norton (d.2013, “8-9”, right-handed, JSA cert card, slight surface abrasion to “K” in given name). These outstanding display pieces are becoming more difficult to locate as demand has started to exceed supply.

Opening Bid $200.00

569. April 5, 1915 Jack Johnson vs. Jess Willard Heavyweight Championship Handshake Real Photo Postcard

Opening Bid $100.00

570. Max Schmeling/Joe Louis Dual-Signed LE “Living Legends” Lithograph - Full JSA

Opening Bid $100.00

571. Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney Dual-Signed LE “Living Legends” Lithograph - Full JSA

Opening Bid $100.00
574. 1961-62 Fleer Basketball Near Set of (50/66) Cards with (8) PSA Graded Stars

Groundbreaking 1961-62 Fleer Basketball near set of (50/66) cards featuring (8) PSA graded stars. The ungraded portion of this Hall of Fame rookie packed edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 15% (VG-EX or better), 35% (VG), 30% (GD) and 20% (FR or lesser) with moderate centering/size variances inherent with factory production. Highlights include #1 Attles RC (FR), #3 Baylor RC (PSA 3), #4 Bellamy RC (VG), #10 Cousy (PSA 3.5), #12 Embry RC (PSA 4), #18 Hagan (GD), #19 Heinsohn (VG), #20 Howell RC (VG-EX), #21 Hurlbuty (GD), #23 S. Jones RC (PSA 2.5), #26 LaRusso RC (VG), #29 Lovellette (VG-EX), #34 Petit (PR), #36 Robertson RC (PSA 4), #39 Schayes (VG), #46 Baylor IA (VG), #49 Cousy IA (FR), #54 Heinsohn IA (PSA 4), #59 Petit IA (EX), #61 Robertson IA (PSA 3), #62 Russell IA (GD), #63 Schayes IA (VG) and #86 West IA (PSA 4). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

575. 1969-70 & 1970-71 Topps Basketball Complete Sets

The “twin towers” of Topps Basketball editions are available with these complete 1969-70 and 1970-71 series. Highlights include 1969-70 Topps set: (99/99, average EX to EX-MT) with #1 Chamberlain (GD), #15 Hawkins RC (EX), #20 Havlicek RC (VG-EX), #25 Alcindor RC (VG), #43 Havlicek RC (EX), #75 Hayes RC (EX-MT), #80 Monroe RC (EX-MT), #90 West (VG), #98 Frazier RC (VG-EX), #99 CL (marked); 1970-71 Topps set: (175/175, average EX to EX-MT) with #7 Bradley (VG-EX), #10 Havlicek SP (EX), #13 Riley SP (VG-EX), #50 Chamberlain (VG), #75 Alcindor (VG), #123 Maravich RC (GD) and #160 West (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00


“Go big or go home” with this tall boy tandem of 1969-70 and 1970-71 Topps Basketball complete/near sets. Highlights include 1969-70 Topps set: (99/99, average GD) with #1 Chamberlain (GD), #20 Havlicek RC (GD), #25 Alcindor RC (GD), #43 Bradley RC (VG), #99 CL (marked); 1970-71 Topps near: (157/175, average VG-EX to EX) with #7 Bradley (EX-MT), #10 Havlicek SP (VG-EX), #13 Riley SP (EX-MT), #50 Chamberlain (EX), #75 Alcindor (EX-MT) and #123 Maravich RC (VG). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00


Legendary 1969-70 to 1979-80 Topps Basketball collection of (1738) cards that is absolutely loaded with Hall of Famers and stars. Featured in this extensive gathering are 1969-70 Topps: (190 cards, average VG to VG-EX) with #20 Havlicek RC (VG), (4) #43 Bradley RC (average VG); 1970-71 Topps: #123 Maravich RC (EX-MT); 1971-72 Topps: (2) #55 Maravich (one NM-MT, one FR, reverse paper loss); 1972-73 Topps near: (251/264, average EX-MT, 5-10% reverse writing, 302 dupes) with #1 Chamberlain (VG-EX), #5 Maravich (EX-MT), (2) #100 Abdul-Jabbar (both EX-MT), #195 Erving RC (VG, stain); 1973-74 Topps: (109 cards, majority EX-MT, mostly stars) with (2) #80 Chamberlain (NM, GD), (2) #240 Erving (VG-EX, GD); 1974-75 Topps: (136 cards, composite EX-MT) with (2) #1 Abdul-Jabbar (NM-MT, EX-MT), #10 Maravich (EX-MT), (2) #196 Gervin RC (both EX-MT), #200 Erving (VG-EX) and #250 Chamberlain (EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
578. 1969-1972 Topps Basketball Group of (87) Cards with Maravich—Sharp!

High-caliber assortment of (87) 1969-1972 Topps Basketball cards with several suitable candidates for third-party professional grading. Highlights include 1969-70 Topps: (18 cards, average NM) with #40 Cunningham (EX-MT), #85 Dellavשוere RC (EX-MT), 1970-71 Topps: (27 cards, average NM) with #7 Bradley (NM), #101 CL (EX-MT), #120 Frazier (EX-MT), 1971-72 Topps: (42 cards, median NM) with #1 Robertson (NM), #47 Cowens RC (EX-MT), #55 Maravich (NM-MT), #63 Lanier RC (NM), #100 Alcindor (EX-MT) and #170 Barry RC (NM-MT).

Opening Bid $200.00


Light up the scoreboard with this stacked basketball collection of (4) 1973-1980 complete/near sets plus (1968) 1948-1982 singles. Highlights include Complete/Near Sets: (4 sets) with 1978-79 Topps set: (132/132, average NM); 1979-80 Topps set: (132/132, average NM); 1979-80 Topps set: (132/132, average NM); 1979-80 Topps set: (132/132, average NM). Singles: (1968 cards) with 1957-58 Topps: #1 Clifton RC (GD), 1961-62 Fleer: #36 Robertson RC (trimmed), (2) #99 Schayes (EX-MT, VG-EX), #44 Wilkins RC (VG), #49 Cousy IA (VG), #62 B. Russell IA (VG), (2) #63 Schayes IA (both VG, one signed, no cert), #66 West IA (VG), 1969-70 Topps Rulers: Chamberlain (EX-MT), 1971-72 Topps: (185 cards, average EX) with (2) #123 Maravich RC (both VG), 1972-73 Topps: (158 cards, median EX) with (2) #1 Chamberlain (VG-EX-GD), (2) #100 Abdul-Jabbar (NM, VG-EX), #195 Erving RC (PR, writing), 1973-74 Topps: (5) #240 Erving (average VG-EX), 1974-75 Topps: (277 cards, majority EX-MT) with #200 Erving (EX-MT) and 1977-78 Topps: (2) #126 B. Smith plus original back art (NM-MT). More on our website.

Opening Bid $500.00

582. 1986-1989 Fleer Basketball Collection of (563) Cards with (2) Complete/Near Sets & PSA 7 Jordan RC

Take flight with this high scoring 1986-1989 Fleer Basketball collection of (563) cards featuring a pair of complete/near sets and PSA 7 Jordan rookie. Highlights include 1986-87 Fleer near: (120/132, average EX-MT, plus 11/11 Stickers, 207 dupes average EX to EX-MT) with #7 Barkley RC (EX-MT), #32 Ewing RC (NM, EX-MT), #57 Jordan RC (PSA 7), (4) #82 Olajuwon RC (average EX-MT), #8 Jordan sticker (EX-MT), 1987-88 Fleer set: (132/132, 11/11 Stickers, average NM, 37 dupes) with (3) #59 Jordan (NM-EX-MT, EX-MT), #2 Jordan sticker (EX-MT) and 1988-89 Fleer: (45 stars, average NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

583. Basketball Treasure Chest With Vintage “Sporting News” Guides and (3) LeBron James H.S. Programs

Hoop dreams span more than half a century in this massive collection of memorabilia! With a strong concentration of vintage publications, highlights include: Annual Guides: 1945-46 A.A.U. Guide (presents NM); NCAA Record Books: 1953 (Beck on cover), 1958 (Herman on cover), 1959 (West on cover), 1969-70 Topps Basketball Posters: #3 Reed, #6 Robertson, (2) #10 Greer, (2) #13 Alcindor, #15 West, #16 Cunningham, #17 Chamberlain, #18 Havlicek, #20 Monroe, #21 Unseld, #22 Hawkins; (3) 2002-03 Saint Vincent-Saint Mary High School Winter Sports Programs: with LeBron James (all Mint); Concord Basketball Yearbooks: 1935 (detached front cover), 1955, 1961, (2) 1963, 1976. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
584. 1986-87 Fleer Basketball #57 Michael Jordan Rookie BGS 9 Graded 9 Mint by Beckett Grading Services. breathtaking 1986-87 Fleer Basketball #57 Michael Jordan rookie picturing “His Airmess” soaring past a team of spellbound competitors. This pack fresh cornerstone is an instant foundation to any modern roundball gathering as is confirmed by the following sub-grades: Centering: 8.5; Corners: 9; Edges: 9.5 and Surface: 9. Opening Bid $500.00

585. 1989-2000s Modern Basketball Card Collection of (15,500+) with Hall of Famers & Stars Bulk up with this extensive and mixed 1989-2000s modern basketball card collection of (15,500+) cards including Hall of Famers and stars. Included are (759) Jordan, (245) M. Johnson, (161) S. O’Neal, (114) Bird, (56) Bryant along with additional legends such as Barkley, Drexler, Duncan, McHale and many more. A group of (799) insert and (793) rookie cards (Duncan, O’Neal, D. Robinson) adds additional value to this already profitable endeavor. Ideal for the show dealer or shop keeper. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. Opening Bid $290.00

586. 1962-63 World Champion Boston Celtics Team-Signed Photo As championship celebrations became an annual occurrence in the Boston Celtics locker room, a dynasty like none before or since took hold of the NBA crown and wouldn’t let go … for eight years (1959-1966). This 20x16 black-and—white photo portraying the 1962-63 installment is autographed by (9) franchise legends. Executed in blue marker, the signatures show (“10”) strength throughout. Includes: Auerbach, Guarrila, Heinsohn, K.C. Jones, S. Jones, Ramsey, Russell (inscribed “#6”) and Sanders. Opening Bid $400.00

587. Boston Celtics Legends 20x16 and 16x20 Signed Photo Lot of (4) With Russell, Havlicek and Heinsohn - All Certified The NBA’s most decorated franchise is the subject of these (4) autographed photos. The 20x16 or 16x20 prints showcase fiber tip pens that project (“10”) strength throughout! Includes: 1968-69 Champions: (8 sigs) including Havlicek and Russell; Bill Russell: 16x20 print signed in black marker and inscribed “#6”; Russell/Heinsohn: 20x16 print; Russell/Howell/Bryant: 16x20 print. There’s “nice” “break” value here! Certification and more details on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

588. Boston Celtics Legends Autographed Flats Lot of (7) From the parquet floor at the sincere-zed Boston Garden, Celtics legends have autographed these (7) flats. Fiber tip signature averages “8” (“8-10”) quality and include: Single-Signed: (3) Bill Russell (all inscribed “#6”); Multi-Signed: includes: Auerbach/S. Jones/Russell; Russell/Sanders; K.C. Jones/S. Jones; and Havlicek/Howell/S. Jones/Russell. Individual Hollywood Collectibles certs/stickers. More on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

589. Wilt Chamberlain Single-Signed Basketball - Full JSA An amazing physical specimen who altered the course of professional basketball in terms of records, rules and strategies, Hall of Famer Wilt Chamberlain is at or near the top of the list of the most dominating players to ever grace the hardwood. This Spalding Official NBA David Stern signature model basketball showcases one of the boldest Chamberlain autographs you’ll ever see. Executed in gold-colored metallic paint pen, Chamberlain’s penning takes well to the dimpled surface, projecting (“8-10”) strength with an inscription of “13-” Full photo LOA from JSA. Opening Bid $800.00

590. Michael Jordan and Julius Erving Autographed Basketball - Both JSA “The Doctor” makes a house call and “His Airmess” soars to the rim with these individually autographed full-size basketballs! Includes: Julius Erving: a Spalding Official NBA David Stern signature model signed in black marker (“8-9” strength; JSA cert/sticker); Michael Jordan: a Spalding Official NBA David Stern signature model indoor/outdoor ball; signed in black marker (“8” strength) and inscribed “Best Wishes” (full photo LOA from JSA.) Opening Bid $400.00


592. 1952 Royal Desserts Basketball #8 Buddy Jeannette SGC 30 Opening Bid $250.00

593. 1980 Topps Unopened Fun Bag with (25) Sealed Packs Including (5) 1980-81 Topps Basketball Opening Bid $300.00

594. Wilt Chamberlain/John Havlicek Dual-Signed LE “Living Legends” Lithograph - Full JSA Opening Bid $100.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
595. Bobby Jones Autograph Display With Full JSA
A lawyer by trade, Bobby Jones took to the links with aplomb, as well, becoming the only golfer in history to win all four Grand Slam events in the same calendar year. This impressive display features perhaps the most potent Jones autograph extant. Framed to 28-1/8 x 24-1/2" under glass matting, a blank index card is signed by Jones (d.1971) in blue ballpoint with a “Best Wishes” salutation in the amateur legend’s hand. Accenting the display is an 11x14 black-and-white photo of Jones in action. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

596. Early Masters Tournament Display Signed by (6) With B. Jones, H. Smith and Sarazen - Full JSA
Golf’s most prestigious tournament is celebrated in grand fashion on this Masters display autographed by the event founder and five early champions. Framed to 39 x 24-1/2” under beige tweed fabric, the display showcases black-and-white photographs, legend plaques and cut signatures of the heroic subjects. Bold signatures average (“8-9”) potency and include: Bobby Jones (d.1971); Byron Nelson (d.2006); Henry Picard (d.1997); Gene Sarazen (d.1993); Horton Smith (d.1993); and Sam Snead (d.2002). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

597. Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus Dual-Signed Lithograph - Full JSA
Two of golf’s most revered icons and the game’s most prestigious venue combine in this dual-signed lithograph. Framed to 31-3/4 x 28-3/8”, the limited edition (178/500) color print was composed by Helen Rundell in 2000. The incredible rendition has photo-like presentation quality, depicting Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus at The Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews. Entitled “The King and the Golden Bear,” the piece is signed in pencil on the lower white border by Palmer (“8-9” strength) and Nicklaus (“9” strength). Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

598. Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Tiger Woods Signed Framed Display
At 66 and 45 years of age, respectively, “The King” and “The Golden Bear” shot a practice round with a 20-year-old phenom at the 1996 Masters Tournament. This collage features bold autographs of all 3 links icons. Framed to 29-3/8 x 42-3/8”, a 21x13 color photo shows the famous threesome. Near the top, 8x10 color photos are respectively signed in black marker by Palmer (“10” strength; JSA cert/sticker) and Nicklaus (“10” strength; JSA cert/sticker). Near the bottom, a UDA “Signs of a Champion” photo is signed by Woods (“10” strength).
Opening Bid $500.00

599. 1990s Masters Tournament Champions Display Signed by (7) With Couples, Faldo and Full JSA
The green jacket never goes out of style in this “hole-in-one” display showcasing the bold signatures of (7) 1990s Masters Tournament champions. Framed to 49-5/8 x 43”, symmetrically arranged photos, nameplates and Augusta admission passes are accent by black marker autographs averaging (“9-10”) potency. Includes: Couples, Crenshaw, (2) Faldo, Langer, (2) Olazabal, O’Meara and Woosnam. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $250.00

600. Masters Champions Lithograph Signed by (22) With Nicklaus, Palmer and Full JSA
In pursuit of a green jacket at the Augusta National Golf Club, (22) different links legends have won the Masters Tournament and autographed this lithograph. Framed to 36-3/8 x 27-3/4”, the limited edition (336/1509) print was composed by Gordon Wheeler and depicts the course’s 12th hole. Black marker autographs (average “9” strength) include: Aaron, Archer, Ballesteros, Brewer, Casper, Coody, Couples, Crenshaw, Faldo, Floyd, Ford, Langer, Lyle, Mize, Nicklaus, Palmer, Player, Snead, Stauffer, T. Watson, Woosnam, Zoeller. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

601. Phil Mickelson Signed 2006 Masters and U.S. Open Golf Flags - PSA/DNA
Opening Bid $100.00

602. Eddie Arcaro Signed LE “Living Legends” Lithograph - JSA
Opening Bid $100.00

603. Thoroughbred Triple Crown Winners Print Signed by Turcotte, Cauthen and Cruguet - PSA/DNA
Opening Bid $150.00
604. 1948 Safe-T-Card Complete Set of (67) Cards with (66) PSA Graded

Exceptionally scarce 1948-50 Safe-T-Card Complete set of (67) cards with (66) PSA Graded. This multi-sport set features numerous Washington D.C. sporting figures including professional and collegiate baseball, football and basketball players, coaches and owners. The backs advertise the Jim Gibbons Cartoon-A-Quiz program in over ten different colors. The average grade of the set, not withstanding cards deemed “Authentic,” is 6.68. Featured are PSA 9: (7 cards) with Harris, Kuhel, Margarita, Todd, Yost; PSA 8: (14 cards) with Baugh (signature variation), Betz, Blugue, A. Evans (mislabeled as A. Davis) by PSA), Dente, Farmer, Fierrez, Gilmer (with helmet), Ca. Griffith, Co. Griffith, Hawkins, McQuinn, Ortiz, Turyn; PSA 7: (18 cards) with Baugh (signature variation), Cl Griffith, Waterfield; PSA 6: (12 cards) with Vernon; PSA 5: (6 cards) with McGowan (mislabeled as Margarita by PSA), Wynn; PSA Authentic: (4 cards) with Auerbach, Lemon, Rice and Ungraded: A. Davis (EX). This regional set provides a special opportunity for the Beltway collector. More on our website.

Opening Bid $1500.00

606. 1909-1990 Multi-Sport Hall of Fame/Star Collection of (187) Cards with (2) Graded Including Bird/Magic & Jordan Rookies—Loaded

The brightest stars in the sporting galaxy align for this stacked 1909-1990 multi-sport Hall of Fame/star collection of (187) cards that is absolutely loaded with high-profile rookie singles. Highlights include *Baseball*: (83 cards) with 1955 Bowman: #184 Mays (VG-EX); 1962 Toppers: #320 Aaron (GD); 1972 Toppers: #849 Mays (EX-MT); 1975 Toppers: #660 Aaron (EX-MT); *Basketball*: (24 cards) with 1972-73 Toppers: #1 Chamberlain (EX-5), #225 Erving AS (EX-MT), 1980-81 Toppers: #6 Bird/Magic RC (SGC 88); 1986-87 Fleer Stickers: #8 Jordan RC (PSA 7); *Hockey*: (80 cards) with 1968-69 OPC: #204 Bo Hull AS (NM); 1970-71 OPC: (2) #235 Bo. Hull AS (NM, EX-MT), #236 Orr AS (EX-MT), #238 Howe AS (EX-MT); 1971-72 OPC: #50 Bo. Hull (EX-MT), #100 Orr (VG-EX); 1971-72 Toppers: #50 Bo. Hull (NM); 1972-73 Toppers: #100 Orr (EX-MT) and 1977-78 OPC WHA: #1 Howe (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

607. 1987-2014 Multi-Sport PSA 10 Graded Hoard of (501)


Opening Bid $500.00
608. 1950-1972 Baseball & Football Collection of (393) Cards with (50+) Hall of Famers Including Mantle
Fuel your inventory with this stacked 1950-1972 baseball and football collection of (393) cards featuring (50+) Hall of Famers including a sterling lineup of greats such as Blanda, Clemente, Kemp, Mantle and many more. Highlights include Baseball: (116 cards) with 1955 Bowman: #103 Mathews (VG), 1955 Topps: #4 Kaline (GD); 1956 Topps: #15 Banks (VG), #33 Clemente (GD), #101 Campanella (GD), #135 Mantle (PR, reverse writing, white back); 1957 Topps: #76 Clemente (GD), #407 Mantle/Berra (VG); 1971 Topps: #400 Aaron (VG); Football: (277 cards) with 1956 Topps: #11 Blanda (GD); 1958 Topps: #90 Jurgensen RC (VG) and 1964 Topps: (162 cards, average VG to VG-EX) with (2) #30 Kemp SP (VG, GD). More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

609. 1950-1980 Football, Basketball & Hockey Collection of (746) Cards Loaded with Hall of Famers and Stars Vintage Dealers! Seize this extensive 1950-1980 football, basketball and hockey collection of (746) cards that is absolutely loaded with Hall of Famers and stars. This bonanza is highlighted by Football: (702) cards with 1955 Topps All-American: #16 Rockne (VG-EX), #20 Baugh (VG), #85 Luckman (VG-EX), 1965 Topps: #35 Kemp SP (VG); 1966 Philadelphia: #38 Sawyer RC (GD), (2) #41 J. Brown (VG, FR); 1968 Topps: #100 Unitas (VG); 1970 Topps: #90 O. Simpson RC (VG); 1973 Topps: #487 Stabler RC (EX-MT); Basketball: (29 cards) with 1969-70 Topps: #43 Bradley RC (EX-MT), (2) #90 West (EX-MT, EX); 1976-71 Topps: (2) #77 Bradley (both NM); 1973-74 Topps: (2) #130 Marovich (NM, EX-MT); Hockey: (15 cards) with 1954-55 Parkhurst: #97 Plante/Bouchard/Reibel (EX-MT); 1954-55 Topps: #18 Mohns RC (EX), #39 Delvecchio (VG), #41 Stanley (VG); 1959-60 Topps: #57 Shack (VG-EX); 1962-63 Parkhurst: #31 Howes (EX-MT) and 1978-79 Topps: #115 Bossy RC (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

From Canton to Washington Village, Baltimore residents the world over will be interested in these (75) 1950s-2000s multi-sport items. Highlights include: Topps Baltimore Colts: (60 cards) with 1957 Topps: #94 Berry RC (VG); 1958 Topps: #22 Unitas (FR); 1959 Topps: #1 Unitas (GD); 1960 Topps: #1 Unitas (VG-EX); Single-Signed Oriole Player Balls: (9 balls, average “8”; all have varying levels of toning) with R. Jackson, Palmer (1993 OAS), B. Robinson, F. Robinson and 2001-2004 MLB/Memory Company Christmas Orioles Figurines: (6 figures, (5) original boxes). All signed material comes with an auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

611. 1964-1982 Baseball, Football & Non-Sport Shoebox Collection of (897) Cards with Many Stars
Straight from the shoebox comes the offered 1964-1982 baseball, football and non-sport shoebox collection of (897) cards featuring many stars. Highlights include Basketball: (258 cards) with 1964 Topps: #331 A.L. Bombers (VG), 1966 Topps: (2) #100 Koufax (VG, GD), (3) #126 Palmer RC (VG-EX); 1967 Topps: #430 Rose (EX-MT), 1975 Topps #660 Aaron (EX-MT); 1992 Topps: #21 Ripken RC (NM-MT); Football: (605 cards) with 1966 Topps: #86 Namath (VG); 1972 Topps: (372 cards, median EX-MT) with #100 Namath (EX-MT), #200 Staubach RC (EX) and 1966 Topps Batman-Red: (34 cards, median VG-EX). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

612. (1900) 1980 Venorlandus (England) World of Sport Complete 48-Card Sets with All & Pele Tremendous Break Value! A potential windfall awaits the high bidder of these (1000) 1980 Venorlandus World of Sport complete 48-card sets. This hoard of “Flik-Cards” was purchased by our consignor directly from England and has remained in their possession since. These overwhelming (NM-MT) sets include a sterling lineup of international stars from a variety of sports including #3 All, #6 Andreotti, #11 Pelé, #22 Nicklaus, #23 Watson, #24 Player, #25 Trevino, #46 Borg and #48 Evert. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply.
Opening Bid $400.00

613. Multi/Single-Signed Baseball & Football Autograph Treasure Chest of (15) with Bonds Bat & Steel Curtain Stock your collection with the offered multi/single-signed baseball and football autograph treasure chest of (15) items. Unless noted, each autograph presents “8” or better. Highlights include Baseball: (9 items) with Single-Signed Bat: Ba. Bonds 34” Sam Bat Bonds 2K1 model (#600, 8-9-02 9660), silver ink, full photo LOA from JSA); Football: (6 items) with Multi-Signed Hall of Fame/Starr Wilson Football: (18 signatures, full photo LOA from JSA) with Unitas and Multi-Signed Steelers Steel Curtain Riddell Mini-Helmet: (4 signatures, ISA cert card, gold ink) with Green, Greenwood, Holmes and D. White. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
614. 1910-1911 Murad College Series T6 Jumbo Card Lot of (6)—All SGC Graded Demonstrate your collecting aptitude in taking home this lot of (6) 1910-1911 Murad College Series T6 Jumbo cards (24% of series total (25 cards)). Measuring 5x8 these oversized tobacco premiums display vivid art images of student-athletes engaged in various sporting endeavors. All (6) have been graded by leading certification service SGC. Featured are: #2 Brown discus throw SGC-45; #4 Cornell rowing SGC-30; #9 N.Y.U. high jump SGC-45; #11 Princeton weight throw SGC-40; #19 Missouri pen- nant/scroll SGC-45; #25 Yale pole vault SGC-40. Opening Bid $110.00

616. 1909-1958 Multi/Non-Sport Card Grab Bag of (150) with Many Stars Diverse 1909-1958 multi/non-sport grab bag of (150) cards picturing numerous Hall of Famers and stars. Highlights include Football: with 1951 Bowman; #2 Graham (GD); 1952 Bowman Large: #2 Graham (FR); 1954 Bowman: #40 Graham (VG); Boxing: with 1910 T218 Mecca: J. Johnson (GD, side view); 1921-26 Exhibits Postcard: J. Dempsey (EX); 1926 Lambert & Butlers Who’s Who in Sport: #3 Tunney (PSA 3) and 1938 Churchman’s: #26 Louis (VG-EX). More on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

618. 1964-1971 Multi/Non-Sport Shoebox Collection of (1328) Cards with Stars Childhood collection of (1328) 1964-1971 multi/non-sport cards from a variety of issues. Highlights include Baseball: (778 cards) with 1967 Topps (163 cards, mostly GD) with #430 Rose (GD); 1969 Topps: #100 Aaron (VG); 1970 Topps: (478 cards, majority VG). Football: (374 cards) with 1966 Philadelphia: (2) #38 Sayers RC (one GD, one PR, tape); 1970 Topps: (126 cards, majority GD to VG) with #90 O. Simpson RC (VG); 1978-79 Topps Basketball: #7 Bradley (GD) and Non-Sports: (141 cards). More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

620. 1979-1989 Multi-Sport Hall of Fame Rookie Card Lot of (22) with Gretzky, Montana & (11) Marino Explosive talent presides with these (22) 1979-1989 multi-sport Hall of Fame rookie cards. Included are Baseball: (2 cards) with 1982 Topps #21 Ripken RC (NM-MT), 1989 Upper Deck #1 Griffey Jr. RC (NM-MT); Football: (19 cards) with 1978 Topps #315 Dorsett RC (EX-MT), (2) #216 Montana RC (both NM), 1984 Topps: (14 cards) with #63 Elway RC (EX-MT), (11) #123 Marino RC (average NM), (2) #280 Dickerson RC (NM- MTT EX-MT), (1) 1986 Topps #161 Rice RC (NM-MT, NM) and Hockey: 1979-80 Topps #18 Gretzky RC (EX-MT). Opening Bid $200.00

621. 1986-1992 Multi-Sport Wax Case & Box Collection of (30) Items Dive into the offered 1986-1992 multi-sport wax case and box collection of (30) items. Highlights include Football Cases (2 cases) with 1988 Topps (24 boxes, 36 packs per, “X” out, unsealed), 1990 Score Series 1 (20 boxes, 36 packs per, double taped) and Wax Boxes (24 boxes) with Multi-Sport: (8) 1992 Classic Four-Sport. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply. More on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

615. 1948-1956 Topps & Bowman Baseball and Football Card Collection of (295) Cards with Stars The cardboard debut of “Mt. Tiger” headlines the offered 1948-56 Topps and Bowman Baseball and Football collection of (295) cards. Highlights include Baseball: (230 cards) with 1948 Bowman: #3 Kiner RC (GD), #4 Mize RC (VG), 1952 Bowman: #1 Berra (FR), #44 Campanella (GD); 1954 Topps: (85 cards, composite VG) with #201 Kaline RC (VG); 1955 Topps: (66 cards, average VG) with #4 Kaline (EX), #82 Banks (VG) and Football: (65 cards) with 1956 Topps: #83 Gifford (GD). More on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

617. 1950-1986 Baseball & Football Hall of Famers Group of (11) with Carlton RC Including (8) BGS/BVG Graded Those athletes who excelled on either the diamond or gridiron are showcased with these (11) 1950-1986 Baseball and Football Hall of Fame cards. Included are Baseball: 1950 Bowman #217 Stengel (EX), 1960 Topps #160 Mantle/Boyer (BVG 6.5), 1962 Topps #18 Mantle/Mays (BVG 5.5), 1964 Topps #50 Mantle (EX-MT); 1965 Topps #477 Carlton RC (BVG 6.5), (2) 1982 Topps #21 Ripken (both BGS 8.5); Football: 1955 Bowman #62 Blunda (EX-MT), 1984 Topps #63 Elway RC (BGS 7) and (2) 1986 #161 Rice RC (both BGS 8). Opening Bid $150.00

Feast on this 1980-1991 baseball and football rack pack collection of (48) with the majority displaying stars. Highlights include Baseball: (45) packs with 1981 Topps: (6) packs with Baines RC/Sutton (back); 1982 Topps: (24) packs with Brett (front), Brett (front), Dawson (back), (2) Hrbek RC (front), (2) Rose (back), Ryan (back); 1982 Topps grocery: (7 racks, 36 cards per) with Ripken RC (front); 1984 Fleer: R. Jackson (front) and 1980 Topps Football groceries: (3 racks with (3) wax packs per, (2) price stickers). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

625. U.S. Olympic Athlete Autograph Lot of (66) Cachets/Trading Cards with Jenner, Robertson & West
The pride of American athleticism is on display in this medal-worthy collection of (66) U.S. Olympic athlete signed cachets/trading cards. Featured are (69) signatures average (“8-9”) with 15% lesser, applied to (60) 1983 Greatest Olympians cards average (EX to NM) and (6) FDCs/cachets average (EX-MT to NM). Highlights are: cards: (2) D. Button, (2) J. Craig, (2) D. DeVaron, (2) M. Erazuriz, B. Jenner, (2) J. Naber, (2) A. Oerter, (3) F. Patterson, D. Robertson, (1) T. West; FDCs: N. Kuzug, B. Speck. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

623. 1980s-2000s Multi-Sport Star Collection of (12,000+) Cards
Stacked 1980s-2000s multi-sport star collection of (12,000+) cards featuring the best the four major North American professional sports leagues have to offer. This thoroughly mixed gathering includes several rookies and mixed inserts/parallels. Included are Baseball: R. Johnson, Maddux, Puckett, F. Thomas; Football: Bettis, Ca. Johnson, E. Smith; Basketball: Bosh, Duncan, Nowitzki and S. O’Neal. Ideal for the internet opportunist or savvy show dealer with an eye for profit margins.
Opening Bid $150.00

624. 1980s-2000s Multi-Sport Star Hoard of (16,000+) Cards
Fill your quarter boxes with this massive 1980s-2000s multi-sport star hoard of (16,000+) cards including several rookies and multiple inserts/parallels scattered throughout. Some of the better names uncovered in this thoroughly mixed gathering are Baseball: Boggs, Clemens, Maddux, Mattingly, Piazza; Football: C. Carter, Faulk, J. Kelly; Basketball: Barkley, Drexler, Ewing, K. Malone; Hockety: Barkley, Bourque, Br. Hull and Modano. Due to size/weight, a shipping surcharge may apply.
Opening Bid $150.00

626. Vintage to Modern Auto Racing Collection with Numerous Autographs Including Earnhardt, Sr. & Multi-Signed Display
Race fans start your bidding engines for this fast-track vintage to modern auto racing collection. Featured are (162) signed/unsigned items with (149) signed average (“8-10”) with a multi-signed display, photos/giveaways, trading cards, 3x5s and a TV Guide; and (13) unsigned publications. Highlights are: multi-signed display with (18) autographs and full photo LOA from JSA, keys are: B. Bodine, K. Busch, R. Craven, J. Gordon, K. Harvick, J. Johnson, M. Kesneth, M. Martin, R. Newman, K. Schrader; D. Earnhardt, Sr. card PSA/DNA Authentic Auto. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

628. Baseball and Football HOFer Signed Framed Display Lot of (4) with Montana and Ryan
Opening Bid $100.00

629. 1962-1963 Salada Coins Baseball & Football Collection (40)
Opening Bid $100.00

630. (17) 1973-1983 Kelloggs & Wonder Bread Baseball & Football Sets
Opening Bid $150.00
631. Mickey Mantle and Walter Payton Signed Framed Displays - Full PSA/DNA and JSA
Gone too soon after incomparable careers, both Mickey Mantle (d.1995) and Walter Payton (d.1999) have delivered “perfect 10” autographs on 8x10 likenesses in these framed displays. Includes: Mantle: framed to 11 x 13-1/8”, a color photo of Mantle posing at Yankee Stadium is signed in blue marker (full photo LOA from PSA/DNA); Payton: framed to 10-7/8 x 13”, a color collage entitled “A Legend Among Us” is signed by its subject in blue marker and inscribed “34” (full photo LOA from JSA).
Opening Bid $200.00

632. Mickey Mantle and Walter Payton Signed and Framed Catchets
Lauded for impressive feats in their respective athletic arenas, both Mickey Mantle and Walter Payton have autographed these (2) Gateway Silk Catchet tributes. Includes: Mantle: framed to 13-7/16 x 20-3/16”, a 1986 cachet is signed in blue ballpoint (“10” strength; full photo LOA from JSA) and accented by a color photo of Mantle and teammate Roger Maris; Payton: framed to 15-11/16 x 12-1/16”, a 1984 cachet is signed in blue ballpoint (“9” strength; auction LOA from JSA) and accompanied by a 1993 Hall of Fame cachet.
Opening Bid $200.00

633. Autographed 8x10 Lot of (4) With J. DiMaggio, Mantle, Unitas and T. Williams - All JSA
Their respective careers described in superlatives, these (4) sports icons have all been called “the best.” Portrayed in 8x10 photographs, each has decorated his likeness with a bold fiber tip autograph certain to trump most other examples! Includes: Joe DiMaggio (“8-9” strength; full JSA); Mickey Mantle (“8-9” strength; full JSA); Johnny Unitas (“9-10” strength; JSA cert/sticker); Ted Williams (“8” strength; full JSA). Tremendous “break” value here, folks!
Opening Bid $250.00

634. Multi-Sport Signed Jersey Lot of (3) With Ripken, Bird and Kidd - All Full JSA
Tailored to the specifications of the garments worn during their remarkable careers, these (3) professional model jerseys are respectively autographed by their heroic subjects. Includes: Larry Bird: Boston Celtics road jersey signed in black marker (“8-9” strength); Jason Kidd: New Jersey Nets home jersey signed in silver marker (“8” strength); Cal Ripken, Jr: Baltimore Orioles road jersey signed in black marker (“8” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

635. Baseball and Football Legends Autograph Lot of (11) With Montana, Payton and R. Jackson - All Certed
The diamond and gridiron are the respective arenas in which these iconic performers realized fame, championships and autographed the items in this impressive lot of (11). Bold signatures average (“9”) potency and include: Baseball: Ba. Bonds, R. Jackson, Mattingly, Rose and Rose/Harrelson; Football: Montana, Payton (2) Pennington, L. Taylor and A “New York Sack Exchange” display signed by Klecko, Lyons, Salaam and Gastineau. Individual certs from JSA, PSA/DNA or Steiner Sports. Great “break” value! More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

636. Multi-Sport Autograph Collection of (14) With Namath, LaMotta and Ripken - All Certified
Simultaneously score a touchdown, a home run and a knockout blow in this lot of (14) autographed souvenirs! Bold pennings average (“9”) strength and include: Baseball: Clemens, R. Jackson, Killebrew, Larsen, Ripken, Ryan; Boxing: Holmes, LaMotta, Norton and Dundee/Dova; Football: Montana, Namath, J. Rice and Ivory. Individual Steiner Sports or JSA certs/stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

637. 1948-1997 Washington/Baltimore Area Multi-Sport Book Collection of (16) with (11) Signed
Grow your sports library with this 1948-1997 Washington/Baltimore area multi-sport book collection of (16). Displaying as better to excellent, this mostly first edition accumulation is authored by successful coaches and prominent sportswriters. All but (3) are wrapped in original dust jackets and a total of (11) are signed. Highlights are (5) signed by authors: G. Allen (2) both (“9-10”) signatures; J. Gibbs (“9-10”); S. Povich (“9”), also signed by M. Vernon (“9”); J. Theismann (“7”). Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

638. (19) Multi-Sport Signed Books with Chamberlain, Namath & Reggie White
Explore the life and times of your favorite professional athlete with these (19) signed books. Each volume is penned on the title page with the autographs presenting (“9”) or better. Unless noted, each book is a hard cover with a dust jacket. Featured endorsers include Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Dick Allen, Charles Barkley, Jim Bouton, Wilt Chamberlain, George Foreman, Joe Frazier, Joe Namath, Duke Snider, Fay Vincent, Reggie White and many more. Individual JSA cert cards accompany. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
639. 1912 S110
American Indians Silk Pillow Case Framed Display with Sitting Bull
This 1910-1912 S110 Pillow Top American Indian 23x23 silk is a glorious portrayal of those who helped shape the Old West. The artistic merits of this condition sensitive artifact are undeniable. In the center of the blank-backed silk blanket is a “46 star” United States flag. Surrounding the American flag is red stitching encircled by a native design. A series of ten 3x5 captions celebrating the figures and customs of Native American life is also individually stitched. Prominent American Indians portrayed are Sitting Bull, Osceola, Rain in the Face and Black Hawk. Four native designs (eagle, dancer and bow and arrow) adorn the middle edges and top right and left corners, while the bottom right corner bears the number 5. A clear stitched multicolored border frames this piece. Despite a surface contusion to the right of Sitting Bull and two spots of light staining, this fabric has survived the century in exquisite condition and is expertly framed and matted to 28-1/2 x 29”. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

641. 1938 Gum Inc.
Horrors of War Partial Set (228/288) Plus (270)
Duplicates with (83) Total High Numbers
Graphic and controversial 1938 Gum Inc. Horrors of War partial set of (228/288) cards plus (270) duplicates totaling (83) high numbers. Highlights include Partial Set: (228/288, average GD to VG, 57 high numbers average VG-EX, 10% writing) with 91 Marco Polo Bridge (VG), 88 Hands (EX), 99 Ghoulish Dogs (VG), #240 The Frightful Cost (VG-EX), #284 Germany’s Amazing (VG-EX). Duplicates: (270 cards, average VG, 5-10% trimming or writing, 26 high numbers) with #228, 236, 242, 243, 247, (2) 248, 249, 251, (2) 253, 254, (2) 258, 259, 262, 263, (2) 265, 266, 267, (3) 271, 272 and 275. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

642. 1935 Eckstein-Halpau “Die Nachkriegszzeit” Complete Set of (252) with (11) PSA Graded
The rise of the Third Reich along with Nazi Germany’s foreign policy is chronicled with this stirring 1935 Eckstein-Halpau “Die Nachkriegszzeit” complete set of (252) cards featuring (11) PSA graded examples. This Dresden-based issue with German text averages (VG to VG-EX) quality throughout. Included are PSA 5: (2 cards) with #208, #222 Hitler; PSA 4: #175; PSA 3: (6 cards) with #80 Hitler Office, #82 Zeppelin, #119 Ford/Edison, #174 Gandhi, #202 F. Roosevelt, #246 Hitler; PSA 2: (2 cards) with #113 Lindbergh and #239 Mussolini/Hitler.
Opening Bid $150.00

643. 1934-1975 Non-Sport Card Treasure Chest of (1164) Cards with (111) PSA Graded
Celebrated actors, brand parodies and the Wild West are among the topics covered with this extensive 1934-1975 non-sport card treasure chest of (1164) cards including (111) PSA graded examples. Highlights include 1934 Garbaty Cigarettes Moderne Schonheitsgalerie Series 1: (258 cards, average VG to EX, 15-20% reverse residue/writing) with 2) #12 Garbo (EX-MT, VG-EX); 1945 Mutoscope Artist Pinnys: “Pursuit Type” (PSA 5.5), “See, I Can Institute Books” (psa 4); 1955 Topps Rails & Sails: #133 (PSA 8.5); 1966 Topps Batman Series A-Road: (137 cards, average EX to EX-MT, 28 graded); 1973 Topps Wacky Packs Series 4: (200 cards, (10) 9/9 Puzzle Sets, 5 graded, average EX-MT, no shortprints) and 1974 Topps Wacky Packs Series 7: (51 cards, 9/9 Puzzle set, 10 graded, average EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

644. 1959 Fleer Three Stooges Complete Set (96/96)
The side-splitting antics of “Larry, Moe and Curly” are manifested with the offered 1959 Fleer Three Stooges complete set of (96) cards. With deference to moderate cardboard bowing, this highly entertaining series has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 30% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX), 25% (VG-EX) and 20% (VG or lesser). Highlights include #1 “Curly” (GD), #2 “Moe” (VG-EX) and #3 “Larry” (VG-EX). Due to rudimentary factory printing techniques of the day, slight centering/size variances are present.
Opening Bid $400.00
645. 1911 T59 Flags of All Nations Near Set of (190/200) Cards in Vintage Album
The banners of various nations, cities and other sundry themes are found with the offered 1911 T59 Flags of All Nations near set of (190/200) cards. Each tobacco card is stored in a vintage Harlach trading card album and is retained with photo album corners with no adhesives. The obverses generally present (VG) while the conditions of the reverses are unknown. The handsome red album with gilt embossing is tightly bound with black string and crisp beige inner pages. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

646. 1930s Non-Sport Grab Bag Lot of (161) with (100) 1938 Gum Inc. Horrors of War
Global conflict, espionage and popular culture are explored with these (161) 1930s non-sports cards. Highlights include 1930s R150 Time Marches On: (31 cards, average VG); 1938 Gum Inc. Horrors of War: (100 cards, 61% edge pen marks when viewed as stack, 51% reverse promotional “lucky” stampings, otherwise average EX-MT, 18 high numbers) with #216-229, 232, 239, 246, 271 and 1939 Gumakers of America True Spy Stories: (6 cards, average VG-EX) with #1 “Spy Web Over Washington” (EX-MT). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

647. (22) 1941-1965 Non-Sport Graded Cards with Tougher Issues
Sampling of (22) 1941-1965 non-sport graded cards from a variety of issues. Featured are 1941 Goudey Sky Birds: (2 cards) with (2) #24 (one PSA 6, mc, one PSA 4); 1952 Topps Look ‘N See: #46 Oakley (GAI 5), #54 Buffalo Bill (GAI 7); 1954 Topps Scoop: (2) #128 Owens (both PSA 8, oc), #154 26-Inning Tie (PSA 8, oc); 1956 Topps Elvis Presley: (4 cards, all SGC 84) with #9, 42, 50, 55 and 1965 Topps Gilligan’s Island: #20 (GAI 7.5). More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

648. WWII Era U.S. Homeland Ephemera Collection of (214) with (2) 1942 Posters
Patriotism, duty and determination fire this WWII Era U.S. Homeland ephemera collection of (214). Featured is a fascinating assortment of original posters, postcards, premiums, handbills, booklets, letters, notices and more, accumulated by noted reporter/author Paul Dickson. Highlights are: (2) 1942 posters with: United Nations Statue of Liberty/flags and a “rescue at sea” scene; Rand McNally “War Map of the Pacific”; (2) Kellogg’s “Pep” model airplane premiums; “Wings for Combat” multi-signed Air Force program. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

649. Western/Entertainment/War Signed Photo and Unsigned Ephemera Lot of (18)
Autograph seekers hit the trail for this western/entertainment/war signed photo and unsigned ephemera lot of (18). Present are: (11) western signed photos average (8-9) unless noted, with: Bob Brown (“7”), (2) Yakima Canutt, Sunset Carson, John Hart (Lone Ranger), Dick Jones, Pee Wee King, Pierce Lyden, Jim Meeate, Charles Starrett, Bob Steele; (2) entertainment signed photos with: Jack (Jimmy Olsen) Larson (“9”), Frank Yankovic (“7”). Photos have JSA basic cert/stickers or stamps of approval. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

650. 1966 Remco “Lost In Space” Robot Toy in Working Condition with Original Box “Warning! Danger!” If these words brought on a wave of nostalgia this item is for you. Offered is a 1966 Remco “Lost In Space” robot toy in working condition with original box. This stunning figure stands 12” tall and displays in excellent condition with clean surfaces and functioning arms, wheels and chest light. Minor signs of wear including typical headpiece seam separation and moderate decal fading/bubbling have minimal impact on the appearance of this vintage gem. Equally impressive is the original box which shows handsomely. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

651. 1880s-1940s Non-Sport Card Collection (303)
Opening Bid $100.00

652. (3) 1980-1983 Topps Star Wars Complete Near Boxes
Opening Bid $100.00

Opening Bid $100.00
654. Marilyn Monroe Personal Costume Jeweled Rouge Compact with Original Rosenstein Estate Letter

More than five decades after her departure Marilyn Monroe still fires the imagination of adoring fans. Feed your collectible fire with this genuine Marilyn Monroe personally owned/use costume jeweled rouge compact. Measuring 1-1/2” in diameter this brass and glass bauble remains in excellent condition. Decorated with an intricate etched acanthus leaf and flower pattern, the brass surface shimmers warmly around a faux amethyst stone which is trimmed with a raised sculpted design. The hinged lid functions smoothly and the enclosed powder puff displays authentic signs of use including traces of makeup and a perfumed scent. A narrow band of light soil- ing rings the stone’s sculpted setting with little hindrance to the radiant luster of this vintage heirloom. Accompanying this piece of Hollywood history is an original letter dated 3/12/03 from the estate of Sidney Rosenstein, a motion picture industry executive and serious cinema memorabilia collector. As you contemplate ownership of this exotic treasure imagine the number of times it has come literally face to face with the greatest sex symbol in popular culture. More on our website.

Opening Bid $2000.00

655. 1954 Marilyn Monroe “Golden Dreams” Nude Calendar

Photographer Tom Kelly’s “Golden Dreams” photo of Marilyn Monroe appeared in the first Playboy issue and ranks among the most iconic images in popular culture. The offered 1954 calendar is sure to fulfill your collecting dreams. Measuring 12x20 this classic pin-up features the gorgeous Marilyn posed nude against a red velvet background and rates a solid (VG-EX) designation. The phrase “posed by Marilyn Monroe” is printed to the right of her body and “No. 1427-Golden Dreams-U.I. Co., N.Y.-Made in U.S.A.” is printed at the lower left on the border. More on our website.

Opening Bid $100.00

656. John F. Kennedy Signed Index Card—PSA/DNA 8

The term “popular president” may seem like an oxymoron in the 21st Century, but not so during the idyllic “Camelot” years of the early 1960s when the incredibly popular JFK ruled the land. Rekindle your admiration for politicians with this highly appealing John F. Kennedy (d.1963) signed index card. Encapsulated and graded NM-MT 8 by PSA/DNA, Kennedy’s stately blue ink, ballpoint pen signature is showcased handsomely on a light-cream, unlined 3x5 card. This “grail quest” signature is sure to prove a wise investment as the charismatic signer becomes more and more of a legend in years to come.

Opening Bid $1200.00

657. J.D. Rockefeller Signed 1887 Standard Oil Stock Certificate with Full JSA Business tycoon John D. Rockefeller (d.1937) was the first American billionaire and adjusting for inflation is likely the richest man in history. Offered is a Rockefeller signed 1887 Standard Oil Trust stock certificate. The backbone of Rockefeller’s financial empire, Standard Oil is considered the first great U.S. business trust. Printed by the Franklin Bank Co. this crisp, clean certificate presents in gorgeous condition, however vertical compacting folds relegate it to a (VF) grade designation. Rockefeller’s powerful and stylish (“8-9”) strength signature appears at bottom right on the line printed as “President”. Measuring 12x8 this highly appealing document is adhered at left with a 4x8 receipt section, bringing the total size of the two sections to 16x8. Also present are the signatures of “Secretary” John D. Archbold (“9”), purchaser Jas. Corrigan (“9”), minor ink migration) and an undetermined “Treasurer” (“8-9”) whose blue ink signature partially overlaps Rockefeller’s without diminishing it. Made in the amount of 100 shares the certificate is hand dated in body of the text as 1/4/1887. Full photo LOA from JSA.

Opening Bid $500.00

658. (14) Multi/Single-Signed Hard Cover Books with Aldrin, Carter & Goldwater

Astronauts, politicians and other movers and shakers are represented with these (14) multi/single-signed hard cover books (including dust jackets). Included are (2) multi-signed baseball books with (25) total signatures along with (12) single-signed volumes signed on the title pages (average “9”) highlighted by Buzz Aldrin, Jimmy Carter, Barry Goldwater, Jerry Lewis and Alan Shepard. With exception to the multi-signed major league baseball book (auction LOA from JSA), the remaining autographs are accompanied by JSA cert cards. More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

659. 1995 Deluxe LE Book “Sometime in New York City” by J. Lennon, Y. Ono and B. Gruen—Signed By Ono & Gruen

Picture yourself in possession of this fabulous collector’s book. Offered is a pristine copy of the 1995 deluxe Rock ‘n Roll photo book “Sometime in New York City” with text by John Lennon, Yoko Ono and Bob Gruen. This visually delightful book is LE numbered “608” from a signed edition of 2,500 copies (an additional 1,000 unsigned copies were also printed as part of the original first edition run of 3,500). Contents include fascinating text and an amazing array of photos, many previously unpublished, from the archives of Gruen who served as Lennon’s personal photographer during his time in NYC. Black leather binding supports aluminum cover boards which are silkscreened with a black and white image of Lennon. The photo used for the covers is Gruen’s most notable work, a famous shot of the former Beatle wearing a “New York City” T-shirt. Silver page edging completes the design of this highly styled tome which is signed on the numbered page by Ono in black (“9-10”) and Gruen in blue (“9-10”) and is present in the original Solander box which is decorated with a silk-screened collage of color NYC scenes and an aluminum title plate, along with a protective sleeve and a printed publisher’s disclaimer.

Opening Bid $300.00
660. United States Exploring Expedition 1845 Atlas Rare Book
From 1835 to 1842 the United States Exploring Expedition sailed the Pacific Ocean on a mission to explore and survey from Antarctica to the Pacific Northwest, furthering a variety of sciences in the process. Presented is a rare Atlas book from the first trade edition published in 1845 by Lea & Blanchard of Philadelphia. Limited to 1,000 copies this rare edition featured five volumes of text plus the seldom offered atlas which features (5) maps. This desirable atlas displays in appealing (VG) condition with deference to a full length spine split. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

661. Antique Powder Horn, Flask & Ramrod Collection of (7)
Hunters and gatherers go on the hunt for this collection of (7) antique powder horns, flasks and ramrods. Dating from the 1700s-1800s these musket accessories display handsomely with authentic signs of use. Featured are: (2) animal horns: 14” long with 3” diameter base; 6-1/2” horn with sculpted opening at the wide end, point intact at the narrow end and hanging chains/hooks attached; (3) leather flasks: 3-1/2 x 8” with hunting dog design, 3x8 plain brown, 3-1/2 x 6-1/2”; suede finish; (2) ramrods both 13”. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

662. Early U.S. Space Exploration Program Photo Collection of (268) with Mercury, Gemini & “Original 7”
Witness the birth of the U.S. space exploration program with this 1950s-1960s collection of (268) NASA/other 8x10 photos. Ranging as (70% EX-MT to NM-MT, 30% VG to EX) this exciting assortment was acquired directly from NASA and official news services by the consignor while engaged in professional writing assignments for various periodicals. Featured are Type I, Type II, wire and publicity photos highlighted by images of the “Original 7” Mercury astronauts, U.S. Presidents, the Gemini program and “S”-serial numbered photos. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

663. 1957-2007 NASA & Soviet Union Space Exploration Pin/Medal/ Jewelry Treasure Chest Lot of (332)
Award yourself this otherworldly treasure chest lot of (332) 1957-2007 space exploration pins, medals and jewelry. Assembled by Paul Dickson who authored the 2007 book “Sputnik the Shock of the Century”, this gorgeous assortment displays in top condition and chronicles fifty years of the NASA and Soviet Union/Russian space programs. Highlights are: Apollo items: North American Rockwell employee premium cufflinks; tracking ship tie clip; Apollo XIV tie clip; Apollo XI photo pinback; and (50+) Sputnik items. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

664. 1960s-1970s Apollo Space Program Official Photograph/ Ephemera Hoard of (368) in Pristine Condition
Take a giant step for collecting-kind with this tremendous 1960s-1970s Apollo Space Program photograph/ephemera hoard of (368) ranging as (80% NM to MT, 20% EX to EX-MT). Acquired by the consignor during professional writing assignments for various periodicals this fascinating selection includes numerous original Type I/Type II 8x10 photos obtained directly from NASA during media events and research visits. This generally pristine collection boasts many rare images with Apollo astronauts, lunar landings and candid training shots. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

665. NASA Space Program 8x10 Photo Hoard of (811) with Skylab, Space Shuttle, Satellites & Solar System
Explore the final frontier with this 1960s-1990s collection of (811) NASA/other Type I, Type II, wire and publicity 8x10 photos and lithograph prints. Ranging as (90% EX to NM-MT, 10% lesser) this high quality hoard was acquired directly from NASA and official news services by the consignor while engaged in professional writing assignments for various periodicals. This compelling archive focuses on the Skylab, Space Shuttle and Satellite programs, along with unmanned missions to planets in our Solar System planets. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
666. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Signature Cut Display with Full JSA
Considered the greatest American poet of his day, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (d.1882) gained international acclaim for the musical quality of his lyric style. Offered is a Longfellow cut signature display. Professionally framed and matted, this stately 9x14 display features a 4x5 photograph perfectly aligned above the 4 x 1-1/2" cut which includes the salutation “Yours truly”. Signed in black ink by dip pen, Longfellow’s elegant signature retains desirable (“8”) strength. Completing the ensemble is a handsome gold-gilt frame. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

668. February, 1958 Famous Monsters of Filmland #1-Key First Issue Horror/Sci-Fi Magazine
Horror fans get your creep on with this important key first issue horror/sci-fi magazine. Offered is a February, 1958 Famous Monsters of Filmland #1 issue. Featuring sixty-six pages of classic monster photos this seminal issue required a second printing to satisfy demand while paving the way for a genre defining run guided by beloved editor Forrest J. “Ackermanster” Ackerman. Graced with a cover image of an “Ivy-League Frankenstein” and his ghoul friend” this keystone issue rates a (VG) grade with vibrant colors and moderate wear.
Opening Bid $100.00

669. 1960 Justice League of America #1 Important Key Issue DC Comic Book
Key issue specialists employ your bidding powers to capture this important DC comic book. Presented is a Justice League of America #1 issue from Oct-Nov, 1960. Ranked among the “Top 25” Silver Age comics, this coveted issue is considered a major key with great investment potential. Starring the DC super-hero line-up of Batman, Superman, Flash, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman, Aquaman and Martian Manhunter this “must-have” example rates a solid (VG+) designation with appealing gloss, bold colors, decent spine and clean light-cream pages.
Opening Bid $200.00

670. 1961 DC “Key Issue” Comic Book The Brave and the Bold #34 with 1st Silver Age Hawkman
Comic collectors take flight with this 1961 comic book The Brave and the Bold #34. This key DC issue presents the 1st appearance of the Silver Age Hawkman, Hawkgirl and Byth characters. Featuring a Gardner Fox story and Joe Kubert art, this important comic predates the Hawkman’s own series #1 issue released in 1964. Though the cover is detached from the bottom staple only, a relatively flat cover, vivid colors, good gloss and decent spine merit this book a desirable (VG+) designation. Pages are tan and remain clean and supple.
Opening Bid $100.00

671. High Grade Bronze Age Comic Book Lot of (16) with Marvel Preview #4 First Appearance of Star-Lord
Investment potential abounds in this high grade Bronze Age comic book lot of (16). These absolutely stunning comics display brilliant colors, excellent gloss, unblemished spines, flat covers and supple pages, making them suitable candidates for grading. Lot key is Marvel Preview #4 1st appearance of Star-Lord (NM), this issue is red hot and selling for multiples of its guide price due to the enormous popularity of the recent “Guardians of the Galaxy” film. Also present are: (5) Giant-Size #1’s, (6) Howard the Duck and (4) assorted. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00
672. 1864 Abraham Lincoln Re-Election Song Book & Commander In Chief Card

Amid America’s greatest period of turmoil, Abraham Lincoln was re-elected to a second term as President in 1864. An incredible piece of wartime propaganda was issued when patriotic fervor for the Union was crucial. Printed by Mason & Co. of Philadelphia, this sixteen page antique booklet rates a highly respectable (GD-VG) designation with deference to a handwritten name and date along the right border of the front cover. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

674. Bullion/Coin/Commemorative Treasure Chest with Silver & Base Metal Issues

Numismatists and silver hoarders revel in this desirable treasure chest loaded with bullion, coins and commemoratives. Featured are precious silver and base metal specimens with U.S./foreign coins, sterling ingots, pewter/bronze commemoratives and silver bullion medals, including several prestigious Franklin Mint issues. With an approximate total of (28) ounces of silver and a variety of interesting historical commemoratives this captivating assortment is sure to satisfy collector cravings while providing investment potential. More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

675. U.S. Silver & Clad Dollar Coins Collection of (110) with GSA “Black Box” 1884-CC

Recent precious metal pricing trends have hoarders speculating silver is a must buy. This considerable lot of (110) U.S. silver and clad dollar coins boasts a total of (33) silver specimens. Highlights are: 1884-CC GSA “black box” Morgan (BU); and (15) Eagle .999 fine silver coins (all BU) with: (2) 1986, (2) 1987, (2) 1988, (2) 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996. Also present are: (17) Morgan silver dollars (no grades, all polished/cleaned); and (77) clad dollars ranging in grades of (VF to BU). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

676. Tremendous U.S. Silver and Clad Half Dollar Coin Lot of (373)

Bulk up your coin collection with this hoard of (373) U.S. silver and clad half dollar coins. Present are: (65) 90% silver loose coins average (VG to VF) with: (42) 1935-1947 Walking Liberty; (20) 1950-1963 Franklin; (3) 1964 JFK; (5) piece Franklin boxed set (no grade, cleaned); (5) JFK partial sets in Whitman folders average (XF to BU) with: (8) 90% silver, (25) 40% silver, (64) clad; (25) Littleton packaged 90% silver coins ranging (GD to XF); (23) JFK 40% silver average (XF to AU); (158) JFK clad ranging (VF to BU). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

677. John Travolta Worn “Urban Cowboy Wedding Scene” Tuxedo Costume

No bull John Travolta fans, the offered costume is a great piece of movie memorabilia. Worn by Travolta during the wedding scene in the 1980 trendsetting film “Urban Cowboy”, this white tuxedo is sure to dress up your collection. Affixed with tags from a prior Sotheby’s of New York sale these iconic garments present in like-new condition with: 1.) tuxedo jacket with “Clement S. Crystal Inc.” label; 2.) tuxedo pants with size “W32, Long” tag; 3.) tuxedo vest; and 4.) mint green ruffled shirt with “Lion of Troy” label. More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

678. Entertainment Greats Signed Personal Check Lot of (94) With Charlton Heston and Jimmy Stewart

Stage and screen stars and starlets, a 500 Home Run Club icon and a 1930s mobster’s wife are among the headliners in this lot of (94) personal checks with bold endorsements. Signatures average (“9-10”) potency with highlights including (5) encapsulated documents with autographs assessed “Authentic” by PSA/DNA. These include: Edgar Rice Burroughs (d.1950), Charlton Heston, Harnon Killebrew, Jack Lord and James Stewart. Additional keys include: Anne Lansky, (3) Bob Newhart, (3) Carl Reiner and (2) Rob Reiner. More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

679. Clifford Franklin Washington Sentinels Jersey from “The Replacements”

“I’m scared of spiders, coach.” So admitted wide receiver Clifford Franklin in a heart-to-heart with coach McGinty. With blazing speed and terrible hands, Clifford (neph, actor Orlando Jones) suited up in this Washington Sentinels jersey in the 2000 film, “The Replacements.” The red mesh/dazzle cloth blend size “L” pullover garment features “81” sewn to the front, back and shoulders in white-on-blue twill and “FRANKLIN” sewn to a nameplate atop the back number in white twill. Excellent “game” wear is evident!

Opening Bid $150.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
680. 1887 N172 Old Judge
John Ward (Batting) PSA 3
(mk)
Nineteenth Century Hall of Famer! Graded VG 3 with an (mk) qualifier by PSA. Captain John Montgomery Ward of the New York Giants displays fine batting form on this 1887 N172 Old Judge relic. The “Batting, Looking Left” pose is one of only four total specimens confirmed by the third-party service and features a crystal clear period sepia image. Despite reverse pencil writing and other general obverse wear, this 127 year-old sample presents as well as any serious hobbyist could hope for. Opening Bid $550.00

681. 1909-11 T206 White Borders Hal Chase Blue Portrait (Broad Leaf 350) PSA 1—Only Graded
T206 Rare Back Collectors! Graded Poor 1 by PSA. As the subject of several turn-of-the-century player collections, the offered 1909-11 T206 White Borders Hal Chase (Blue Portrait) with an exceedingly tough Broad Leaf 350 Subjects back will certainly garner considerable interest. This specimen is the only such rendition of “Prince Hal” with the advertising reverse confirmed by the third-party grading service. Despite reverse paper loss and residue consistent with the technical appraisal, the bright obverse still presents in the (GD to VG) range. Opening Bid $200.00

682. 1911 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets #23 Nap Lajoie (Checklist Back) PSA 2
(mk) Graded Good 2 with an (mk) qualifier by PSA. Cleveland icon Napoleon Lajoie is at the ready for this captivating 1911 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets #23 premium. The matted treasure displays a hint of extraneous writing on the checklist reverse. Despite the imperfection, this crease-free and eye-catching artifact presents at the peak of the assigned technical grade featuring a large illustration of the batter set against an inviting pastel multi-colored setting. The corners are evenly rounded while obverse soiling is relegated near the perimeter. Opening Bid $500.00

683. 1917 E135 Collins-McCarthy #82 Joe Jackson (Blank Back) SGC Authentic
Oblivious to the turmoil he would eventually be embroiled in following the 1919 World Series, “Shoeless” Joe Jackson stands confidently with “Black Betsy” in tow for this exceedingly scarce 1917 E135 Collins-McCarthy #82 (blank back) Type card. With a persona that is shrouded in myth and intrigue, period cardboard representations of the prolific White Sox slugger are in perpetual demand. Graded Authentic by SGC due to having been extracted from a period sheet or strip, the offered version is one of only five copies regardless of reverse advertising to have been appraised by the third-party authenticator. The striking black-and-white image is perfectly contrasted with sharp focus placed on the controversial subject. Despite mild creasing along the lower edge, upper perimeter notching and a pair of surface abrasions to the left of Jackson’s right leg, the overall quality of the near century-old canvas is not compromised. Aside from scattered spots of slight paper pulling, the blank text reverse is absent of any serious detractors. For advanced “Black Sox” historians, the offered West Coast relic is a compelling proposition and worthy of serious bidding consideration. Opening Bid $900.00

684. 1917 E135 Collins-McCarthy #87 Walter Johnson (Blank Back) SGC 10 The dominant Walter Johnson commands the offered 1917 E135 Collins-McCarthy #87 candy card. Graded 10 Poor 1 by SGC. This scarce West Coast production is made even more elusive in that it is blank backed. Despite a combination of obverse wear consistent with the technical assessment, the black-and-white Hall of Fame image remains focused and sharp while the off-white reverse is clean. One of only six total Johnson copies with any back judged by the third-party service. Opening Bid $200.00

685. 1917 E135 Collins-McCarthy Group of (22) Blank-Backed Cards with SGC Authentic #25 Carey & #187 Wheat West Coast find of (22) 1917 E135 Collins-McCarthy (blank back) singles including a pair of SGC graded Hall of Famers. These scarce candy cards appear to have been neatly extracted from a larger sheet or strip. Despite the size variances, these extremely tough Types generally present in the (GD) range with clean backs. Included are Hall of Famers: (2 cards, both SGC Authentic) with #25 Carey (1 of 7 graded), #187 Wheat (1 of 3 graded); Others: (20 cards) with #7, 10, 13, 19, 34, 43, 48, 66, 68, 72, 78, 84, 93, 98, 105, 133, 153, 159, 172 and 200. Opening Bid $150.00
686. 1933 Goudey Baseball Starter Set of (102) Different with (38) PSA Graded Including (8) Hall of Famers

Burst into the 1933 Goudey Baseball edition with the offered starter set of (102) different with (38) PSA graded including eight Hall of Famers. Included are PSA 6: #112; PSA 5: (2 cards) with #174, #191; PSA 4: (18 cards) with #11, 55, 67, 81, 83, 85, 90, 93, 97, 98, 108, 101, 139, 143, 161, 178, 179, 235; PSA 3.5: (2 cards) with #91, 192; PSA 2: (4 cards) with #14, 51, 87, 198; PSA 2.5: (2 cards) with #2 Vance, 212; PSA 2: (5 cards) with #79 Faber, 116, 120, 129 (mk), 224; PSA 1.5: #44 Bottomley; PSA 1: (3 cards) with #58 O’Doul, #60 Hoyt, #107 Manush; Ungraded: (64 cards, average GD, 10% tape residue) with #9, 13, 15, 7, 18, 24, 26, 27, 30, 32, 36, 38, 40, 41, 45, 46, 57, 65, 75, 78, 80, 82, 95, 96, 104, 105, 108, 121, 122, 124, 131, 132, #134 S. Rice (FR), 136, 137, #138 Pennock (GD), 141, 151, 155, 157, 159, 167, 170, 172, 173, 175-77, 180, 182, 183, 185, #189 Cronin (GD), 193, 195, 201, 208, #209 Luque (GD), 213, 228, 233, 236, 237 and #240 Schumacher (GD).

Opening Bid $1200.00

688. 1933 Goudey Baseball #53 Babe Ruth SGC 20

Graded 20 Fair 1.5 by SGC. A rite of passage for pre-war hobbyists comes with the purchase of a playing era Babe Ruth card. The offered 1933 Goudey Baseball #53 George Herman (Babe) Ruth affords such an opportunity. Graded 20 Fair 1.5 by by SGC. This famous slab of cardboard was obviously admired by its original owner as is displays a combination of obverse wear consistent with the technical appraisal. The reverseouting Ruth as the “Home run king of the big leagues” displays expected soiling. This item has a reserve. Estimated value ($1200-$1500).

Opening Bid $400.00

689. 1933 Goudey Baseball #160 Lou Gehrig SGC 20

Graded 20 Fair 1.5 by SGC. “Larrupin’” Lou Gehrig strides into an unfortunate fastball on this 1933 Goudey Baseball #160 gum card. This pinstriped classic displays a combination of moderate, but not acute wear consistent with the technical appraisal. The entertaining biographical reverse detailing Gehrig’s batting exploits is absent of any paper loss, residue or writing. A prime value selection!

Opening Bid $500.00

690. 1934 Quaker Oats Babe Ruth Two-Way Flip Book

As the ultimate pitcher, Babe Ruth swings for the fences yet again with the offered 1934 Quaker Oats two-way flip book. As the motion picture became firmly ensconced in American culture, portable flip books doubling as movies were all the rage as youth could relive action sequences of their favorite stars. This particular relic features Ruth unleashed a mighty cut on one side while the reverse features Ruth practicing his fielding. Despite a moderately soiled front with back cover writing, the tightly stapled and slightly rounded inner pages still present nicely.

Opening Bid $250.00

691. 1954 Bowman Baseball Complete Set (224/224) Plus #66 Ted Williams

For the true set collector arrives the offered 1954 Bowman Baseball complete set of (224) cards plus the challenging #66 Ted Williams shortprint. This series has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 10% (VG-EX or better), 20% (VG), 35% (GD) and 35% (FR or less) with nearly 10% displaying reverse paper loss, tape residue or writing. Highlights include #15 Ashburn (GD), #45 Kiner (VG), #50 Kell (VG-EX), #64 Mathews (GD), #65 Mantle (GD), #66 T. Williams (PR, tape), #89 Mays (PR, tape), #95 Roberts (GD), #132 Feller (VG), #138 Hodges (GD), #145 B. Martin (VG) and #161 Berra (GD). More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00
**LAST MINUTE ADDITIONS**

**DECEMBER 11, 2014**

692. 1959 & 1960 Topps Baseball Partial & Near Sets with Stars

Offered is a tandem of 1959 and 1960 Topps Baseball partial and near sets with stars. Highlights include 1959 Topps partial: (463/572, 25% VG or better, 50% GD, 25% FR or lesser, 10% residue/writing) with #50 Mays (PR, paper loss), #543 Corsair

Tris-Clemente (GD), #571 Spahn AS (GD), #572 Pierce (GD); 1960 Topps near: (498/572, 30% VG-EX or better, 40% VG, 30% GD or lesser, 20% SGC Graded) with #148 Yastrzemski RC (VG), #200 Mays (GD), #316 McCovey RC (GD), #350 Mantle (VG-EX) and #480 Berra (VG-EX). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

693. 1961-1963 Post Cereal/Jell-O Baseball Collection of (442) Cards with Mantle

Scrumptious 1961-1963 Post Cereal/Jell-O Baseball collection of (442) cards with stars. Highlights include 1961 Post: (317 cards, average VG-EX, 15-20% writing) with (5) #57 Kuenn (average EX, box), (2) #83 Daley (NM, EX, box), #191 Banks (VG); 1962 Post: (86 cards, average VG, 15% writing/residue) with #5 Mantle (GD, ad), #5 Mantle/#6 Maris panel (slight tear in ad), (2) #6 Maris (box is EX, ad is PR), #61 Yastrzemski (VG), #85 Killebrew (EX-MT); 1963 Jell-O: #121 Koufax (PR, reverse residue) and #164 Oliver (GD). More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

694. 1965-1987 O-Pee-Chee Baseball Collection of (2287) Cards with Stars

Extensive 1965-1987 O-Pee-Chee Baseball collection of (2287) cards including stars. Highlights include 1965 OPC: (3 cards, composite VG-EX) with #342, 56, 86; 1970 OPC: #211 T Williams (GD); 1971 OPC: #5 Munson (VG-EX), #14 Concepcion RC (VG);

1981 OPC: (498 cards, average NM, many stars) with (14) #207 Schmidt (average NM), (7) #315 K. Gibson RC (average NM); 1983 OPC: #83 Sandberg RC (NM-MT) and 1985 OPC near: (387/396, average NM-MT, 31 dupes) with #10 Packett RC (NM-MT). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

695. 1978 Topps Baseball Complete Set Lot of (11) from Vending

High-caliber group of (11) 1978 Topps Baseball complete sets that were assembled from period vending cases. The 726-card editions overwhelmingly average (NM to Mint) with the keys #36 Murray RC, #400 Ryan and #707 Molitor/Trammell RC presenting similarly. Several examples which are suitable for third-party professional grading are undoubtedly contained within.

Opening Bid $250.00

696. (10) 1976-1981 Topps Baseball Complete Sets From Vending and/or Wax


Opening Bid $200.00

697. 1940s-2000s Washington Senators Treasure Chest of (150+) Items with Signed Cards, Game-Used & Autographs

Relive your Griffith Stadium heyday with this 1940s-2000s Washington Senators treasure chest of (150+) sundry items. Highlights include Signed Cards: (57 cards); Other Signed Items: (29 items) with 1963 Osteen two-page signed letter while in military; (27) Mickey Vernon items; Game-Used Jerseys: (2 items) with 1) 2002 Jerry Naron Texas Rangers road TBTC jersey (Mears A10); 2) 2002 Anthony Telford Texas Rangers home TBTC jersey (MLB hologram and LOA); Pennants: (4 items) with 1-2) 1962 All-Star pennants for each league with American (presents EX) and National (presents VG, with tassels, grade with exception to pin holes); Other Items: (57 items) with 1947 Louisville Slugger Mickey Vernon promotion display with cardboard case (presents GD), 1959 First Federal Savings Famous Senators Matchbooks set (20/20, average EX-MT) and 1962 Balfour Senators All-Star game press pin (EX-MT, threaded post). Due to time constraints, signed material does not come with third-party authentication.

More on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Opening Bid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>698.</td>
<td>1888 N162 Goodwin Champions&lt;br&gt;Dan Brouthers SGC 20&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $400.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>699.</td>
<td>1909 W555 Honus Wagner&lt;br&gt;(Hand Cut) PSA 2&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $400.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700.</td>
<td>1933 Goudey Sport Kings #1&lt;br&gt;Ty Cobb SGC 10&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $200.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701.</td>
<td>1956 Topps Baseball Checklist 2/4&lt;br&gt;Psa 8&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $300.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702.</td>
<td>1956 Topps Baseball #11&lt;br&gt;Chicago Cubs Team Card SGC 88&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $150.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703.</td>
<td>1957 Topps Baseball Checklist 1/2&lt;br&gt;Sgc 84&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $200.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>704.</td>
<td>(45) 1981-2000 Baseball Traded, Update &amp; Rookie Sets with&lt;br&gt;PSA 9 Ripken Traded&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $150.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705.</td>
<td>1912 Boston Red Sox Ticket Stub From First Season at Fenway Park&lt;br&gt;Sgc Authentic&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $300.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>706.</td>
<td>1946 World Series Game&lt;br&gt;Four Full Ticket (Punch Cancelled) PSA Authentic&lt;br&gt;Opening Bid $100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAST MINUTE ADDITIONS

DECEMBER 11, 2014

707. 1962 Topps Baseball #135 “Babe as a Boy” Printing Plate—GAI Authentic
Opening Bid $100.00

Opening Bid $150.00

709. August 5, 1966 Steve Carlton First Career Win Shea Stadium PSA 2 Ticket Stub
Opening Bid $100.00

710. Carl Yastrzemski 1967 Triple Crown and 1979 3000th Hit Fenway Park Ticket Stubs - Both PSA Graded
Opening Bid $150.00

711. Pete Rose 3000th Hit PSA 7 (MK) Ticket Stub - Highest Graded!
Opening Bid $100.00

712. Tom Seaver June 16, 1978 No-Hitter Riverfront Stadium PSA 1 Full Ticket
Opening Bid $150.00

713. 1980 World Series Game 1 PSA 4 Veteran’s Stadium Full Ticket
Opening Bid $100.00

714. April 29, 1986 Fenway Park PSA 8 Full Ticket - Roger Clemens 20 Strikeouts
Opening Bid $100.00

715. 1989 World Series Game 4 Full Ticket - PSA 10
Opening Bid $100.00
716. 6/17/36 Cleveland Indians Program & Ticket Stub Graded PSA 3—“Gehrig HR #393”

Vintage stub and publication seekers line up for this handsome pair of collectibles. Offered are (2) souvenirs from a 6/17/36 Cleveland Municipal Stadium “doubleheader” featuring the Cleveland Indians vs. the New York Yankees with: program scored in pencil for game 1 with DiMaggio listed in his rookie season batting third (VG) due to a vertical compacting fold, otherwise presents several grades higher with very appealing cover; ticket stub graded PSA 3 with flip notations “GM 1: NY-15, CL-4/GM 2: NY-12, CL-2; Game 2: Lou Gehrig HR #393”.

Opening Bid $330.00

717. Rare Philadelphia Phillies 1950 World Series Game 1 Full Ticket—PSA 4

With only two trips to the World Series during the franchise’s first ninety-seven years of existence, Philadelphia Phillies pre-1980 WS tickets are flat out tough. Faithfull Phils fans will have to battle it out with top-shelf ticket collectors for this rare 1950 WS Game 1 full ticket from Philadelphia’s Shibe Park. This incredibly appealing ticket presents far better than the assigned PSA 4 grade with four sharp corners, vivid colors, clean surfaces and fully intact perforations. Flip notations are “1950 World Series GM.1 Yankees-1, Phillies-0 Oct. 4 Raschi-Konstanty”.

Opening Bid $400.00

718. 9/28/51 Yankee Stadium Program & PSA Graded Ticket Stub—“Reynolds’ No-Hitter/DiMaggio’s Final HR”

Chip away at the mountain of New York Yankees milestone achievements with this pair of vintage Yankee Stadium souvenirs. In preparation for yet another victorious World Series appearance the 1951 Yankees opened their last regular series season against the Boston Red Sox with a bang, outsousing their fierce rivals from “Beantown” by a combined score of 19-3 in a 9/28/51 doubleheader. This massacre twin-killing was made truly memorable by Allie Reynolds hurling a Game 1 “no-hitter” on the strength of 9 strikeouts and Joe DiMaggio belting his 361st and final regular season home run in the sixth inning of Game 2. Commemorate these colossal events with this exciting stub and publication combo with: PSA 3 graded ticket stub with flip notations: “1951 NY Yankees Sept. 28 GM.1 NY-8, BOS-0 Allie Reynolds No-Hitter/GM.2 NY-11, BOS-3” and Yankee Stadium program in sharp (EX-MT) condition, scored neatly in pencil for Game 1. Stars listed on the scorecard pages are: J. DiMaggio, Bauer, Berra, Mize, Martin, Rizzuto, Raschi, Reynolds, Dickey, Stengel, D. DiMaggio, Pesky, T. Williams and Mickey Mantle listed as a reserve in his rookie season.

Opening Bid $550.00

719. 1957 World Series Game 3 PSA 2 Full Ticket - Mantle’s 9th Career W.S. HR

All Classic ticket collectors will be doubly enthused by this 1957 Game 3 example! Encapsulated and Graded GOOD 2 by PSA, the full voucher was issued at Milwaukee’s Country Stadium for a game in which Mickey Mantle launched his ninth career World Series home run as the Yanks pummeled the Braves, 12-3. The ticket features printed seating/event details, “Laughing Brave” logos and strong perforations.

Opening Bid $200.00

720. 1963 World Series Game 1 Full Ticket “Koufax 15 K’s”—PSA 6 (MK)

Pitching ruled the 1963 World Series, a low scoring affair that saw the Los Angeles Dodgers limit the New York Yankees to four runs in a four game sweep. Seemingly the Yankees’ bats were lulled to sleep for the duration in the opening game by series MVP Sandy Koufax, who established a WS record with 15 K’s. This dominant performance is recalled by the offered 1963 WS Game 1 full ticket. Graded PSA 6 (MK) this Yankee Stadium ticket boasts a gorgeous obverse, while the reverse is marked with a remote ticket vendor stamp and pencil notation. More on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

721. 1964 MLB All-Star Game Full Ticket “MVP Johnny Callison”—PSA 2

Catch a case of baseball thrills and chills with this 1964 MLB All-Star Game full ticket. Described as one of the most exciting games in ASG history this mid-summer classic was electrified by the heroics of NL outfiqlder Johnny Callison who won the game and MVP award with a 3-run walk-off homer. Graded PSA 2 this brightly colored ticket is a fine early souvenir of Shea Stadium which opened just a few months prior to memorable event. Flip notations are “1964 All-Star Game NL-7, AL-4, MVP– Johnny Callison Shea Stadium, New York”.

Opening Bid $400.00
722. Incredible 1913 Baseball Managers Scorecard Fan with (10) HOFers
Sports collectibles don’t get much cooler than this incredible 1913 baseball managers scorecard fan. This well-conceived advertising premium is graced with equal parts humor and practicality. Measuring 9-1/4 x 8-3/4” at its widest points this century-old relic features an unused scorecard section at center of the obverse, surrounded by images of the (16) managers including (10) HOFers, who led the major league teams of 1913. Easily recognizable facial photos are superimposed in dispropor- tionate caricature style over art renderings which pertain humorously to the individual subject’s team. Notables include Huggins, Lajoie, Mack and McGraw. Printed just under the scorecard is “Copyrighted by F.A. Schneider” (the name of the manufacturer). Reverse side printing advertises a local business: “Geo. H. Jave General Store”. Completing the design of this clever device is a 13” slotted wood handle stapled at center. Minor wear in form of a 1/2” edge tear, a small edge chip and an unobtrusive stain have minimal impact on the absolutely tremendous appeal of this vintage advertising vehicle which technically rates as (VG-EX) but presents much nicer. More on our website.
Opening Bid $750.00

723. 1914-Modern Walter Johnson Framed & Memorabilia Collection of (78) Items
“Smokeball King” Walter Johnson whiffs another batter with these (78) 1914-modern items. Highlights include Framed Walter Johnson Items: (3) items with 1) 1914 Crack-A-Jack uniform display with fabric samples with moderate creasing (framed and matted 24-1/2 x 25-1/2”, moderate wear to frame); 2) dated 4/1915 Baseball Magazine (year placed in marker) with Johnson cover (framed and matted to 13x16) and 3) 9/2/21 Walter Johnson/Babe Ruth excursion advertising cuts (framed and matted to 17x24). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

724. (8) 1940s-1950s American League Three-Quarter Sized Pennants
Stellar grouping of eight 1940s-1950s American League three-quarter sized pennants. Among aficionados, such size is particularly desirable. With deference to pinholes near the spine and/or tip, these display pieces with tassels crispy attached generally present in the (EX-MT to NM) range. Included are 1940s Athletics, 1940s Browns, 1940s Indians, 1950s Red Sox, 1950s Senators, 1950s Tigers, 1950s White Sox and 1950s Yankees—American League Champions.
Opening Bid $200.00

Opening Bid $250.00

726. (19) 1950s-1960s Full-Size/Mini-Pennants & Pinbacks
Banner seasons are captured with these (19) 1950s-1960s full-size/mini-pennants and pinbacks. Unless noted, each felt is graded with deference to pin holes located near the spine and/or tip. Highlights include Full-Size Pennants: (8) pennants with 1950 Phillies (VG-EX, Egner “very rare”), 1950s Phillies National League Champions (EX), 1954 Indians American League Champions (EX-MT), 1957 Braves World Champions (EX-MT), 1957-1958 Braves National League Champions (VG-EX, with tassels), 1960 Pirates National Champions (EX-MT, with tassels, Egner “somewhat rare”) and 1960s Pirates (NM-MT, Egner “somewhat rare”). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

727. 1955 World Champion Brooklyn Dodgers Schaefer Beer Advertising Display
Salute one of base- ball’s great teams with this Schaefer Beer “1955 World Champion Brooklyn Dodgers” advertising display. Shaking off their “Dem Bums” persona the ’55 Dodgers treated long-suffering fans to their one and only World Series title while representing Brooklyn. Measuring 28-1/2 x 12-3/4” this three-dimensional display dazzles with a die-cut team photo ben- efiting greatly from the fact that all of the heads are intact. Staining at top center of the blue field does not diminish the captivating presence of the player images. Though the Schaefer logo at top center and faux wood frame have been repaired with clean tape at several junctures including the corners, this vintage promotional item remains appealing. The back is outfitted with slots for wall hanging and also a fully function- ing fold-out stand for countertop display. Considered one of the most desirable collec- tibles from the Dodgers Brooklyn era this display piece is always in demand.
Opening Bid $500.00
728. (7) 1940s-1996 Brooklyn Dodgers Souvenirs with (4) Vintage Pennants
Follow “Dem Bums” with these (7) 1940s-1996 Brooklyn Dodgers souvenirs including four vintage pennants. Highlights include Dodgers Pennants: (4 items, all graded with exception to pin holes) with 1-2), (2) 1940s-1950s mini-pennants with 10-1/2" (presents VG) and 8-1/2" (presents EX); 3) 1950s “Them Bums Dodgers National League Champs” 3/4 size with tassels (presents VG, Egner “very rare”); 4) 1950s full-size “clown” with tassels (presents VG-EX, partially separated tip, Egner “somewhat rare”). More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

730. Circa 1950-1951 Joe DiMaggio Twice-Signed Store Model Cleats with Original Box & SGC COA
Here’s an item you can run with. Offered is a pair of twice-signed c.1950-1951 Joe DiMaggio store model cleats. Manufactured by Endicott Johnson, these unused, size “4-1/2” baseball shoes display in immaculate condition with all sorts of DiMaggio endorsements, including (2) live signatures with one on the white accent strip of the right shoe (“7”) and the other on the attached tag (“8-9”). Also present is the original factory box which features DiMaggio with facsimile signatures on the lid and end panel label. Comes with SGC COA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

732. Single-Signed Bat Lot of (16) With (4) HOfers
Full-size white ash weapons from the Adirondack plant are the smooth surfaces for Hall of Famers and superstar autographs in this lot of (16). Fiber tip pennings average (“9”)
potency and include: Aparicio (JSA cert/sticker), Dark, D. DiMaggio, Erskine (inscribed “HOF’73”), Friend, Irvin (Louisville Slugger model, inscribed “HOF-1973”; JSA cert/sticker), Jenkins (inscribed “H.O.F. 7/21/91”; JSA cert/sticker), Nuxhall, B. O’Neil, Radcliffe, Sievers, D. Sisker, Snider (SGC cert/sticker), Thomson (Hillerich & Bradsby model), West and Zernial. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

729. 1955 World Series Complete Ticket Stub Run of (7) With (6) Signed by Winning Pitchers
In a Fall Classic that marked the sixth chapter of the storied Bronx-Brooklyn rivalry, “Dem Bums” finally prevailed as Johnny Podres fired two complete games. These (7) tickets stubs comprised a complete run form that 1955 series, with (6) endorsed on the reverse by winning pitchers! Headlining the lot is a coveted Mantle HR voucher (Game 3). Bold signatures average (“9-10”) strength with Byrne, Craig, (2) Ford and (2) Podres. Auction LOA from JSA. This lot has a reserve (estimated value: $1200-$2000). More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

Bronx stalwarts spanning five decades have individually autographed these (9) bats. The full-size Adirondack models showcase furniture-like finishes with bold pennings averaging (“9”) strength on the barrels. Includes: Bauer, Branca, Duren, Nickro (inscribed “H.O.F.-97”), Noren, Reynolds, Rizzuto, Slaughter (inscribed “HOF 1985”; JSA cert/sticker) and Shantz. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

733. Baseball HOFer Single-Signed Bat Lot of (20) With Musial, F. Robinson and Spahn
Hall of Famers have individually autographed these (20) full-size bats. Executed on the barrels in blue marker, the scriptings project (“9”) or better quality throughout. Includes: Aparicio, Brock (JSA cert/sticker), Doerr, Feller, Ferrell, Fisk, Garagiola, Irvin, Jenkins (inscribed “HOF 7/21/91”), Kell (inscribed “HOF’83”), Kiner, Leonard, Musial (JSA cert/sticker), Snider, F. Robinson (JSA cert/sticker), Spahn, Weaver, Wilhelm, B. Williams (inscribed “H.O.F.-87”; JSA cert/sticker) and Wynn (inscribed “HOF 72”; JSA cert/sticker). Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
734. Jackie Robinson Signed 1952-1957 ONL Giles Baseball - Full JSA
Hall of Famer Jackie Robinson endured his plight with an uncompro-
mising competitive fire, yet remained approachable to fans. The latter is evi-
denced by this ball signed by the iconic Dodger. The creamy ONL Giles orb (grade “6-7”) dates to 1952-1957 and is signed by Robinson on a side panel in black ink. Preceded by a “To Bobby” personalization and “Best Wishes” salutation, Robinson’s penning shows (“5-6”) strength. Just below, there is evidence of a signa-
ture removal. Full photo LOA from JSA. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $1000-$1500)
Opening Bid $300.00

735. 1956 World Champion New York Yankees Team-Signed Ball With Mantle, Rizzuto and Howard - Full JSA
Extending the club’s incred-
ible run of dominance, the 1956 Yankees brought yet another World Series title (the franchise’s sixth in eight seasons) to the Bronx. This baseball is autographed by (26) members of that installation. The creamy unofficial orb (grade “7”) showcases ballpoint pen-
nings that average (“6-7”) strength. Includes: Sweet Spot: Berra (“5-6” strength) and Mantle (“7” strength); North Panel: Noren, Turley, Kucks, R. Coleman, Rizzuto (“6” strength), Bauer and Robinson; South Panel: McDougald, Grim, Martin, Larsen, Byrne and Hunter; West Panel: McDermott, J. Coleman, Howard, Cerv, Collins and Ford (“5” strength); East Panel: Carroll, Sturdivant, Silvera, Carey and Morgan. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

736. HOFer Single-Signed Baseball Lot of (14) With Aaron, Mays and McCovey - All JSA
With ingredi-
ents such as 500 career home runs, 300 lifetime wins and World Series heroics among the criteria, the endorsers of these (14) baseballs have the common bond of induction in Cooperstown. The OAL, ONL and OML orbs range from snow-white (grade “10”) to lightly toned (grade “6”) and showcase sweet spot pennings that average (“8-9”) strength. Includes: Aaron, Feller, Fingers, B. Gibson, Irvin, Marshall, Mays, Mazeroski, McIver, Mize, Schmid, Schoendienst, Seaver and B. Williams. Individual JSA certs/stickers.
Opening Bid $200.00

737. Autographed Baseball Lot of (31) With (2) Koufax
Some of the game’s most heralded stars have autographed these (31) base-
balls. The OAL, ONL and OML spheres range from snow-white (grade “10”) to lightly toned. Sweet spot pennings, mean-
while, average (“8-9”) strength. Highlights include: Bunning, Herzog, Kershaw, (2)
Kenfig (one with full JSA); Longoria, Morgan, Rose, Ryan, Schmidt, F. Thomas and a dual-signed ball with Branca/Furillo. There’s nice “break” value here! Certification details and a complete listing on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

738. Single-Signed HOFer Baseballs Lot of (40) With (15) Different
Decorated with Hall of Fame signatures, these (40) single-
signed spheres are certain to bolster your collection. Carrying tremendous “break” value, the OAL and ONL orbs range from clean white (grade “9”) to lightly toned (grade “6”) and showcase sweet spot pennings averaging (“9”) strength. Includes: (3) Aparicio, Appling, Banks, (9) Berra, (3) Brock, Ferrell, (5) Irvin, Marichal, Newhouser, F. Robinson, (3) Ryan, (5) Slaughter, Snider, (3) Wynn and (2) Yastrzemski. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

739. HOFer and Superstar Single-Signed Baseball Lot of (58) With Most Inscribed - AllCerted
Big league stars and Hall of Famers recurring milestones on these (58) single-signed baseballs with telling inscrip-
tions. The snow-white OML orbs grade (“9-10”) on the average, while blue ballpoint sweet spot pennings average (“9”) quality. Keys include: Aparicio, Bench, Berra, Bunning, Carlton, G. Carter, Dawson, Erskine, Fisk, Ford, R. Jackson Jeter, Kell, Kiner, Musial, Rivera, B. Robinson, F. Robinson, Rose, Ryan, Schoendienst, Weaver and Yount. Certification details and complete listing on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
740. Honus Wagner Cut Signature With Full JSA - Bold!
With eight National League batting titles and a .329 career average, Hall of Famer Honus Wagner merits consideration as the greatest player of all-time. And while it’s not quite on the rung of his coveted T206 card, this Wagner cut signature is a decidedly valuable keepsake. Executed in black-ink steel tip fountain pen, Wagner’s signature projects (“9”) potency and has long-since been covered by a vintage strip of tape. Full photo LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

741. Frankie Frisch Signed Personal Collection Book Lot of (5)—All JSA
Apparently attending Fordham University led to a love of books for the “Fordham Flash”. Offered are (5) Frankie Frisch (d.1973) signed books from his personal collection. Each of these priced possessions is signed inside the front cover along with Frisch's retirement era addresses, indicating true pride of ownership. Signatures show a distinctive (average “8-9”) quality. Published between 1945 and 1969, the baseball themed books display in desirable condition and include (2) with original dust jackets. Basic JSA stickers/certs. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

742. Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris Dual-Signed Photograph - Full JSA
Polar opposites in terms of demeanor and off-the-field activities, Roger Maris and Mickey Mantle were equally dreaded by opposing pitchers. Depicted in opposite batting stances in this 8x10 black-and-white photo, both have rendered bold autographs! On the appropriate images, Maris’ purple marker scripting and Mantle’s blue marker penning both trumpet “perfect 10” strength and clarity. Full photo LOA from JSA. This item has a reserve (estimated value: $1600-$2200)
Opening Bid $400.00

Instant 1970s-1980s baseball autographed card collection featuring (483) cards including (104) Hall of Famers and tough deceased. The endorments average (“9”) while the cardi-board surfaces generally present in the (NM) range. Highlights include Hall of Famers: (104 cards) with (21) Carter, (2) Drysdale, (6) Molitor (one 1979 OPC), (3) Murray, (14) Niekro, Ripken Jr., (12) Seaver, (2) O. Smith, (2) Winfield (one 1978 OPC, one 1979 OPC), (2) Yount and Deceased: (12 cards) with (4) Howser. Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

744. (957) 1970s-1990s Baseball Autographed Cards with (177) Hall of Famers & Deceased
Treasury of (957) 1970s-1990s baseball autographed cards with (177) Hall of Famers and key deceased players presiding. The signatures average (“8-9”) potency while the surfaces generally present in the (NM) range. Highlights include Hall of Famers: (177 cards, mostly retro and commemorative issues) with (2) Aaron, (4) Ashburn, (2) Banks, (7) Berra, (4) Hunter, (13) Irvin, (6) Killebrew, (2) Maddux (one “7”), (2) Musial, (10) Spahn, (4) Stargell. Key Stars: (27 cards) with (2) Bagwell, W. Clark, Mattingly. Key Deceased: (50 cards) with (2) Conners, (2) Dar Johnson (both 1978 Topps) and (2) Patkin (both personalized). Auction LOA from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

745. (207) 1987-1991 New York Mets Signed Cards with Near Team Sets
Opening Bid $250.00

TO BID: 301.608.0355 or visit www.hugginsandscott.com
746. 500 HR Club Members Single-Signed Yellow HOF Plaque Postcard Lot of (12) With Mantle and Williams
In addition to enshrinement in Cooperstown, the (12) subjects who have decorated these Yellow Hall of Fame Plaque Postcards with their bold autographs share the bond of not only reaching the mythical 500 Home Run plateau, but doing so in the honest way. Executed in fiber tip, the signatures average (“8-9”) strength and include: Aaron, Banks, Jackson, Killebrew, Mantle, Mathews, Mays, McCovey, Murray, F. Robinson, Schmidt and Williams. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $500.00

747. Yellow Hall of Fame Postcards Single-Signed Lot of (35) With Aaron, Hubbell and Mays
Honored in bust portrait form with descriptive text citing their career achievements, (35) immortals have endorsed these Yellow Hall of Fame Plaque postcards. Signatures average (“8”) quality and include: Aaron (JSA cert/sticker), Appling, Averill, Barlick, Bell, Boudreau, Brock, Chandler, Conlan, Dandridge, Doerr, Feller, Ferrell, Gehrig, Gomez, Hubbell, Irvin, Jenkins, Killebrew, Kiner, Lemon, Leonard, Lopez, MacPhail, Marichal, Mathews, Mays, Mize, Morgan, Roberts, Roush, Sewell, Slaughter, Snahn and B. Williams. Auction LOA from JSA.
Opening Bid $400.00

748. Mickey Mantle Signed Placard Pair With “No. 7” and “T.C. 1956” Inscriptions - Both Full JSA
Recognized for milestones realized seven years apart, Yankee legend Mickey Mantle has autographed these (2) 10x8 placards respectively commemorating: 500th Home Run: signed in blue marker (“10” strength) and inscribed “T.C. 1956”; Hall of Fame Induction: signed in blue marker (“10” strength) and inscribed “No. 7.” Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $200.00

749. Autographed HOF Induction Day Placard Lot of (72) With Mantle, J. DiMaggio and T. Williams - Beautiful Autographs!
Deservedly lauded for years of excellence on the diamond, (72) greats have individually signed these Hall of Fame Induction Day placards. The 10x8 and 8x10 keepsakes feature images and impressive statistical listings. Bold autographs, meanwhile, average (“9-10”) quality. Highlights include: Aaron (JSA cert/sticker), DiMaggio (full JSA), Hunter (JSA cert/sticker), Knobaf (JSA cert/sticker), Mantle (inscribed “No. 7”; full JSA), Mays (JSA cert/sticker), Ryan (JSA cert/sticker) and T. Williams (full JSA). More on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

750. Multi-Sport Autographed Flats Lot of (152) With Musial, Wooden, Richard - Loaded!
The sporting world is well represented in this lot of (152) autographed flats. Bold scriptings average (“9”) potency with highlights including: Baseball: Gehrig, Killebrew, (2) Musial; (2) Rizzuto, B. Robinson, Snahn and a dual-signed photo with Ashburn/Mathews; Basketball: Wooden; Hockey: H. Richard. The above-mentioned items come with individual certs/stickers from JSA. More on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

751. Multi-Sport Autographed Trio With Ali, Gretzky and B. Bradley - All Full JSA
“The Greatest,” “The Great One” and a Rhodes scholar who dabbled in the NBA and U.S. Senate are the heroic figures who have autographed these (3) items. Includes: Muhammad Ali: framed to 20-1/8 x 24-1/8”, a 16x20 color photo is signed in black marker (“5” strength); Wayne Gretzky: framed to 21-3/4 x 25-3/4” a 16x20 color photo is signed in black marker (“6” strength); Bill Bradley: a Spalding Official NBA David Stern signature model ball signed in black marker (“8” strength). Individual full photo LOAs from JSA.
Opening Bid $150.00

Opening Bid $100.00

753. Wilt Chamberlain 73-Point Game November 16, 1962 Madison Square Garden PSA 3 Ticket Stub - Lone Graded!
Opening Bid $100.00

754. 1960-1965 PSA Graded New York Knicks Ticket Stub Lot of (4) With Robertson, Russell and West - All Lone Graded Specimens!
Opening Bid $100.00
755. 1910s-1920s Pennant Lot of (7) With (6) Ivy League and Alice Joyce
From an era during which felt pennants were a popular form of support, these (7) 1910s-1920s full-size banners celebrate (6) Ivy League schools and a sultry silent film star. With crack-free appliqué designs and tassels/spines intact throughout, the rare survivors include: Ivy League: Columbia, Cornell (1918), Pennsylvania, Princeton and (2) Yale; Alice Joyce: vertical pennant with “The Kalem Girl” in white appliqué. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

756. 1948-1980 Baseball & Football Shoebox Collection of (2907) Cards with Many Stars
In honor of the holiday season, feast on the offered 1948-1980 baseball and football shoebox collection of (2907) cards featuring several stars and (16) graded cards. Moderate duplication is uncovered throughout. Highlights include Baseball: (1770 cards) 1948 Bowman: #18 Spahn RC (PR); 1949 Bowman: #33 Spahn (GD); 1950 Bowman: #19 Spahn (GD); 1951 Bowman: #134 Spahn (VG); 1952 Bowman: #156 Spahn (VG); 1952 Topps: #33 Spahn (GD); 1953 Bowman Color: #99 Spahn (GD); 1953 Topps: #147 Spahn (VG); 1961 Topps: #2 Maris (GD); 1962 Topps: #1 Maris (SGC 40); 1963 Topps: #173 Fresh/Mantle/Richardson (VG); 1964 Topps: #331 A.L. Bombers (VG-EX); 1979 Topps: (2) #116 O. Smith RC (one SGC 60, one EX); 1980 Topps: #482 Henderson RC (SGC 82) and Football: (1137 cards) with 1972 Topps: (273 cards, average EX-MT to NM) with #244 Joiner RC (NM). More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

757. 1952-2012 Washington Redskins Treasure Chest of (126) Items with Team Sets & Autographs
Braves on the Warpact! “Fight for Old D.C.” with this extensive 1952-2012 Washington Redskins treasure chest of (126) items including team sets and autographs. Highlights include: Redskins Team Sets; (21 team sets) with 1963 Topps (average EX), 1978-1987 Topps (average NM-MT); Other Redskins Cards; (55 cards) with 1956 Topps; #61 Redskins Team SP (VG); Signed Items: (12 items) with Goal Line Art: #74 Jurgensen, #93 Baugh, #113 Riggins, #243 D. Green; Replica Jerseys: Jurgensen (HOF 83, PSA/DNA sticker), Kilmer (70 Greatest); Figures: (4 figures) with 1990s Danbury Mint: D. Green, Jurgensen (NM-MT) and 2012 Danbury Mint Griffin III. Unless noted, all signed material does not come with third-party authentication. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

758. 1979-1986 Topps Football Complete/Near Set Group of (12) From Vending and/or Wax
Assembled are a dozen 1979-1986 Topps Football complete/near sets featuring rookies of E. Campbell, Elway, Lott, Marino, Rice, L. Taylor and more. Each 528-card of 396-card set, assembled from vending and/or wax boxes, averages (NM to NM-MT) with the keys generally presenting similarly. Included are (3) 1979 Topps sets, (2) 1980 Topps sets, (2) 1984 Topps sets, (2) 1985 Topps sets, (2) 1986 Topps sets.
Opening Bid $250.00

759. (12) 1981 Topps Football Complete Sets from Vending & Wax Boxes
These (12) 1981 Topps Football complete sets were constructed solely from period vending and wax boxes. Each 528-card edition presents (NM-MT) and features several viable candidates for third-party professional grading. Highlights to the checklist include #150 Winslow RC, #194 Monk RC, #216 Montana RC and #400 Payton.
Opening Bid $400.00

760. 1960s University of Alabama “Million Dollar Band” Game-Worn Uniform
Roll Tide! From its humble 14-member origin in 1912, the University of Alabama’s Marching Band has grown to become the “Million Dollar Band” and has ceremoniously “Elephant Stomped” to 15 National Football titles. This ensemble was worn by a band member during the 1960s Bear Bryant era. Tailored by “Ostwald,” the heavy knit garments include a jacket, cape and (2) pairs of pants. Proudly showcasing the school’s red and white colors, the items are accented by gold and black trim. A “Million Dollar Band” garment bag is included.
Opening Bid $200.00
761. Circa 1880s Thomas Stevens Boxing Silks Complete Set of (4) Stevengraphs
Bare-knuckled brawlers battle for supremacy with this circa 1880s Thomas Stevens Boxing Silks complete set of (4) Stevengraphs. This eye-catching gallery from the Coventry, England manufacturer ranges from roughly 5 to 5-1/4" by 7 to 7-1/4" and features intricately crafted silk woven images embedded in a sturdy cardboard mount. Each pugilist is identified in bold lettering and further profiled through a lengthy biography on the reverse. Included among these Heavyweights are Kilrain (slight tearing to mount), C. Mitchell (pin hole, extensive creasing to mount), J. Smith (pin hole, reverse writing) and Sullivan (pin hole). The mounts display varying degrees of age-induced wear while the interior silks are absent of any obtrusive detractors.

Opening Bid $500.00

762. 1972-73 Topps Basketball Complete Set of (264) Cards
High-flying 1972-73 Topps Basketball complete set of (264) cards. This roundball edition has an overall approximate condition breakdown of 20% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 25% (EX) and 15% (VG-EX or lesser). Keys include: #1 Chamberlain (EX-MT), #5 Maravich (VG), #25 Robertson (EX), #32 P. Jackson RC (EX-MT), #80 Lanier (EX-MT), #100 Abdul-Jabbar (VG), #110 Havlicek (EX-MT), #122 Bradley (EX-MT), #144 Riley (NM), #168 Chamberlain AS (EX-MT), #180 Gilmore RC (EX-MT), #195 Irving RC (EX-MT) and #255 Erving AS (VG).

Opening Bid $400.00

763. 1968-69 to 1977-78 Topps Hockey Collection of (251) with Many Hall of Famers Including Dryden RC—Sharp!
Sharpen your skates for this razor-sharp 1968-69 to 1977-78 Topps Hockey collection of (251) cards featuring numerous "original six" icons. Four sharp corners, crisp edges and accurate centering are attributes of this gallery highlighted by 1968-69 Topps: #2 Orr (EX-MT), #16 Bo Hull (EX-MT), #29 Howe (EX-MT), #50 Howe (NM), #67 Park RC (NM-MT, NM), #131 Perreault RC (NM); 1970-71 Topps Sticker Stamps: Beliveau (NM), P. Esposito (NM-MT, Bo. Hull (EX); 1970-71 Topps Story Booklets: #24 Orr (NM-MT); 1971-72 Topps: #45 Dryden RC (EX-MT), #100 Orr (EX); 1972-73 Topps: #16 Dionne (NM-MT) and 1974-75 Topps: #130 Orr (NM). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

764. Autographed Golf Display Lot of (3) With Nicklaus, Nelson and Hogan - All Full JSA
Habitually “on the green,” the three golf legends who have signed these displays combined for a whopping 32 Major Championships! Includes: Jack Nicklaus: framed to 23-7/8 x 29-5/8”, a LE (3/75) 1986 “Sixth Green Jacket” print is signed by Nicklaus in graphite pencil (“8” strength), Byron Nelson: framed to 24x20, Nelson’s black marker cut signature shows (“9”) potency; Ben Hogan: framed to 42-3/8 x 26-3/8”, a “USA Golf” cachet signed in black ballpoint (“9” strength) is flanked by (2) LE (112/500) photos. Individual JSA full photo LOAs.

Opening Bid $200.00

765. 1910s S77 Mogul Cigarettes Presidents of the United States Silk Near Set (20/24) Plus (22) Color Variations
Oval Office occupants are the subjects of the offered 1910s S77 Mogul Cigarettes Presidents of the United States silk near set of (20/24) plus (22) color variations. These satine-like pieces of fabric generally present in the (EX-MT) range with only limited perimeter fraying. Subjects include: (2) Adams, (2) J. Q. Adams, (2) Arthur, (3) Buchanan, Cleveland, (2) Garfield, (3) Grant, (3) B. Harrison, (2) W. Harrison, (2) Hayes, (3) A. Jackson, (2) Jefferson, A. Johnson (slight tear), (4) Madison, (2) McKinley, Monroe, (3) Z. Taylor, Tyler and (2) Van Buren. More on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

766. 1956 Dwight Eisenhower Augusta Scorecard & Period 8x10 Photograph from Presidency
Not only was Dwight Eisenhower a military mastermind and leader of the free world, but “Ike” was also an avid golfer. Presented is a 1956 Augusta National scorecard which details Eisenhower’s 18-hole excursion along with an 8x10 photo of the event. Dated 4/12/56, the golf trip occurred just four days following the annual Master’s tournament and included a party of four including the President, John Eisenhower (son), Ed Dudley (pro golfer and coach) and Sigurd Larmon (friend). The Commander-in-Chief shot a round of 93 while Dudley torched the competition by 22 strokes. Neatly pencil marked in an unknown hand with superficial creasing throughout. The group is portrayed at Augusta with the accompanying period 8x10 color photograph (presents EX with negligible perimeter crazing). More on our website.

Opening Bid $250.00
766. Musician and Songwriter Autographed Flats Lot of (24) With D. Brubek, F. Domino and K. Rogers
Music to your ears (and eyes) is inherent to this lot of (24) flats auto-
graphed by some of the all-time greatest crooners!
Signatures really “hit the high note,” averaging (“9”) strength with highlights includ-
ing: Signed Cachets: Teresa Brewer, Dave Brubek, Roy Clark, Pat Domino, Lena Horne, Chuck Mangione (inscribed “Feels So Good”), Al Martino, Buck Owens, Priscilla Presley, Charley Pride, Kenny Rogers, Randy Travis and Jerry Vale;
Miscellaneous: Charlie Daniels (6-1/4 x 3-5/8” blank card). Individual JSA cert
and/or stickers. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

767. 1970s-Modern Conan Magazine/Comic Book Treasure Chest Lot of (354) with Savage Sword Near-
Run
Experience the thrill of conquest as you capture the Sword & Sorcery genre’s greatest hero. Offered is a
1970s-modern Conan magazine/comic book treasure chest. Displaying as (90% FN to NM, 10% lesser) this
accumulation of (354) different issues is a great foundation towards building a Conan run. Featured are: (212/235)
The Savage Sword of Conan near-run with issue #1; (43/97) Conan Saga partial run; (47/50) Conan Dark Horse series near-run; (30) Conan the Barbarian consecu-
tive issues; (22) miscellaneous. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

768. “Warehouse Hoard” #1 Issue Bronze Age Comic Book Hoard of (481)
Premium value is always attached to the first issue of a comic book series. Add a hefty dose of value to your inventory/collection with this “warehouse hoard” of (481)
Bronze Age #1 issue comics. With a vast majority ranging in VF to MT condition, this cherry picker’s
delight will yield many gradable examples. Featured are: (32) The Deep; (30) Devil Dinosaur; (4)
Eternals; (16) Eternals Annual; (89) Marvel Spotlight Vol. 2; (4)
Power Man Annual; (56) Micronauts; (26) Red Sonja; (46) Savage She-Hulk; (92)
Shogun Warriors; (42) What If. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

769. 1970s-Modern Conan Magazine/Comic Book Treasure Chest Lot of (354) with Savage Sword Near-
Run
Experience the thrill of conquest as you capture the Sword & Sorcery genre’s greatest hero. Offered is a
1970s-modern Conan magazine/comic book treasure chest. Displaying as (90% FN to NM, 10% lesser) this
accumulation of (354) different issues is a great foundation towards building a Conan run. Featured are: (212/235)
The Savage Sword of Conan near-run with issue #1; (43/97) Conan Saga partial run; (47/50) Conan Dark Horse series near-run; (30) Conan the Barbarian consecu-
tive issues; (22) miscellaneous. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

770. Marvel Bronze Age Hero #1 Issue “Unread” Comic Book Lot of (263) with (59) Black Panther
Building on the success of his classic 1960s characters, Marvel Comics unleashed a bat-
talion of Bronze Age super-heroes in the 1970s. Featured are multiple copies of the 1977 debut issues of two of these ‘70s heroes with (59) Black Panther #1 and (204)
Human Fly #1. Part of a long secluded, well-preserved hoard these astonishing spec-
imens display near mint fresh quality and will overwhelmingly grade in the VF to MT
range. With collectors and investors turning their attention to this period, this cherry lot
will prove a wise purchase. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

771. 1970s Marvel Monster #1 Issue Unread Comic Book Hoard with (80) Godzilla &
(100) Man-Thing (Vol. 2)
Catch a creature double-feature with this 1970s Marvel first issue “Monster” comic book hoard. Presented are: (80) 1977
Godzilla #1 premiers edition comics and (100) 1979 Man-Thing (Vol. 2) second series comics. Pulled from a lightly handled
warehouse hoard these unread specimens display in highly desirable (average VF to MT)
condition, with a plethora of candid-
ates worthy of grading submission. The
Godzilla books are bagged and boarded, and while the Man-Thing books are not, they remain top tier examples. More on our
website.
Opening Bid $150.00

772. Bronze Age Sci-Fi/Fantasy #1 Issue Unread Comic Book Hoard of (398)
Resale and grading potential res-
oneats through this Bronze Age Sci-Fi/Fantasy #1 issue comic book hoard of (398). Beamed up from
deep storage, these unread exam-
ple show otherworldly quality, as they were stowed away unhanded for more than three decades.
Presenting in grades of VF to MT with a few possibly lesser these
stunning gems will satisfy the most
discerning comic aficionados... Present arc: (136) Battlstar Galactica; (85) John Carter; (20) John Carter Annual; (20)
Logan’s Run; (96) Star Trek; (41) 2001: A Space Odyssey. More on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

773. Better Grade Bronze Age Super-Hero & Adventure Comic Book Treasure Chest
Lot of (191)
Catch some rising stars with this better grade Bronze Age super-
hero/adventure comic book treasure chest lot of (191). Ranging as (90% FN to NM-MT; 10% lesser) this quality assem-
blment of 1970s-1980s Marvel/DC
titles shows great upside.
Highlights are: Amazing Spider-Man: #159, (2) #200, #201, #211; Giant-Size #1
issues: Captain America, Hulk, (2) Doc Savage, Master of Kung-Fu; Iron Fist: (2)
#2, #3, #4; Machine Man: #2, Micronauts: #1, X-Men: #144, #145, #146, #147,
#148, #150, Annual #5. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

774. 1970s-1980s Magazine Format Bronze Age Comic Book Lot of (87)
Supersize your comic collection with this lot of (87)
1970s-1980s Bronze Age magazine format comic
cooks. Boasting an excellent mix of sci-fi, horror, adven-
ture, fantasy, music and humor titles this high grade,
large-size group rates as
(80% FN to NM, 20% VG to VG-EX). Highlights are: Eerie: #50, 1972 Annual;
Famous Monsters: 1966 Yearbook; Howard the Duck; #1; Kiss #1; Kull and the
Barbarians: #1, #2, #3; Marvel Preview/Bizarre Adventures: #2 (3) (Blade); Tomb
of Dracula: (2) #1, #2, #3. More on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

MORE IMAGES AND DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE: WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
775. 1976 Spectacular Spider-Man #1 “Unread” Key Issue Comic Book Lot of (115)
Seeking to follow up on the tremendous success of its most popular title “The Amazing Spider-Man”, the Marvel Comics Group launched the “Spectacular Spider-Man” series in December of 1976. From an incredible warehouse find comes this absolutely stunning lot of (115) Spectacular Spider-Man #1 comic books in pristine, unread condition. One of the key comics of the 1970s this important first issue features a text recap of Spider-Man’s origin (top of page 1) and the return of antagonist “The Tarantula”. This amazing group shows incredible original details throughout and should overwhelmingly grade in the VF-NM to MT range. A small number may fall in the VF range, but none should be lower. It is even possible this group will yield some GM examples as these nearly forty-year old comics appear to have not been handled since they were bagged and boarded and locked away decades ago. As for investment potential, this key Bronze Age premier has nearly doubled in value at the NM-9.2 level over the last ten years and with titles from the 1970s just starting to take off it should experience even greater gains in the near future. More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

776. 1977 Jonah Hex #1 “Unread” Bronze Age Key Issue Comic Book Lot of (25)
Get the draw on DC’s notorious bounty hunter Jonah Hex with this lot of Bronze Age key issue comic books. Offered are (25) copies of 1977 Jonah Hex #1. Bagged and boarded for protection this investment grade group presents in pristine unread condition with all examples falling in the VF to MT range. Though anti-hero Hex previously starred in “All-Star Western” and “Weird Western Tales” this group represents the debut of the character’s first self-titled series. Popular demand led to numerous other Hex related titles and a 2010 hit movie. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

777. 1977 Star Wars Original Series “Unread Warehouse Hoard” Comic Book Lot of (156) with (50) #1
A long time ago in a storage area not so far away, a forward thinking hoarder had the insight to stash multiple copies of unread potential key issue comic books. Witness the fruition of this plan with this lot of (156) 1977 Star Wars original series early issues. Generally these stunning examples have flat covers, handsome gloss, bold colors, tight spines, nice corners and clean pages. Most will grade in the VF-NM to NM-MT range, with a chance at some MT examples and some rating VF. Featured are: (50) #1, (3) #2, (3) #3, (100) #4. More on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

778. 1972-Current Warehouse Card Hoard of (400,000+) with Cases, Sets, Modern Inserts & Thousands of Stars
Those seeking to start a sports card business or significantly expand their inventory will profit immeasurably from this massive 1972-current warehouse card hoard of (400,000+) cards including cases, sets, modern inserts, star collections and much more. This mound is a culmination of collections bought by our consignor over several years, including private collections, old dealer stock purchased in the 1980s and flea market hoards. A good portion has been in storage for over a decade. Highlights include Singles: (35,000+) mid-grade 1972-1979 Topps Baseball and Football including thousands of stars and rookies; (5000) count box packed with modern certified autographs and game-used inserts; Vending Quality Lots: (average NM-MT) with (800) 1974-1986 OPC hockey including many stars and Gretzky leader cards, (7500+) 1981-82 Topps Basketball-West, (5000+) 1988-89 Topps Hockey with stars, (5000+) 1992 Bowman Baseball with stars; Unopened: with 1989 Topps Baseball Stickercard case, (50+) 1989-1996 assorted wax boxes, several hundred loose 1986-1994 wax, cello and rack packs; High-Grade Sets: 1978 Topps Baseball (sharply), 1984 Donruss and Superstar Collections: (100+) full uncut 1986 Dairy Pak Football milk cartons including multiples of Marino. All calculations are rough and conservatively estimated. Local pick-up at an Ellicott City, Maryland storage facility is high encouraged. Visit appointments are available. More on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00
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We have begun a new feature with our auctions. We will now be adding more lots to our internet site that will be auctioned just like every lot in this catalog. They will start on December 1st and end on December 11th, along with all of the other lots in the auction. These lots have photos and descriptions on our site. Please browse these lots at www.hugginsandscott.com. You can easily find them in the "Non Catalog Internet Only Lots" category on our website.
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RON OSER AND KHYBER OSER JOIN THE HUGGINS & SCOTT TEAM

It is with a great sense of anticipation and excitement that we, here at Huggins & Scott, proudly announce the arrival of hobby veterans Ron Oser and his son Khyber as part of our ever-expanding auction family.

Ron brings over 40 years of consignment experience to the H & S team, focusing mainly on the “soup to nuts” process of acquiring, managing and following up on any and all collections—no matter the size or significance of the material. Whether it be that T206 Honus Wagner card that you’ve been squirreling away all these years, or just the average group of “stuff” that’s been sitting around gathering dust, Ron will provide his trademark personal hands-on approach.

Ron’s son Khyber is a knowledgeable and energetic writer/researcher with over 20 years of hobby involvement. He has earned a reputation for leaving no stone unturned in his detailed catalog descriptions and for bringing maximum value to past treasures by unearthing their fascinating, long-forgotten back-stories. In addition, Khyber specializes in consignments within the booming sports-art market, working closely with noted contemporary artists.

Huggins & Scott founder Bill Huggins has this to say about the “Oser Boys”: “Ronny is one of my oldest and most trusted friends in the hobby, and someone whom I always hoped to work side by side with one day. He, along with Khyber, will help elevate the Huggins & Scott brand in our continuing pursuit of the finest and best auction experience for you, our loyal and valued customers.”

roser@hugginsandscott.com • 215-880-5416
2015 AUCTION DATES

Huggins & Scott

Worldwide Catalog Internet Auctions

THE AUCTION COMPANY THAT CATERS TO EVERY LEVEL OF COLLECTOR!

WHETHER YOU HAVE A $500 BUDGET OR A $500,000 BANKROLL, WE OFFER YOU THE ABILITY TO BE A PLAYER IN A MAJOR CATALOG AUCTION. IF YOUR COLLECTION IS WORTH $1,000 OR $1,000,000, WE CAN BREAK IT DOWN AND SELL IT FOR YOU TO MAXIMIZE YOUR PROFIT

HUGGINS AND SCOTT'S 2015 AUCTION DATES:

CONSIGNMENT DEADLINE
MONDAY JAN. 5, 2015
MONDAY MAR. 2, 2015
MONDAY MAY 4, 2015
MONDAY JUNE 29, 2015
MONDAY AUG. 31, 2015
MONDAY NOV. 2, 2015

AUCTION ENDS
THUR. FEB. 12, 2015
THUR. APRIL 9, 2015
THUR. JUNE 11, 2015
THUR. AUG. 6, 2015
THUR. OCT. 8, 2015
THUR. DEC. 10, 2015

THE EARLIER YOU GET YOUR ITEMS TO US, THE MORE EXPOSURE, ADVERTISING AND PROMOTING WE CAN DO FOR YOU AND YOUR COLLECTION. IT HELPS US NET YOU MORE MONEY!

Call us at 301 608 0355
to discuss your collection
Huggins and Scott Auctions
www.hugginsandscott.com
cmail: auction@hugginsandscott.com
Benefits included with every JSA authenticated item:

JSA Letter’s of Authenticity are guaranteed to be accepted by all collectors, dealers, and auction houses worldwide, or your submission fee will be reimbursed.

JSA is an eBay approved autograph authenticator.

Increased value and a confident buyer for faster sale of autographed memorabilia.

JSA’s extensive autograph exemplar database is second to none in the autograph industry.

Peace of mind that your memorabilia is deemed authentic and ready to be sold, passed along to a family member, or cherished forever.

Secure, virtually impossible to replicate proprietary watermark JSA Letter of Authenticity with corresponding high-resolution image and a unique alpha-numeric certification sticker.

Quick and simple online confirmation of your JSA certification number.

All JSA Letters of Authenticity are fully transferable without resubmission.

JSA’s services are utilized by more major auction houses than any other autograph authentication company.

www.SpenceLOA.com